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When an Egyptian judge condemned 529 Muslim Brotherhood supporters to 
death this week, he underlined in one fell swoop the terrifying reality in 
which the world finds itself today. The revolutionary euphoria and 
constituent impulse that shook the global order back in 2011 have long 
since given way to a re-established state of control. Violent repression of 
protest and dissent — whether progressive or reactionary — has become 
the new normal. The radical emancipatory and democratic space that was 
briefly opened up by recent uprisings is now being slammed shut. What 
remains are dispersed pockets of resistance under relentless assault by the 
constituted power. 
 
While the mass death sentence of Islamist protesters in Egypt is an 
exceptionally violent and lethal instance of this process, the army’s 
counter-revolutionary consolidation appears to be indicative of a more 
generalized trend that can be felt across the globe. In Turkey, Prime 
Minister Erdoðan — who back in 2011 criticized Mubarak for his hard-
handed repression of the popular uprising — just blocked access to Twitter 
and YouTube. When a 15-year-old boy, Berkin Elvan, died after spending 9 
months in a coma, having been shot in the head by police while getting 
some bread during the Gezi protests, Erdoðan justified the killing by 
branding the kid a “terrorist”. 
 
In Spain, meanwhile, the right-wing government of Mariano Rajoy is 
reverting to old-fashioned Francoist tactics to suppress the country’s 
powerful anti-austerity movement. Riot police once again violently 
cracked down on a massive demonstration in Madrid last weekend, while 
authorities are eagerly drawing on the new “Citizens’ Security Law” to 
prosecute the arrestees, some of whom now face up to 5 years in prison. 
Spanish Parliament voted last year to outlaw demonstrations in front of 
government buildings and to criminalize the act of calling for such protests 
on social media. Those who get caught face hefty fines of up to 600,000 
euros and serious jail time. 
 
It’s not just right-wing or military regimes that are leading the assault on 
hard-fought popular freedoms. In Brazil, the ruling Workers’ Party 
announced this week that it would send the army into Rio’s favelas to 
pacify the slums ahead of the World Cup. Ostensibly targeted at violent 
drug gangs, this pacification scheme has led to a situation in which 
hundreds of slum dwellers are killed by state troops every year. Under 
President Rousseff — a former Marxist guerrilla who was tortured and 
imprisoned by the military dictatorship — state brutality against the 
“unruly” poor and excluded remains the order of the day. Just last week, 
Brazilian military police were caught on camera after shooting and killing a 
38-year-old mother of four and dragging her lifeless body 200 meters down 
the street in their police van. 
 
It is no coincidence that the intensification of long-standing patterns of 
state repression appears to be particularly acute in the countries that 
experienced large-scale street protest in the past three years. Ruling 
classes around the world have clearly been shaken to their very core by 
the sudden re-emergence of the multitude in the streets. The United 
States is no exception in this respect. This week, news emerged that, 
despite a recent ruling, the FBI continues to withhold information on an 
assassination plot — possibly involving a “law enforcement agency” — 
targeted at organizers in the Occupy movement. Ryan Shapiro, a 
transparency activist and PhD student at MIT who is investigating the plot, 
has been warned by the NSA that his research constitutes a threat to 
“national security”. (That’s the same national security in whose name the 
agency’s computer geeks have apparently been peeking through your 
webcam lately.) 
 
As the leading continental philosopher Giorgio Agamben accurately 
observed in a recent lecture in Athens (where the attack on democracy has 
been particularly harshly felt in recent years), we are witnessing “the 
paradoxical convergence today of an absolutely liberal paradigm in the 
economy with an unprecedented and equally absolute paradigm of state 



and police control.” Agamben notes how this apparent paradox is in fact 
the logical outgrowth of a more long-term trend in modern 
governmentality away from preventing troubles and towards an attempt 
“to govern and guide them in the right direction once they take place.” 
Indeed, “since governing the causes is difficult and expensive, it is safer 
and more useful to try to govern the effects.” 
 
Rather than tackling poverty, inequality, alienation, police brutality or the 
legitimation crisis of representative democracy more generally, 
governments try to administer the resultant social unrest and steer it in 
the right direction (just think of how the Egyptian military effectively 
guided the revolutionary process towards a situation in which it could 
overtly reassert its control after deposing President Morsi). In the process 
of steering social unrest towards desired outcomes, politics (collective 
decision-making on how to govern the causes of our troubles) makes way 
for policing (the violent and/or manipulative administration of the 
undecidable effects of these troubles in the name of “national security” 
and “public safety”). This, Agamben argues, is what marks the transition 
from the old disciplinary state towards the emerging state of control: 
 
The state in which we live now is no more a disciplinary state. Gilles 
Deleuze suggested to call it the État de contrôle, or control state, because 
what it wants is not to order and to impose discipline but rather to 
manage and to control. Deleuze’s definition is correct, because 
management and control do not necessarily coincide with order and 
discipline. No one put it so clearly as the Italian police officer, who, after 
the Genoa riots in July 2001 declared that the government did not want 
for the police to maintain order but for it to manage disorder. 
 
Governing the effects, or managing disorder, has thus become the defining 
paradigm of neoliberal government. Perhaps none of the events of the 
past week illustrated this more clearly than the Nuclear Security Summit 
held at The Hague. As 53 heads of state and government were flown into 
the Netherlands to conclude a number of agreements on securing 
stockpiles of nuclear material and preventing them from falling into the 
hands of terrorists (as if copious amounts of plutonium in the hands of the 
military and corporations were somehow not a threat to our safety), the 
city of The Hague and large parts of Holland were effectively submitted to 
an undeclared state of exception. 
 
In a historically unprecedented security operation, the Dutch state 
mustered some 13.000 police officers and 8.000 military troops. Mobile 
anti-aircraft batteries were deployed along the coastline, battleships 
cordoned off sea access routes, and F-16 fighter jets and AWACS 
surveillance planes patrolled the skies overhead for 24 hours a day to 
secure Dutch airspace. One major highway was entirely blocked off, sewer 
manhole covers were welded shut, and large parts of town were declared 
no-go zones. When President Obama passed by Amsterdam to have a look 
at some paintings, he arrived in an aerial cavalcade of nine military 
helicopters full of heavily armed counter-assault teams. Authorities 
warned neighbors not to go onto their balconies or rooftops during 
Obama’s visit, presumably because the place was crawling with snipers. 
 
A naive citizen may be left to wonder: if world leaders were really just 
simple human beings like the rest of us, humbly living up to their 
responsibility towards the community by fulfilling their democratic 
mandate in the name of the sovereign people, surely such an absurd 
security operation would never even have been necessary in the first 
place? If the causes of our present discontent had been properly looked 
after, surely politicians wouldn’t need to be so paranoid about coming into 
contact with “the people”? And if these heads of state truly cared about 
nuclear security and the well-being of their citizens, surely they would 
have addressed the root causes behind nuclear proliferation, like the very 
production of weapons-grade plutonium to begin with? Of course, none of 
this was the case: once again, world leaders found themselves governing 
the effects, managing disorder, and spectacularly re-imposing their state 
of control. 
 
If the mass death sentences in Egypt, the social media crackdown in 
Turkey, the anti-protest laws in Spain, the favela pacification scheme in 
Brazil, the NSA surveillance program in the US, and the undeclared state 



of exception around the Nuclear Security Summit in the Netherlands have 
anything in common, it’s that they all point in the direction of an 
inexorable slide into a new form of authoritarianism — an ostensibly 
“democratic” authoritarianism that hides behind a facade of free markets, 
fair elections and respect for the rule of law to secure the increasing 
concentration of wealth and power by shrinking the public space for 
democratic participation and popular dissent. 
 
The only question that remains is: how much longer can this illusion of 
control be maintained? How much longer can the neoliberal state 
systematically ignore the root causes of its own self-destructive 
delegitimation? When, in other words, will the resultant disorder cease to 
be manageable? And, perhaps most importantly, what can be done to 
accelerate the eventual arrival of that moment? 
zcomm.org 
 
Jerome Roos is a PhD candidate in International Political Economy at the 
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When social activists become politicians 

 
 Business Standard 29 March 2014  
 
The choice before social activist Medha Patkar and her National Alliance of 
People's Movements (NAPM) was not easy. She and other members of the 
NAPM had to abandon their movement to merge with the Aam Aadmi Party 
(AAP). They decided instead to support the AAP from outside and gave all 
members the choice of formally joining the party if they wished. A large 
number have joined politics and Medha Patkar herself is contesting the Lok 
Sabha elections as the AAP candidate from the Mumbai North East 
constituency. 
 
The NAPM consists of nearly 250 social groups with a membership base of 
almost 100,000. This is just one of several examples of social activists 
joining active politics. Recently, 28 social groups active in the Marathwada 
and Vidarbha regions of Maharashtra, with a combined membership of 
40,000, joined the AAP. Among the prominent social activists who have 
joined the AAP in Maharashtra are Subhash Lomte, Gajanan Khatu, Sanjeev 
Sane and trade union leader Jammu Anand. Lomte and Sane are contesting 
elections for the AAP. 
 
In Odisha, Jawaharlal Nehru University-trained academic Lingraj Pradhan, 
who has been fighting for tribal rights against big mining corporations in 
the Gandmardan area under the banner of Samajwadi Jan Parishad, led a 
group of social activists to join the AAP. In fact, almost the entire 
Samajwadi Jan Parishad switched over to the AAP in Odisha and Bihar. 
Prominent AAP leader Yogendra Yadav was an active member of the 
organisation. Both Lingraj and Yadav are contesting the 2014 elections. 
 
Social activists joining politics is not confined to a few states. If Mallika 
Sarabhai was one a well-known social activist to have joined the AAP in 
Gujarat, noted social activist and writer Sara Joseph did the same thing in 
Kerala. The Goa unit of the party managed to attract people such as Oscar 
Rebello. And Sudhir Panwar, president of the Lucknow-based Kisan Jagriti 
Manch, was one of the many social activists to join the AAP in Uttar 
Pradesh. An analysis of the professional background of 70 AAP candidates 
for the Lok Sabha elections reveals that as many as 47 per cent candidates 
have been social activists. 
 
With leading social activists joining politics, are we going to see some 
erosion in the influence of pressure groups? In the past two decades, it was 
the growing influence of social movements led by Anna Hazare, Aruna Roy, 
Medha Patkar and Nikhil Dey that ensured the passage of key laws such as 
the Right to Information, Tribal Rights Act, Right to Food, Land Acquisition 
Act and Right to Education, among others. 
 
Now that many of them have joined politics, will the pressure groups 
themselves come under pressure because of their new-found position in 



politics? Social activists do not quite agree. On the contrary, some of them 
are even more optimistic, given the prospect of someone from their ranks 
entering Parliament. Dey, co-convener of the National Campaign for 
Peoples' Right to Information (NCPRI), lists out a number of reasons in 
support of his thesis that social movements will continue to create a buzz 
on relevant issues. 
 
"Social movement by definition is people-driven. Most of the political 
parties are the result of people's movements. It is a different matter that 
they forget the values and ethos of movements once they get established," 
he says. Dey and other prominent social activists are of the view that what 
drives social movements is a cause and the freedom to fight for that 
cause. "What I can do as a social activist will not be the same as what I can 
achieve if I join politics. Politics comes with a set of compulsions which is 
restrictive, whereas social movements have none of that," observes Dey. 
 
Some social activists even go one step further and argue that people from 
among their ranks joining politics would give social movements a new 
momentum. "With the likes of Medha Patekar entering Parliament or state 
assemblies, we can be sure of favourable response to people's movements. 
That will be helpful," says Madhuresh, national organiser of the NAPM. 
 
The evolution of social movement, too, has raised hopes of its continuity 
despite thinner ranks for the time being, point out social activists. "We are 
not satisfied just with a piece of legislation. We ensure it is implemented 
properly, which is a continuous process that benefits people in their 
everyday lives," says Dey. 
 
Then there are people who argue social activism is also a kind of politics: 
people's politics, which keeps the politics of power in check. 
 
And there can never be any dearth of volunteers for it. "The politics of 
power needs a face-lift much more than people's politics. It is good that 
the politics of power is attracting good people," argues Trilochan Sastry, 
professor at the Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore, and founder of 
the Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR). Perhaps, exchange of 
personnel between the two kinds of politics will help both. 
 
Let us hope that indeed is the case. A functioning democracy needs both: 
people from all walks of life joining politics and a set of vibrant pressure 
groups continuing to attract talent. 
www.business-standard.com 

 
 
Taiwan:Ma government rocked by mass protests and occupation of parliament

 



 

 
Down with undemocratic Kuomintang rule – for a Taiwan-wide student 
strike as the next step! 
Sally Tang Mei-ching in Taipei and Vincent Kolon 28 March 2014 
 
Tens of thousands of protesters have filled the streets around the occupied 
Taiwanese legislature for the past week. The Wall Street Journal calls this 
“the biggest student-led protest in Taiwan’s history.” After six years in 
power, a succession of crises and top-level splits, and a collapse in opinion 
poll ratings to 12.8 percent, Taiwan’s beleaguered president Ma Ying-jeou 
is fighting for his political survival.  
 
The trigger for mass unrest was the decision of Ma and his Kuomintang 
(KMT, Chinese Nationalist Party) government to railroad through the 
legislature the deeply unpopular Cross-Strait Services Trade Agreement 
(CSSTA) with China. This deal, signed by the two governments in June last 
year, further deregulates both economy’s service sectors in favour of big 
business at the expense of jobs, wages and workers’ rights.  
 
As the saying goes, “a week is a long time in politics.” Mass anger, 
especially since the government ordered a brutal police assault on the 
night between Sunday and Monday (23-24 March) in a failed attempt to 
subdue the protests, could turn the trade pact into a secondary problem 
for Ma, as the protests morph into a more generalised anti-government 
struggle echoing the movements last year in Turkey, Brazil and Ukraine. As 
one blog post noted the struggle has, “upgraded from opposing [an] unjust 
trade pact to a war for Taiwan’s democracy!”  
 
Oppose neo-liberal trade pact  
The government’s decision to fast-track ratification of the CSSTA pact, 
using its comfortable parliamentary majority (which massively exaggerates 
its real social base), was widely seen as the KMT reverting to its dictatorial 
traditions. There are widespread fears not only over the state of the 
economy but also over the erosion of press freedom and democratic rights, 
reinforced by the government’s increasingly close ties with the Chinese 
dictatorship.  
 
The answer was given when around 300 students started the first-ever 
occupation inside the main chamber of the Legislative Yuan on Tuesday 18 
March, generating enormous sympathy. Tens of thousands have poured 
onto the streets of the capital Taipei, with solidarity protests in other 
cities. The occupiers barricaded themselves inside the chamber and 
repelled an initial police attempt to evict the occupation.  
 
The Committee for a Workers’ International (CWI) and its small forces in 



Taiwan, who are taking part every day in the protests outside the 
legislative compound, have consistently opposed Ma’s cross-strait agenda 
of détente and closer ties with Beijing, but from a class rather than an 
economic nationalist perspective. The government’s policies are driven by 
the demands of the capitalists in Taiwan, China, and globally, to further 
skew economic development in favour of the wealthy at the expense of 
the masses.  
 
CSSTA is no exception. If enacted it will speed up outsourcing and the 
growth of temporary contracts at the expense of real jobs. Official 
statistics show that the number of part-time, temporary and dispatch 
workers in Taiwan totalled 539,000 in 2013, a 7-fold rise in the past 
decade. In real terms workers’ wages are lower today than 15 years ago. 
This is a condemnation of both Taiwan’s major political blocs which have 
led governments in this period: the KMT-led ‘pan blues’ (pro-China) and 
their ‘pan green’ (anti-China) opponents, led by the Democratic 
Progressive Party (DPP).  
 
Both blocs, while trading verbal blows over Taiwan’s ‘cross-strait’ 
relationship with mainland China, stand for capitalist economic policies, 
the logic of which is to promote closer ties with China as the world’s 
number two economy and the major source of the Taiwanese capitalists’ 
profits. This is also the case with CSSTA, which the DPP does not oppose in 
its entirety but merely wants to amend. In effect, the DPP stands for a 
‘lite’ version of CSSTA, a fact that is not lost on the youth demonstrating 
around the legislative compound. Many are angered by the DPP leaders’ 
antics both in trying to hi-jack the protests for their own election 
campaign and in not rejecting the trade pact in its entirety.  
 
State violence  
The political crisis escalated sharply on Sunday 23 March with young 
demonstrators entering the Executive Yuan (Cabinet Office) to spread the 
occupation. This action arose from divisions among the students, with 
growing frustration among more radical youth over what is perceived as a 
more conciliatory line from the main student group leading the protests 
which relies on the DPP politicians to act as go-betweens with the 
government.  
 
Police responded with massive force to evict the demonstrators with 158 
injured and over 60 arrests, Rather than a response to the occupation of 
the Executive Yuan, this crackdown was almost certainly planned in 
advance – to take place on Sunday night when the police and government 
calculated the ranks of the demonstrators would be fewer. A hint of what 
was coming was contained in president Ma’s televised speech earlier the 
same day, in which he stubbornly defended the CSSTA pact, but also 
warned the students to end their “illegal” occupation and respect “the 
rule of law”. Within hours of this speech the president’s shock troops – 
3,000 riot police according to media reports – delivered a lesson in what 
the capitalist politicians mean by “rule of law.”  
 
On the day of the police attack a spokesperson for the Obama 
administration, Marie Harf of the State Department, praised “Taiwan’s 
vibrant democracy.” For the youth and many ordinary citizens watching 
the news from home, the violent images of the crackdown were a 
flashback to the decades of grim KMT dictatorship and underline just how 
fragile democratic rights are in a capitalist system where real decision-
making power is always monopolised by a tiny elite. Many have also 
compared the police attack to the 1989 crackdown in Beijing (although a 
more accurate comparison is to Deng Xiaoping‘s failed attempt at 
repression of 26-27 April 1989, which backfired completely).  
 
Monday’s police assault lasted for five hours and ended with the 
deployment of water cannon spraying peppered water. There are many 
accounts on social media of police aiming their blows at the heads and 
necks of protesters including young women. In total seven waves of riot 
police waded into the non-violent crowds who were mostly engaged in a 
sit-down protest. A young woman sympathiser of the CWI told us what she 
saw from inside the occupation of the Executive Yuan, from where she was 
dragged out at 3am: “The police tactic was to drag a demonstrator behind 
the shields, where seven or eight policemen would beat them. Some of the 
police were laughing.”  



 
A doctor in the crowd pleaded to be allowed to examine some of the 
wounded being held behind police lines, but was shooed away. A CWI 
member described how water cannon trucks moved in at around 4.30am on 
Monday: “It was unprovoked. The crowd pushed [the wagon] back by 
forming a blockade and walking towards it. The mood towards the police 
changed into outright hostility. It’s very lucky a riot wasn’t incited by the 
police actions.”  
 
Self-defence and non-violence  
With many similarities to the way the protest movements in Turkey and 
Brazil unfolded in 2013, the police assault, which was a conscious attempt 
to terrorise and break the spirit of the protests, has backfired and 
increased the pressure on Ma. To quote Karl Marx the “whip of counter-
revolution” has further radicalised the situation and propelled the 
movement forward. At the same time, the threat of repression and 
“counter-revolution” is still tangible. While the riot police seem to have 
been caged for a while, gangs of thugs linked to the ruling party turn up 
late in the evenings to threaten the protesters. The issue of self-defence 
groups organised through democratic committees to patrol and protect the 
protest sites is now a vital one. This task should be linked to an appeal to 
workers’ unions to play a full role in the protests.  
 
Debates about non-violence arise in nearly all contemporary protest 
movements not only in Taiwan. Among the student leaders Gandhian ideas 
(after Mahatma Gandhi) are very widespread. Unfortunately, not so many 
grasp that the struggle against British colonial rule in India was a 
revolutionary struggle and that international factors like the revolutionary 
struggle in China played a decisive role in weakening Britain’s hand. There 
is also a tendency to confuse militant methods or methods that challenge 
legality, with support for violence or actions that could “provoke 
repression.” These issues need to be discussed democratically throughout 
the movement. Socialists favour well-organised and disciplined mass 
struggle, rejecting vandalism and actions that politically play into the 
government’s hands. At the same time we believe that the mass protests 
need to organise defensive action against thugs, provocateurs and the 
state. For this level of organisation to be achieved democratic structures 
are needed and a clear programme to take the movement forward, which 
crucially hinges upon the working class becoming the leading force in the 
struggle and putting forward its own independent political 
representatives.  
 
Strike call spreads  
At the time of writing around 50 universities across Taiwan have voiced 
support for strikes and class boycotts. The need for a Taiwan-wide 
students’ strike as a first step, to then turn this towards the factories and 
workplaces and urge strike action by unions, has been a main plank of the 
CWI’s intervention in the current movement. Now, not only are students 
and teachers pushing for strikes, but this is also beginning to resonate 
among some layers of the working class. The government fears this 
development as shown by the comments of Premier Jiang Yi-hua, an 
especially hated figure after ordering the police crackdown, who warned 
that strikes would “seriously impair the state.”  
 
CWI supporters are stressing the need for the student strike to be 
organised from below, through democratic campaign committees and 
student unions, rather than from above by the university or faculty elite. 
This strike movement should be collective, with mass meetings to explain 
and build active support, rather than the individual ‘autonomous’ 
approach envisaged by some academic groups.  
 
It is the working class, however, that has the real muscle to defeat the 
government as Premier Jiang’s remarks testify. They are the key to victory 
in the struggle despite the conservatism of the union bureaucrats and 
numerical weakness of the trade unions. Many union bureaucrats have 
publicly rejected the call for a strike and pro-KMT union leaders have 
openly supported the CSSTA. The small Labour Party (a group with Stalinist 
roots), which controls some unions and led the Hualong textile factory 
strike in 2012 with the support of the protesting students, has kept silent 
on this issue. Despite these obstacles, a powerful strike movement among 
students can, if linked to a conscious turn to the working class for support, 



win significant support for the idea of workers’ strikes.  
 
Tremors reach China  
This struggle represents the most serious political crisis in Taiwan for 
decades. Although this is being deliberately downplayed, the crisis also 
presents a major challenge to the Chinese dictatorship. For Beijing the 
stakes involved go beyond the trade pact and even its wider Taiwan 
strategy, which consists of promoting the now badly damaged KMT regime 
and using economic agreements to pull the Taiwanese capitalist class into 
Beijing’s political orbit. Superficially, Ma’s cross-strait policies seemed to 
be crowned with successes, most recently with the first formal 
government-to-government talks in six decades (since the end of the 
Chinese civil war) held in Nanjing in February. But the other side of this 
process has been deepening public disenchantment with “mainlandisation” 
not just of Taiwan’s economy but also of its political system, as the 
politicians, big companies and the media compete to flatter Beijing.  
 
While it is impossible to foresee every possible effect of the current 
protest movement, we are likely to see the political climate in Taiwan 
shift on its axis, giving a powerful boost to anti-China, pro-independence 
sentiment, and seriously undermining support for the pro-China strategy of 
Ma and the KMT.  
 
“What Beijing is afraid to see is their dialogue with the governing 
Kuomintang in Taiwan, which so far has been very successful, is reaching 
its limits,” commented Jean-Pierre Cabestan of Hong Kong Baptist 
University.  
 
For a Chinese dictatorship that is paranoid about mass opposition 
developing at home, the Taiwanese protests are as welcome as the 
Ukrainian protests were for Putin and the Russian state. This is especially 
since the shift in US military policy with its Asian Pivot of 2011 aimed at 
checking China’s increasing political and economic sway across Asia. For 
the past two decades Beijing and Washington have taken a broadly 
cooperative approach to the Taiwan issue, with both powers working to 
bolster the KMT and restrain independence sentiment. This ‘triangular 
relationship’ may not hold for much longer, however, with US imperialism 
increasingly determined to reassert itself in the region at Beijing’s 
expense.  
 
At the same time, the mass struggle in Taiwan has exposed the 
conservatism of many Chinese liberals and ‘democrats’ whose posts on 
social media bemoan, “this is not the democracy we want,” and compare 
the Taiwan protests to the “chaos” of the Cultural Revolution in China.  
 
The Taiwanese events represent a political minefield for the Chinese 
dictatorship, which includes the possibility of the KMT being ousted in the 
2016 presidential elections in favour of the DPP. Splits have opened up 
within this party under the pressure of the Taiwan capitalists who are the 
main driver of Ma’s pro-China agenda. Especially since its election defeat 
in 2012, which its own analysis attributed to too hard a line against China, 
a wing has emerged within the DDP leadership that wants to tone down 
the party’s ‘old’ i.e. pro-independence rhetoric. Despite this, Beijing 
dreads the prospect of a DPP government returning to power, not because 
it fears the leaders, but rather the mass pressure they could come under – 
something we are seeing in the current movement.  
 
The Chinese regime’s plan for Taiwan mainly centres on “stability” and 
preventing it shifting into open opposition to Beijing. A deepening of 
antagonisms across the Taiwan Strait risks aggravating China’s regional, 
national and religious conflicts. It is already the case that unrest in 
minority regions such as Xinjiang and Tibet is at its highest level for 30 
years, as shown by the terrorist massacre in Kunming in March. Beijing 
fears the effects of rising support for Taiwan independence – already 
visible among the younger generation – in encouraging calls for 
independence or greater autonomy among the oppressed national 
minorities of China.  
 
On yet another inter-connected front we already see how the Taiwan 
protests threaten the Chinese regime’s hand in Hong Kong, where a 
showdown looms over mass demands for a democratic election system. 



The movement in Taiwan has generated enormous sympathy in Hong Kong 
and increased the pressure upon the bourgeois leaders of the pro-
democracy ‘Occupy Central’ movement, who have been seeking ways to 
demobilise the movement and compromise with Beijing. This week’s police 
crackdown in Taiwan is seen as a mirror of Hong Kong’s future struggle, 
with pro-government politicians threatening that the People’s Liberation 
Army could be deployed against protesters if ‘Occupy Central’ goes ahead. 
 
There are key lessons in both these struggles, and the subterranean shifts 
taking place among the masses in China, as in the global protests and 
occupation struggles of recent years. The CWI plays a unique role by 
pooling the experiences of these mass movements, gathered from the 
CWI’s national sections which actively participate in these struggles, 
enabling us with the help of Marxist analysis to clarify and share the most 
important conclusions for future action.  
 
CWI in the demonstrations  
The members of the CWI in Taiwan, with supporters joining from Hong 
Kong, have been active in the protest movement from the outset. We 
stand for a socialist alternative to capitalism and neo-liberal trade pacts 
like CSSTA, for the major companies and banks to be taken into 
democratic public ownership in order to break the grip of Taiwan’s 
billionaires over the economy and over government policy including cross 
strait policy. We stand for united working class struggle as the only way to 
defeat the capitalists and their governments. This means building a united 
movement together with the super-exploited migrant workers in Taiwan as 
well as winning support from workers internationally including in mainland 
China, where seven million are employed in Taiwanese-owned factories.  
 
The socialist message of the CWI, while clearly a minority view within the 
movement at this stage, has already met a great response. Over 400 copies 
of the CWI Taiwan magazine (Socialist) were bought in a four-day period 
and many new faces have volunteered to help on the stalls. One activist 
was so impressed with our magazine and its analysis of the struggle that 
she bought 50 copies to distribute within her organisation.  
 
The national question and the thorny issue of relations with China have 
receded into the background in recent years, with most people preferring 
“not to think about it.” But inevitably the latest protests will catapult this 
issue back into the spotlight. The protest movement, the working class and 
the forces of the left must be prepared for this and offer an answer that 
points the way towards united mass struggle. The CWI in Taiwan stands for 
the right of self-determination, meaning that if the people of Taiwan 
democratically choose independence we support this choice, which, 
however, can only be realised as part of an international socialist struggle 
against capitalism and its structure of foreign – imperialist – domination. 
Our anti-capitalist and socialist approach to the national question means 
complete opposition to the US and its military-diplomatic games in Asia, 
and against the military ambitions of other powers including China, Japan, 
but also of the Taiwanese capitalist state. The working class 
internationally and across Asia, mobilised around a socialist programme, is 
the only force capable of defeating capitalism and its war machines.  
 
The main focus of CWI Taiwan and its supporters participating in the mass 
protests is to put forward proposals to escalate the movement and defeat 
the government, including the crucial question of a programme to draw 
the widest possible layers into the struggle and show how victory can be 
secured. This includes the following demands:  
 
• Build for a Taiwan-wide student strike against the government – organise 
democratic strike committees in every school and university to link-up and 
coordinate the struggle. Appeal to workers and unions for solidarity action 
with a 24-hour general strike!  
 
• Complete rejection of the Cross-Strait Services Trade Agreement!  
 
• Down with Ma and the corrupt KMT government! Continue and step up 
the mass movement to force the government’s resignation and new 
elections!  
 
• For an independent public investigation of the police crackdown of 23-24 



March. Punish those responsible for planning this attack. Drop the charges 
against those arrested!  
 
• Build a working class political alternative to the capitalist ‘pan blue’ and 
‘pan green’ blocs. For a new workers’ party with socialist policies against 
the economic crisis and capitalism!  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Brazil despises anti-Russian Western cliches 

 
 Lyuba Lulko (Pravda) 26 March 2014 
 
Russia's BRICS partners (Brazil, India, China and South Africa) expressed 
understanding of Russia's position in Crimea and rejected sanctions against 
Russia. If the position of the people of China and India was mentioned by 
Vladimir Putin in his speech on March 18, Brazil and South Africa were in 
the background for a while. What are Brazil's and Pretoria's arguments in 
support of the Russian Federation? 
 
"The escalation of hostile language, sanctions and counter-sanctions, and 
force does not contribute to a sustainable and peaceful solution, according 
to international law, including the principles and purposes of the United 
Nations Charter," quoted The Globe and Mail. "BRICS countries agreed that 
the challenges that exist within the regions of the BRICS countries must be 
addressed within the fold of the United Nations in a calm and level- 
headed manner." 
 
Print version Font Size Send to friendThe BRICS members have also 
criticized the assumption that Russia could be excluded from participation 
in the G20 summit in Brisbane in November of 2014 made by the Australian 
authorities. Australia does not determine the policies of G20, the 
statement indicated. "As for the meeting of foreign ministers of the BRICS 
countries today here in The Hague, we heard understanding of the 
situation, understanding of the historical aspects of this entire situation, 
and we are grateful to our partners," said Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov on Monday at a press conference in The Hague.  
 
Given the alleged broad sanctions against Russia expected from the West, 
Russia needs this support very much. 
 
This is not a new moment in the foreign policy of the block, and the 
countries had similar consolidated policy of non-interference on the Syrian 
issue. While the stance of the governments of China and India is widely 
reported and was mentioned by Vladimir Putin in his speech on March 18, 
the motives of understanding of the situation by Brazil and South Africa 
have not been discussed. 
 
What arguments do these countries have in support of Russia? The Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of Brazil stated its position earlier. For example, Foreign 
Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo after a meeting with his French 
counterpart in Paris said that Brazil considered the Ukrainian events to be 
the "internal affair of the Ukrainians," thus underlining the position of 
"non-interference" of Brazil in this conflict. Brazil that intends to be a new 
permanent member of the UN Security Council and that considers itself to 
be a global player has been successfully resisting the U.S. influence in 
Latin America, although under President Dilma Rousseff the directness of 
this message has somewhat subdued. 
 
Dilma Rousseff is preoccupied with the internal problems of the country, 
although she is consistently consolidating with both the left South 
American bloc ALBA (Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Nicaragua), and with 
the BRICS countries. For example, Brazil has initiated removing the US 
dollar from internal trade within BRICS. Brazil is also the largest trading 
partner of Russia in Latin America, and the trade between the two 
countries is expected to increase from the current $6 billion a year to $10 
billion by the end of the decade. 
 
In 2012 the president of Brazil had a fruitful visit to Russia. Agreements for 



the supply of Russian helicopters Ka-62 were signed, and further steps to 
implement the "Plan of Action of the strategic partnership between Russia 
and Brazil" were identified. 
 
Russia is selling aerospace technology, energy, chemicals and fertilizers. In 
turn, Brazil is selling beef, pork and chicken, soy, sugar and other 
agricultural products. "I do not see how Brazil can take an antagonistic 
stance towards Russia, including because of the interests that unite the 
two countries, both economic and strategic, especially since it is directly 
linked with the consolidation of the BRICS group," said Gilberto Ramos, 
president of the Chamber of Commerce Brazil - Russia. 
 
On Monday it was reported that Russia has offered Brazil joint 
development and production of fifth-generation multirole fighter T-50. 
"Unfortunately, we do not participate in the tender for the supply of 36 
Brazilian fighters. Nevertheless, our offer to Brazil on the joint 
development and production of a multipurpose fighter based on the T-50 
remains in force," said the director of the Federal Service for Military-
Technical Cooperation (FSMTC) Alexander Fomin. 
 
South African analyst Glenn Silverman wrote that Crimea seemed to be far 
from South Africa and did not seem to have any relation to it. However, 
South Africa is a member of the BRICS and the outcome of the Ukrainian 
crisis may have long term consequences for the country's foreign policy 
and the country's economic future. The analyst added that his diagnosis of 
the situation was based on a concept known as "national scar," which for 
South Africa is apartheid. For Russia, it is communism and external 
threats. Russia throughout its history has been attacked by all of its 
neighbors, so in the case of Crimea it tried to protect its historic territory 
and national interests. 
 
Isn't this approach of South African Federation to understanding the 
position of Russia different from the western cliché? The analyst wrote 
that in addition to the country's membership in the BRICS and moral 
dilemmas of the assessment of the annexation of Crimea, South Africa was 
facing growing economic ties with Russia. The author added that BRICS 
was at an advanced stage of negotiations to establish a development bank 
to finance infrastructure projects in five countries. Bilateral relations with 
Russia are developing in the areas of nuclear energy and trade. 
 
South Africa imports 90 percent of wheat from Russia and Ukraine. 
Comprehensive sanctions that may be applied by the West to Russia would 
adversely affect the price of commodities. 
 
Silverman concluded that the stakes were too high if you considered the 
history, military power and very strong and powerful leader of Russia who 
was recently ranked by Forbes magazine as the most powerful man in the 
world. 
english.pravda.ru 

 
 
Equality at the heart of popular struggle to decriminalise dagga 

 
 Dale T. McKinley First Published in Pambazuka 25 March 2014 
 
Public opinion is fast shifting in South Africa about the use of marijuana, 
which is criminalised. A key legal argument in the debate is that 
prohibiting dagga use while allowing tobacco and alcohol amounts to 
discrimination, which violates equality as guaranteed by the Constitution 
In the spirit of John Lennon, imagine this near-future scenario. 
 
It is 2016, the 20th anniversary of South Africa’s Constitution. Alongside all 
sorts of official festivities, a sizeable portion of the population is 
celebrating the recent decision by the Constitutional Court to declare the 
Drugs and Drug Trafficking Act (No. 142 of 1992), a piece of legislation 
embedded in over a century of colonial, racist politics and wrapped in 
layers of ideologically and morally manipulated misinformation and 
ignorance, unconstitutional. 
 



The celebrations are all the more special because the Court has ruled that 
the Act infringes on one of our most historically violated and now 
cherished constitutional rights; that everyone is “equal before the law and 
has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law”. For many of the 
celebrants, this is a particularly joyous occasion because the decision of 
the Court is based on a case for the decriminalisation of dagga. 
 
Crazy, impossible, the product of a creative imagination fuelled by one too 
many puffs of the good stuff? Not quite and here’s why. 
 
There is an increasingly enabling political and social environment in many 
parts of the world. Public attitudes and opinion about dagga, and thus 
associated national politics and legislation, are undergoing gradual but 
major shifts. 
 
During the last few years there have been ever-expanding moves across 
the globe to legalise various uses of dagga. Uruguay has just become the 
first country to completely legalise both production and consumption while 
in many of the states in America dagga has been legalised in one form or 
another (with Colorado and Washington, including recreational use). 
 
Various levels of decriminalisation have more recently taken hold in 
countries such as Croatia, Mexico, the Czech Republic, Belgium, Argentina, 
Spain and Jamaica. Meanwhile, Portugal enters its second successful 
decade as the only country in the world to have decriminalised all 
classified drugs. 
 
On the home front, the national debate around legalisation and 
decriminalisation has begun to emerge from the shadows. Besides the 
voices and increasing socio-economic influence of South Africa’s millions 
of users and smaller but increasing numbers of growers, we now have 
South Africa’s first-ever officially recognised NGO (‘Fields of Green for All’ 
- FGA) dedicated to the struggle for legalised dagga, of which the legal 
case for decriminalisation is a crucial part. 
 
And then there is the recently introduced ‘Medical Innovation Bill’ 
(submitted by IFP MP Mario Oriani-Ambrosini). The Bill, which aims to 
legalise dagga for medical, economic and industrial purposes, has elicited 
some sympathetic-sounding responses from the ruling party although it 
remains to be seen whether progressive sentiment translates into practical 
action. 
 
It is not only this positive and more supportive macro-context that 
provides the pending constitutional rights case to decriminalise dagga, 
scheduled to be heard in the North Gauteng High Court just less than a 
year away on 7 March 2015, with added impetus. The case itself, which is 
being pursued by Julian Stobbs and Myrtle Clarke (a.k.a., the ‘Dagga 
Couple’) through FGA, is developing serious and convincing legal 
arguments for full decriminalisation that are focused on the equality 
clause [Section9(1)] of the Constitution. 
 
The foundations of those arguments come from a 2009 paper written by 
former Rhodes Law School student and now practising attorney, Paul-
Michael Keichel. In the paper Keichel uses as his point of departure, the 
unsuccessful 1998 case Prince v President of the Law Society, Cape of 
Good Hope, in which Rastafarian Gareth Prince challenged the prohibition 
laws based on Section15(1)2 of the Constitution which provides the right to 
freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief and opinion. 
 
His contention is that Section15 “was too narrow of a right for a successful 
challenge and that, two concessions should never have been made as they 
were based on insufficient evidence and misinformation”. These being 
that the objective, served by the prohibition of dagga, is legitimate; and 
that the limitation/prohibition actually serves its stated purpose. 
 
Instead, Keichel argues that a much more solid basis for challenging the 
prohibition of dagga - contained in Section4 of the Drugs Act - is to apply 
the Harksen Test (emanating from a 1998 Constitutional Court case ruling) 
in relation to the equality clause in the Constitution. To satisfy the 
Harksen Test, an applicant “must first show that, either individually or as 
a group of persons, he is being treated differently (thus the need for a 



comparator)”. Additionally, “it must be shown that such differential 
treatment, or differentiation, is not rationally connected to a legitimate 
governmental objective”. 
 
Using alcohol and tobacco (two legal drugs, whose distribution and use the 
state facilitates and regulates) as the comparators, Keichel applies the 
Harksen Test to the prohibition of the recreational use of dagga. 
Convincingly, he finds that at the first level “recreational [dagga] users 
are treated differently to recreational tobacco and alcohol users” since 
the former are criminalised for use, whereas the latter are not. 
 
As such, prohibition of dagga would “only be legitimate if the state also 
prohibited tobacco and alcohol”. It thus follows that recreational use of 
dagga “should be decriminalised (i.e., that Section4 of the Drugs Act be 
declared unconstitutional), precisely because the prohibition objective is 
“illegitimate and, thus, at loggerheads with” the equality clause in the 
Constitution. 
 
At the second level of the Test, Keichel argues that even if one assumes 
that there is a legitimate objective linked to prohibition, the question that 
must still be answered is, “does the law/differentiation achieve what is 
has been designed to achieve?” By contrasting “various statistics, medical 
evidence, histories and debates” a strong case is then made that in 
reality, dagga “is insufficiently legally and medically differentiable from 
tobacco and alcohol”. In other words, dagga is at the very least 
comparable to, if not less harmful than, these two other legal drugs. As 
such, the only logical and legal conclusion to draw is that dagga “should be 
classed accordingly and decriminalised”. 
 
Giving even greater domestic political and legal space to the possible 
success of the decriminalisation challenge, as Keichel points out, are the 
South African government’s own arguments in the Prince case. Here, they 
argued that the complainant’s (Gareth Prince) case should be dismissed 
because he “did not seek … to have the prohibition [on dagga] declared 
unconstitutional and invalid, and to have such prohibitions removed from 
the respective act for the benefit of the whole population”.  
 
This means that the door is opened further for a constitutionally-framed 
decriminalisation challenge and in particular, one that is framed as a 
benefit to all (i.e., an affirmation of the equality clause). 
 
Now that’s something, regardless of whether you are a dagga user or not, 
not only worth imagining but fighting for. 
www.pambazuka.org 
 
Dr. McKinley is an independent writer, researcher and lecturer as well as 
political activist. This article was first published by the South Africa Civil 
Society Information Service.  
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Who In Ukraine Will Benefit From An IMF Bailout? 

 
 Economists Michael Hudson and Jeffrey Sommers discuss how provisions 
in an IMF deal like cuts to gas subsidies and pensions will hurt the 
average Ukrainian citizens and benefit kleptocrats  



 
Michael Hudson and Jeffrey Sommers interviewed by Jessica Desvarieux on 
the Real News Network 24 March 2014 
 
JESSICA DESVARIEUX, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News 
Network. I'm Jessica Desvarieux in Baltimore. 
 
While much of the reporting on Ukraine has focused on the political 
battles between the U.S., the E.U., and Russia, there's little coverage on 
the economic consequences of such battles for the debt-ridden nation, 
especially what this means for ordinary Ukrainians. The interim 
government in Ukraine is currently negotiating a $15 billion IMF bailout 
package, with talks set to conclude on March 21.  
 
Also since the referendum and annexation of Crimea by Russia, the U.S. 
and E.U. have imposed sanctions on several Russian and Ukrainian 
politicians. That means visa bans and asset freezes for the elite. And there 
could be more coming down the pipeline, according to U.S. Vice President 
Joe Biden. 
 
Joining us now to discuss the economic aspect of the situation in Ukraine 
are our two guests. 
 
Jeffrey Sommers is an associate professor and senior fellow of the Institute 
of World Affairs at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
 
Also joining us is Michael Hudson. He is a distinguished research professor 
of economics at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. 
 
Thank you both for joining us. 
 
So I'm going to first start off with you, Jeffrey. My first question is related 
to the conditions for a possible IMF deal. They include cuts to gas 
subsidies, pensions, public sector employment, as well as privatization of 
government assets, a deal that really sounds like it's going to hurt ordinary 
Ukrainians. So my first question is: what actually is behind them 
potentially accepting a deal like this? And why would they risk losing their 
political power? 
 
JEFFREY SOMMERS, INSTITUTE OF WORLD AFFAIRS, UWM: Well, you 
know, I don't think they're going to risk losing their political power. Now, 
you're absolutely right. This is going to be terribly painful for the people of 
Ukraine. But what they're going to be able to do is just to deflect and to 
put the blame on the Russians for this and somehow suggest that this is all 
necessary and that there is a light at the end of the tunnel. So just as with 
the, frankly, Soviet rulers in the past, in terms of how they always 
promised a golden age off in the distance, Ukraine's rulers will do the 
same, and this will be echoed by remarks coming from the IMF. 
 
Now, I would also say that they're also going to be pointing to Poland and 
the Baltic states. And they are going to say that, look, these are two 
places that went through the same kinds of conditions that we're going to 
be imposing upon you, and you are going to come out like them. Now, for 
people in Ukraine, Poland in particular will appear to be quite appealing, 
because the per capita purchasing power of people in Poland is literally 
twice that of Ukraine.  
 
But we have to remember a few things. One is that literally one-third of 
Poland used to be Germany, so there was a massive quantity of German 
investment into Poland with its independence with the fall of the Warsaw 
Pact. But also, because they were the first country that hinted that they 
might exit the euro--rather, the Warsaw Pact, they got a much better deal 
from the IMF and from the West. They got lots of grants, not loans. So an 
entirely different set of aid that we'll see in Ukraine, with an entirely 
different set of conditions. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Alright. Michael, I want to ask you who aims to benefit from 
this IMF deal. 
 
MICHEAL HUDSON, PROF. ECONOMICS, UMKC: Well, there are a number 
of--all of the money that has been given by the IMF and the West in the 



past has been given to the kleptocrats that run Ukraine. The UN and the 
World Bank have Ukraine right next to Nigeria for the GINI coefficient of 
concentrated income. So, basically, the Europeans have told the 
kleptocrats, the ten or 12 billionaires that run the country, we will make 
you very, very rich if you join us. We will give you a lot of IMF money, you 
can transfer it into your banks and your bank accounts, you can then send 
it abroad to your offshore banking centers, and the Ukrainian people will 
owe it. So you can do the Ukraine what the Irish government did to the 
Irish: you can take the public money, you can give it all to the private 
bankers, and then you can tax your people and make them pay.  
 
But as soon as the IMF gives the loan to the Ukraine--Russia announced on 
Monday--and you can read this on the Johnson's Russia List that has a 
summary of all of the Russian official reports--Russia says that Ukraine 
owes $20 billion, dating back to the Soviet Union era in exchange for, in 
addition, to about $5 billion or $6 billion for the oil subsidies that it's been 
given. Russia said it is going to charge Ukraine the normal oil price, not 
the subsidized price. So all the money that the IMF and the U.S. gives 
Russia says is immediately owed to it itself.  
 
Whatever happens, either the Russian government will get the IMF money 
for gas and imports or the kleptocrats will. None of the money--and I think 
Jeff agrees--none of this money's going to go to the Ukrainian economy any 
more than the IMF money went to the Irish economy or the Greek economy 
or the other economies that are there. IMF money doesn't go to the 
country and it doesn't go to the people. It goes to the billionaires who run 
them to take the money and immediately send it back to the West so it's a 
circular flow, and it goes in and out of Ukraine in about 20 minutes. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Michael, I'm glad that you brought up those countries as 
examples, 'cause I think it's important for us to get some historical context 
about the role of the IMF in the post-Soviet nations of Eastern Europe. You 
both have written about the IMF bailouts in Latvia. So, Michael, I'm going 
to ask you first: can you talk about the consequences for the economy, 
particularly the working class people, whether they're likely to see the 
same in Ukraine happen to them? 
 
HUDSON: The objective of IMF loans is to deindustrialize the economy. It 
is to force the economy--meaning the government when you say the 
economy--the government has to pay the IMF loan by privatizing whatever 
remains in the public domain. The Westerners want to buy the Ukrainian 
farmland. They want to buy the public utilities. They want to buy the 
roads. They want to buy the ports. And all of this is going to be sold at a 
very low price to the Westerners, and the price that the Westerners pay 
will be turned over to the Ukrainian government, that then will turn it 
back to the Ukraine. So whatever the West gives Ukraine will immediately 
be taken back. 
 
But not only will the money be taken back, but the Ukrainian factories, 
roads, infrastructure, bridges, farmland, and property will also pass into 
foreign ownership, just like it did in Russia, just like it did in Latvia, just 
like it does in all of the other post-Soviet countries. And then this is going 
to lead to lower wage payments. Many Ukrainians say they haven't been 
paid for two months. In Russia in 1994, during the Yeltsin selloff, labor 
went ten or 12 months without being paid. You can't pay labor and at the 
same time pay the IMF and pay the kleptocrats. Something has to give, and 
what gives is going to be living standards and labor.  
 
So the result will be what it was in Latvia, Greece, and Ireland, where 20 
percent of the population emigrated. Just like 20 years ago you had an 
influx of Polish plumbers into London, you're now going to have millions of 
Ukrainian plumbers pouring into Western Europe, saying, we want jobs at 
anything; there are no jobs at home. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Jeff, you're actually in Latvia right now. Can you speak to 
some of what Michael raised, those issues? 
 
SOMMERS: Well, I'm not in Latvia at present, although I spend quite a bit 
of time there.  
 
But much of what Michael says is correct. And just as I indicated, what the 



differences were with Poland and the kind of deal that Ukraine is going to 
get, we also have to remember that a country like Latvia will also be 
presented as an example of what the Ukrainians can aspire to. And we 
have to remember that they're just entirely different economies. So even 
if one took the position that Latvia has somehow been successful, even 
though its people have just suffered massively over the past few years 
under the conditions of austerity, with huge numbers of people exiting, 
some 10 percent of the population since 2000, and, as Michael says, some, 
you know, almost 20 percent since independence in 1991, you know, these 
are very different economies that are based largely on offshore banking. 
They're very small. They can fulfill this kind of niche role that a big 
country like Ukraine just absolutely can't.  
 
I mean, Ukraine's future is in grain production. And, as Michael says, you're 
going to see foreign companies coming in, hoping to assert control over 
that prime grain-producing land. 
 
Now, also as Michael says, there's going to be a continuation of an already 
existing trend with Ukraine, and that is to, again, emigration. Now, the 
problem with this idea that somehow by joining the E.U. everything is 
going to be good for the people of Ukraine is that what Ukrainians are 
essentially seeing are the echoes of a social democratic past which is being 
euthanized in the European Union. So this whole idea of a social market, 
of a social Europe is one which they still can experience when they go 
abroad, but what they don't really understand is that structurally it's being 
destroyed. And so this is not the future, unfortunately, that they're going 
to inhabit if they join the E.U. It's more likely, again, to be just one of, 
unfortunately, some misery, especially for the working and the middle 
classes, as the subsidies for gas and for education and for the other 
necessities for reproducing a middle-class standard of living are taken 
away. 
 
Now, to get to the issue of maybe what should be done, of course, what 
we need is an entire reassessment of the development model that we've 
seen in both the former Warsaw Pact nations and the former constituent 
parts of the Soviet Union. We need to look more at local production and at 
creating and satisfying more of their demands internally, you know, rather 
than thinking that just by being integrated into the European Union, that 
somehow there's going to be a market for their goods. There's not. The 
experience that we've seen in the past is that when these fragile 
economies get opened up even more so to those of West Europe, that their 
domestic industry really gets suffocated, and the only thing that they get 
in return are cheap consumer products. So I don't see much good coming 
out of this deal with the European Union or the IMF. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Okay. Let's switch gears a little bit and talk about the recent 
annexation of Crimea. Is there a serious economic loss here for Ukraine, or 
even a substantial economic gain for Russia, Jeff, in your opinion? 
 
SOMMERS: Well, it's really too early to tell at this point, but there is one 
prospect that's on the horizon that could suggest that there is a loss for 
Ukraine and a gain for Russia, and that is that there are offshore gas fields 
just offshore of Crimea. Exxon put a rather substantial bid in for those. 
They're going to lose that. It's going to go to Gazprom. And this could be 
fairly significant in terms of a gain for the Russian economy and a loss for 
the Ukrainians. So that's the only major area of gain for Russia. 
 
Another potential loss for Ukraine is that the Crimea is a tourist 
destination, so it does receive some tourist revenue. But on balance, at 
present, I don't see any immediate harm being done to the Ukrainian 
economy but, again, with that medium- to long-term prospect of losing 
some gas revenues. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Michael, let's turn to you. I want to talk about the effects of 
these sanctions and what sort of effect they'll have on the Russian 
economy. What are we likely to see play out in terms of Russia's 
relationship with the G7, and in particular the G8 summit that's planned to 
take place in Sochi in June? 
 
HUDSON: Nothing has happened at the last G8 summit or the summit 
before that or the summit before that. These are sort of, like, just get-



togethers for public relations. There's already been a separation of 
interest. 
 
I want to say one thing about what Jeff pointed out, quite correctly, about 
the oil and gas. The kleptocrats in the Ukraine were about to sell the oil 
and gas rights to American gas companies. This is precisely what led Putin 
in Russia to finally move against Khodorkovsky when he was going to sell 
the Yukos oil to Exxon, which would have given America control of Russia's 
oil to sell to itself at $0.02 on the gallon and keep everything above it for 
itself. This--Russia is now going to claim that these are Crimean rights. 
Crimea is going to sell these rights to Gazprom, basically, to the Russian 
companies, to keep them out of the Western control. So Russia is going to 
basically say, well, look, we've been providing you, the West, with oil.  
 
The Ukrainians' right-wing party that the Americans are supporting 
yesterday announced that if they were not allowed to go and just begin 
killing the Russians, they were going to blow up all the pipelines. Russia 
announced that if the pipelines and gas lines are blown up, fine--Europe 
won't get any gas. And without gas, its industry is going to slow down.  
 
Russia has just completed the pipeline to the Pacific Ocean and is shifting 
its trade very rapidly towards China and towards the other Shanghai 
Cooperation Organisation group. So there's going to be a shift. 
 
Regarding the economics of the Crimea for Russia, one of the reasons that 
Yeltsin [inaud.] [Soviet] Union countries was Russia was losing money on 
them on the balance sheet. The Ukraine costs much more than it returns 
economically.  
 
Obviously, the reason Russia moved in to Sevastopol wasn't because of 
economic reasons. It was for military reasons. It couldn't let NATO put 
hydrogen bombs 20 miles from Russia, because then somebody in the 
neocons would have said, hey, we'll never have a better chance to blow up 
Russia and the world than we have right now; let's do it. So Russia's 
decisions here are cultural and military. It's not an economic decision to 
take the crimea. It's a basic military, national security decision that it's 
done. 
 
But economically, I think Russia sees that Western Europe is pretty much 
what Donald Rumsfeld said: old Europe. Western Europe is so neoliberal, I 
think, that it's doing to its own populations in France, Greece, Spain, Italy 
exactly what Jeff was pointing out that it's so far only done to Latvia and 
the Eastern European countries. Latvia was a dress rehearsal for Western 
Europe. So Western Europe is drying up. So of course Russia's going to turn 
towards an economy that's not destroying itself. It's going to turn towards 
China and other Asian economies. And we're seeing a vast shift. That's the 
effect of the neocon plan that Obama has embraced in pushing the coup 
d'état. 
 
Russia also has pointed out that there's something called the Budapest 
Memorandum of 1994 that bans all foreign countries from interfering in 
the domestic politics of the Ukraine. And it's--Russia pointed out that it 
was the West that had violated the Budapest memorandum in blocking the 
terrorism and the coup d'état. And what they said was literally (and I'm 
quoting from the Russian website): how should we qualify the U.S. and 
E.U. statements that they are--no longer regard the legally elected head 
of state as a legitimate partner, unlike the new leaders appointed in the 
square, in a breach of all the constitutional procedures? 
 
So Russia is going to say, a debt is a debt, you owe us the $20 billion you 
owe us from before, you owe us the money for the gas. If you don't pay us, 
you don't get the gas, and if you don't pay us for the gas, the gas can't get 
to Europe. So Europe is going to be facing a very, very cold summer. Its 
cost structure will go way up, much for the benefit of the United States.  
 
So from the U.S. point of view, you have to look at the U.S. and Europe 
and Russia together when you ask about Russia's economy. This is just a 
deadly blow to Europe, much helping the United States, which has much 
lower energy costs if it wishes. And Europe has been suckered into 
supporting a plan that it's being sacrificed for. 
 



Russia is going to be able to survive by turning to the east. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Alright. Jeff, I want to get your take. What is America going 
to be facing with these sort of sanctions that are placed on Russia, as well 
as just the tension that is developing between the two countries? 
 
SOMMERS: Well, kind of complementing Michael's remarks, and then I'll 
specifically address the issue with the United States. I mean, Michael was 
absolutely right. Russia has the potential to begin selling more oil and gas 
to the east. They're already doing so. So the United States in effect had 
zero leverage over Russia in this situation.  
 
Also, this is not about economic gain for Russia, or even for Ukraine, for 
that matter. I mean, it's about, again, that NATO issue. That NATO isse is 
crucial. I wrote a short piece in The New York Times about a month ago on 
this specific matter. And it goes back, of course, to the dissolution of the 
Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union. The Soviets felt that they were given 
assurances from the United States that NATO would not encroach upon the 
Warsaw Pact or the former Warsaw Pact nations. And lo and behold, what 
does the United States do over the past two decades? They take in the 
Warsaw Pact, and then they move even into the former Soviet Republics 
themselves, the Baltic states, moving towards Georgia, and now 
tentatively towards Ukraine. Fortunately, Ukraine has been saying that 
they're not interested in NATO, but I think it's very, very clear that the 
pattern has been established. And that's what led the Russians to act in 
the way that they did. 
 
With regards to the United States, the United States actually has the 
potential to see both great losses to itself and great benefits to its energy 
industry if the crisis continues in the fashion that it has. So we see several 
U.S. politicians, both in the Democratic and in the Republican parties, 
advocating for the construction of terminals to liquify the United States's 
natural gas reserves, export them to East Europe, thus diminishing the 
power of Russia in the region, not just in East Europe, but selling it to 
West Europe as well. 
 
Now, in principle this might all sound good that it's extra business for the 
United States, it weakens the hand of Russia in Europe. But we have to 
understand that it's not so simple. If we begin liquifying these reserves, 
because natural gas is not global as a market in the way that oil is, 
because one has to liquify it in order to ship it across vast quantities if 
there are no pipeline routes, it means that there are very different price 
structures in place in terms of a market for it. What this will mean is that 
the American consumer is going to pay much higher prices for gas. So, in 
other words, heating bills will go up. And of even more consequence, to 
my mind, is the fact that it will reduce the competitiveness of American 
manufacturing. So American industry will have to pay more for natural gas, 
thus reducing some of the newfound competitiveness that it has been 
getting with this surplus of gas that we have identified and found here. 
And the next is it will actually increase pressures for even more fracking. 
And, of course, we know that that comes with some environmental 
consequences that are not necessarily beneficial for the environment, and, 
you know, especially for our water tables. 
 
So I think that we have a lot of foolish proposals that are being bandied 
about that really will not help the average American or the U.S. economy, 
frankly. And that's my great concern. I just do not think we should be 
exporting this gas. I think we should be using it domestically to keep our 
gas prices down for the American consumer and for helping to build up our 
industry. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Alright, Jeffrey Sommers and Michael Hudson. Thank you 
both for joining us. 
 
And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network. 
therealnews.com 
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Hong Kong: The fight for women’s rights 

 
 Sexism, discriminatory laws and poverty hit women hard in China’s 
richest city 
Sally Tang Mei-ching and Vincent Kolo 21 March 2014 
 
For the fourth year in a row Socialist Action (CWI in Hong Kong) took the 
initiative to organise a public rally on International Women’s Day (IWD), 
Saturday 8 March, to gather women from different nationalities. While this 
event in Times Square, a busy shopping area, was modest in size with 
around 40 participants, it is important as the only truly international IWD 
event in Hong Kong. The aim was to bring women together from the 
territory’s many ethnic communities and struggles in different sectors to 
mark the need for united struggle against discrimination and the 
oppression of women.  
 
Internationalism  
At this year’s rally women from Africa, China (mainland), Indonesia, the 
Philippines and Sri Lanka took part alongside activists (women and men) 
from Hong Kong. Several groups had speakers including the Refugee Union, 
involved in a month-long occupation struggle against discrimination and 
corruption in government-run services. Representatives of the League of 
Social Democrats (LSD), Slutwalk Hong Kong and the Women’s Coalition HK 
(an LGBT organisation) also addressed the event.  
 
In 2014, the most prominent struggle of women and workers in Hong Kong 
is the ongoing campaign of migrant domestic workers against slave-like 
employment laws. Successive mass protests have taken place this year 
over the case of Indonesian domestic worker, Erwiana, violently abused by 
her employer for seven months, which became an international issue. As a 
result, Hong Kong is now known as a city of “modern slavery.” Around 
330,000 domestic workers mostly from the Philippines and Indonesia, but 
also in smaller numbers from Thailand, Nepal and Myanmar, live and work 
under harsh discriminatory laws. They work extremely long hours with 
almost no legal protection against the economic blackmail used by ruthless 
recruitment agencies or against physical abuse in the home.  
 
Exploitation of migrants  
It is very common that these agencies charge the Indonesian domestic 
workers a placement or contract fee of HK$21,000 (1,950 euro) - 
equivalent to the first seven months’ salary. This is charged every time the 
worker gets a new employer and therefore deters the women from 
terminating a contract even if an employer is abusive or violent. The 
government’s live-in rule means that foreign domestic workers are not 
allowed to live away from their employer, which in turn means they are on 
24-hour stand-by for work. Many of them work 18-20 hours a day and do 
not have any privacy, as living space in Hong Kong is so small. Domestic 
workers often sleep in the living room or sometimes in a corridor or on the 
kitchen floor. This makes them vulnerable to violence and harassment, 
sometimes sexual. The oppression of migrant domestic workers is the most 
extreme example of a system of oppression that affects all women and all 
workers – ‘local’ as well as ‘foreign’.  
 
On 9 March – Sunday being their only day-off – over 1,000 domestic workers 
took part in a march organised by a coalition of migrant organisations. 
“We are workers, we are not slaves!” echoed through the streets, with 
expressions of support from many bystanders.  
 
This protest was particularly aimed against a recent government 



propaganda offensive that accuses migrants of ‘job hopping’. At the same 
time the Hong Kong government has hardened its stance against demands 
to repeal repressive employment laws such as the live-in rule and two-
week rule. The latter forces foreign domestic workers to leave Hong Kong 
within 14 days of a contract being terminated.  
 
The Secretary of Labour, Matthew Cheung Kin-chung, recently defended 
the live-in rule as “a matter of principle”. But as Sringatin of the 
Indonesian Migrant Workers’ Union (IMWU) told the media during the 9 
March demonstration, this rule deters domestic workers from filing 
complaints because not only can they lose their job but can also have no 
place to live. The marchers condemned the government’s accusation of 
‘job hopping’ – which anyway is virtually impossible under current rules.  
 
“We are workers, not slaves!” – the Erwiana case has highlighted the 
exploitation of migrant women.  
 
Socialist Action was one of the few Hong Kong political groups to take part 
in the migrant workers’ demonstration on 9 March, despite this being by 
far the biggest protest to commemorate International Women’s Day, and 
an obvious priority for any organisation claiming to stand for women’s 
rights or a feminist perspective. Several speakers from a variety of migrant 
organisations spoke including Eni Lestari of the Justice for Erwiana 
campaign who reported from her recent visit to Indonesia to meet with 
Erwiana, her family and supporters. Puji Babul of the Refugee Union also 
addressed the migrant workers’ demonstration speaking in Indonesian.  
 
Violence against women  
The IWD rally in Times Square was also supported by Slutwalk Hong Kong, 
which protests against sexual violence, a campaign that Socialist Action 
has helped to build in recent years. One in seven women in Hong Kong 
have experienced sexual violence according to the Association Concerning 
Sexual Violence Against Women. Socialists explain that violence against 
women and sexist attitudes are rooted in capitalism, which is built on 
gender as well as class oppression.  
 
There are many examples of how the state – senior judges and police 
chiefs – and the right-wing political establishment reinforce gender 
oppression and promote ideas that undermine women’s rights and 
freedoms. This was shown by last year’s infamous comments from Hong 
Kong’s Secretary for Security, Lai Tung-Kwok, who said women should 
avoid drinking alcohol to prevent rape. These comments outraged many 
people and led especially to more young women becoming active to 
challenge sexist ideas and the system that creates them.  
 
Underspending on welfare  
The same politicians who peddle archaic ideas about women also carry out 
economic policies that perpetuate gender inequality. Neoliberal 
government policies have meant that public spending is diverted to the big 
corporations (Hong Kong ranks first in The Economist’s recent survey of 
‘crony capitalism’) instead of being spent on public services such as 
childcare and elderly care. This forces women in poorer families to stay at 
home and take care of the family for no wage or, if they are slightly better 
off, to enlist a low-paid domestic worker to take care of the children or 
elderly relatives.  
 
One of the themes of Socialist Action’s IWD protest on 8 March was the 
need for a universal pension system, which Hong Kong lacks despite its 
status as one of the world’s richest economies. The current system 
excludes women who have not been formally employed, robbing hundreds 
of thousands of women of any pension entitlement.  
 
This is why one in three elderly people lives below the poverty line in Hong 
Kong and most of them are women. More than 30,000 women of pension 
age make a living by picking up cardboard boxes on the street for 
recycling.  
 
Refugees’ struggle  
Another important feature of this year’s International Women’s Day was 
the plight of the refugees in Hong Kong who are currently occupying the 
street outside the government’s Social Welfare Department. The Refugee 



Union sent a big contingent to the IWD rally in Times Square and Adella, a 
refugee from Uganda, gave a speech about why they are fighting and the 
important role women play in this struggle. Socialist Action assists the 
Refugee Union in its campaign of occupations and protests, to find ways to 
overcome the government-imposed isolation of refugees and to publicise 
their case. On IWD, the Refugee Union’s stall got a very good response, 
showing the big potential support for their demands.  
 
In addition to our Chinese language magazine, Socialist Action in Hong 
Kong and CWI supporters in China and Taiwan produced a special English 
language pamphlet on the struggle of women to commemorate 
International Women’s Day. This is aimed at reaching out to the many 
women involved in important struggles such as migrants and refugees who 
cannot read Chinese. We also produced leaflets in four languages 
(Chinese, English, Filipino and Indonesian) in solidarity with the struggle of 
domestic workers.  
www.socialistworld.net 
 
To order our English language women’s pamphlet (10 HKD plus 10 HKD 
postage) send an order to socialist.hk@gmail.com 

 
 
PMANE ties up with AAP! Is the road ahead slippery or thorny? 

 
 Arun Kaliraja (Socialist Alternative) 19 March 2014 
 
As the parliamentary elections are nearing, the political parties have 
dumped their ideologies in the backyard and are busy working out their 
coalitions all for the sake of power. For all these years the masses have 
seen the drama helplessly but with a hope that their lives will get better 
with a regime change, a ray of false hope that bourgeoisie democracy 
throws every now and then at the masses. 28th Feb saw a strange coalition 
being sealed when SP Udayakumar, who has been leading the People’s 
Movement Against Nuclear Energy (PMANE) against the Kudankulam 
nuclear plant (Southern Tamil Nadu), announced his decision to join the 
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP). 
 
The Kudankulam nuclear plant faced opposition ever since its inception in 
1988. It gained vigour since the disaster in Fukushima (2011). For the past 
three years the villages surrounding the plant have launched a determined 
struggle against the state that is hell bent on not just implementing the 
project but also expanding the Kudankulam nuclear plant. Idinthankarai 
has become the epicenter of the protest. 
 
The villagers have endured numerous hardships. More than 2 lakh villagers 
have been charged with 340 different cases. 9000 villagers have been 
charged with sedition. 13,000 villagers have been charged with waging war 
against the state. Four villagers have died so far in a police shoot out. 
Udhayakumar himself faces more than 200 charges. Even after the apex 
courts direction to withdraw the cases none of the cases have been 
withdrawn. The Kudankulam protest has taken various forms. There have 
been hunger strikes, rallies, sieges on the power plant itself and people 
even buried themselves in sand. But all that seems to have fallen on deaf 
ears. Even their legal battle through the judiciary citing the lack of safety 
was rejected. The state has so far successfully contained the struggle 
within the village. The shortage of electricity and the government 
propaganda that Kudankulam will solve the shortage has proved to be a big 
impedance for the struggle to spread among the masses of Tamil Nadu and 
beyond. 
 
In a television debate, while explaining the rationale for his decision on 
joining AAP, Udayakumar vented out his frustration that the state has 
ignored the various protests and is stubborn on implementing its nuclear 
agenda, and also the various political parties that have supported the 
struggle have now gone into alliance with parties that have a pro nuclear 
policy. MDMK chief Vaiko announced his unconditional alliance with BJP 
and even went to the extent that Eelam Tamils want Modi to be the next 
Prime Minister of India to justify his alliance! PMK is also eyeing an alliance 
with BJP. Other smaller parties like Vidudhalai Chiruthaigal Party (a Dalith 



Party) and Manidhaneya Nakkal Katchi (a Muslim Party) are in alliance with 
the DMK. 
 
While all these parties have expressed solidarity with the protesters 
against the nuclear plant, but there was never any mass propaganda by 
them on the issue of Kudankulam. Both the Communist Parties are in favor 
of the KKNP project. One of their leaders D Pandian even went to the 
extent to say that the protesters can vacate their villages if they do not 
want the nuclear power plant! 
 
A parliamentary ticket through AAP, Udhayakumar believes would help to 
take the protest at a national level. The PMANE, he said would still 
continue under the leadership of the women from the Idinthankarai 
village. Udhayakumar seems to be heavily relying on the so called 
democratic nature of the AAP, an image it has tried to project ever since 
its inception. But the extent to which AAP is democratic is questionable. 
 
Udhayakumar says that AAP has agreed that if the locals do not support a 
project then the project should be stopped. Prashant Bushan while 
assuring AAP’s support to the PMANE said “We always opposed nuclear 
energy and also the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project”(Economic Times). 
But on the other hand Arvind Kejriwal while expressing solidarity with the 
struggle did not utter a word about India’s nuclear policy or the use of 
nuclear energy, but only spoke of “inclusive development”(India Today). 
Can the statement of Prashant Bushan be taken as the policy of AAP? 
 
Looking at AAP track record it difficult to arrive at such a conclusion. In 
case of the Kashmir Bhushan stood for a referendum on army deployment 
in civilian areas, while Kejriwal did not. In a debate on NDTV Kejriwal said 
that Bhushan no longer subscribes to that view and he has convinced him 
that referendum is not the solution. The details of how this conflict of 
opinions was solved were never shared with the public by this 
“democratic” party. Kejriwal further said that he was okay with deploying 
the army for a short time, leaving the definition of short to be vague and 
that we have to win over the hearts of the people of Kashmir. This idea of 
winning people to our side is same as what the courts and parties 
supporting the nuclear plant have said, that the protesters should be 
educated and ensured about safety of nuclear energy and made to accept 
the state’s policy! 
 
The question of Tamil nationality question in Sri Lanka was also one of the 
points on which the discussion has happened between Udhayakumar and 
AAP before he joined the party. When AAP questioned Udhayakumar on his 
stance on Kashmir, he has replied that Kashmiris should not be not treated 
as second class citizens (Indian Express), without going further. If the 
people of Eelam or people of Idinthankarai have a right to decide on what 
they need, then the people of Kashmir also have the same right. Denying 
that right itself makes them second class citizens. 
 
Udhayakumar could be taking a dangerous road which can prove fatal for 
the struggle itself. His frustration that the struggle is nowhere moving 
forwards is shared by other progressive forces that have supported the 
struggle. Of course, parliament is not a accursed place of forbidden 
entrance. But to take up the issue of Kudankulam to national level, he 
could have contested as an independent candidate. If he wins the 
upcoming elections it will be solely based on his association with the 
struggle and not the AAP banner which is little known in many parts of 
Tamil Nadu. 
 
 
The politics of growth is closely linked with Nuclear policy of India. On 
13th Jan,2014, Prime minister Manmohan Singh when laying foundation of 
a 2800 MW nuclear power plant in Haryana said its essential to maintain 
the tempo of Indian economic growth. The “growth oriented policy 
making” of the government has created a myriad problems for the working 
people of India. The politics of growth is the card that is played by every 
party in India. 
 
In another interview, Udhayakumar said that a party other than Congress, 
BJP, CPI and CPM is preferable at the centre. But being a member of a 
party like AAP that does not seems to have a different internal or external 



policy compared to the rest and does only moral policing on the political 
arena could prove to be an illusionary or even a dangerous decision. But a 
political party is just a mask the system wears and changes every now and 
then to project an illusion of choice, without any revolutionary change. 
It’s not this or that political party or coalitions, but a coalition of various 
people’s movements, democratic trade union bodies, Dalith organizations, 
women groups etc., that can challenge the system across India, a task that 
befalls not just on PMANE, but on all radical progressive forces. 

 
 
The Crisis of Croninism: A Response from the 9 COSATU Affiliates  

 
 Look in the Mirror Comrade Jeremy! 
Numsa & Others 18 March 2014 
 
Jeremy Cronin has once more done his masters bidding and published a 
further attack on the elected leadership of NUMSA entitled Irvin 
Gymnastics - the devious art of political contortionism. He has also 
attacked the Nine Affiliates calling for a Special National Congress. We are 
promised more from him to follow, and so we will wait to answer in detail, 
but cannot resist the opportunity to help clarify his muddled thinking on a 
few of the matters he raises. 
 
The article makes for interesting reading for those who need to remind 
themselves of one of the characteristics of the discredited Stalinism that 
Comrade Joe Slovo was courageous enough to oppose. Here we have the 
liberal use of quotes from the texts of Marx, Lenin and others to justify a 
certain crude and vulgar critique. And yet there is a total inability to self 
reflect and self criticise and to ask the simple question of whether the 
SACP, who Comrade Jeremy represents, is itself free of the criticisms that 
are being levelled against others. It’s time for you and the SACP to look in 
the mirror Comrade Jeremy and we warn you, it is not a pretty picture!  
 
In making his attacks on NUMSA and the other Eight Affiliates, Comrade 
Cronin lays bare his complete inability to observe the world around him. 
Does he mention the fact that South Africa has the highest disparity on the 
planet between rich and poor after twenty years of democracy? No! Does 
he mention that unemployment amongst young people in our townships is 
near 70%? No! Does he acknowledge that every day there are on average 
34 serious protests in our poorer communities? No! Does he mention that 
the capitalist class in South Africa is enjoying an almost unparalleled 
period of accumulation? No! Does he acknowledge that without funds from 
Unions over the last twenty years, including from those unions he now 
attacks, the SACP would have been completely bankrupt? No! Does he dare 
admit that there are thousands of workers, and many who were once close 
to the SACP, who are completely frustrated with the state embedded 
orientation of the SACP and its cheer leading for a leadership that is 
corrupt and anything but progressive, being politically wedded to neo-
liberal thinking and action? No he does not. We could go on! As with most 
recent writings of Comrade Jeremy, it is what he does not say that is more 
revealing than what he actually tries to say. We say, look in the mirror  
Comrade Jeremy! 
 
Instead of thinking for himself, as revolutionaries must do, it appears that 
Comrade Cronin allows himself to be wheeled out to issue forth 
regurgitated innuendos, half truths, untruths and plain lies in a desperate 
attempt to discredit the NUMSA leadership and to ingratiate himself with 
his friends in Government and in sections of the Alliance.  
 
For this, Comrade Cronin is in serious danger of being known in future as 
Comrade Cronyism! (Cronyism : Encarta Dictionary definition : ‘Doing 
favours for friends. Special treatment and preference given to friends and 
colleagues, especially in politics’). He is already known in workers circles 
as the Deputy Minister responsible for E-Tolls!  
 
Comrade Jeremy displays a staggering ignorance of the motives of the Nine 
Affiliates and we wish he had read our statements and clarified for himself 
what we are campaigning for. If as he says :  
 



The vast majority of the worker memberships of these unions (and indeed 
of NUMSA itself) while they may feel sympathy for cde Vavi, do not 
support Jim's anti-ANC, anti-SACP views.  
 
Well Comrade Jeremy there is of course only one way to test who is right 
and who is wrong in terms of COSATU members, and that is to call for a 
Special National Congress of COSATU! This is one of our key demands and 
is supposed to be guaranteed by the COSATU Constitution. Why doesn’t 
Comrade Jeremy support this demand, and stop making what we know to 
be half-baked presumptions about what workers want? In other words, 
Comrade Jeremy, stop being a stooge for your cronies and get with the 
working class comrade!  
 
A Special National Congress will give the COSATU membership the right to 
decide whether they want Comrade Vavi back as General Secretary, to 
decide what type of leadership they want to take the Federation forward, 
and perhaps most importantly, to decide how they relate to the SACP, ANC 
and other forces in the struggle for a socialist society . These are proudly 
democratic demands. We are certain that if Comrade Jeremy were more 
sure of his facts and analysis he would be calling for them too.  
Comrade Jeremy is well known to have apologised in the past for making 
statements that could have embarrassed the ANC, and perhaps endangered 
the standing of his own Party within the Alliance. Apologising for your 
mistakes can be a progressive action, but becoming an apologist for the 
actions of others is something very different indeed.  
 
For our part, the Nine Affiliates will continue to campaign for a Special 
National Congress, for the Re-instatement of Comrade Zwelinzima Vavi, 
and for an end to the attacks on NUMSA and the rest of the Unions who 
want to see a vibrant, independent, worker-controlled and militant 
COSATU. The reaction we are receiving from all over the country 
convinces us that we are winning!  
 
Issued by the Nine COSATU Affiliates calling for a Special National 
Congress, the Reinstatement of Comrade Zwelinzima Vavi, and stopping 
the victimisation of NUMSA and the Nine Affiliates. 
 
 
Irvin Gymnastics - the devious art of political contortionism  
Cde Jeremy Cronin (Umsebenzi) 
 
The NUMSA leadership clique under Irvin Jim is increasingly ratcheting up 
its reckless game of brinkmanship, organisational dissidence and electoral 
boycotting. Despite the rhetoric, the project plays directly into the hands 
of the most reactionary, anti-worker forces in our society. No wonder an 
array of neo-liberal commentators are hailing it as the future political 
"game-changer", just as they once hailed Cope and, more recently if very 
briefly, Agang. 
 
Because of its location within the working class movement, however, the 
capacity of the Jim project to cause damage should not be 
underestimated. It is a project brimming with destructive sectarian intent, 
and therefore devoid of any sustainable capacity to unify and advance 
working class power and struggle. Like COPE, it will end in tears, wrecked 
on its own inner competing ambitions. It is both narrowly sectarian AND an 
eclectic potjiekos brew of conflicting ideologies. It is simultaneously 
rigidly dogmatic AND erratically opportunistic. It is a project of political 
contortionism, riddled with contradictions: 
 
It wants to transform a trade union, NUMSA, simultaneously into a broad 
general workers' union AND a tightly-knit, "Marxist-Leninist" "red union" 
that uses union resources to act as a pseudo-vanguard party. The Jim 
project likes to decorate its statements with quotes from Lenin, but 
nowhere does it quote what Lenin actually had to say about trade unions. 
The Jim clique chooses not to cite Lenin critiquing trade unionists seeking 
to substitute themselves for a political party. Nor do they mention how 
Lenin castigated with biting sarcasm the "imprudent Left Communists" who 
"stand by, crying out 'the masses, the masses!'…and invent a brand-new, 
immaculate…'Workers' Union', which is guiltless of bourgeois-democratic 
prejudices…a union which [at the same time] they claim will be (!) a broad 
organisation." (The exclamation mark is Lenin's.) 



 
Some commentators (Carol Paton writing in the Business Day, and citing 
Alec Erwin, for instance) characterise the Jim project as a familiar return 
to the "workerism" of the 1980s.  
 
It is true that there are strong workerist features in the Jim project, 
particularly in the syndicalist tendency noted above - manipulating a union 
organisation as a vehicle for party (or personal) political ambitions.  
 
However, we should remember that there were always two different 
"workerist" tendencies in the 1980s, especially within NUMSA itself. The 
one was stridently anti-capitalist, advancing a platform of a war of class 
against class. The other was more firmly rooted in centrist, social 
democratic corporatist traditions. 
 
So which of these characterises the Jim project when it dons workerist 
clothing? The answer is sometimes the one, sometimes the other, and 
neither consistently! We are all familiar with Jim's anti-capitalist rhetoric - 
the capitalist media loves to act as a megaphone for his radical posturing. 
But there is also another Jim, a corporatist Jim, whom we occasionally 
glimpse in the media. This is the Jim, for instance, who complained to a 
media briefing in September last year that the "employers were no longer 
treating the union as an 'insider' but rather an adversary." He told the 
Business Day that "this called into question the hard-fought right of 
collective bargaining."(Business Day, 30 September 2013) 
 
Using an anti-ANC-SACP ticket, the Jim project wants to appeal, amongst 
other things, to NUMSA's own long-standing and relatively principled ultra-
left minority tendency with roots in Trotskyism. But (borrowing from a 
trick learnt from the DA's "adopt a Madiba" tactic), the Jim clique also 
brands itself as the "true" upholders of the SACP's revolutionary legacy, in 
contrast to the supposed positions of the present-day SACP leadership. The 
clique quotes favourably from the SACP's 1989 "Path to Power" programme, 
the Party's characterisation of minority rule in SA as "colonialism of a 
special type", necessitating a national democratic struggle in alliance with 
the ANC, etc. But these are precisely the strategic perspectives on which 
the relatively principled ultra-left within NUMSA has always opposed the 
ANC-SACP alliance! (Without trusting Jim, they - the Trotskyist ultra-left in 
NUMSA - are happy to go along for the ride for the moment, seeing in Jim 
a useful battering ram to achieve their long dreamed of Alliance break-
up). 
 
As long as NUMSA understood itself to be a progressive trade union whose 
prime focus was to recruit and school the maximum number of workers in 
the metal and related sectors, regardless of the individual workers' 
political affiliations, the contest of different left tendencies within the 
union was not a problem (in fact, it was often a strength within NUMSA). 
But the Jim clique's attempt to transform NUMSA into a "vanguard" 
formation will lead (and already is leading) to the fragmentation rather 
than unity not just of COSATU, but NUMSA itself. 
 
For instance, the clique constantly evokes the important NUMSA/COSATU 
traditions of shop-floor democracy, but quickly forgets these when NUMSA 
workers in Rosslyn invite the SACP to address them in a lunch-time 
meeting in February this year. The workers, many of whom are SACP 
members, were forbidden to proceed with the meeting. They were 
instructed top-down that NUMSA "no longer has any relationship with the 
SACP". 
 
This bureaucratic enforcement of a sectarian line is paraded by the Jim 
clique as an example of "democratic centralism", of "revolutionary 
discipline" - but the very same clique is happy to undermine collective 
discipline and decision-making when it suits them. This is glaringly obvious 
in the case of the clique's decision that NUMSA should organise along so-
called "value chains", rather than within an industrial sector. There may 
(or may not) be merit in this approach. However, for the moment, it 
stands in blatant contradiction with the most important founding principle 
of COSATU - "one industry, one union". When confronted with this act of 
defiance by COSATU and asked to explain why their membership of the 
federation should not be suspended, the Jim clique responded that the 
"value chain" approach was "merely a proposal for further discussion in the 



federation". In practice, however, the clique has simply gone ahead, 
unilaterally implementing this and other sectarian "points for discussion". 
 
The Jim project has cobbled together the leaderships of eight other unions 
in a factional bloc within COSATU on a "save Vavi" cult of the personality 
ticket. NUMSA has been paying the federation affiliation fees of some of 
these unions, while at the same time poaching (with "vanguard" arrogance) 
members of these unions from under the noses of these very same (hired) 
friends. Notice that, besides money, the only thing that holds this bloc 
together is a "save Vavi" sentiment - which, by the way, does cde Vavi no 
favours by linking him into a divisive, sectarian agenda. The vast majority 
of the worker memberships of these unions (and indeed of NUMSA itself) 
while they may feel sympathy for cde Vavi, do not support Jim's anti-ANC, 
anti-SACP views. Moreover, they are deeply concerned about Jim's 
adventurist brinkmanship, fearing rightly that if not checked it will lead to 
the implosion of COSATU with a ripple effect on every single union. 
 
The Jim project preaches anti-corruption, while seeking by every trick in 
the book to prevent cde Zwelinzima Vavi from having to answer to serious 
charges within the federation. It correctly castigates corruption that is 
inherent in a capitalist dominated society, while at the same time secretly 
flirting with the EFF, led by the most corrupt representatives of 
tenderpreneuring and capitalist compradorism. Notice also how Jim and 
his clique have failed to clarify the detailed concerns raised by the SACP in 
regard to NUMSA's investment companies. When we suggested that it might 
reassure NUMSA members if Jim and his deputy general secretary (and 
business partner) Karl Cloete undertook life-style audits, we were told 
that they would do so if SACP general secretary, cde Blade Nzimande did 
likewise. They had forgotten that cde Nzimande has precisely undertaken 
such an audit! Since then we have heard absolutely nothing except 
deafening silence on this score from the Jim clique. 
 
The Jim clique portrays the current ANC-led state as nothing but the 
"dictatorship of the bourgeoisie", yet the same clique doesn't hesitate to 
take its own federation COSATU to court, placing decisions on internal 
COSATU organisational procedures in the hands of the (arguably) more 
conservative wing of this supposed "bourgeois dictatorship" - the judiciary. 
 
The clique tells us that for 20-years the ANC-led government has done 
"nothing for the workers and the poor", and yet NUMSA is the industrial 
union that has benefited most from government programmes. Over the 
past five years, in the context of the global capitalist crisis and 
weaknesses in the auto export market, the ANC-led government has 
invested R22bn in 183 auto sector projects, preserving 46,000 jobs and 
adding 9,850 more jobs. Government (with the support of NUMSA) is also 
using the leverage of public procurement to re-industrialise and expand 
jobs, including in the metal sector. For instance, at least 80% of bus 
bodies, 65% of rail rolling stock, 100% of power pylons, 90% of telecom 
cables procured by the state and SOEs must be locally manufactured. 
Already these procurement requirements are resulting in a switch from 
imports to local manufacturing and local jobs. 
The Jim clique was among the first of many to jump opportunistically onto 
the band-wagon of the terrible Marikana tragedy - but they did so with 
entirely ignoble sectarian intentions. In the name of the NUMSA CC they 
condemned the "savage, cowardly actions and excessive force used by the 
police, which invariably ["inevitably"?] led to the deaths of 44 workers…" As 
the proceedings at the Farlam commission underline, the police, and 
particularly their command structures, have a great deal to answer for, 
and not just in regard to Marikana. But the NUMSA statement on the 
Marikana death-toll deliberately obscured the fact that the first ten of the 
44 deaths at Marikana in the tragic week of mid-August 2012 were not at 
the hands of the police, but included two policemen, two security guards 
protecting the National Union of Mineworkers' offices, and six NUM 
members - all killed by anti-NUM vigilantes seeking to violently displace 
NUMSA's fellow COSATU affiliate from the platinum mines around 
Rustenburg. In the months and years before and in the year and a half 
since, there have been many more deaths of NUM members at the hands of 
these vigilante forces. We have yet to hear a single word of working class 
sympathy or concern from the Jim clique. 
 
The same statement in the name of the NUMSA CC did another classical 



piece of Jim gymnastics when it told us, on the one hand that the 
Marikana tragedy was proof that the police were simply an instrument of 
bourgeois rule and "will do anything to defend the property rights and 
profits of this class, including slaughtering the working class". And then, a 
few sentences later, pleaded that these "organs of class rule, particularly 
the police, should not be used recklessly and violently to intervene in 
industrial disputes involving workers and bosses." Leaving aside the 
presumption that what was at play in Marikana was a simple "industrial 
dispute between workers and bosses", what does this sentimental pleading 
mean - that the organs of supposed "bourgeois class dictatorship" shouldn't 
be unduly reckless or violent as they go about their inevitable slaughtering 
work? 
 
The confusion thickens when, later in the same statement, economic 
policy matters are discussed. The statement calls for "strengthening of the 
state sector in mining in particular…" But we have just been told that the 
post-1994 state and government's "strategic task and real reason for 
existence is the defence" of the capitalist "Minerals/Energy/Finance 
Complex"!  
 
If there is any logical consistency in all of this, then the Jim clique must be 
calling for the mines to be taken over by a state that operates in the 
interests of mining capitalists! 
 
And finally, on a related note, observe how the Jim clique constantly calls 
for the nationalisation of the mines, the banks, SASOL, and of "white 
monopoly capital" in general - but no mention is ever made of nationalising 
a highly oligopolistic auto sector! But, then, that is the sector in which 
much of its membership is located. 
 
There is only one word for all of these ideological contortions, this 
virtuoso display of political gymnastics - that word is: OPPORTUNISM. 
 
[This is the first of a two part intervention on "Irvin Gymnastics". In the 
second instalment we will locate the historical origins of this sectarian 
agenda and locate it within the context of the changing trade union 
terrain in SA.] 

 
 
The Strategy of the Venezuelan Opposition 

 
 Steve Ellner (Venezuelanalysis.Com) 17 March 2014  
 
The strategy and tactics of the Venezuelan opposition is a replay of events 
that took place leading up to the coup against Hugo Chávez on April 11, 
2002 and is similar (although in some ways quite different) from the script 
that has been used in the Ukraine and elsewhere. The blatant distortions 
and in some cases lies of the media (CNN in Spanish playing a lead role) 
represent an essential element in the strategy. 
 
There are two main groups that the opposition has mobilized and from all 
appearances the two act in coordination even though their style, and even 
social background, differs from one another. One group is non-violent and 
the other engages in acts of aggression in some cases endangering lives. 
 
On the one hand, students and other young people carry out protests 
which the media and the opposition deceptively call “pacific.” These 
mobilizations involve to a disproportionate extent students from private 
universities and operate almost exclusively in wealthy areas whose mayors 
(and in some cases governors) belong to the opposition. The protests are 
not legal, even though many of the protesters are convinced (or have been 
convinced by their leaders) that they are exercising the constitutional 
right of dissent. However, nearly all of these protests take over main 
avenues and highways in urban areas, typically forcing traffic to a halt and 
then having to pass through just one lane. It often takes hours for cars to 
pass through these points. In most cases the protesters consist of between 
15 and 80 people, and in a few cases over one hundred. 
 
The second group sets up barricades using garbage bags, trees, boulders 



and barbed wire. In addition, they have dispersed oil on roads in some 
cases causing fatal accidents. For an excellent description of these actions 
in the city of Merida near the Colombian border where the violence has 
been most intense, see the article by Miguel Tinker Salas, who resided 
there over the last month: http://venezuelanalysis.com/analysis/10456. 
 
All efforts by security forces to get both situations under control have 
been portrayed in the private media as fierce acts of repression carried 
out by police, National Guardsmen and motorcyclists and other Chavistas 
organized as “collectives.” While the media generally recognizes that 
some of the protesters have engaged in violence, attention is focused on 
the so-called “pacifist protesters” with little acknowledgment of the chaos 
that they cause. Furthermore, these reports fail to point out that a large 
number of the victims including the fatal ones are Chávez supporters 
including security forces. In most violent urban protests throughout the 
world, the ratio of protesters to security forces who are wounded and 
killed ranges from 25 to one or 500 to one. Here the ratio may be in the 
single-digit range (a similar situation occurred in the Ukraine). Claims in 
the social media that the violent actions are provoked by “infiltrators” 
(the implication being that the infiltrators are Chavistas) are sometimes 
reflected in the media. 
 
The script’s end game consists of a large “pacifist” protest that heads to 
the center of Caracas with a “vanguard” that creates violence and 
provokes shootings, resulting in deaths on all sides (protesters, Chavista 
civilians and security forces), thus forcing the government to resign or 
setting off a military coup. This scenario was exactly what occurred on 
April 11, 2002. On that occasion, the media and the opposition deceptively 
claimed that the government’s contingency plan known as “Plan Avila” 
consisted of widespread brutal repression. The opposition and media also 
falsely claimed that armed Chavista groups known as the Bolivarian Circles 
were poised to violently attack peaceful opposition concentrations and 
that these groups even had tanks at their disposal. The 20-some odd 
deaths on that day (consisting of both Chavistas and opposition) was the 
excuse to carry out a military coup, which the government of George W. 
Bush (which as documents demonstrate knew perfectly well who was 
behind the killings) used to justify its support for the de facto government 
headed by Pedro Carmona. 
 
The Chavista government has learned from the experience of April 11. 
President Nicolás Maduro and the mayor of Caracas’ Libertador 
municipality where the popular sectors are concentrated have adamantly 
refused to allow the demonstrators to go from the wealthy eastern part of 
Caracas to the downtown area. Time and time again the protestors 
organize marches designed to reach the city’s center even though they 
have not been given permits. CNN and the media in general harp on the 
government’s failure to issue a marching permit as an example of the 
restriction on democratic liberty, without mentioning that the government 
has good reason to prevent marches from reaching the downtown area. 
 
The phony issue of government repression raised by the opposition and the 
private media is an essential part of the script. Without the issue there is 
really no justification for the opposition’s sole demand for regime change 
embodied in the slogan “salida” (exit). Certainly there are pressing 
problems in Venezuela including shortages of basic (and some non-basic) 
commodities, inflation and delinquency. But these problems do not justify 
the overthrow of the government. If these were the issues, people in 
general would say “wait until the next elections and vote the Chavistas out 
of office.” Obviously, the opposition’s strategy is either create conditions 
that may set off a coup (which is highly unlikely given the military’s well 
demonstrated loyalty) or (much more likely) bring about a wearing out 
process in which in the next electoral cycle the average voter supports 
opposition candidates who distance themselves from the violence allegedly 
coming from both sides.  
zcomm.org 

 
 
Brazil's World Cup and misplaced priorities 

 



 

 
Antoinette Muller 13 March 2014  
 
Just like South Africa back in 2010, unrest and panic continues to grow 
ahead of the World Cup in Brazil. In an economically divided country, 
there is increasing concern that public money being spent on satisfying 
Fifa is not going to benefit anyone in the long run.  
 
The screaming headlines about failing infrastructure, protests, poverty and 
stadiums not being ready on time might seem familiar to anyone who 
followed the lead-up to the 2010 Soccer World Cup in South Africa. Just 
like in 2010, Brazil is also struggling to complete work ahead of the event. 
Out of the 11 stadiums which were due to be completed in December last 
year, three still need work done. 
 
Over the weekend, a stadium in Manaus was given a test run and, as 
expected, made for great tabloid fodder, with some describing it as 
"horrific". 
 
Bathrooms were incomplete and there were leaks from parts of the roof. 
Fans also complained of long lines to purchase food at concession stands 
and said tickets were sold for seats that did not exist. Organisers said that 
they were aware that some of these problems existed and would be 
working around the clock to solve them. Two more test matches are due 
to be played at the venue before the global showpiece kicks off in June. 
 
But those are not the only problems facing Brazil. It is a vastly 
economically divided country where the poor face struggles of long bus 
commutes to work and many of the promised infrastructure projects have 
been cancelled. When the country was awarded the competition back in 
2007, officials promised that around $8 billion would be spent on new 
airports, subways and other projects, while an additional $3.5 billion was 
to be spent on renovating existing stadiums. Many of the promised 
infrastructure projects have not been completed or won’t be ready on 
time. 
 
A subway was planned in Belo Horizonte, but was cancelled and replaced 
with bus lanes instead. In the same city, a new international terminal at 
the airport was cancelled. In Salvador, subway construction was handed 
over to a private company and will not be finished until the tournament is 
over. At Rio de Janeiro’s main airport, a new runway was proposed, but 
it’s not even certain whether it will be finished in time for the 2016 Rio 
Olympics. And lastly, the monorail system which was due to “revolutionise 
transportation in the Amazon jungle city of Manaus” was found to not be 
no longer viable. 
 
It is no surprise that protests occurred around the country last year and 
that locals are growing increasingly frustrated, not just about the lack of 
progress, but also about the seeming waste of money. 
 
"They started late and have boxed themselves in. Now they have to 
redouble efforts to finish stadiums, so much of the good stuff gets left 
behind," said Victor Matheson, a sports economist at the College of the 
Holy Cross in Worcester, Mass., in an interview with The Associated Press. 
What was important gets pushed off, and what's urgent gets done," 
Matheson added. 



 
Contradictions and corruption is also an issue and in 2011, former Sports 
Minister, Orlando Silva, hailed the tournament as an opportunity for Brazil 
to show that it is “an innovative and modern nation”. Just a few months 
later he was removed from office amid accusations he took kickbacks. 
 
Angry residents have also spoken out about the situation, especially with 
regard to a sum of public money spent on what are likely to end up as 
white elephants in the near future. 
 
“People say Brazil is an emerging country, but it’s emerging from 
nothing,” says Luciano Cardoso, a residents’ association leader. “We’re 
88th in the world for education.  
 
In my opinion, the World Cup gives no benefits at all because 70 percent of 
the spending on works is public money. So why didn’t they do it before if 
they had so much money to invest, to give to Fifa, as a donation?” 
 
“The problem is the 'Fifa standard’,” Claudia Favaro, representative of the 
Popular Committee in Porto Alegre explains. 
 
“It doesn’t give anything back to the country. The organisation of a 
country is down to the state, to the government. But they put public 
money into delivering a standard that Fifa requires. Our stadiums are 
excellent, but they have to have everyone seated, everything formal. 
" 
The euphoria many Brazilians experienced when the country was 
announced as World Cup host continues to fade and support for hosting the 
competition has gone from 80 to just 50 percent. As much as £475 has 
been spent on security to ensure that 170,000 troops patrol the streets 
should tensions flare up again. 
 
Like the Sochi Olympics, many have been displaced in order to make room 
for infrastructure. Those who were removed were given compensation of 
£13,000, but the cost of a home of the same standard has risen by as much 
as £20,000. 
 
Legacy is a word often bandied about when tournaments such as a World 
Cup is hosted, but for the ordinary Brazilian, there will be no legacy other 
than the legacy of disruption and grievance.  
www.dailymaverick.co.za 

 
 
When they come for you: Grassroots struggles and NGOs 

 
  
 
Leila van Rinsum First Published in Pambazuka 14 March 2014 
 
Civil society in Kenya is under pressure from the increasingly repressive 
regime of Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto. But these groups are 
themselves fragmented, with well-funded elite NGOs disconnected from 
the concerns of the grassroots. The best way for the groups to find 
strength is by connecting their struggles 
 
Recently I came across a cartoon by Kenya’s celebrated caricaturist Gado 
(2013) addressing the ‘draconian’ Public Benefit Organisations and Media 
bills. In Gado’s version of a famous analogy the headings in four pictures 
are: ‘First they came for the opposition, but I didn’t speak out because I 
wasn’t opposition. Then they came for the media, but I didn’t speak out 
because I wasn’t a journalist. Then they came for the NGOs, but I didn’t 
speak out because I wasn’t NGO. Then they came for me and there was no 
one left to speak for me.’ 
 
The cartoon raises an important lesson of uniting struggles in an 
increasingly repressive state. But the illustration is incomplete - and points 
to a story that continues to exclude grassroots struggles from ‘meaningful’ 
political or social dialogue. Indeed, when they come for you, there is no 
one left to speak for you. But the story doesn’t start with the opposition or 



with the media, nor does it start with NGOs. The story starts and ends with 
grassroots that have continuously been silenced and exploited from all 
sides - equally by politicians, the media and NGOs. In times of increased 
state hostility towards any form of activism, we must have a critical look 
at the utility of NGOs in advancing grassroots struggles. 
 
HOW NGOS CAME TO KENYA 
In order to understand the functioning of NGOs it is important to take a 
look at their history and the wider socio-cultural, economic and political 
realm they function in. The origins of NGOs in Kenya are traced back to 
the colonial era, which - as a system of control and exploitation – 
unsurprisingly restricted freedom of speech or association. Hence, formal 
NGOs were of a religious (mostly Christian) or philanthropic nature with no 
political aspirations and primarily involved in service provision (Kameri- 
Mbote, 2000). It follows that these organizations were not intended to 
bring about change, but merely to treat the ‘symptoms’ of oppression. 
Thus NGOs played a vital part in making colonial rule socially acceptable 
as they defined existing problems as related to being ‘uncivilized’ rather 
than injustice, exploitation or oppression (Manji, 2002). Unsurprisingly, 
most NGOs did not aid the liberation struggle or , to the contrary, even 
help to choke radical political activity. It was a massive grassroots 
movement, the Mau Mau, that fought British colonialists – and suffered 
their wrath. But as Kenya bargained for independence during the 
Lancaster House Conference in the United Kingdom, Mau Mau veterans or 
representatives were not invited and their interests were considered to be 
of little concern to the new Kenyan elite. Ochieng (1989:204) points out 
that ‘the majority of African nationalist leaders who took over the running 
of the state from the British had already accepted, and were committed 
to, the bourgeois tenets of Western democracy and capitalist production’. 
Indeed, the government manifested its capitalist path for Kenya with 
Sessional Paper No. 10 of 1965. NGOs as ‘moderates’ aided this process, 
hence contributing to the demobilization and silencing of popular 
movements like the Mau Mau (Manji, 2002). This was the creational phase 
of ‘development’ NGOs’ in Kenya. With it, language changed from Africans 
being ‘uncivilized’ to ‘underdeveloped’, but the discourse remained 
basically the same, rooted in racist misconceptions and flawed 
understandings of ‘development’. The Kenyan state was increasingly 
centralized and authoritative under the ruling elite led by President Jomo 
Kenyatta. Thus the state was the main agent of development and NGOs 
were subordinated, allowed to exist as ‘independent, if malleable, organs 
of patronage’ (Ndegwa 1996:26).  
 
Continuing his predecessor’s path, Daniel Arap Moi viewed the civil society 
(just like any other ‘independent’ form of oversight or opposition) as a 
threat, which needed to be contained. At the same time, Kenya was not 
spared from the debt crisis of the 1980s that swept across the continent. 
In 1981 Kenya adopted the neo-liberal Structural Adjustment Programmes 
(SAPs) which were developed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as 
part of debt-restructuring. SAPs shifted the responsibility for development 
from the state to the market and non-state actors. Hence donor money 
shifted from the state to NGOs (Chegge, 1999). However, the increased 
funding for NGOs had multiple reasons. First, donors argued that the state 
was too corrupt to fund it directly, and NGOs presented new hopes to 
bring about democracy and development (Gibbon, 1995). Second, Western 
states used the withholding of aid – or channelling of it to NGOs - as means 
of control (Campbell, 2008). Further, the funding of NGOs was intended to 
silence criticism and social uprisings in opposition of the SAPs (ibid), which 
caused widespread unemployment, poverty and decrease in social 
amenities. It was indeed during these times that social movements such as 
Bunge la Mwananchi were established addressing socio- economic 
inequalities, corruption and repressive leadership (Gachihi, 2013). NGOs 
were yet again used to mitigate symptoms of inequalities and oppressions 
and choke grassroots activities. The new ‘participation’ and 
‘empowerment’ rhetoric (ironically advanced by the World Bank) framed 
the individual – and more so the poor- as ‘both the problem and the 
solution to poverty, diverting attention from the issue of the state’s 
redistribution or global trade policy’ (Kamat, 2003:3). Similarly, through 
‘capacity building’ neoliberal economic and political tenets were 
communicated to the people (Cambpell, 2008). But the new funding 
strategy of donors had yet another effect: part of the national elite that 
had previously been attracted by the state now moved to NGOs, which had 



become more lucrative due to increased funding; additionally Moi’s 
repressive regime had created a large ‘displaced elite’ from the political 
opposition, who sought out for alternatives (Ndegwa, 1996).  
 
After the end of the Cold War, there was no need for the West to court 
Kenya’s governmental elite for alliance, which is demonstrated in their 
decision to suspend official aid in 1990 in order to pressure for multi- party 
elections. These trends led to the worsening of already tense state-civil 
society relations, especially since NGOs had multiplied into thousands and 
their funds and elite membership increased exponentially. In this political 
environment the Kenyan government enacted the NGO Act of 1990, whose 
purpose was to control and limit NGOs, as Ndegwa (1996) states. In 
response, NGOs started to oppose Moi’s regime progressively, not due to 
grassroots demands, but to ensure organizational survival (ibid). NGOs 
benefited from the international demand for multiparty elections in the 
quest for democratization and an alliance of the political opposition, civil 
society and international actors based on a ‘coincidence of interests’ - as 
John Githongo (2013) terms it - became stronger and united in the quest 
for democracy.  
 
WHERE WERE YOU? GRASSROOTS STRUGGLES  
The history of NGOs reveals several facts. First, NGOs inserted themselves 
in a neo-liberal agenda that was echoing national and international 
demands of ‘development’ and ‘democracy’. Second, there has been a 
disconnect between grassroots movements and NGOs, manifested in a 
general lack of interests by NGOs in grassroots struggles and an 
unwillingness to communicate with (not ‘to’) the grassroots. These two 
revelations constitute the basis for maintaining systems of unequal power 
relations that choke uniting and radical political activity on the ground. 
Indeed the Public Benefit Act No.18 of 2013, which was enacted January 
2013 by the Kenyan legislature, places NGOs in the ideological paradigm of 
liberal democracy. In her interpretation of the Act, Kisinga (p.3) asserts 
that ‘the law will enable the country reap the benefit of enhanced 
contribution by CSOs towards the implementation of the new constitution 
and realisation of development goals under Vision 2030.’ We do not want 
to propose that NGO should generally oppose governmental goals, but it is 
pivotal that NGOs critically analyse their roles in promoting structures, 
values and behaviours that reaffirm systems of oppression and injustice. 
Vision 2030 in particular has been criticised several times for worsening 
economic inequality, disowning communities and promoting private 
(corporate or individual) ownership of essentials such as water or land. 
 
But let’s have a deeper look at the understanding of the term ‘grassroots’ 
before we continue. According to Batliwala (2002:396) grassroots are 
‘those who are most severely affected in terms of the material condition 
of their daily lives’. They are most affected due to lack of access to 
resources, political power, representation and opportunities (economic 
and social). However, grassroots can be conceptualized beyond defining a 
people, but rather an identity that it is deeply connected to the awareness 
of systems of oppressions, based on class first, and then all other forms of 
oppression – be it based on religion, gender or sexual orientation. 
Grassroots movements, then, tend to demand immediate and radical 
change as the issues they are organizing around directly affect the 
wellbeing of members and the grassroots in general.  
 
NGOs on the other hand often maintain moderate paths as their existence 
is secured through organizational funding and high salaries ensure that 
staff is not vulnerable to national economic conditions. Further, G 
grassroots demand for structural and long-term transformation of systems 
that oppress and exclude them from access to political, social and 
economic benefits. As Leigh Brownhill (2009) demonstrates, social 
movements from 1870 to 2007 in Kenya have been concerned with the 
commons ‘food, land, freedom’. The (imperial) capitalist system through 
commercialization of these commons removes the same from grassroots’ 
control leading to systems of patronage, dependency and continued 
exploitation of Africa’s resources and labour force. 
 
Land has been at the centre of conflicts all over Kenya; this includes land 
grabbing, dis-ownership, land and house evictions, foreign determined 
usage of land and instigated ‘ethnic’ clashed leading to displacement of 
people. Land grabbing may be direct by politicians (e.g. a lá Ruto 



(Standard, 2013)) or a scheme to cheat or evict people in order to sell the 
lands to companies or private investors (e.g. Coast, Maasai lands (Kantai, 
2008)). In her analysis of extractive resources Moloo (2014) criticizes the 
Kenyan civil society for ignoring the historical and political context of 
mining in Africa while completely disregarding experiences of communities 
who face the consequences on the ground. Recent protests in Turkana are 
a testimony to action on the ground opposing such practices and the lack 
of involvement of other actors demonstrates the solitude of such struggles. 
Also the government’s co- owned mega- project of the Lamu Port and 
South Sudan Ethiopia Transport Corridor (LAPSSET) (which is by the way 
part of Vision 2030) seems promising in displacing a number of Kenyans 
form their ancestral lands. Additionally, high profile agendas such as the 
Green Revolution and REDD+ programmes supported by the UN, silently 
and legally disown people of their lands as it is happening in Embobut at 
the moment (Vidal, 2014). The house and small business demolitions and 
evictions in urban centres are connected to the issue of land, systems of 
patronage and oppression. Numerous house evictions all over Nairobi and 
other urban centres have displaced hundred thousands of families and left 
them with nothing but the clothes on their bodies (Amnesty International, 
2013). Almost every month a story of forceful evictions is in the media, yet 
it continues to happen.  
 
Land grabbing and house demolishing is yet another issue that 
demonstrates the narrow mindedness of issue- and location specific 
organizing. There is much space for supporting community organizers that 
are already agitating grassroots activity and joining people and 
communities to find a united strategy addressing the multiple layers of 
oppressions that surface in an act of house demolishing and land grabbing 
equally as addressing systems of land ownership and distribution.  
 
The loss of land equals loss over food security for communities, which 
leads to a second central concern of grassroots organizing: food. High food 
prices have affected especially the most vulnerable as high unemployment 
rates and low salaries prevail. Multiple demonstrations of the ‘Unga 
Revolution’ were organized by a number of community organizers and 
many Kenyans took to the street demanding for a reduction of food prices. 
Recent uprisings against a planned introduction of 16 percent Value Added 
Tax on basic commodities (supported by the IMF and World Bank) and 
subsequent demonstrations regarding the felt consequences in different 
part of the country demonstrate the centrality of food in grassroots 
struggles. Likewise the widespread introduction of GMOs and chemical 
fertilizer to farmers in the name of a Green Revolution risks food security 
and diversity and increases farmers’ dependency on companies that are 
selling the same (and actually funding the Green Revolution like 
Monsanto). Effective propaganda machinery combined with high funds 
from Green Revolution donors with vested interests have managed to 
engage grassroots in their agenda, while critical voices and alternatives 
float only in the cyber space.  
 
A third major concern of grassroots organizing is concerned with freedom. 
Freedom is certainly a more complex concept and deeply rooted in direct 
and indirect oppression of the most vulnerable. Disowning, evictions, 
exclusion from access to justice and political representation, restrictions 
in association and speech as well as structures that maintain poverty are 
all central to creating systems of oppression. In that regard it is not only 
the state that is held responsible, but equally companies, banks, the civil 
society, religious leaders and international actors that continue to 
promote neo-liberal structures that perpetrate oppressions at the micro 
and macro levels. This means systems of oppressions are preserved 
through basic human relations, aspirations and opinions, equally as they 
are maintained through structures, policies and administration.  
 
Besides these factors, the direct military threat on grassroots in Kenya is 
alarming; it has been seen in violent crushing of political activity and 
uprisings, increased police presence and in the brutal force used to disown 
people of their lands. Members of grassroots movements and grassroots 
activists are frequently arrested, threatened or killed. Similarly, the same 
may not get as much public attention and receive less or no response from 
national organizations or the international community, especially when 
they take place outside the urban centres. Grassroots movements are 
generally more prone to hostile confrontations with the state. This is 



because the movements tend to have a large popular support which is 
itself a danger to political elites and they have fewer financial resources 
and networks to influential actors. In contrast, the elite heading 
resourceful NGOs often have close ties with each other as well as to 
political elites, donors, foreign media or members of the international 
communities such as ambassadors. It is from these concerns that some 
grassroots activists and social movements have opted to collaborate with 
the civil society. Gachihi (2013), while acknowledging the limitation of the 
civil society to advance change, asserts that the grassroots movement 
Bunge la Mwananchi was ‘forced (...) to build subsistence alliances with 
neo-liberal human rights organizations to challenge the impunity of the 
state that has continued to slow down the social activism of the 
movement’. He argues that the hostile environment including arrest and 
extra-judicial killings of grassroots activists necessitated an alliance with 
members of the political elite and civil society, especially human rights 
organizations that offered protection to activists. This cooperation can 
lead to greater security as well as influence and networks to demand that 
grassroots concerns are addressed. On the other hand collaboration with 
grassroots may also lend NGOs justifications to donors as they can increase 
their popular support indirectly through grassroots leaders. As NGOs come 
with their own donor mandates and strategies, the nature of grassroots 
movements - and more so the ideology – may be compromised. Funded 
grassroots movements tend to institutionalize, build hierarchies and clear 
defined power imbalances. Informal grassroots leaders now become formal 
organizational elite; their access to resource and political influence 
increases as they are exposed to donors, NGOs and civil society actors 
from elite circles. This opens up security and funds, but may also alienate 
or compromise leaders and create grievances that some are paid, have 
greater access to security, while others are not. Seeing both advantages 
and disadvantages of this process, it depends largely on the consciousness 
of the movement, dialogue within the movement and individual willingness 
to further the cause whether such a transformation will increase or 
decrease popular support and the overall efficiency in representing 
grassroots demands and getting them heard and acted upon. Such 
cooperation demands a conscious reflection on issues of legitimacy, 
autonomy, unity and political consciousness of the nature of cooperation. 
 
As for NGOs, they have been complacent in strategizing around grassroots 
struggles, which starts with re-evaluating systems of power and oppression 
within the sector and supporting grassroots’ political activity on the 
ground. In simple words, NGOs have little popular support, as they have 
not spoken out, when ‘they’ came for grassroots and continue to come. 
Thus it is not surprising that no one is left to speak for the grassroots. But 
let’s have a closer look at the political environment of NGOs and why 
indeed they may be advised to start showing interests in grassroots 
struggles and ideologies. 
 
SO, THEY CAME – THE PBO BILL 
As they say, history repeats itself – at any rate we can learn from history. 
Recently the Kenyan government has proposed significant provision to the 
new PBO bill that would stifle the autonomy of NGOs. Indeed, there are a 
few parallels regarding the current PBO bill and the NGO Act of 1990. In 
both cases an increasingly autocratic regime intended to suppress public 
activity that could pose a threat to the political leadership. Specifically 
the media and the civil society were targeted. In both cases, only when 
NGOs were targeted directly – and more so their funds - did they rise up in 
unity. However, in 1990, NGOs knew that the new sole superpower US and 
its alliances which had emerged victorious and pulsed with a thriving 
economy due to the collapse of the USSR had their back. Today – in light of 
the slow decline of the US as the only superpower and their continuous 
entanglement in un-prestigious moral vendettas, the rise of unconcerned 
and cheap China and other BRICS states – the support of the West is 
certainly less effective. Above that, seeing the current propaganda 
machinery, the government will make sure to support NGOs and political 
activity that is not attacking state power, leading to further disunity.  
 
The recent proposed amendment of the PBO bill is specifically targeted at 
a number of advocacy NGOs that have continued to demand justice for the 
victims of politically instigated post- election violence of 2007/2008. The 
current head of state, Uhuru Kenyatta, and his deputy William Ruto have 
an uneasy relationship with the civil society dating back to 2010 when 



(former) International Criminal Court (ICC) prosecutor Moreno Ocampo 
named the two as being among 6 Kenyans who bore the greatest 
responsibility for the post- election violence. During the election 
campaigns in 2013 many civil society actors cautioned against electing 
candidates that faced charges of crimes against humanity – an argument 
which was also strongly brought forward by the international community, 
spearheaded by the US. After Kenyatta controversially won the March 2013 
election by a few thousand votes, civil society actors filed a petition to 
overturn the Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) 
election results. Despite evidence of a number of irregularities during the 
tallying, Kenya’s Supreme Court affirmed the win for Uhuru Kenyatta as 
fourth president of Kenya. Since then these NGOs have been organizing 
and advocating for the continuity of the ICC process and the protection of 
ICC witnesses, as some have been killed and others frequently faced 
bribery or intimidation. 
 
At the same time Uhuru and Ruto have rallied a political alliance with 
other ‘discredited’ heads of state against the West in order to ensure their 
personal freedoms and lay the path for freeing themselves from Western 
demands of democracy and human rights (while maintaining Western neo- 
liberal allies to ensure ‘investment’ and capital to benefit the 
political/economic elite). In that regard Uhuru and Ruto, their supporters 
and parts of the media presented the ICC case as a matter of Kenya’s 
sovereignty in the run up for the elections of 2013. NGOs were portrayed 
as partisan and representing foreign interests. The manifesto of Ruto and 
Kenyatta’s coalition party Jubilee is to be understood in this light:  
 
‘The Jubilee Coalition government will introduce a Charities Act to 
regulate political campaigning by NGOs to ensure that they only campaign 
on issues that promote their core remit and do not engage in party 
politics’ (cited in Churchill, 2013). Further, Ruto stated in a political rally 
that, ‘NGOs should stop interfering with government matters; writing 
letters to their donors abroad and compiling reports about post-election 
violence. Its none of their business’ (cited in Ndungu, 2011). Sections of 
the media repeatedly called on ‘imperial’ NGOs and individuals; prominent 
civil society actors were termed as ‘moles (...) who crucified Uhuru/Ruto 
at the ICC’ (Kenyan Daily Post, 2013). John Githongo (2013), a prominent 
civil society actor, asserts: ‘During the election campaigns earlier this 
year, a virulent and effective propaganda onslaught against the ‘evil/civil 
society’ was rolled out’. Recently, Ruto’s lawyer Karim Khan claimed the 
USAID was ‘using proxy civil societies to get witnesses for the court’ 
(Ndonga, 2014). As Bratton (1987:34) asserted a quarter century ago, due 
to the dependence of NGOs on foreign funding, ‘[g]overnments can easily 
dismiss them as dancing to the tune of a foreign piper with no legitimate 
right of entry to the domestic policy arena.’ The political elite indeed 
utilized both foreign funding as well as the foreign support of NGOs 
campaigns to discredit NGOs. Bratton further suggests that for NGOs to 
enhance legitimacy they must devote greater effort to building community 
based constituencies. It is striking that the political elite rather 
successfully managed to change public opinion on the ICC matter, making 
it highly unpopular among Kenyans and as a symbol of foreign domination 
while it was these same Kenyans that vocally demanded for the ICC trials 
in the aftermath of the post-election violence. It suggests that NGOs have 
not managed to build a strong community base. This explains why many 
Kenyans have incomplete or biased information about the ICC process and 
the work of NGOs. This is especially true for the rather elitist NGOs that 
spearheaded the fight for legal prosecution of ICC suspects.  
 
The ICC trials are of political and personal concern to Kenyatta and Ruto 
as their political power and credibility as well as the personal freedom 
depend on these trials. Similarly, the petition around the integrity of the 
election process and results directly threatened Kenyatta’s and Ruto’s 
political survival and ability to influence the ICC process. The more 
autocratic and personalized a state becomes, the more will it constrain 
NGOs and all other actors that threaten its legitimacy, power and interests 
as was the case under Moi’s regime. And when they come, it will hit 
grassroots the hardest. It is time for grassroots activists, NGOs and all 
other actors that claim to advance change for the benefit of the people to 
critically reflect on their past, consciously know their present and 
progressively strategize on the future – and to do so with the people. 
 



WHEN NO ONE IS LEFT: FINDING UNITY IN CONNECTING CAUSES 
Land, water, food and freedom from violence and oppression are the 
basics of human existence and dignity. There have been multiple uprisings, 
demonstrations and spontaneous or organized movements both in rural and 
urban areas around these issues. Looking at these struggles and the lack of 
NGO support thereof, it becomes clearer as to why NGOs do not have 
popular support to back them up (as for example in the advent of 
controversial amendments to the PBO bill). NGOs have been yet another 
instrument of power that grassroots can hardly access and that reproduce 
structures of economic inequality and exclusion from power. Maybe the 
threat of losing out on funds will wake NGOs up to rise above single issues 
and be conscious of the bigger picture, to provide spaces for social 
innovation and change. If NGOs want to be ahead of the game, they should 
take a step back and support the actions that are already taking place on 
the ground. With an increasingly hostile and militarized government it is 
time to re-evaluate struggles and find unity among different actors. 
Already multiple attacks on grassroots activists have been reported. With 
this in mind grassroots leaders and activists should re-evaluate their 
relationships with NGOs and other partners as well as the trend of 
institutionalizing and personalizing grassroots action. A unity in 
movements and political actions requires a complete re-strategizing and 
change of tactics and the trickling down of conscious and critical political 
communication with grassroots that do not have access to such 
information. Foremost, willing actors have to start networking and 
building a movement that values different strengths as well as builds and 
mentors people, understands grassroots struggles and ideologies. Most 
importantly, we need to find the unity in causes and people, because if 
everyone stands for themselves, when they come for you there will indeed 
be no one left to speak for you... 
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Chile’s Student Movement Leads the Way 

 
 Ben Dangl 13 March 2014 
 
“I want to pay special homage to my father and to all those who gave their 
lives in the fight to recover democracy,” an emotional Isabel Allende said 
upon taking office as the Senate President this Tuesday. Allende is the 
daughter of Salvador Allende, the former socialist president of Chile who 
died during a US-backed military coup in 1973. “I know he’d be proud to 
see his daughter in this role.” 
 
Later that day, Allende passed the presidential sash to left-leaning 
President Michelle Bachelet as she entered her second term in office. The 
two embraced warmly; it was the first time in Chilean history the sash had 
been passed between two women. 
 
This historic event marks a crack in the legacy of dictator Augusto 
Pinochet, an event he and his allies probably believed would never be 
possible when they oversaw the bombing of Allende’s presidential palace, 
the systematic torture and murdering of thousands of people, and the 
application of a disastrous neoliberal economy. 



 
Bachelet’s return to the presidency, and her promise for structural 
changes to Chile’s educational and political system, is the result of a 
decades-long struggle to move out of the shadow of the Pinochet 
dictatorship, and is one of the fruits of the more recent student movement 
for a better society. 
 
The success of Bachelet’s second term will depend on how well she can 
move forward with progressive plans to benefit a population besieged by 
one of the most stratified income inequalities in the world, and how well 
she meets the demands of the hundreds of thousands of students who have 
taken to the streets in recent years. 
 
Bachelet’s Progressive Plans 
Bachelet herself was a victim of the dictatorship; she was tortured under 
the regime, and her father was tortured and died in jail because of his 
support for Allende. After escaping the dictatorship, Bachelet returned to 
Chile from exile in 1979 to work as a pediatrician and human rights 
activist. She later entered politics and was elected president of Chile for 
her first term from 2006-2010. Though she enjoyed an 80% approval rating 
at the end of this time in office, the constitution bars a president from 
seeking a consecutive term. 
 
During the elections in December of last year, she defeated right-wing 
opponent Evelyn Matthei with a record 62% of the vote. On March 11th, 
2014 she took over the presidency from the unpopular neoliberal Sebastian 
Piñera, one of the richest people in the country and a staunch enemy of 
the country’s student movement. 
 
Though a major economic powerhouse, Chile suffers from a high level of 
income inequality. On the campaign trail, Bachelet pledged to tackle such 
inequality with sweeping structural reforms in the social, economic and 
political sphere. In her inauguration speech, Bachelet said, “Chile has but 
one great enemy, and its name is inequality. Only together can we take it 
on.” 
 
Bachelet has promised to make quality higher education free for all, end 
state funding for elitist private educational institutions, and raise taxes to 
pay for the educational reforms. She also plans to try and form a national 
assembly or plebiscite to rewrite the country’s constitution. Chile’s 
current constitution was imposed under military rule in 1980, and re-
writing it has been seen by many as a crucial step toward deepening 
democracy. 
 
Standing on the balcony of the presidential palace where Allende died 
during the 1973 coup, Bachelet spoke to the crowd gathered in the 
Constitution Plaza: “My promise is that this plaza becomes the plaza of a 
constitution that was born in democracy.” 
 
In bringing about a new constitution, Bachelet would be joining her 
counterparts in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, three nations which have 
also re-written their constitutions in recent years. With a majority in both 
houses of congress, she may be able to make the constitutional changes a 
reality, along with pushing through the other promised reforms. 
 
Her plans for the coming years also include raising corporate taxes by 5%, 
expanding funding for healthcare, and opening a debate in congress on 
legalizing gay marriage. Bachelet also seeks to legalize abortion in cases of 
rape or risk to the mother’s or child’s health; according to a study by the 
University of Diego Portales in Santiago, 70,000 clandestine abortions take 
place in Chile each year. 
 
While Bachelet’s right-wing predecessor Piñera didn’t have the support he 
needed in congress to proceed with many of his administration’s plans, 
Bachelet’s prospects are good; she has a considerable amount of support 
inside and outside the government as she moves forward. 
 
Student Movement: In the Streets and in the Government 
In 2011, students organized the largest protests the country had seen since 
the end of the Pinochet regime in 1990. Central demands from the student 
movement have long included free access to quality education and an 



overhaul of Pinochet’s constitution, a constitution many activists believe 
keeps neoliberalism and unequal education thriving in the country. The 
student movement’s pressure for change helped pave the way to 
Bachelet’s re-election and formed the backbone of what became key 
promises on her campaign trail. 
 
After winning the elections in December, Bachelet thanked the student 
movement, saying that her victory at the ballot box was due in part to 
“the citizens who have marched through the streets in recent years.” 
 
Many students growing up over the past decade in post-dictatorship Chile 
have demanded more from democracy than their parents, and pushed for 
changes that expanded the discourse about the type of country people 
wanted to build and how they could build it – in the classroom, the street 
and the government. Some student activists directed their energy toward 
building social movement alternatives to traditional political institutions. 
Others set their sights on changing the political system from the inside 
out. 
 
Student movement leader Camila Vallejo supported Bachelet in her second 
bid for the presidency, and was elected to congress during the December 
2013 elections. At a press conference following the December vote, 
Vallejo told reporters, “Given the result of the elections, we have a 
majority that allows us to make structural changes. Social movements are 
pressuring many sectors that were not in favor of change before and that 
have now changed their mind.” She said, “We were elected because Chile 
changed.” 
 
Vallejo joined three other student leaders in their twenties in congress; at 
25, she is the youngest member of congress. When she entered office on 
Tuesday, she brought her baby daughter Adela with her. Vallejo said, “I 
want to be able to tell her when she’s older that she was there with me 
for the handover of power.” 
 
Some sectors of the student movement do not support the electoral route 
to change that Vallejo and her colleagues have taken up, and have 
oriented their momentum into social movements outside the government 
sphere. Others have pledged to maintain mobilizations to ensure that 
elected officials carry out reforms. 
 
Allende’s dream for a truly democratic Chile may have been postponed by 
a US-backed dictatorship, but over the past decade the youth have been 
marching out of the nightmare of Pinochet, against the empty promises of 
a neoliberal democracy and toward a better society. Inside and outside the 
halls of power, the students are leading the way. After taking office, 
Camila Vallejo said she would keep “one foot in the government and the 
other in the street.” 
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In India’s Democracy Highway – Accidents of Justice are common 

 
 Arun Kali Raja Bangalore 11 March 2014 
 
In a system where Soni Sori’s are raped in custody and waiting for justice; 
Modi’s aquitted of massacres due to lack of evidences; Sheethal Sathe’s 
branded as enemy of states and left in jail; judges issuing verdicts after 
discovering spirituality from seeing a monkey in the court room; Afzal 
guru’s hanged over night to satisfy the carefully constructed collective 



conscience, justice in India is a sheer accident!!! 
 
In one such instance of “accidental justice” the Supreme Court on 18th 
February commuted the death sentence of Santhan, Murugan and 
Perarivazhan to life imprisonment who were convicted in relation to the 
assassination of Rajiv Gandhi in Sriperumbudur when he was on his 
election campaign in 1991. The court cited long processing delay of more 
than a decade by the state on their mercy petition as it did weeks before 
on the death sentence of Veerapan’s associates and rejected the 
government’s argument that the three “enjoyed their life in prison”. 
 
The court also cited that the Tamil Nadu government can grant remission 
to the convicts under its executive powers. Jayalalitha was quick to react, 
and thanks to the upcoming elections, she passed a resolution in the 
cabinet to release not just the three but also the other four convicts of 
the same case who were under life imprisonment. These events evoked 
sharp reactions from various quarters. 
 
While the parties in Tamil Nadu all carefully chose their line to go with the 
Tamil Nadu governments decision, the national parties Congress, BJP and 
also the AAP criticized the release of the all the seven. The center moved 
against the Tamil Nadu’s decision in Supreme Court citing constitutional 
reasons and made an appeal to review its decision to commute the death 
sentence citing delay. The centre is hell bent on retaining the death 
sentence of the convicts as otherwise they have to confront the 
uncomfortable questions over hanging of Afzal Guru which has already 
begun to surface. 
 
There were one sided debates held in the media which all shouted in one 
voice “should the killers of Rajiv Gandhi be released?”, not considering the 
sensitivity of the case, the manner in which the investigation was done 
and the charges with which they were implicated. For example 
Perarivazhan was charged with buying a 9 volt battery. But lately the 
investigating officer came out and confessed that he has wrongly recorded 
the evidence, given the pressure on the investigating team to solve the 
case. But all these facts fell on the blind side of the media. The media 
does not have the courage to debate on the open points which the Jain 
commission has cited in its report. All it can do is to mute the voice of 
debators like what happened to Thirumurgan Gandhi (May 17 Movement) in 
the middle of the Times Now debate when speaking about the Jain 
commission report or spit a communal venom by asking “Is the life of a 
Tamil more precious than the life of a Kashmiri?” and then go on for hours 
debating about the integrity and sovereignty of India. 
 
For now the movement against death penalty has taken a small step 
forward. There is a long way to go in abolishing death sentence from the 
Colonial Era IPC. What lies ahead is not just a legal battle but also a need 
to change the mindset of public which is made to equate justice with 
retribution and a move towards not just a reformative justice system, but 
to a socially and economically Just society. 
socialism.in 

 
 
Parti de Gauche leader Jean-Luc Mélenchon on Ukraine 

 
 Jean-Luc Melenchon (Translated by Dick Nichols 
) 11 March 2014 
 
I think it is useful to specify [my position on developments in Ukraine] in 
black and white. I’m doing it in broad brushstrokes so that the advanced 
minds in the newsrooms can understand. I’m doing it in their language, 
saying what “I support” and what “I condemn”. Please understand me: my 
comments here are an express warning sign for the Mickey Mouse minds of 
the media world. 
 
Let’s go: I do not support Russia’s President Vladimir Putin. Neither do I 
support the de facto actual authorities of the Ukraine, nor the kleptocrats 
of the previous constitutional government. However, contrary to [Green 
member of the European Parliament] Daniel Cohn-Bendit, I am not in 



favour of war with Russia! While I think that the Russians have nothing to 
do outside their bases in the Crimea, I also condemn the attempted 
encirclement of Russia by NATO which is the cause of their action. I 
condemn the neo-Nazi anti-semitism of the de facto ministers in power in 
the Ukraine and support their rapid expulsion from the government. 
 
I say this in accordance with the recommendations of the resolution 
adopted by the European Parliament on December 13, 2012. And I use the 
occasion to point out that this resolution, “On the Ukraine”, comes from 
the social liberals, the right and the Greens, to whom Daniel Cohn –Bendit 
belongs. It says unambiguously: “Parliament is concerned about the rising 
nationalistic sentiment in Ukraine, expressed in support for the Svoboda 
Party, which, as a result, is one of the two new parties to enter the 
Verkhovna Rada [Ukaine's parliament]; recalls that racist, anti-Semitic and 
xenophobic views go against the EU’s fundamental values and principles 
and therefore appeals to pro-democratic parties in the Verkhovna Rada 
not to associate with, endorse or form coalitions with this party.” 
 
That’s what Cohn-Bendit personally signed and voted for. Was he 
supporting Putin on that occasion because Putin also condemned the 
Ukrainian neo-Nazis? Of course not! Yet that is what he accuses me of 
having done. 
 
This hasn’t finished. I also condemn the provocations of the de facto 
government of the Ukraine such as the application for membership of 
NATO and the withdrawal of Russian as an official language of the Ukraine, 
spoken moreover by a majority in the Donbas and the Crimea. 
 
I think the United States have nothing to do in this area, and I condemn its 
belligerent activism. 
 
In short, my camp is that of peace against war. Because war on the old 
continent involving everybody has again become possible. One way to 
avoid this is to refuse to play with matches in this tinderbox. Yet this is 
what the traditional “looks-like-war” gang do in this type of situation. Far 
from making an assessment of the record of wars they have caused or 
called for in the last 20 years, they demand more. Iraq, Libya, 
Afghanistan, Kosovo — they’ve learned nothing, and want to learn nothing. 
Their interest is not peace or war: it’s in their fanatical Atlanticist 
“natural destiny”. 
 
At the same time, what the merchants of the “looks-like-war” articles are 
selling are not facts. Take the presence of Russian military. According to 
French general Vincent Desportes it is committing no illegality. On March 
2, 2014, he told BFM TV: “Russia is not violating any law, international or 
otherwise. Under the agreement signed with the Ukraine, the Russian 
Federation is authorised to have a force of 25,000 men on Ukrainian 
territory. Now, even with the latest troop movements, Russian forces do 
not amount to more than 15,000 men in the Crimea, so we are still well 
short of the total. And the Ukraine is neither part of the European Union 
or NATO. Therefore, neither the EU nor NATO are inclined or authorised to 
intervene in Ukraine.” 
 
Distancing oneself from the de facto government of Ukraine is not to do 
the same with the insurgent movement that overthrew the previous 
kleptocratic regime. Quite the reverse. For me, this movement is full of 
twists and turns, which will provide many an opportunity for the forces 
that may be an alternative. I support the protests and mass insurrection 
that stood up against the powers-that-be. That the most questionable 
elements have been leading the process against those in power is simply a 
fact of struggle common to all revolutionary periods. Perhaps it is going 
through a bad patch that will pass. Because it seems that Ukrainians of all 
political colours retain much of their revolutionary energy. Several 
revolutionary sequences have linked together without that energy 
dispersing. What should the new authorities do now? Introduce an 
unpopular policy at the highest level to repay the debt and to meet the 
country’s financial obligations? 
 
Don’t think that the situation will calm down. The interests involved are 
too large: English, French, Austrian, German — the main European 
economies are heavily involved in the Ukraine, and in Russia, in all 



possible ways. I have also stressed that from now on it is accepted in 
Europe that an elected president and his government can be driven from 
power when he is unpopular and when there are corrupt ministers and the 
people suffer shameful sacrifices while a small minority becomes 
obscenely rich. 
 
I can attest to the fact that this message has been well received in the 
field! Indeed, at the demonstration of European railway workers in which I 
took part in Strasbourg [on February 24], I lost count of those who 
challenged me with: “Do we have to do like the Ukraine to get heard? This 
is the first time in my 30 years of political life that I have heard workers 
refer to a popular uprising taking place beyond our borders. The Ukrainian 
rebels are to be thanked from the bottom of our hearts! 
 
Back to the Mickey Mouses of the media. Here is my position in a nutshell. 
The Ukrainian popular uprising was legitimate. It has been taken over by 
an illegitimate and illegal government in which the extreme right has four 
ministers. The revolutionary force of the Ukrainians is not exhausted. The 
next wave will be anti-European, that is to say hostile to the policies that 
the EU wants to impose there to recover its banking and financial stake. 
 
Currently the number one issue is to avoid war. This means above all to 
prevent the partition of the country: we should not touch borders in 
Europe! Neither here nor anywhere. France should be a mediator. Instead, 
she is tied behind [Germany's Chancellor Angela] Merkel and the United 
States. France is discrediting herself by aligning with the Atlanticist 
position against her own interests. The present Ukrainian regime is very 
provisional. It will discredit the policy of the European Union in the region 
and set off new revolutionary waves. Much better to be hit by the 
shockwave of a people’s revolution than by that of war.  
 

 
 
Minister Gordhan, please splash water and financial relief on fast burning SA 

 
 Paterick Bond 9 March 2014  
 
Within a year South Africa has degenerated from proud BRICS host to the 
leading basket case within the “Fragile Five” emerging markets. That 
leaves Pravin Gordhan very vulnerable this week: hounded not just by 
opposition politicians but also by bank economists, financiers, the 
international ratings agencies and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 
 
Last weekend at the G20 Finance Ministers’ meeting in Sydney, the IMF 
told the world’s most powerful economic managers to continue austerity 
fiscal policies and free trade, while permitting the US and Europe further 
monetary degradation (“Quantitative Easing”) so as to prevent yet another 
Northern Hemispheric banking crisis via endless financier bailouts. 
 
In contrast, exacerbating Southern crises with austerity policies is still a 
favourite sport at the IMF, and so the day before that meeting, Gordhan’s 
main complaint was, “the IMF reform process has failed to improve the 
representation of sub-Saharan African [and] is inconsistent with the Fund’s 
reform objectives of legitimacy, credibility and effectiveness.” (Sitting in 
for Gordhan in Sydney was his deputy – and potential post-May 
replacement – Nhlanhla Nene.) 
 
No doubt feeling ripped off, Gordhan had spent $2 billion of taxpayer 
funding on IMF recapitalisation in 2012 (a wee part of the BRICS $75 billion 
support), and his predecessor Trevor Manuel was the chair of an IMF 
committee that arranged $750 billion in new capital in 2009. Perhaps 
that’s why in the official summit statement issued on Sunday, G20 
crocodile tears flowed more freely than usual: "We deeply regret that the 
IMF quota and governance reforms agreed to in 2010 have not yet become 
effective." 
 
Was Gordhan, who stayed home to finalise his Budget Speech, watching 
the home fires burn out of control? Just 30 kilometers west of the Finance 
Ministry, township after township in Madibeng – ironically, “place of 
water” in Setswana because of its four dams – lit up with fiery anger as 



water supplies dwindled in recent weeks. The protests, like Andile Lili’s 
faeces flinging seven months earlier in Cape Town, eventually got results. 
 
It’s hard to assess whether the state’s decision to solve multiple Madibeng 
water crises was the coming election. Perhaps it also reflected the 
repeated embarrassment of police cock-ups, such as use of weaponry 
declared illegal, or the presence of senior police murderers from the 
Marikana massacre, still unpunished, now operating the Mothutlung protest 
beat with the same attitude. But it took four fatal police shootings before 
one Madibeng resident, Water Minister Edna Malewa, finally jolted into 
action, ordering her national department to fix Mothutlung’s pumps and 
pipes one weekend last month, and to hell with Constitutional niceties. 
 
A few dozen kms to the west, provincial Premier Thandi Modise soon 
ordered a physical redirection of liquid gold from a well-watered platinum 
mine to the Majakaneng Township, which was also blazing. A bit further 
along is Marikana, with its Nkaneng informal settlement still just as 
services-shortchanged as in mid-2012. Further north are Hebron and 
Jericho – also sites of water struggle, while wealthy residents of 
Harbeesbort Dam (e.g. Kosmos Village) the Jack Nicklaus designed 
Pecanwood Golf Estate and the Magaliesburg Mountain resorts further 
south don’t run dry. 
 
 
 
While Madibeng exploded, Jacob Zuma’s speechwriters were preparing for 
him one of the biggest State of the Nation fibs: "The dominant narrative in 
the case of the protests in South Africa has been to attribute them to 
alleged failures of government. However the protests are not simply the 
result of ‘failures’ of government but also of the success in delivering 
basic services. When 95 percent of households have access to water, the 5 
percent who still need to be provided for, feel they cannot wait a moment 
longer. Success is also the breeding ground of rising expectations." 
 
Before the words were out of his mouth, a Mail&Guardian article by Sipho 
Kings was already in press providing an embarrassing rebuttal: Department 
of Water Affairs spokesperson Sputnik Ratau admitted that not 95 percent, 
but in reality “only 65 percent of households have reliable services,” 
meaning there may be a pipe and tap somewhere in the vicinity – but 
water isn’t necessarily flowing. 
 
Ratau is probably also aware that “access” as judged by Zuma’s 
government takes the form of a communal tap within 200 meters. For 
millions who live in shack settlements and face awful queues when there 
are just a few taps per 5000 residents (typical here in Durban), or for 
women that fetch water in heavy buckets, that achievement is not 
“success,” it’s a breeding ground for disease and fury. 
 
The 1994 Reconstruction and Development Programme had a higher 
standard for “the medium term” (surely 20 years on), namely “to provide 
an on-site supply of 50 - 60 liters per capita per day of clean water.” Using 
that standard, the ratio of adequately served South Africans falls far lower 
than 65 percent: no doubt well below half. 
 
“We want piped water in our gardens, but for 20 years they have failed to 
deliver,” said Julius Malema on the campaign trail recently, picking up on 
the contradiction: “As long as you vote for the ANC, you will not get 
water. Instead of giving you water, Zuma has built a R2.8 million pool, but 
you don’t have drinking water and he can’t swim.” 
 
Malema is doing exceptional consciousness-raising: surfing this current 
wave of social protests, crisscrossing the hot-spots as his men toss petrol 
on tyres that his own trucks help transport (or at least once, according to 
a revealing photo). Such behaviour may generate cynicism, because there 
is so little left in its wake to network the community movements, 
especially after 7 May. 
 
On the other hand, until the National Union of Metalworkers of SA makes 
good on the promise to generate a bottom-up alliance of civil society in a 
“united front approach” that will rattle the Big-A Alliance into action, 
Malema’s doing these communities a huge service by generalising and 



articulating their complaints with such verve. 
 
Until now, we’ve seen mainly “popcorn protests” – whether or not they’ve 
been carefully prepared by local activists who in many cases have indeed 
already tried reasonable consultative strategies with local officials and 
politicians – of the sort that too often seem to pop up and then return to 
earth with no result. If there’s a rightwing wind in the township at that 
moment, some such protests get blown into xenophobic attacks against a 
local Somali shopkeeper or Zimbabwean worker or Mozambican resident. 
 
If he avoids the temptation of popcorn, Malema could strengthen the 
connectivities using demands such as those in the RDP, i.e. piped water in 
the gardens, on each plot. He could add that all manner of other benefits 
to society would flow if Gordhan funded more water and sanitation 
services, including gender equity, improvements in public health (e.g. a 20 
percent drop in diarrhea occurs when people access water on site, not 
communally), and options for better sanitation, such as biogas digesters or 
septic tanks. 
 
But as anyone who knows the water sector can attest, the Treasury’s 
durable neoliberalism is the primary barrier to putting out these fires with 
water interventions. 
 
Treasury has enough clout and money to change matters dramatically, 
which is why here in Durban it was so sad to see our local paper (for which 
I regularly write), The Mercury, argue just before Zuma’s speech, 
“economic hardship – which fuels most of the protest – seems likely to 
intensify in the short term” (true) but “there is virtually nothing that the 
government at any level can do in the short term to meet the material 
demands of the protesters.” 
 
False. Former Durban community organiser Gordhan could make the 
critical intervention in his Budget Speech if he had the political will. 
 
It’s true that Gordhan’s inherited macroeconomic policies are essentially 
pro-corporate and pro-rich; hence they receive continued support from not 
just the Democratic Alliance but also from our incredibly corrupt 
bourgeoisie; PriceWaterhouseCoopers ranked our team the most tsotsi-rich 
in the world this month, as senior managers loot their own firms’ coffers. 
 
The honour came just the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness 
Report assessed our workers as the most militant on earth for the second 
year running, and just as Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa railed against “13 
000 protests” last year (even though his police statisticians undercount, 
since there are many more off their radar screen; even Rob Burns misses a 
great many on his SAfm traffic reports, as do the usual commentators from 
Municipal IQ, the SA Institute of Race Relations and several universities 
where scholars now carry out extensive protest research.) 
 
How, then, does SA’s neoliberal bloc expect us to become internationally 
competitive for the sake of capitalist efficiency, if our team consists of 
these inefficient hooligan players? Surely it’s time to give up on the 
fantasy of export-led growth, and instead refocus on meeting basic needs? 
(Don’t tell that to Peter Bruce at Business Day, who must be the country’s 
most bellicose bible-thumping advocate of export-extractivism, no matter 
all evidence to the contrary about the damage done by so many Resource 
Curses.) 
 
Gordhan could at least lessen the economic hardship by reversing dozens 
of exchange control liberalisations which, since 1995’s decommissioning of 
the Finrand, have left our economy ever more vulnerable to global 
financial volatility. In 2007, for instance, nearly a quarter’s worth of our 
annual GDP was spirited offshore by the wealthy in one of the world’s 
most stunning cases of capital flight. No other economy our size or bigger 
has suffered so many currency crashes these past two decades, such as the 
fall from R6.6/$ in mid-2011 to R11.4 at the low point this month. 
 
Policy change is certainly possible, if the political balance of forces 
changes. Even brave little Ghana imposed tough new capital controls on 
outflows recently. In turn, interest rates could be lowered to the levels 
our various consumer and state debt crises now require, without the 



current fear of massive capital flight if Gill Marcus reverses her recent 
decision. 
 
But could Gordhan not only reboot macro but also solve these apparently 
infinite micro-crises, including water? They are bursting out so regularly 
across the country that we can now look for patterns, and for urgent 
national not just local solutions – and my sense is that community activists 
are also frustrated that no matter how many councilors they target for 
removal by the ruling party, it never gets better: they end up attacking 
the replacement with equal or greater venom, because even a 
revolutionary socialist municipal councilor would lack funding to satisfy 
these urgent needs. 
 
As Gift Kubheka, an ordinary resident in spitting distance of one of the 
Mpumalanga power plants, complained to eTV’s talk show Big Debate late 
last year: “We can’t all go and ask for electricity, that’s why we have a 
councillor. We tell him what we need, but he can’t provide.” The one who 
can provide is Pravin Gordhan. 
 
Although a full on strike will occur on March 19, the metalworkers are 
holding a march to Parliament against Gordhan on Wednesday, because of 
Treasury’s youth wage subsidies which they fear will lower overall wages 
even for permanent workers.. There will be protests in various cities at 
SARS and Reserve Bank branches. Yet their united front process is still so 
fresh that they haven’t included water or electricity amongst specific 
service delivery demands: “universal access to free, quality education, 
housing for all, access to affordable healthcare and sustainable and decent 
jobs.” 
 
Yet as far as I can tell, the most desperate, angry South Africans are those 
involved in water/sanitation-related protests. These are amongst the most 
vital essentials, and if the reasonable material demands of protesters are 
met here, other answers – to the worsening housing shortages, electricity 
price hikes and disconnections, busted municipal services – will logically 
follow. 
 
There are indeed plenty of short-term emergency measures, as proven by 
Molewa, Modise and Local Government Minister Lechisa Tsenoli, who 
helped replace the top layer of municipal administration; however, 
cancerous tenderpreneurship grows, what with 341 officials found to be 
running businesses during 2005-2010. 
 
Gordhan could not only push his cabinet colleagues into more relatively 
low-cost green lights to solve these problems. He could insist on providing 
other short-term emergency services to rapidly resolve protests. The 
immediate deployment of SANDF trucks and other vehicles currently 
available to the state could ensure water delivery via water tankers. 
 
Just as was piloted during the cholera crisis near Richards Bay in late 2000 
by then minister Ronnie Kasrils, this would immediately benefit hundreds 
of thousands of households, especially in the cities' burgeoning informal 
settlements which are currently so badly served by municipal water 
services. Many more emergency toilets could be brought in, given how 
scandalous it is for thousands of people to share, and how dangerous for 
women to use these at night. 
 
Another short-term emergency measure would be a national-to-municipal 
override of water tariffs. The two cities that have had the most 
reactionary tariff structure – charging people the most for the 15 kiloliters 
per month that poor households typically use, according to a 2008 study by 
the Wits Centre for Applied Legal Studies (the most recent available) – are 
Pietermaritzburg and Durban. 
 
Molewa could easily survey what poor people pay in protesting 
communities, especially in the consumption range beyond the tokenistic 6 
kl per month household grant – itself extremely unevenly provided in most 
towns because an inefficient indigency test is applied to determine who 
qualifies. The ANC 2000 municipal campaign promise was a good one: “all 
residents” get the free water while “those who use more, pay more”, 
suggesting that a much more redistributive “volumetric” tariff is required 
especially in places like Durban with a wealthy, over-consuming elite, to 



curb hedonistic water consumption with much higher prices. 
 
For dorpies without an elite from which to redistribute, the answer is 
simple: Gordhan’s Budget Speech should be more generous with national 
subsidies. The most useful immediate action would be a dramatic, 
immediate increase in ring-fenced central-to-local funding for water, 
made available through the Treasury but with conditions that funds be 
used to assist provision to the poorest residents – something the current 
“Equitable Share grant” shies away from. 
 
Molewa’s ability to move so quickly in Madibeng raises this question: why 
aren’t these interventions being made day in and day out where there are 
water emergencies, given legal provisions which permit a constitutional 
override? 
 
These are just short-term solutions, and many more are available if we 
telescope out to medium- and long-term. So it is easy, in this context, to 
rebut the Mercury editorialist’s conclusion: “It would be calamitous if 
localised protest were to spill over into the national election campaign.” 
 
Really, how else will the fat-cat politicians running the show – like Modise 
– learn to pay heed not only to Gordhan’s simple instruction to avoid those 
embarrassing German luxury cars, but also to redirect much more water 
from the crony miners and millionaires, to the masses?  
 
Gordhan needs to splash such politicians with cold water, and then splash 
out much money to micro-infrastructure. 
 
The power balance will inexorably shift towards that necessity, but 
meantime, in Wednesday’s Budget Speech, we can still expect more of the 
same: White Elephants will get vastly more in subsidies through mega-
project infrastructure funding. And in turn, that will heighten the 
contradictions still further, to further breaking points in Madibeng this 
year and soon enough, to a community near you – for which we can thank 
not only your dreadful councilors, but also Pravin Gordhan. DM 
www.dailymaverick.co.za 

 
 
Ngqongqoshe Gordhan, siyakucela ukuthi usabalalise amanzi kanye 
nokusikhulula ebugqileni bezimali kwiNingizimu Afrika evuthayo 
NguPatrick Bond Yahunyushwa nguFaith ka-Manzi  
 
Kungakapheli ngisho unyaka iNingizimu Afrika isivele yehla emgangathweni 
kusukela lapho yayiziqhenya ngokwamukela izihambeli zeBRICS ‘Zamazwe 
Ayisihlanu’ ezimakethe ezisafufusa. Lokhu uPravin Gordhan esesimweni 
sobuthakathaka kulelisonto: ehahamazwe hayi-nje ngabezombusazwe 
abaphikisayo kodwa futhi yizazi zezomnotho zamabhange. abatshali 
bezimali, kanye nezinhlaka zomhlaba zokukala zezimali kanye ne-
International Monetary Fund (IMF). 
 
Ngesonto eledlule emhlanganweni weG 20 Wongqongqoshe Bezezimali 
eSydney, i-IMF yatshela abalawuli bezomnotho abayizikhondlakhondla 
emhlabeni wonke ukuqhubeka nezimo ezizinzima zemigomo yezomnotho 
kanye nokuhweba ngokukhululeka, ngesikhathi futhi bevumela ukuthi 
iMelika kanye neEurope ukwehlisa izinga lezezimali ukuze bavimbe isimo 
sezinkinga ezibhekene namabhange ngokulokhu bewaxhasa ngezimali 
okungenamkhawulo. 
 
Ngokuphikisana nalokhu, ukwenza sibenzima kakhulu isimo semigomo 
ngezomnotho emazweni aseNingizimu kusengumdlalo othandwa kakhulu lo 
i-IMF, ngakho-ke ngosuku ngaphambi kwalomhlangano, isikhalo esiphambili 
sikaGordhan sasingukuthi, “indlela yokubuyekeza ye-IMF ihlulekile 
ukwenza kangcono ukuthi isub-Saharan Africa ibe nabayimele [futhi] 
ayihambisi ngokweqiniso yokuthuthukisa imigomo yalasisiKhwama 
ngokusemthethweni, ngokukholakalayo kanye nokunemiphumela 
esizayo.”(Owayemele uGordhan eSydney kwakuyisekela lakhe – futhi 
nalowo okungase kube nguye ozongena esikhundleni sakhe emva 
kwenyanga kaMeyi –(uNhlanhla Nene.) 
 
Akungabazeki ukuthi wazibona ehlangabezana nabangathembekile, 



uGordhan ngoba wasebenzisa u $2 billion wemali yabakhokhi bentela 
kuhlahlameliswa kabusha ngezezimali i-IMFngonyaka ka2012 (imali encane 
efakwe kuxhaswa iBRICS engu-$75 billion support), futhi owayephethe 
ngaphambi kwakhe uTrevor Manuel wayengusihlano wekomodi le-IMF 
elalihlela ukutshala izimali kabusha ngonyaka ka2009 engu$750 billio. 
Mhlawumbe ingakho kwisitatimende esisemthethweni sengqungqthela 
esakhishwa ngesonto, ukukhala ngokuzezisa kwiG20 kwabakukhulu 
kunokwejwayelekile: "Sidabuka kakhulu ukuthi esasijonge 
ukuhlangabezana nakho ne-IMF mayelana nemigomo yokulawula 
enentuthuko okwavunyelwana ngayo ngonyaka ka2010 akukenzeki." 
 
Ngabe uGordhan, owasala ngemuva ukuqedela inkulumo yakhe 
eyezoyithula ngebhajethi, wayebuka umlilo ushisa ubuhanguhangu 
ungalawuleki? Ukusuka-nje amakhilomitha angamashumi amathathu usuka 
empumalanga eMnyangweni Wezezimali, ilokishi nalokishi eMadibeng – 
ngokungakholeki elichaza ukuthi, “indawo yamanzi” ngolwimi lweSetswana 
ngenxa yokuthi kuanmadamu amane kulendawo – kwaholela olakeni 
olukhulu ngesikhathi ukulethwa kwamanzi kuncipha kulamasonto edlule. 
Imibhikilisho, njengeka Andile Lili lapho kwakutshingwa khona indle 
ezinyangeni eziyisikhombisa ezedlule eKapa, okwagcina kunemiphumela.  
 
Kunzima ukuqonda ukuthi ngabe isinqumo sikahulumeni sokuxazulula 
izinkinga eziningi zamanzi zaseMadibeng ngabe kwenzeka ngenxa yokhetho 
oluzayo.Mhlawumbe kwakukhombisa amaphutha abanga amahloni 
asejwayelwe ukwenziwa ngabezombutho wamaphoyisa , 
njengokusebenzisa izikhali ezingekho emthethweni, noma ukuba khona 
kwezikhulu zabombutho wamaphoyisa amabulala kwisibhicongo 
saseMarikana, futhi ezingakajeziswa, futhi manje esezisebenza 
kumbhikilisho waseMothutlung ngomqondo owodwa. Kodwa kwathatha 
ukudubula okuyizihlandla ezine okwaqhamuka kwezombutho wamaphoyisa 
zokubulala ngaphambi kokuthi umhlali oyedwa waseMadibeng, 
uNgqongqoshe Wezamanzi uEdna Molewa, okwamenza kubekhona 
akwenzayo, eyalela umnyango wezwelonke ukuthi ulungise amapayipi 
kanye nompompi baseMothutlung ngempelasonto eyodwa ngenyanga 
edlule, ngaphandle kokuhlonipha umthethosisekelo.  
 
Amakhilomitha ambalwa uma ubheke empumalanga, uNdunankulu 
walesisifundazwe uThandi Modise naye ngokushesha wakhipha umyalelo 
wokuthi ukuthi amanzi asuke esetshenziswa emayini yeplatinum aqondiswe 
elokishini laseMajakaneng, nalo futhi elalivutha ubuhanguhangu. Uma 
uqhubekela phambili ufika eMarikana, nemijondolo yaseNkaneng nayo 
engakalethelwa izidingo kusukela maphakathi konyaka ka2012. Uma uthi 
ukuqhubekela enyakatho ufika eHebron kanye naseJericho – izindawo futhi 
zomzabalazo wamanzi, ngesikhathi izicebi zasedamini laseHardebeespoort 
(njengaseKosmos Village) lapho uJack Nicklaus wadweba iPecanwood Golf 
Estate kanti futhi amahotela okungcebeleka Entaba iMagaliesburg uma 
uqhubeka uyela ngaseningizimu akwenzeki kube khona inking 
yokungabikhona kwamanzi.  
 
Ngesikhathi iMadibeng inezibhelu, ababhali bezinkulumo 
zikaGedleyihlekisa Zuma babemlungiselela amanga amakhulu Senkulumo 
Ngesimo Sezwe: "Inkulumo ejwayelekile mayelana nezibhelu zaseNingizimu 
Afrika ukuthi ihlale ibhekene nokusolwa kokuhluleka kukahulumeni. 
Kodwa-ke lezizibhelu awazona imiphumela ‘yokuhluleka’ kukahulumeni 
kodwa nokuphumelela ekuletheni izidingo. Umangabe amaphesenti angu 
emizi ethola amanzi, amaphesenti angu5 abasanezidingo ekufanele 
balethelwe zona, bazibona ukuthi ngeke bakwazi ukulinda. Ukuphumelela 
nakho ikhona impela ekuholela ekutheni kube khona ukunganeliseki 
kwabanye abasalindele." 
Ngaphambi kokuba aqede ukukhuluma lamazwi, umbhalo yiphephandaba 
iMail&Guardian owalotshwa nguSipho Kings wawususabalele ulandelwa 
ukusolwa okumphoxayo: Okhulumela uMnyango Wezindaba Zamanzi 
uSputnik Ratau wavuma ukuthi akuwona amaphesenti angu95, kodwa 
empeleni “ngamaphesenti angu65 emizi anezidingo ezethembekile,” 
okusho ukuthi mhlawumbe kunepayipi noma umpompi endaweni thize – 
kodwa akusho ukuthi abantu balethelwa bonke amanzi. 
 
Kungenzeka ukuthi uRatau uyazi ukuthi ukutholakala kwamanzi njengoba 
kwahluleka uhulumeni kaZuma kusho umpompi osetshenziswa ngabantu 
abaningi obude ngamamitha angamakhulu amabili. Kwizigidi ezihlala 
emjondolo futhi ezibhekene nemigqa emide yokukha amanzi ngesikhathi 



kunompompi abambalwa kwizakhamizi eziyizinkulungwane ezinhlanu 
(njengala eThekwini), noma kubantu besifazane abakha amanzi 
ngamabhakede asindayo, ukuthi loku kuphumelela akulona iqiniso kodwa 
ilapho kugcwele khona amathuba ezifo kanye nentukuthelo. 
 
Uhlelo lonyaka ka1994 Lokuqala kabusha kanye neNtuthuko phecelezi 
iReconstruction and Development Programme lwalinesigaba lwesikhashana 
(kuze kube iminyaka engamashumi amabili), namely “ukulethela abantu 
amanzi ahlanzekile lapho behlala khona amalitha asukela kwangamashumi 
amahlanu kwaya kwangamashumi ayayisithupha.” Kusetshenziswa 
lesosigaba, ukulethelwa kwezakhamizi zaseNingizimu Afrika kwehla 
ngapahansi kwamazinga amaphesenti angamashumi ayisithupha nanhlanu: 
futhi akungabazeki ukuthi ngaphansi kwalokho. 
 
“Sifuna amanzi afakelwe kumapayipi ezindlini zethu, kodwa eminyakeni 
engamashumi amabili bahlulekile ukukwenza lokho,”kusho uJulius Malema 
njengaoba ematasatasa ekhankasa, ebhekelela lokho okuphambene: “uma 
nisaqhubeka nivotela uKhongolose, ngeke niwathole amanzi. Esikhundleni 
salokho uZuma uzakhele idamu lokubhukuda elibiza uR2.8 wezigidi, kodwa 
nina aninawo amanzi okuphuza futhi akakwazi nokubhukuda.” 
 
UMalema wenza umsebenzi oncomekayo wokuvusa abantu: etshuza 
kwizibhelu ezisabalele zemiphakathi, ephambanisa lezizindawo ezishisayo 
namadoda ache athela izimoto zakhe zokuthutha ngophethiloli lezi 
okuyizona eziwuthuthayo (noma-ka kukanye njengoba kwakhombisa esinye 
isithombe). Lokhu kwenza kungenza agxekwe, ngoba sekukuncane kabi 
angakwenza ukuhlanganyela nezinhlangano zemiphakathi, ikakhulukazi 
emva kukaMeyi 7.  
 
Ngakolunye uhlangothi, kuze kube inhlangano yabasebenzi iNational Union 
of Metalworkers of SA iqinisekise ngesithembiso sayo sokuhlanganyela 
nemiphakathi ngokusuka phansi kuya phezu “ngokubambisana” 
okuyokwenza ukuthi umfelandawonye wezombuso usabe nawo bese kuba 
khona okwenzayo, uMalema usiza lemiphakathi kakhulu ngokukhulumela 
futhi kanye nokukhuluma n geqiniso izikhalazo zaoyo ngokuqhakambile. 
 
Kuze kubemanje sesibone kakhulu ‘’izibhelu eziphelela obala’’ – kodwa 
noma ngabe zisuke zihlelwe kahle noma cha yizishoshsovu zendawo 
ezisuke zezizame izindlela ezimbalwa zokukhulumisana nababusi 
bezindawo kanye nabezombusazwe – lezo izikhathi eziningi izibhelu eziba 
khona bese ziphelela obala zingenamphumela. Umangabe kukhona umoya 
wobuntamolokhuni emalokishini njengamanje, ezinye zalezozibhelu zize 
zifinyelela ekuhlaselweni kwabokufika njengomnikazi wesitolo waseSomali 
noma umsebenzi waseZimbabwe noma waseMozambique. 
 
Uma efuna ukungabhekani nezibhelu eziphelela obala, uMalema 
kungafanele aqinise ukuhlanganyela esebenzisa izimfuno njengalezo 
ezikwiRDP, njengamanzi asemapayipini ezingadini, umuzi nomuzi. 
Angambandakanya nokuthi konke okudingwa imiphakathi kungeza kushesha 
umangabe uGordhan watshala kakhulu imali emanzini nakwezokuhlanza, 
okuhlanganisa nokulingana kwezilili, ukuthuthukisa kwezempilo 
(ngokwesibonelo-nje sehla ngamaphesenti angamashumi amabili isifo 
sohudo uma abantu bethola amanzi ahlanzekile lapho behlala khona, hayi 
ngokuthi bawahlanganyele nabanye) kanye nezinye izindlela zokuhlanza, 
njengama biogass digesters noma amathange okuhlanza. 
 
Kodwa njengoba wonke umuntu azi kanye nomnyango wezamanzi 
ungafakaza, ukubhekelela ubungxuwankulu Kwesikhwama sesizwe ikhona 
okumise ukuthi lentuthuko yamanzi siyibone yezenzeka.. 
 
Isikhwama Sesizwe sinamandla kanye nemali ngokwanele ukushintsha lokhu 
ngokumangalisayo, futhi ingakho lapha eThekwini kwakudabukisa ukufunda 
udaba ephephandabeni ledolobha lethu (engijwayele ukulibhalela), 
iMercury, libhale ngaphambi-nje kwenkulumo kaZuma, “ubunzima 
kwezomnotho – obuholela kwizibhelu eziningi – futhi okuyikhona 
okubonakala okuholela kwizibhelu zezikhashana” (okuyiqiniso) kodwa 
“kodwa akukho luhto lapho uhulumeni angakwenza ngokwesikhashana 
ukuhlangabezana nezidingo zabesuka bebhikilisha.” 
 
Amanga. Owayeyisishoshovu semiphakathi yaseThekwini uGordhan 
wayengenza okubalulekile eNkulumweni yakhe yeBhajethi ukube 



wayekwazi ngezombusazwe. 
 
Kuyiqiniso ukuthi imigomo ahlangane nayo esengungqongqoshe mayelana 
nezomnotho zikazwelonke uGordhan ilezo ezibhekelele izimboni ezinkulu 
(ongxiwankulu) kanye nezicebi; ngakho-ke ithola ukuxhaswa hayi-nje 
iqembu lezombusazwe iDA kodwa futhi nakubalawuli abakhohlakele 
kakhulu; inkampani iPriceWaterhouseCoopers ibeke iqembu okuyilona 
elicebe kakhulu lotsotsi emhlabeni ngalenyanga, njengoba abalawulu 
abaphezulu ezimbonini bentshontsharanked our team izimali zalapho 
besebenza khona. 
Ukuhlonipheka kwenza ngesikhathi umbiko weWorld Economic Forum’s 
Global Competitiveness uhlola abasebenzi bethu njengalaba abawalelwa 
kakhulu amalungelo abo emhlabeni wonke eminyakeni emibili, futhi 
njengoba noNgqongqoshe Wombutho wamaPhoyisa uNathi Mthethwa 
ayekhala “ngezibhelu ezingu” ngonyaka odlule (noma-ke izibalo 
zamaphoyisa zisho okungaphansi kwalokho, njengoba kukhona angakwazi 
ukuzazi; njengoba noRob Burns kukhona abuye angazisho kwimibiko 
yokuminyana kwezimoto ayenzela umsakazo iSAfm, njengoba kusuke 
kwenza ababiki bethathela kwiMunicipal IQ, nakwiSA Institute of Race 
Relations kanye nakwezinye izikhungo zemfundo ephakeme lapho 
izifundiswa sezenza ucwaningo olunzulu ngezibhelu.) 
 
Kwenzeka kanjani, ngabe uhlangothi longxiwankulu lwaseNingizimu Afrika 
licabanga ukuthi kufanele sikwazi ukuncintisana nomhlaba ngenxa 
yokubhekelela ongxiwankulu, umangabe ithimba lethu liqukethe 
lezizigelekeqe? Phela ngabe sekuyisikhathi sokuthi kuhlukwanwe 
nokubhekelela ngomcabango wokuthi umnotho uzokhuluswa ukuhambisa 
imikhiqizo kumazwe angaphandle. esikhundleni sokuthi sibhekane 
nokuhlangana nezidingo zabantu? (Ungakusho lokho kuPeter Bruce 
wephephandaba iBusiness Day, okunguyena ohamba phambili kulelizwe 
ekugqugquzeleni kokuhanjiswa imikhiqizo yakuleli emazweni angaphandle, 
noma ngabe ubufakazi buphikisana nalokho ngenza yokucekelea phansi 
okwenziwa iziqalekiso zemikhiqizo embiwa phansi.)  
 
UGordhan mhlawumbe angabhekelela ukuphendulela emuva izindlela 
eziningi kwaholela ebunzimeni kwokwenza kube lula ukulwethwa 
kwemikhiqizo yamazwe angaphandle kuleli. kusukela ngonyaka ka1995 
lapgo irandi lokuhweba iFinrand kwaqedwa, okwenza umnotho wethu ube 
sengcupheni wokubantekenteke uma kubhekenwe nokuhwebelana 
nomhlaba. Nonyaka ka2007, ngokwesibonelo-nje, mhlawumbe inzuzo 
ebalelwa kwikota yezwe lethu yahanjiswa yizicebi emazweni aphesheya. 
Akukho mnotho ongangathi noma omkhulu kunathi osuke waba nokwehla 
kwezinga lerandi njengoba kwenzenke eminyakeni engamashumi amabili 
edlule, njengokwehla kwerandi kwidola lisuka kuR6.6 maphakathi nonyaka 
ka2011 kuya kuR11.4 kwizinga eliphansi kakhulu ngalenyanga.  
 
Ukushintsha umgomo kungenzeka, umangase amandla ezombusazwe 
eshintsha. Ngisho izwe elincane elinesibindi laseGhana lisanda kushaya 
imithetho eqinile mayelana nezimali eziphuma ezweni lazo kungekudala-
nje. Ngakolunye uhlangothi, inzuzo ingehliswa kumazinga abathengi bethu 
abahlukahlukene njengoba izikweletu zezwe manje zidinga, ngaphandle 
kokusaba ukuthi imali enkulu ibalekela ngaphandle umangase uGill Marcus 
angase asibuyisele emuva isinqumo asasanda kusithatha. 
 
Kodwa kungenzeka uGordhan angenzi ngamandla kabusha ezweni kodwa 
axazulule nezinkiga ezenzeka emiphakathini, okumbandakanya namanzi? 
Lezizibhelu zamanzi zigcwele yonke indawo manje ezweni kangangokuba 
manje sesihlale sibona izindlela zokuzifanisa, kodwa futhi izixazululo 
ezibalulekile zezwe hayi nje zasezindaweni esakhelene nazo – futhi 
umcabango wami ukuthi nezishoshovu zemiphakathi sezixakekile-nje 
ukuthi noma ngabe maningi kangakanani amakhansela abawanombolayo 
ukuthi asuswe iqembu elibusayo, abukho ubungcono: zigcina zihlasele 
ikhansela elibekwayo ngokulinganayo noma ngobutha obukhulu, ngenxa 
yokuthi ngisho amakhansela kamasipala abhekelela izidingo zabantu 
awanayo imali yokwanelisa lezizidingo eziphuthumayo.  
 
Njengoba uGift Kubheka, umhlali-nje bude buduze nesizinda samandla 
kagesi eMpumalanga, wayekhononda kwinkulumo mpikiswano 
kumabonakude kwi-eTV iBig Debate sekuphela unyaka odlule: “ngeke 
sonke sihambe siyofuna ugesi, kungakho sinekhansela. Siyamtshela ukuthi 
sifunani, kodwa kwakwazi ukukuletha.” Ongakulethwa ngoyedwa zwi 



uPravin Gordhan. 
 
Noma-ke kuzoba khona isiteleka esikhulu mhlazingu 19 kuMashi, 
abasebenzi bensimbi bazobe benemashi eya ePhalamende bemelene 
noGordhan ngoLwesithathu, ngoba Isikhwama Sesizwe sokuseka intsha 
ngamaholo basaba ukuthi siyokwehlisa amaholo abo bonke ngosho 
nabaqashwe ngokugcwele. .Kuyobe kukhona izibhelu emadolobheni 
ambalwa kumagatsha amahovisi okukhokha intela kanye nalapho kugcina 
khona imali yesizwe. Kodwa lendlela yabo yokubumbana iseyintsha 
kangangokuthi abakahlanganisi amanzi kanye nogesi njengezinye izimfuno 
okufanele zilethwe:“ukuthi uwonkewonke athole imfundo yamahala 
esezingeni eliphezulu, izindlu kuwowonke umuntu, ezempilo ezingabizi 
kakhulu kanye nemisebenzi egcinekayo futhi esezingeni.” 
 
Kodwa-ke ngokubona kwami, labo abadinga kakhulu, abadinwe kakhulu 
abayizakhamizi zaseNingizimu Afrika ilabo ababhekene nezibhelu 
ezihambisana nokulethwa kwezokuhlanzwa kanye namanzi. Lokhu ikhona 
okubalulekile kakhulu, futhi umangase izidingo zababhikilishayo zingase 
zibhekelelwe lapha, ezinye izimpendulo – ekungabini khona kwezindawo 
zokuhlala, ukunyuka kwamanani kagesi kanye nokunqanyulelwa ugesi, 
izidingo zikamasipala eichichimayo – kuyovele kulandele.  
 
Empeleni khona zikhona izinhlelo zesikhashana zezimo eziphuthumayo, 
njengoba kwakhombisa uMolewa, noModise kanye noNgqongqoshe 
Wohulumeni Bendawo uLechisa Tsenoli, anasiza ngokuthi kususwe izikhulu 
eziphezulu ezilawula lomasipala kufakwe ezinye; kodwa-ke, ukukhishwa 
kwamathenda nokuceba kwabantu ngawo kuyakhula, njengoba 
kwatholakala ukuthi izikhulu ezingu341 bezingabahwebi kusukela ngo2005 
kuya ku2010.  
 
UGordhan wayengeke-nje afake ingcindezi kwabanye ongqongqoshe ukuthi 
lezizinkinga zixazululwe ngendlela engadli imali kakhulu. Kwakufanele 
ukuthi alethe nezinye izidingo eziphuthumayo ukuxazulula lemibhikilisho. 
Ukulethwa ngokushesha kwamatrukhi ombutho wezempi iSANDF kanye 
nezinye zokuthutha ezikhona njengamanje kuhulumeni kungaqinisekisa 
ukulethwa kwamanzi ngamathangi awo. 
 
Njengoba kwenzeka ngesikhathi sibhekene nenkinga yesifo sohudo 
eRichards Bay sekuyophela unyaka ka2000 ngowayengungqongqoshe 
ngalesosikhathi uRonnie Kasrils, lokhu kuyokwenza ukuthi kuzuze amakhulu 
ezinkulungwane zemizi, ikakhulukazi emadolobheni lapho kugcwele 
kakhulu izakhiwo zemijondolo ezinganakekelwa nhlobo kahle ngumasipala 
mayelana namanzi. Ziningi izindlu zangasese ezingalethwa, njengoba 
kukubi kangaka ukuthi izinkulungwane zabantu zisebenzise izindlu 
zangasese ngokuhlanganyela, futhi kuyingozi kangakanani kubantu 
besifazane ukusebenzisa lezizindlu zangasese ebusuku. 
 
Olunye uhlelo lwesikhashana oluphuthumayo kungaba uma uhulumeni 
kazwelonke esebenzisa amandla akhe ukuchitha intela yamanzi 
komasipala. Amadolobha amabili aseke abhekane nentela engabhekeleli 
abantu – abantu abampofu bekhokhela kakhulu amakiolitha ayishumi 
nesihlanu abawasebenzisa njalo ngenyanga, njengokusho komphumela 
wesifundo owenziwa ngonyaka ka2008 yiWits Centre for Applied Legal 
Studies (okuyiwona mbiko okhona njengamanje) –isePietermaritzburg 
kanye naseThekwini. 
 
UMolewa kulula-nje ukuthi azi kabanzi ukuthi abantu abampofu bakhokha 
malini emiphakathini enezibhelu, ikakhulukazi ukusetshenziswa ngale 
kuka6lk njalo ngenyanga wamahala umuzi ngamunye ngamunye – noma 
khona-ke lokhu kunikezwa kwabantu amanzi amahala emadolobheni 
amaningi kungenzeki ngendlela elinganayo ngenxa yokuhlola okunganele 
okusetshenziswayo ukubona ukuthi ngubani okufanele athole lamanzi 
amahala. Sasisihle isethembiso somkhankaso kaKhongolose ngumasipala 
ngonyaka ka2000: “zonke izakhamuzi” zizothola amanzi amahala ngenkathi 
labo “abawasebenzisa kakhulu, kufanele bawakhokhele kakhulu”, lokhu 
kukhombisa ukuthi intela ebhekelela abmpofu ngezimali ezikhokhwa 
izicebi iyadingeka ikakhulukazi ezindaweni ezinjengaseThekwini lapho 
kuhlala khona izicebi, ezisebenzisa ngokweqile, futhi nokuvimbela 
ukusebenzisa amanzi ngenxa yokuzibhekelela wedwa ngokuthi ukhokhe 
amanani amakhulu.  
 



Kumadolobhana amancane lapho kungekho khona ukuthi kuthathwe imali 
enkulu ezicebini, impendulo ilula: Inkulumo Yebhajethi kaGordhan 
kufanele ibhekelelle kakhulu ukuxhasa ezweni lonke. Into eseduzane 
kakhulu engenziwa kungaba ukuthi imali ekufanele isetshenziswele amanzi 
ezindaweni lapho kuhlala khona abantu, leyomali ithathwe eSikhwame 
Sesizwe kunemigomo ukuthi lezozimali zisestehnziswe ukusiza ukulethela 
izakhamizi esimfpofu kakhulu – into “ukusabalalisa ngokuhlanganyela 
ngokuxhasa’’ ebalekelwayo. 
 
Ukukwazi kukaMolewa ukuthi anyakaze ngokushesha eMadibengi kuvusa 
lombuzo: kungani lokhu kwenza kanje kungenziwa izinsuku zonke lapho 
kudingeka khona amanzi ngokuphuthumayo, njengoba phela sesibonile 
ukuthi kukhona okuvunyelwa umthetho ukuthi umthethosisekelo kuhanjwe 
phezu kwawo? 
 
Lokhu-nje izixazululo zesikhashana, kodwa futhi zining uma 
sesingabhekana nezisikhathi esandisiwe kanye nesikhathi eside. Ngakho-ke 
kulula, mayelana nalesisimo, ukuphikisana nesiphetho sombhalo womhleli 
wephephandaba iMercury ukuthi: “Kuyoba isibhicongo umangabe izibhelu 
zasendaweni zingase zincike emkhankasweni kazwelonke wokhetho.” 
 
Empeleni, kungenzeka kanjani ukuthi laba bezombusazwe abangogumbela 
kwesabo abaholayo –njengoModise – bangafundi-nje ukulalela umyalelo 
olula kaGordhan wokugwema ukuthenga izimoto ezidla izindodla zezimali 
zamaJalimani, kodwa futhi bayise amanzi amanzi amaningi akade enikwa 
abanikazi bezimboni kanye nezimpunyela ezingobhululu babo, aye 
kubantu? 
 
UGordhan udinga ukuthela abezombusazwe abanjengalaba ngamanzi 
abandayo, bese echitha imali eningi kwizinqalasizinda ezindaweni zabantu. 
 
Ukulingana ngamandla kuyoshenxa kubhekane nalesosidingo, kodwa=ke 
ngalenkathi, ngeNkulumo Yebhajethi yangoLwesithathu, singavele silindele 
lokhu vele okujwayelekile: Izakhiwo Ezidla izindodla zezigidi zizothola 
kakhulu ukuxhaswa. Bese kuthi, lokhu kwenze ubonakale kakhulu 
umehluko, kuze kwenzeke okufana naseMadibeng ngalonyaka futhi 
maduzane-nje, emphakathini oseduzane nawe – futhi lokho ngeke silokhu 
sibonga izahluleki zamakhansela ethu, kodwa noPravin Gordhan uqobo. 

 
 
Ukraine Crisis Shows Urgency of Green Energy 

 
 Juan Cole 8 March 2014 
 
Hawks are complaining that Europe has been insufficiently belligerent in 
its response to Russian moves in the Crimea, blaming the declining military 
budgets in most European countries. But this focus on military hardware is 
misleading, since there was never any prospect of a conventional military 
confrontation with the Russian Federation, given that France and Britain 
are nuclear powers and so is Russia. MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction) 
rules here, and diplomacy and economic sanctions were always going to be 
the only realistic tools for resolution of the crisis. 
 
The threat of economic sanctions would be more realistic if Europe did not 
depend so heavily on Russia for its natural gas. 40% of Germany’s natural 
gas and one third of Europe’s natural gas in general is imported from that 
country. 
 
House Republican majority leader John Boehner (R-OH) unrealistically 
urged that the US export more natural gas to Europe to offset the Russian 
advantage. This suggestion implies a press to increase hydraulic fracturing, 
which is environmentally debilitating, a water hog, a water polluter, and is 
implicated in deadly methane and CO2 emissions that will sink Miami and 
New York. Submerging our own cities is not a very logical response to 
Russian adventurism. Others have urged that Ukraine itself go in for 
fracking. Fracking is extremely expensive, especially if you count its 
environmental impact. Wind and solar are now at grid parity in much of 
the world with hydrocarbons, and since they are environmentally much 
less costly, governments should be putting in tax and other benefits to 



encourage rapid adoption. 
 
Germany’s response to climate change and the geopolitics of its 
dependence on hydrocarbons (it has few of its own) has been an Energy 
Switch (Energiewende), wherein the government has pushed the expansion 
of wind and solar power. The costs of doing so are substantially less than 
would be re-arming with conventional weapons, as the hawks seem to 
imply that Europe should. Plus if you spent billions on weapons systems, 
you’d have wasted your money, whereas every dollar spent on green 
energy benefits the economy and the environment enormously. Despite 
cautions about Germany’s use of coal in its transition away from nuclear 
power, coal is 5% less of its energy mix now than in 2003. Renewables have 
increased as a proportion of the German energy mix from 7% to nearly a 
quarter. This change was accomplished at a time when solar panels were 
tremendously more expensive than they are now, and both price and 
efficiency will favor a vast expansion of solar over the next decade. 
 
There are other European success stories. Denmark now gets 25% of its 
electricity from wind, and intends to get half by 2020. Scotland is at 40% 
renewable energy this year and hopes to be completely dependent on 
renewables by 2020. Spain and Portugal have also shown that high 
proportions of electricity being generated by renewables is not a matter 
for the future; it can be done right now. 
 
The fact is that Germany won’t be dependent on Russian natural gas very 
much longer. Whether the rest of Europe is depends on its energy policies. 
The only way to get energy independence and save the environment 
simultaneously is to go in for wind, solar and wave energy. 
 
Energy independence would not only free Europe to be more aggressive in 
financially sanctioning Russia if that were needed, it would allow Ukraine 
itself to be less beholden to Moscow. 
 
Moving quickly to plug-in hybrids and electric cars would also allow Europe 
and the rest of the industrialized world to cease its dependence on 
petroleum from the Middle East, which would give Saudi Arabia and Iran 
less leverage in regional and world affairs. 
 
Energy independence will make for a more honest world politics and 
remove the advantages that authoritarian states often have over 
democracies. At the same time, swiftly adopting renewables will mitigate 
the worst effects of climate change; present policies are taking us toward 
a 10 degrees F. increase in global world average temperatures, which 
could destabilize our climate, producing megastorms and raging seas, not 
to mention desertifying now fertile breadbaskets. 
zcomm.org 

 
 
The Emerging Global Perfect Storm 

 
 Jack Rasmus 7 March 2014  
 
Much like a perfect storm at sea is the consequence of three converging 
bad weather fronts, three significant global economic trends have begun 
to intensify and converge in recent months: (1) a slowing of the China 
economy and a parallel growing financial instability in its shadow banking 
system; (2) a collapse in emerging markets currencies (India, Brazil, 
Turkey, South Africa, Indonesia, etc.), and their economic slowdown; (3) a 
continued drift toward deflation in the Eurozone economies, led by 
growing problems in Italy and economic stagnation now spreading to 
France, the Eurozone’s second largest economy. 
 
The problems in these three critical areas of the global economy, 
moreover, have begun to feed off of each other. As of early February 
2014, U.S. stock markets began a major correction and decline. Effects on 
the U.S. real economy and policy in the short to medium term are also 
emerging—as the latest data for weakening U.S. construction, 
manufacturing, job creation, and slowing auto sales for January have 
begun to reveal. 



 
Three Phases of the Global Economic Crisis 
The first phase of today’s continuing global economic crisis was centered 
in the U.S. economy during the 2007-2010 period. An already slowing real 
economy by 2007 was hammered by the overlay of a severe financial crash 
in 2008 that shut down U.S. credit markets in general and precipitated an 
especially severe epic recession. 
 
U.S. economic policies of 2008-09 in response to the crisis served to bail 
out financial institutions, corporations, and wealthy investors, but did 
little to jumpstart the rest of the economy. The theory was that by bailing 
out the banks, corporations and investors they would respond, in turn, by 
investing and creating jobs in the U.S. But they didn’t. Much of the $3 
trillion fiscal stimulus from 2008-10 (tax cuts and government spending) 
rescued non-bank corporate America, which then largely hoarded the 
money or invested offshore. Meanwhile, more than $15 trillion in monetary 
stimulus—in the form of five years of near zero Federal Reserve interest 
loans issued to financial institutions plus more than $4 trillion of Fed QE 
purchases of securities held by the wealthy and shadow banks—bailed out 
financial America. 
 
Together the fiscal and monetary stimulus programs set off record booms 
in U.S. and global stock, bond, derivatives, and other financial asset 
markets that benefitted the wealthiest households—but left the remaining 
80 percent households, more than 100 million in the U.S., behind. Not 
surprising, wealthy investors and their institutions accrued 95 percent of 
all the income gains after 2009 through 2013 as a result. Those gains 
flowed not to the U.S. economy, but to offshore emerging markets, to 
financial securities speculation, or were otherwise simply hoarded as cash 
on balance sheets and in offshore tax haven accounts. 
 
The second phase of the global crisis centered on Europe. Accompanying 
the U.S. sharp decline in 2008-09, the Euro economies experienced an 
even briefer, weaker recovery than the U.S. in 2009-10. The Euro 
economies thereafter slipped into a second recession by 2011-12, as 
financial instability and financial crisis shifted from the U.S. to the Euro 
area in the second phase of the global crisis. 
 
The Euro financial crisis has assumed the appearance of a sovereign 
(government) debt crisis, but in its essence that crisis has always been a 
Euro banking-financial system crisis. Having no true central bank like the 
Federal Reserve, the Euro governments attempted instead to bail out their 
banks after 2008 by loans to governments which would in order to bailout 
their respective banks. But insufficient bailout funds and problems of 
distributing bail outs through governments to the banks failed to resolve 
the crisis. Meanwhile, governments in the most seriously affected 
economies in the Euro periphery went even deeper in debt. Those 
governments then attempted to offset rising government deficits by means 
of austerity policies, designed to make average citizens pay for the rising 
government debt and the bank bailouts. The Euro strategy of bank bailout 
by sovereign debt expansion—instead of central bank liquidity injection as 
in the U.S.—was not successful. Sovereign debt continued to rise, the Euro 
banks grew weaker, and austerity policies caused a further economic 
deterioration which exacerbated deficits and the sovereign debt situation 
even further. 
 
China’s downturn 
In the latest strategic shift, Eurozone governments are now moving toward 
policies to stimulate their economies at the direct expense of workers’ 
wages and benefits. What’s euphemistically called labor market reform 
means to reduce wages in order to make Eurozone exports more 
competitive globally. Instead of formally devaluing the Euro and other 
European currencies, the strategy is to devalue by wage reduction. 
 
But neither an increase in bank lending nor reduction of business costs has 
generated investment and recovery—in the U.S. or Europe. Real, job 
creating investment is slowing everywhere globally. In both the U.S. and 
Europe, wealthy investors, their corporations, and their financial 
institutions have instead hoarded the cash, invested it in global financial 
markets, or invested it in emerging markets (China, Brazil, etc.) real 
economies. That is, until now. 



 
As of 2014, the 3rd phase of the global economic crisis has now begun. The 
massive capital diversion from the U.S. and Europe to China and the 
emerging market, that occurred from 2009 through 2013, made possible by 
the bailout policies introduced in the U.S. and Europe during those years, 
is now beginning to flow back from the emerging markets. 
 
Thus the locus of the global crisis that first erupted in 2008 in the U.S., 
then shifted to Europe between 2010- 2013 has now shifted again to the 
emerging market economies. Financial and economic instability is now 
emerging and deepening in offshore markets as well—including China. 
 
China’s Slowdown & Growing Fragility 
Prior to the 2008 global financial crisis and recession, China’s economy 
was growing at an annual rate of 14 percent. Today that rate is 7.5 
percent, with the strong possibility of a still much slower rate of growth in 
2014. China initially slowed economically in 2008 but quickly recovered 
and grew more rapidly by 2009—unlike the U.S. and Europe. A massive 
fiscal stimulus of about 15 percent of its GDP, or 3 times the size of the 
comparable U.S. stimulus of 2009, was responsible for China’s quick 
recovery. That fiscal stimulus focused on government-direct investment in 
infrastructure, unlike the U.S. 2009 stimulus that largely focused on 
subsidies to states and tax cuts for business and investors. In 2007-08 
China also had no shadow banking problem to speak of. So the 
expansionary monetary policies it introduced, along with its stimulus, 
further aided its rapid recovery by 2010. Since 2012, however, China has 
been encountering a growing problem with global shadow banks that have 
been destabilizing its housing and local government debt markets. At the 
same time, beginning in 2012, the China non-financial economy, including 
its manufacturing and export sectors, has been showing distinct signs of 
slowing as well. 
 
On the financial side, total debt (government and private) in China has 
risen from 130 percent of GDP in 2008 to 230 percent of GDP, with shadow 
banks share rising from 25 percent in 2008 to 90 percent of the totals by 
2013. So shadow banks share of total debt has almost quadrupled and 
represents nearly all the debt as share of GDP increase since 2008. Shadow 
banks have thus been the driving force behind China’s growing local debt 
problem and emerging financial fragility. 
 
Much of that debt increase has been directed into a local housing bubble 
and an accompanying local government debt bubble, as local governments 
have pushed housing, new enterprise lending, and local infrastructure 
projects to the limit. Local government debt was estimated in 2011 by 
China central government at $1.7 trillion. It has grown in just 2 years to 
more than $5 trillion by some estimates. Much of that debt is also short 
term. It is thus highly unstable, subject to unpredictable defaults, and 
could spread and destabilize a broader segment of the financial system in 
China—much like subprime mortgages did in the U.S. before. 
 
A run-up in private sector debt is now approaching critical proportions in 
China. A major global instability event could easily erupt there, in the 
event of a default of a bank or a financial product. In some ways, China’s 
situation today increasingly appears like the U.S. housing and U.S. state 
and local government debt markets circa 2006. China may, in other words, 
be approaching its own Lehman Moment. That, in fact, almost occurred a 
few months ago with financial trusts in China. Fearing a potential default 
by the China Credit Trust, and its spread, investors were bailed out at the 
last moment by China central government. According to the Wall St. 
Journal, the event “exposes the weakness of the shadow banking system 
that has sprung up since 2009.” 
 
Growing financial instability in China in its local markets is thus a major 
potential problem for China, and for the global economy as well, as both 
China and the world economy begin to slow in 2014. 
 
Early in 2013, China policymakers recognized the growing problem of 
shadow banks and bubbles in its local housing and investment markets. 
Speculators had driven housing prices up by more than 20 percent in its 
major cities by 2013, from a more or less stable 3-5 percent annual 
housing market inflation rate in 2010. China leaders therefore attempted 



to rein in the shadow banks in May-June 2013 by reducing credit 
throughout the economy. But that provoked a serious slowdown of the rest 
of the economy in the spring of 2013. Politicians then re-turned on the 
money spigot by summer 2013 and added another mini-fiscal stimulus 
package to boost the faltering economy. That stimulus targeted 
government spending on transport infrastructure, on reducing costs of 
exports for businesses, and reducing taxes for smaller businesses. The 
economy recovered in the second half of 2013. 
 
By early 2014, the housing bubble has again appeared to gather steam, 
while the real economy shows signs once again of slowing as well. In early 
2014 it appears once again that China policymakers intend to go after its 
shadow bank-housing bubble this spring 2014. That will most likely mean 
another policy-initiated slowing of the China economy, as occurred in the 
spring of 2013 a year earlier. But that’s not all. Overlaid on the financial 
instability, and the economic slowdown that confronting that instability 
will provoke, are a number of other factors contributing to still further 
slowing of the China economy in 2014. 
 
Apart from the economy’s recent fiscal stimulus and its overheated 
housing markets, China’s other major source of economic growth is its 
manufacturing sector, and manufacturing exports in particular. And that, 
too, is slowing. The reasons for the slowing in manufacturing and exports 
lie in both internal developments within the Chinese economy as well as 
problems growing in the Euro and Emerging market economies. 
 
China is experiencing rising wages and a worsening exchange rate for its 
currency, the Yuan. Both are raising its manufacturing costs of production 
and in turn making its exports less competitive. Rising costs of production 
are even leading to an exodus of global multinational corporations from 
China, headed for even cheaper cost economies like Vietnam, Thailand, 
and elsewhere. 
 
The majority of China’s exports go to Europe and to emerging markets, not 
just to the U.S. And as emerging market economies slow, their demand for 
China manufactured goods and exports declines. Conversely, as China 
itself slows economically, it reduces its imports of commodities, semi-
finished goods, and raw materials from the emerging market world (as well 
as from key markets like Australia and Korea). 
 
Similar trade-related effects exist between China and the Eurozone. China 
in fact is Germany’s largest source for its exports, larger even than 
German exports to the rest of Europe. So if China slows, it will require 
fewer exports from Europe, which will slow the already stagnant Eurozone 
economies even further. Similarly, as Europe stagnates, it means less 
demand for China goods—and thus a further slowing of China’s 
manufacturing. In other words, China’s internal slowdown will exacerbate 
stagnation and deflation in Europe, as well as contribute to an even faster 
economic slowing now underway in the emerging market world. 
 
Slowing will result as well from government policies designed to 
structurally shift the economy to a more consumption driven focus. That 
shift will begin in earnest following the Community Party’s March 2014 
meeting. But consumption in China represents only 35 percent of the 
economy (unlike 70 percent) in the U.S., while China’s government 
investment is well over 40 percent of GDP. It is not likely that consumption 
can grow fast enough to offset the reduction in investment, at least not 
initially. 
 
So a long list of imminent major developments and trends in China point to 
a slowing of growth in that key global economy of almost $10 trillion a 
year. What happens in China, the second largest economy in the world, 
will continue to have a major negative impact on an already slowing 
emerging markets and a chronically stagnant Eurozone. 
 
Eurozone Drift Toward Deflation 
After experiencing an even weaker and briefer recovery from the 2008-09 
U.S. financial crash and recession, compared to the U.S. and China 
recoveries, Europe entered a bona fide double dip recession again 
relatively quickly in 2011-2012. In the second quarter of 2013, the 
Eurozone emerged from that official double dip, but only barely—growing 



at a meager 0.4 percent GDP rate. The Eurozone’s overall growth rate for 
all of 2013 is not expected to exceed 0.8 percent at best. Meanwhile, 
forecasts for 2014 growth have been repeatedly revised downward by the 
IMF and other research sources. 
 
The strongest Eurozone economy, Germany, grew only 1.3 percent in 2013. 
Other major economies like Italy and France appear to have returned to 
slightly negative growth rates in the second half of 2013, and throughout 
the southern periphery of the Eurozone stagnation at depression levels 
remains the case. 
 
It has been argued that Germany’s export-driven growth is at the expense 
of slower growth in the rest of the Eurozone, the periphery at least. For 
example, German exports to Spain and elsewhere, which buys its goods, 
requires further lending from Germany and other economies to the 
periphery economies in order for the latter to afford to purchase the 
German goods. So Germany’s intra-Europe exports are driven by continued 
rise in deficits and debt in the Eurozone periphery economies, it is argued. 
The periphery then is forced to engage in deficit cutting (austerity) in 
order to pay for the credit from Germany. That austerity subsequently 
slows the periphery economies, requiring more borrowing to buy the 
exports, and so on. 
 
The U.S. and other economies outside Germany have consequently begun 
to demand of Germany that it stimulate its own economy internally by 
increasing government spending and other measures, and not by means of 
exports. But that means more government spending or fiscal stimulus 
within Germany itself. So far Germany has resisted such calls and 
continues to drive its economy via exports, and with that keeps the 
Eurozone periphery in a kind of economic bondage to it. That will not 
change. With German exports to China likely to decline, Germany will 
undoubtedly adhere to its intro-Eurozone export strategy even more, 
keeping the periphery dependent upon it and forced to continue with 
austerity policies that will keep the Eurozone locked into a stagnant 
recovery at best and a possible relapse to a triple dip recession in the not 
distant future. Meanwhile, Germany will also continue to resist the 
creation of anything resembling a true Banking Union in the Eurozone, thus 
ensuring no permanent solution to Europe’s continuing banking fragility. 
 
The Eurozone’s continuing stagnation is reflected more accurately in its 
current drift toward deflation, than in GDP numbers. Prices decline and 
turn negative when there is no demand for goods and services by the 
general population. Demand for goods and services depends on income 
growth by households and that depends on jobs. The Eurozone economy is 
stuck almost everywhere in an unemployment rate averaging 12-13 
percent for 4 years now. Unemployment rates in the periphery remain at 
depression levels of 25 percent or more. Youth unemployment is 
particularly serious, from 40 to 60 percent in the periphery and more than 
20 percent even in economies like France. Moreover, jobs that are created 
are mostly part time and temp jobs, with low pay—a problem common to 
capitalist economies in the U.S. and worldwide. Low and declining wages 
in the Eurozone, chronic high joblessness, and austerity policies cutting 
government spending and services—and now targeting wages—all translate 
into a continuing drift toward deflation. 
 
The Eurozone economy’s weakness is reflected not only in general 
deflation trends, in German insistence on its intra-zone export focus, or on 
German dependence on slowing China demand for its goods. It is also 
evident in the spread of the internal Eurozone crisis from the periphery 
economies to the core economies, like France. 
 
At year end 2013, French manufacturing turned negative and has begun to 
contract. French export growth is slowing. Business investment fell 
throughout 2013. And the French economy has stagnated at zero growth, 
at best. France has become the new sick man of the Eurozone, joining 
Italy and the southern periphery economies. 
 
Overlay on the above internal forces ensuring a stagnant Euro economy is 
the rapid decline now underway in currency values in the emerging 
markets. That means a rising Euro currency. That makes Euro exports to 
emerging markets more expensive. Less exports means Eurozone 



manufacturing slows still further and along with it the Eurozone economy. 
In addition, the currency instability in the emerging markets may likely 
negatively impact those Euro economies in eastern Europe that are not yet 
officially part of the Eurozone’s Euro currency, which will have spillover 
effects on the Eurozone as well. Thirdly, currency instability in the 
emerging markets means Eurozone companies doing significant business in 
those economies will now experience major losses of revenue and profits. 
That could reduce their investment expenditures at home in the Eurozone 
as they attempt to make up for losses offshore. 
 
In short, the Eurozone is locked into some serious economic problems. The 
new emerging slowdown in China and emerging markets will only make 
them worse. 
 
Emerging Markets Currency Crisis 
Thirdly, and not least, barometric pressure is also rising along the 
emerging market storm front as a result of the U.S. federal reserve now 
clearly committed to reducing QE monthly spending. At its last January 29, 
2014 meeting, another $10 billion a month was reduced from the Fed’s 
monthly QE purchases of bonds from banks and investors, now at $65 
billion a month from an original $85 billion in 2013. A slow, but progressive 
further retreat by the Fed over the course of the coming year in QE 
purchases is also likely. 
 
As a direct consequence of the Fed’s QE policy shift, emerging markets 
have begun to destabilize financially and slow economically once again—a 
development in some ways reminiscent of the 19997-2000 Asian Meltdown. 
Already volatile and wobbly from the Fed’s on again-off again QE tapering 
indecision throughout 2013, now that the Fed has again embarked on a 
reduction of QE purchases, emerging markets economies currencies have 
begun falling again from Asia to Latin America to Turkey and other points 
east, as it becomes clearer that more tapering is coming. Several attempts 
thus far by the central banks of those countries to intervene to prop up 
their currencies and stave off capital flight have failed. 
 
Even though the Fed had given the emerging markets nine months to 
prepare since last May, they have not done much to prepare. 
Consequently, the massive flow of cheap capital that rushed into emerging 
markets after 2008 (made possible by the Fed and central banks worldwide 
in the form of QE and near zero interest money policies) is now reversing 
rapidly and flowing back to the U.S., Europe, Japan, and the West again. 
 
The currency decline-capital flight-slowing economy scenario promises to 
become a dangerous, self-amplifying downward spiral. As the capital flows 
out of the emerging markets, their currencies further collapse. Since late 
2013 major emerging market currencies have fallen 10-20 percent in a 
matter of months. 
 
Foreign investors don’t want to hold investments in those countries when 
their currencies decline, since it means accepting big losses on their 
investments in those markets. They therefore sell their investments there 
and then convert (i.e. sell) the currencies of those countries to safe 
currencies like the dollar or the Yen. Selling of investments and currencies 
is quickly reflected in a collapse of stock market values in those countries. 
Since the beginning of 2014, emerging market stocks have also been in 
freefall. Stock market declines set off still further selling of the currency 
by foreign investors. And so on, in a vicious cycle of selling of investments, 
converting of currencies, stock market collapses, capital flight, and 
slowing real investment and economies in the emerging markets. 
 
As emerging market economies slow, they attempt to restore domestic 
growth by stimulating their exports. That usually means making their 
exports more competitive by reducing costs of production, which 
translates into cutting jobs and wages—much as in the Eurozone. 
 
The process has been the most intense in countries like India, Turkey, 
South Africa, Brazil, Indonesia and Russia. All have raised, or are about to 
raise, interest rates to slow their currency declines and to reduce capital 
flight. In the process their domestic economies are shifting to lower 
growth. Real economic growth in all the aforementioned economies is 
slowing rapidly. Several economies are likely to enter recession before 



year end 2014. In turn, their rapid economic slowdown will mean slowing 
of Eurozone and China economies in turn. 
 
The emerging market economic crisis beginning to unfold is perhaps now 
the most serious storm front of the three in question: China, Eurozone, 
and emerging markets. The emerging markets decline has been set in 
motion by the major policy shift of the Federal Reserve in recent months. 
But the decline will cause a further deterioration and slowdown in both 
the Eurozone and China economies—just as those countries economies, as 
they slow further, will intensify the slowing in the emerging markets. 
 
In other words, a perfect storm may be brewing that will slow global trade 
in 2014, with consequences for mega-regional domestic economies like the 
Eurozone, China and the emerging markets. The question is how will the 
U.S. economy perform in the face of the worst case scenarios, and as the 
Eurozone-China-emerging markets feed off each other in a negative way? 
 
Concluding Observations 
The global economy is now entering a third phase of the continuing 
economic crisis. This phase, now emerging in 2014, is characterized by 
intensifying feedback, or mutually amplifying, effects between the various 
sectors of the global economy. In the 2010-2013 second phase the mutual 
amplifying effects between global sectors dampened. The U.S. economy 
stabilized at a low-to-stagnant recovery growth rate, China and emerging 
markets recovered rapidly and robustly, and Europe descended into a 
muted banking crisis of its own and a moderate double dip recession. 
 
However, 2014 and the third phase may prove different, with similarities 
more like the first phase, 2007-2009, than the second. The coming year 
may witness the return to mutually amplifying effects across the global 
economy. China has begun to slow economically and to experience growing 
financial instability. That slowing and instability could prove much worse 
than anticipated. If either occurs, the effect of China on the rest of the 
global economy could be significant, and especially so for the other two 
weakest sectors: the Eurozone and the Emerging Market economies. An 
already very fragile Eurozone economy could easily slip back into 
recession, with negative feedback effects on both China and emerging 
markets. But the Emerging market crisis now unfolding could prove the 
most destabilizing of all, with its feedback effects potentially even 
greater. All three sectors may provoke through their interactions a 
qualitatively more severe global result. How the U.S. economy responds to 
the emerging global perfect storm will prove interesting, to say the least. 
 
Jack Rasmus is the author of Epic Recession: Prelude to Global Depression 
(2010) and Obama’s Economy: Recovery for the Few, 2012. He is also the 
host of the weekly radio show, Alternative Visions, on the Progressive 
Radio Network. His blog is jackrasmus.com, and his twitter handle is 
@drjackrasmus. 
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The 2015 General election is expectedly taking the centre stage in the 
public discourse as the date approaches. For a significant section of the 
advanced layer of the youth and working class, the coming election is 
being awaited with lot of scepticism; but for the overwhelming majority of 
Nigerian masses, attention is being drawn gradually towards this electoral 
event, which has been slated to commence on February 14, 2015. 
 
2015 General Election and the Crisis of Alternative 
From all indications, it is going to be a battle between the ruling PDP and 
the new formed APC (from the mergers of most opposition parties), that 
is, an electoral battle between two wings of the Nigerian ruling elite. 
Having been in power for 15 years, which is the entire period of this 
bourgeois civilian rule, with 8 general strikes till date, coupled with the 
2012 January uprising, the PDP has almost completely lost its social base 



and has suffered a major implosion that is getting more and more difficult 
for it to come out of. What is still sustaining the party is the lack of 
genuine working class political alternative for the mass of already restless 
Nigerians, and the fact that the APC is not fundamentally different from 
the PDP. 
 
The patched-up alternative organized by the other wing of the Nigerian 
bourgeois organized around the APC, because of its bourgeois nature, is 
incapable of arousing enough hope in the mass of people, enough hope to 
guarantee a mass mobilization behind it. It is only growing at the expense 
of the collapsing PDP, but for a huge layer of the advanced workers and 
youth, the APC is essentially the same thing as the ruinous PDP. The APC 
situation is made worse by the fact that the main parties that merged to 
form it have been individually tested in various regions of the country, the 
ACN in the South-West and the ANPP/CPC in the North. Their time in 
office at state level has not done them any favours, as they were partially 
exposed through the policies they applied in the states they controlled. 
That explains why they are not in a position to elicit hope among the 
advanced layers of the working class and youth. This creates a 
contradictory situation, whereby they can be more popular where they 
have not governed locally, but less attractive where they have been in 
power. 
 
The fact that the APC has been attracting many PDP politicians at national 
and local level also sends a message to the masses that what we have here 
is simply a shifting from one banner to another of the same corrupt 
politicians. This is also in the tradition of Nigerian politics, where 
politicians who have failed to get a ticket in their own party, simply shift 
to another, which is prepared to give them such tickets. 
 
The APC also has to find a candidate that can muster support across the 
country. This is something the PDP at its peak was able to do, presenting 
itself thus as a truly “national” party. There is now much speculation as to 
who the APC presidential candidate should be. They clearly need someone 
who they think can muster enough support across the whole country, not 
just in those states where the APC component factions already have a 
strong base. Whether they can find such a candidate is another matter, as 
there will be many contenders for the candidature each representing 
different factional interests within the ruling elite. 
 
The name of Buhari has been thrown in. It is not our task to predict 
whether he will be their candidate or not. We must explain as of now that 
whoever runs for the APC would be a representative of the interests of the 
bourgeois class would implement the programmes of the bourgeois which 
is cuts, cuts and more cuts, which would very quickly mean he would 
become discredited. The reason why Buhari is a possible candidate is that 
he would most likely get big support in the north. However, he would find 
it difficult to get sufficient support in the South. That explains why one 
option that has been raised is to run as his vice-presidential candidate 
Adams Oshiomhole, who still maintains a degree of authority thanks to his 
past role as NLC leader, having led many general strikes. [Note; the NLC is 
the Nigerian Labour Congress, Nigeria’s main trade union federation]. This 
could bring behind the APC many votes that really belong to a working 
class party, as happened in the gubernatorial elections in Edo State, where 
Oshiomhole stood on the AC ticket winning massively. 
 
There are other smaller parties apart from these two main bourgeois 
parties, but they are all in alliances with one or other of these two main 
parties. Unfortunately, the Labour Party, which is a party formed and 
nurtured by the NLC and TUC has completely buried itself in an alliance 
with the collapsing PDP. [Note: The TUC is the Trade Union Congress that 
organises mainly senior staff]. The Labour Party is now effectively under 
the control of an extremely corrupt and degenerate leadership. It is 
precisely now at a time when even the previous leaderships of the PDP are 
jumping ship and strengthening the alternative bourgeois party, the APC, 
that the Labour Party leadership is strengthening its romance with the 
imploding PDP. This has woefully discredited the party in the eyes of the 
advanced layers of the masses and the party leadership seems to be 
shamefully unconcerned with this. This misfortune is arrived at because 
the leadership of the NLC and TUC, who are themselves also highly 
corrupt, have blatantly refused to mobilize the rank and file of the 



working class into the party. 
 
Having realized that it is still not strong enough to be sure of winning a 
simple majority, the APC will do everything possible to present itself as a 
genuine alternative to the ruling PDP. That explains why its leaders now 
talk of democracy, of the issues that concern working people such as jobs, 
education and housing. They make a lot of noise particularly about 
corruption, conveniently ignoring their own corrupt practices where they 
are in power. This party has realized that it has to have the overwhelming 
majority of the people behind it to sweep away the ruling PDP, which still 
has state power in its hand and is still capable of rigging and imposing its 
will by use of violence. 
 
In analysing the different options that could emerge from next year’s 
elections, we have to consider that the gangsters at the top have gotten 
used to being in power and creaming off much wealth for themselves. The 
PDP has won every election since 1999 and with this has developed an 
increasing arrogance on their part. They feel no one can remove them and 
even claimed they will rule for another 60 more years, and with this has 
come ever more corruption. The revelations of the ousted governor of the 
Central Bank show two things: 1) the extent of the plundering by these 
people and 2) an attempt to curb Goodluck. Instead what we have is an 
open conflict between two important parts of the state. 
 
For 100 years of its existence, the various ruling elites that have ruled and 
plundered this country have been glaringly incapable of uniting various 
ethnic nationalities on a solid and genuine basis, but rather have left 
people much more divided; to cleanly sweep away the PDP from power 
without it degenerating into ethnic confusion would require a party that is 
not only national, but has a genuine appeal among the working class and 
overwhelming majority of the masses in general, irrespective of their 
ethnic group and religion. Only a working class political alternative resting 
on the trade unions is obviously capable of offering this needed 
alternative, an alternative which unfortunately is not available in this 
coming general election. 
 
We therefore have to look at what could happen if the PDP is seen to have 
openly rigged the elections, which would undoubtedly provoke mass 
protests – at least in the North – that would create more confusion among 
the masses, as to the true nature of the APC as an opposition party. It is in 
fact merely another voice of the discredited ruling elite, and has nothing 
progressive about it. We saw a similar scenario in the aftermath of the 
annulment of the June 12, 1993 presidential elections, where the 
multibillionaire and renowned former Vice-president of imperialist 
multinational corporation International Telegraph and Telecommunication 
(ITT), M.K.O Abiola, the leading candidate in the election, was promoted 
as the face of the opposition to the military dictatorship. 
 
It is common knowledge that electoral fraud is a given in the Nigerian 
situation. But if a mood develops whereby people feel that the big 
majority want the PDP out and then blatant electoral fraud is organised on 
a grand scale, this could trigger enormous anger, not in support of the 
APC, but against the PDP. This may be the case particularly in the north. 
 
If we look at the votes and percentages cast in the 2011 elections in each 
state we see that there are some states, mostly in the north, but not only, 
where the PDP was already a minority, but there are also many where it 
would not take much of a swing for the PDP to lose its majority. If people 
go into the elections convinced that the general mood is one of opposition 
to the PDP, but then the PDP is declared the winner, this time it could 
provoke an angry reaction. This may not be a nationwide phenomenon, but 
could mix in with the national/religious question. This would further 
destabilise the situation and make it difficult for the bourgeois to govern 
the country. (This is something that the imperialists must also be 
concerned about.) 
 
This is a possible scenario, not an inevitability. But in such a scenario 
Marxists would have to stand firm and resist the pressures that could 
present themselves. We would not support the APC in any way in such a 
scenario. We would point to the bourgeois nature of both parties and raise 
the banner of the need for an independent workers' party. 



 
With the heavy burden of the challenges of credibility, the APC, while 
growing, may not succeed in garnering enough mass following between 
now and next general election that would guarantee a clean sweep of the 
PDP from power. The inability of the APC to cleanly sweep the PDP from 
power and the continuous declining fortunes of the PDP could lead to a 
situation where neither of the two major parties wins enough to have an 
outright majority, or at least a strong majority. The serious bourgeois 
commentators can see the crisis of the PDP and envisage for the first time 
in 15 years a very closely run election. 
 
Should such a scenario materialise, the bourgeois would have to find a way 
of governing the country. We have seen how in other countries where no 
party is able to muster enough support to win outright the elections, the 
bourgeoisie has imposed coalition politics as a means of governing… always 
in the interests of the same class. We have seen this in Greece and Italy, 
but also in Britain. 
 
It is not therefore excluded that at some stage the two major parties could 
find themselves sharing power in a government of national unity. The 
advantages of coalition governments is that each member of the 
government can blame the other for the lack of progress in improving the 
lives of working people, meanwhile continuing with severe austerity 
measures. Such a government would be very weak, however, and would 
only survive so long as the mass workers’ organisations, the NLC in 
particular, are capable of holding the masses back. 
 
But suffice to point out, that such a Government will not arise without 
serious upheaval that will likely follow the election clashes. Irrespective of 
how it emerges, the post election Government will be very weak to handle 
the deepening economic crisis. The crisis requires a government that will 
be capable of implementing stiffer and more draconian austerity 
measures, such a Government is too far away from the kind of Government 
that will emerge from next year’s general election. 
 
The most decisive factor in this process remains the intervention of the 
masses in the whole process. When the masses decisively move into the 
arena of politics, this process will become accelerated. With the 
worsening economic crisis, the continuing leftward shift of the 
consciousness of the Nigerian masses, the global revolutionary waves 
visiting one country after another, it is obvious that Nigerian revolutionary 
upheavals are not too far down the road. The coming revolutionary wave 
will shake the mass organizations of the working class, will tear the 
bourgeois parties to pieces and, once again, the question of what to do 
with the strangulated Labour Party will be placed firmly back in the public 
discourse of the Nigerian working class and youth. Either this party is 
promoted as the true voice of the Nigerian working masses by the NLC 
leaders, or the workers will find another channel to express themselves 
through. 
 
On October 1, 2013, Independence Day, Goodluck announced his intention 
to organize a “national dialogue”. A committee was set up to go round the 
country and advise the government on the issue. Since the early 1990s, 
sections of the liberal bourgeois and petty bourgeois elements, mainly 
from Southern Nigeria, have been calling for a sovereign national 
conference of the ethnic nationalities to discuss the state of the country 
and the “national question”, ethnic imbalances, resource control, etc. 
 
This was never a progressive slogan, as it was based on so many wrong 
premises and the true intentions of the sections of the bourgeois that 
promote the call for such a conference were never for anything 
progressive. The southern reactionary petty bourgeois elements that back 
the call see it is a means of splitting the country, while the northern 
bourgeois and petty bourgeois have always approached this question with 
suspicion. 
 
Goodluck calling for this “national dialogue” days after the PDP imploded 
is an attempt to divert attention and undermine the ever-growing 
opposition by promoting divisions on ethnic and religious lines. When one 
evaluates it closely, it is clear that it is nothing but a fraud and sham. 
 



What they are planning to organize is a handpicked assembly of bourgeois 
and petty bourgeois elements on an ethnic and religious basis, and later 
the regime and the Senate would review its deliberations. In essence, it 
would be a mere talking shop with no powers composed of handpicked 
delegates mainly from the same class of people responsible for the crisis 
afflicting the country. 
 
The whole agenda is to have an assembly where ethnic and religious bigots 
will have the day and undermine the unity of the masses. This so-called 
dialogue is to commence s in March 2014 and last for months. 
 
Unfortunately, for Goodluck the movement against the regime and neo-
colonial capitalism is very real and intense for a mere talking shop to be 
able to undermine it. Although the attempts by the regime and the ruling 
elites to split the masses along ethnic and religious lines is quite dangerous 
and poses a real threat, what is certain is that under the hammer blows of 
the crisis of capitalism the masses would inevitably unite and fight. 
 
Labour unions and leadership 
There have been a total of eight general strikes within the lifespan of this 
“civilian” democracy. The peak of these was reached in the January 2012 
mass uprising against the removal of the oil subsidy. As we have already 
seen, this mass uprising did not only terrify the ruling class, but also 
terrified the leadership of the trade unions, who never expected the 
magnitude of the movement it was forced to lead. The way and manner 
the leadership of the trade unions betrayed this heroic movement of 
January 2012, led to a colossal loss in credibility on the part of the 
leadership. Up till today, the leadership of the union is still struggling to 
win back its credibility. 
 
The January 2012 mass mobilisations were very powerful, but not powerful 
enough to lead to a complete overhauling of the mass organizations of the 
working class. The reason for this is that there is not yet a credible 
alternative within these mass organisations, a left opposition that the 
radicalised workers can turn to. However, although it did not lead to the 
overthrow of the right-wing reformist leadership of the Nigerian trade 
unions, it gave us a very clear idea of what is to come. 
 
The working class has not been defeated; it only feels let down by its 
leadership and this is an important factor in this period and the coming 
period. A lot of lessons have been learnt and these lessons will be put to 
use when next the working class is on the march again. 
 
The recently concluded ASUU [University lecturers] strike is a major 
indictment of the leadership of labour. Workers and youth saw how a 
union can fight and win concessions. Had the present leaders of the NLC 
led the strike, it would have ended badly a long time ago. 
 
ASUU is an affiliated member of the NLC, but its leadership is much more 
in touch with the rank and file and is also left leaning. The union has been 
structured in such a way as to allow for democratic management of the 
affairs of the union and all units [branches] have a right to have a say in its 
affairs. Strikes are called and called off by referendums of its units. 
 
It is clear that in the coming period workers are going to come into 
conflict with corrupt union leaders who are acting as the agents of the 
bourgeois within the labour movement. The example of the ASUU struggle 
will inevitably have serious effects on the consciousness of Nigerian 
workers and youth. 
 
Joint Action Front (JAF) 
The Joint Action Front, JAF, has been playing a major role within the 
Nigerian labour movement for the past ten years. Its links to the official 
trade unions, its links to ASUU, and its links to several other organized 
working class organizations, put it in a strategic position in the Nigerian 
labour movement. 
 
All general strikes called over the past 14 years of civil rule have been 
called with its participation and – on paper – under the banner of LASCO, 
Labour and Civil Society Coalition. LASCO is made up of the leadership of 
the NLC, TUC and pro-Labour organisations. However, although it is the 



platform created by the leadership of labour to call strikes, when it comes 
to calling them off it does so without any input from JAF. JAF is the 
coalition of pro-labour organizations within LASCO and the leadership of 
JAF is in fact the nominal leadership of LASCO. 
 
Apart from the general strikes, JAF has been invited on several occasions 
by the leadership of the trade unions to participate in various strikes, from 
doctors’ strikes, to teachers’ strikes, to ASUU strikes, to the struggles of 
the electricity (PHCN) workers, to the struggles of the unorganized 
workers and poor in general. 
 
JAF over the years has been filling a vacuum left by the leadership of 
labour, in spite of its small size and structure. And it has been attracting 
the youth and the advanced layers of the Nigerian working class due to its 
radical stance. Had the leadership of the Labour Party maintained such 
stance, the party would have attracted millions into its fold. 
 
JAF played a major role in putting pressure on the leadership of labour to 
declare the January 2012 general strike. It is on record that the JAF 
protest march organized in Lagos on January 3, 2012 put the leadership of 
the unions under a lot of pressure. And JAF’s open criticisms of the NLC 
and TUC leaders on the way they called off the strike still has an effect on 
the labour leadership. 
 
No doubt, JAF will play a major role in the impending movement of the 
working class and youth in Nigeria. However, it is clear that activism alone 
is not enough. There is the urgent need for the political forces of the 
working class in Nigeria to start getting organized. JAF can play a role in 
organizing these forces and starting the processing of building the Nigerian 
working class political alternative within the labour movement. 
Interestingly, the recent convention of JAF held in January 2014 resolved 
that the much publicised system change in its programmatic demands 
cannot be anything but a change from the present capitalist misery to a 
new system based on socialism. 
 
Youth Radicalization 
More than 60 percent of Nigeria’s population of 170 million is youth. The 
figure is most likely higher as it has been estimated that over 2 million 
youth enter the labour market every year. Yearly, over 1.7 million youth 
apply to enter Nigerian universities, which in spite of trillions made over 
the years, still have places for only less than 500,000 students. 
 
The youth have been on the receiving end of the numerous draconian 
capitalist policies over the years. These mis-policies, which are dictated 
by the World Bank and IMF, have over the years created terrible conditions 
for the mass majority of the youth. For one, there is mass poverty as the 
overwhelming majority are unemployed. There are millions of unemployed 
graduates. According to the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) in 2012, 
54% of Nigeria’s youth are unemployed. 
 
Millions of youth have been denied basic education, and higher education 
is practically out of reach for the overwhelming majority due to the high 
fees and privatization of education. 
 
Today, public education has collapsed at all levels. The children of the 
rich no longer use any of the public institutions. In fact, several regimes in 
the country, who claim on paper that they are giving free education, do 
not have their own wards in public schools. 
 
Unfortunately, due to the lack of a truly revolutionary working class 
political organization, the youth also do not have a political expression. 
The National Association of Nigerian Students, NANS, which used to 
represent the Nigeria students has degenerated since the mid-1990s and 
has since been hijacked by right-wing criminal elements loyal to the 
various sections of the Nigerian ruling class. 
 
This led to a situation where the most draconian policies could be 
implemented on Nigerian campuses without serious coordinated resistance 
from students nationally. These were policies that even the military 
couldn’t implement, such as the introduction of tuition fees on campuses. 
The imposition of these draconian policies has led to the collapse of 



education in Nigeria. 
 
Secondly, practically all the local units of NANS have suffered attacks from 
the State. Scores of student activists have been victimized on all Nigerian 
campuses and scores have been killed. Secret cult gangsters were 
promoted in the 1980s and 1990s to attack the student movement. These 
are right-wing neo-fascist gangs. Today, secret cultism is a major menace 
on the campuses. 
 
The right to independent students’ unionism has been attacked over the 
years. There are campuses today where the students’ union has been 
banned for more than 15 years. Most of the students’ unions existing today 
lack independence, as the management have imposed several conditions 
to limit the rights of students. 
 
All these created the conditions for a tiny right-wing opportunist clique to 
maintain control over NANS at the national level. Many of these elements 
are not even students. 
 
However, due to all these attacks and terrible conditions on the campuses, 
there has been growing radicalization of the students. There have been 
several spontaneous fight backs and protests breaking out on campuses. 
This has intensified more over the past few years. Students have continued 
to protest against fee hikes, repressive policies, and terrible conditions. 
 
During the just concluded ASUU strike, students under the leadership of 
NANS Zone D representing students from south-western Nigeria, actively 
supported the lecturers and staged several public protests. This is in spite 
of the betrayal of the NANS leadership that openly rallied round the 
Goodluck regime. 
 
The struggles of the lecturers – ASUU, ASUP and COEASU – have further 
exposed the true state of things on the campuses and have further 
radicalized several layers of students. 
 
It is only a matter of time before Nigerian students take on the corrupt 
leadership. The struggles for independent students’ unionism and against 
fees are bound to break out with more intensity in the immediate coming 
period. 
 
One of the main tasks before the Nigerian students remains to boot out the 
corrupt leadership from NANS and rebuild independent students’ union on 
all campuses. These are necessary organs in their struggle against 
numerous draconian policies imposed on them. However, this will not be 
enough, they also need to link up with the working class and build a major 
political alternative to fight the current rot. 
 
In the coming period, more struggles are bound to break out on Nigerian 
campuses as more austerity measures are implemented. The ruling elites 
have nothing to offer the Nigerian youth apart from more pain and 
poverty. They have no intention of educating them or creating jobs and 
advancing society. As the economic crisis, which they are responsible for 
heats up, they will make more attempts to attack further the youth. 
 
On the campuses, a united front of students, lecturers and non-academic 
workers is needed in order to wage a unite struggle against these attacks. 
 
Impending Revolution 
It is quite clear that there are going to be massive social explosions in 
Nigeria. All the conditions for this are in place. We may not know what 
straw will break the back of the camel or what event will trigger the 
Nigerian revolution. What we know is that the Nigerian masses will 
inevitably rise up and defend themselves. 
 
Nobody could predict what triggered the Arab Spring, but what was certain 
was that the Arab masses would not continue forever to take lying down 
the attacks of the Arab elite. The same applies to Nigeria. 
 
As the economic crisis continues to deepen, the ruling elites will continue 
to insist that the burden of the crisis they created be transferred onto the 
shoulders of the masses. They will continue to insist on the imposition of 



more austerity measures and more attacks on the masses, such as fuel 
price increments, hikes in all prices, privatization of the remaining public 
corporations and services, etc. They will continue to take the masses for 
granted and push them against the wall. 
 
The prospects for the economy based on the “free market”, i.e. on 
capitalism, remain bleak. The country is on the road towards bankruptcy. 
The unfolding political crisis and growing instability also continue to add 
more pressure of the masses. Scores of innocents are falling victims of this 
crisis and barbaric conditions already exist in several parts of the country. 
Civilization itself is actually under threat. 
 
The conflicts within the ruling elites continue to expose their rottenness to 
the masses. It will demystify them in the consciousness of the masses. 
These wars among thieves are taking place before the movement of the 
Nigerian working class. When the working class rises up, the whole 
political equation will become complicated for the ruling elites and no 
amount of intrigues and manoeuvres will save them. All the current 
bourgeois political parties and politicians will get more discredited; and 
this includes the most pretentious of them. 
 
The attempt to undermine the movement through reactionary talk-shops 
such as “national dialogue” or “national sovereign conferences” will be 
challenged by concrete realities. The true colours of ethnic and religious 
bigots will be exposed in the face of growing economic attacks on the 
masses. These bigots will side with the ruling elites in their attacks on the 
masses, and will fall with them also. 
 
The leadership of labour will find it more and more difficult to continue to 
hold down the working class. The mass movement will definitely blow up 
when they least expect it. 
 
The role of perspectives 
The purpose of scientifically working out perspectives is to have a guide to 
action; it is a question of having “foresight over astonishment”. However, 
perspectives cannot be considered a blueprint of exactly how things are 
going to develop. It is not a question of gazing into a crystal ball. 
 
Marxists look at all the facts and figures and, basing themselves on the 
history of the class struggle globally, look at the most likely developments 
that could materialise in the coming period. 
 
The basic facts are that the masses of Nigerian workers and poor are being 
pushed to the limit of what is humanly tolerable. A glimpse of what is to 
come was provided by the January 2012 mass movement. That revealed 
the real balance of class forces in Nigerian society, which must be giving 
the serious bourgeois nightmares about the future. 
 
They are desperately trying to find a way out of the impasse they are 
facing. This explains the growing number of politicians abandoning the 
PDP. It also explains the coming together of disparate forces to form the 
APC, as they attempt to create a party capable of capturing the votes the 
PDP is losing. 
 
Whatever the outcome of the elections – and electoral perspectives are 
the most difficult to develop, especially in such turbulent times – Marxists 
stand firm on their principles. The PDP is sinking but the APC is not an 
alternative the workers and youth can have any trust in. In some parts of 
the country, possibly in the North, there may be more illusions about the 
APC. Marxists must explain the real nature of such a party and the class 
interests it defends, i.e. the interests of the same ruling bourgeois elite as 
the PDP. 
 
A significant layer of the masses, for lack of any other credible 
alternative, could cast a vote for the APC. However, very soon, reality 
would teach these same masses that there is no fundamental difference 
between the APC and the PDP. 
 
The advanced layers already can see this. They instinctively do not trust 
either of these two parties. The tragedy is that the labour leaders, in the 
first place the NLC leaders, have played a key role in further enhancing 



this state of confusion, by not boldly building a party based on the trade 
unions. The task of the Marxists is to explain all this to the advanced 
layers, and raise the slogan of a mass workers’ alternative that must be 
built. 
 
The crisis plaguing Nigeria today and indeed the world is the crisis of 
capitalism. This is the deepest and most serious economic crisis in 
capitalism’s history and there is no sign of a solution in sight. The 
contradictions of the system will continue to haunt it. 
 
Karl Marx said, “Philosophers have interpreted the world, the point is to 
change it”. The major task before the working class today is to save 
humanity from the yoke of capitalism. 
 
The crisis plaguing Nigeria today has no solution under capitalism, nor can 
the ruling elites solve them. They will rather create more problems, unless 
the Nigerian working class overthrows them and establishes a workers’ 
government that implements a socialist programme, which would include 
the nationalization of the command heights of the economy under 
workers’ democratic control and management. 
 
The banks must be nationalized and credits used to develop the economy. 
The ill-gotten wealth of the Nigerian ruling elites must be seized without 
compensation and used towards advancing society. The socialist path is 
the only solution to the crises plaguing Nigeria and indeed the whole 
world. 
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The term revolution is probably one of the most popular terms among the 
Nigerian masses and youth today. Clearly, revolution is most desired by 
the masses in the face of undue and unbearable hardship. Even key 
members of the Nigerian ruling class use the term revolution 
intermittently to warn themselves of the inevitable consequences of their 
recklessness and degeneration. 
 
What is clear is that revolution is an inevitable in Nigeria. The five-day 
anti-fuel price increase revolt of January 2012 was just an example of 
what is to come. The January 2012 movement was no doubt a qualitative 
change in the movement of the Nigerian working class and the lesson is 
still very fresh in the consciousness of the masses. 
 
It is impossible to predict the exact date of a revolution but it is quite 
possible to deduce scientifically that it is an inevitable. The objective 
conditions in Nigeria today confirm that the conditions for revolution are 
already rotten and major social explosions are impending. 
 
A mass of data continues to expose the extreme hardship the huge 
majority is living under. Recently, the resident director of the World Bank 
in Nigeria said that over 100 million Nigerians currently live in slums. 
 
The masses revolt not primarily because they subjectively want to; they 
revolt because they have to. They revolt because they have been pushed 
beyond the limit. They revolt because the existing order is too rotten to 
move society forward. 
 
The essence of this document is to explain the developing process to the 
Nigerian working masses and youth; moreover, highlight the tasks for their 
liberation from the yoke of capitalist slavery. This is very necessary today 
in the face of so much confusion and distortion promoted by the ruling 
elites and their imperialist masters. 
 
We will start with an evaluation of Nigeria within the global capitalist 
order, which is in crisis, and the ‘particularity’ of the Nigerian economic 
crisis. 
 
Nigeria in the ‘Global Village’ 
Nigeria is one of the nation states created by imperialism about a hundred 



years ago in 1914, when two British administrations were fused into one, 
to form a single territorial unit known as Nigeria. [For more on this, see: 
http://www.onlinenigeria.com/politicalHistory.asp#ixzz2pczarlZS] The 
way the country was formed out of two provinces of the former British 
Empire followed the old and tested method of “Divide and Rule”. The 
British left behind a country made up of many different national, linguistic 
and religious groups, with the clear aim of bringing into being a country 
that could be easily dominated from outside, where one group could be 
played off against the other. To this day, we see the effects of this in the 
complicated National Question in Nigeria. 
 
It is an integral and component part of the global capitalist economy and it 
is also heavily dependent on it. The global capitalist economy, however, 
entered an unprecedented crisis in 2008 with no hope of a solution in 
sight. This has a direct bearing on how the Nigerian economy will develop 
in the coming period. [For a detailed analysis of the world situation, we 
advise a reading of the IMT’s 2014 draft Perspectives for World Revolution 
2014 document] 
 
The Nigerian economy remains essentially in the hands of the big 
multinationals (imperialism), which plunder the country’s wealth. This 
exploitation and oppression are carried out with the active collaboration 
of the Nigerian bourgeois, who are incapable of playing a progressive role 
in society. This is primarily because they came late onto the scene of 
history. They were created by British imperialism at a time when direct 
colonialism was in decline. They remain stooges of imperialism even after 
more than 50 years of nominal independence since 1960. In spite of over 
50 years of independence, the Nigerian ruling elites have been incapable 
of building industry and moving society forward; rather, they have further 
degenerated and have become one of the most corrupt ruling elites on the 
planet. 
 
The biggest corporations in Nigeria remain in foreign hands, from oil to the 
main manufacturing base. The multinationals make billions of dollars and 
stash them abroad while the crumbs that remain are looted and 
mismanaged by the Nigerian bourgeois who control the Nigerian 
government. 
 
Oil, gas, and several other raw materials are produced and exported from 
the country and in return, the country uses the proceeds it makes to 
import practically everything from machinery to clothes to the luxuries of 
the elite. Even the banking sector, which has within it a sizeable presence 
of Nigerian bourgeois, is still dominated largely by foreign capital. It is on 
record that the biggest banks in Nigeria have a very sizeable foreign 
capital in them. The majority of major capital projects in Nigeria are 
funded by loans from foreign banks, even now. 
 
Even the Nigerian billionaires on Forbes List represent foreign interests, 
from Dangote to Otedola to Adenuga, etc. They became super-rich in 
record time due to their access to state funds (via contracts and dirty 
deals) and international corporations. 
 
The Nigerian economy is very dependent on the world economy and the 
ongoing global economic crisis is having a major effect on it. 
 
The USA, which is the main pillar of the global economy today, is facing a 
major economic crisis. It is heavily indebted with no hope of ever repaying 
back its debts and it is clear that it is only a matter of time before it 
defaults outright on its debt servicing. The European economy remains in 
crisis with the majority of the countries heavily indebted. China, India, 
Brazil and the “Asian tigers” are slowing down and the economic indices 
point to further crises ahead. 
 
Debt, unemployment, poverty, hunger, pollution, and death are the 
common attributes of the current global situation. No country on the 
planet is spared. 
 
The current situation did not suddenly emerge from nowhere. It is a 
consequence of a decaying global social system, capitalism. The crises of 
the past, the numerous attacks launched on the working masses globally 
and the criminal policies over the recent years have accumulated to form 



the crisis of today, which is in reality the biggest crisis of capitalism ever, 
with no hope of recovery in sight. 
 
The main export and key determinant of the Nigeria economy remains oil. 
The oil sector is dominated by foreign multinationals. Oil and gas exports 
account for more than 98% of export earnings and more than 85% of 
federal government revenue. They also provide over 95% of foreign 
exchange reserves. The budget is always based on oil. In essence, oil and 
the multinationals decide the fate of Nigeria. 
 
Since 1999, there has been a major raise in the price of oil internationally 
from about $15 in May 1999 to over $100 today. This price hike was due to 
the increased demand thanks to growth in China and some key advanced 
capitalist countries, together with speculation – a situation that led to a 
phenomenal increase in the country’s earnings but at the same time even 
more money went to the oil multinationals and into private hands. 
 
However, a regime of high global oil prices will definitely not remain 
forever. After every high price comes a price crash. The crash in oil prices 
in 2008 is just child’s play compared to the impending crash today. The 
2008 price crash was just a pointer to the inevitable. Already there is a 
global glut in oil. The slowdown in China, the development of Shale Oil, 
the commissioning of new oil fields and the development of alternative 
energy will inevitably lead to price falls. 
 
However, even with the delay in the fall in the price of oil, the Nigerian 
economy is already suffering serious income shortfalls and it is moving fast 
towards bankruptcy. We shall come back to this later. 
 
GDP growth, Poverty and Underdevelopment 
Over the past few years, Nigerian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has grown 
significantly. Nigeria’s growth rate was placed at about 6.6 percent, with 
a GDP of over $273 billion for 2012, when compared with the GDP of 1999, 
which stood at about $34.5 billion in nominal dollar terms. This is over 700 
percent growth in GDP when compared with 1999 GDP. 
 
However, GDP growth doesn’t always tell the true state of the economy. 
For one, it does not say anything about how the enormous wealth is 
distributed and how the wealth was created. This is why in spite of the 
huge growth in GDP since 2003, unemployment has also grown to over 50 
percent; over 100 million live on less than one dollar per day. Over 70 
percent are said to be officially living under the poverty line. 
 
Also very importantly, Nigeria ranks 110th in industrial production growth 
rate scales with only a 2.5 percent industrial growth rate for 2012. This 
tells it all: a country with very high GDP figures but with very low 
industrial growth reveals the distorting effects of oil production. The 
reason for this is clear. It is the high global oil price that is responsible for 
the growth in the country’s financial earnings. 
 
There could not have been significant industrial growth as the numerous 
austerity policies dictated by imperialism since the 1980s have destroyed 
the country’s little industrial base over the years. Manufacturing used to 
contribute about 15 percent to GDP in the 1970s and 1980s but today it 
contributes a token 3 percent. 
 
The Nigerian economy has been in a state of crisis since the early 1980s, 
with the military wing of the ruling class and now the ‘civilians’ all 
continuing with Structural Adjustment Programmes, SAPs. This includes a 
series of anti-working people policies such as privatisations, devaluations 
of the Naira, mass sackings, fuel price increments, attacks on pensions, 
school fees hikes, etc. 
 
Within the same period, we have also seen a qualitative further 
degeneration of the Nigerian bourgeois and neo-colonial capitalism. The 
Nigerian ruling elites are now much more corrupt, more shortsighted, 
more drunken, and more inept than ever before. 
 
The result of these series of attacks, as we emphasized earlier, were the 
gross undermining of the economy and the debasement of the lives of the 
masses. However, even when billions of dollars came in, via the new oil 



boom, the Nigerian elites could not do anything progressive with their 
newfound wealth apart from plundering and mismanaging it. 
 
If the Nigerian ruling class could not develop and advance society in the 
period of boom, what will happen when the oil boom goes bust? 
 
On the verge of an unprecedented crisis 
“A fool and his money are soon parted” is a wise saying that suits the 
current situation facing the Nigerian economy. Although, the answer as to 
whether Nigeria is broke is now negative, it is fast on the track towards 
bankruptcy. 
 
The signals are quite clear. Already, the government at all levels is having 
serious problems meeting up with its financial obligations. The external 
reserves have been depleted, so also has the excess crude oil account. The 
country’s debt portfolio has been on the rapid rise. The current debt 
profile as published by Debt Management Office report of 31st of 
December 2013,for the federal and state government is put at 
N10.044trillion, that is about $64.51 billion, and it is growing. A further 
breakdown of the debt classifies N8.67trillion ($55.69billion) as domestic 
debt while N1.37 trillion ($8.82 billion) is foreign debt. This official debt 
profile released by the Debt Management Office, DMO, does not include 
the trillions of AMCON [Asset Management Corporation of Nigeria] debt. 
AMCON is the agency for bailing out the toxic debts of the Nigerian banks 
and it stands at about N6trillion. Last year’s report for AMCON states that 
the liabilities grew by N800billion. 
 
Meanwhile, further speculative activities continue in the Nigerian Stock 
Exchange. The market capitalization as at February 15th 2014 stands at 
over N12.5 trillion. This is about the same level as 2008 when it crashed 
leading to the toxic asset crisis. It is clear the Nigerian bourgeois have 
learnt nothing and have forgotten everything very quickly. 
 
The current debt level has emerged less than seven years after the so-
called debt pay off where the Obasanjo regime paid out $12billion to 
settle the fraudulent foreign debt. The irony of the current situation is 
that Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Nigeria’s Finance Minister, who supervised the 
process then, is currently in the forefront of the process of accumulating 
more debt. The current debt level is now more than the level of pre-2006, 
which was placed at $35 billion. 
 
The foreign reserves and the excess crude oil accounts have been on the 
steady decline. It is currently put at $41billion, down from $50billion at 
the beginning of 2013. The foreign reserves once stood at over $60billion 
at the peak of the oil boom. 
 
The Goodluck Jonathan regime keeps on claiming that the reason why 
there is a serious fall in foreign income and government revenues is due to 
oil theft. It claims 400,000 barrels of oil are stolen per day. This is quite a 
serious indictment on the regime. This is a regime which is full of deceit 
and is extremely corrupt. The CBN [Central Bank of Nigeria] governor in 
late 2013 declared that $49.8billion of oil proceeds from January 2012 to 
July 2013 have gone “missing”! This is unprecedented. There is no way 
that such volumes of oil theft can take place without the active 
collaboration of top government officials, top military officers and the oil 
multinationals. In this regard, there are quite of lot of scandals blowing 
open now. 
 
Goodluck responded by removing the governor for having brought out in 
public what people already knew, the fact that corruption under this 
regime has reached unprecedented proportions. Now we have the 
spectacle of the former Governor taking the President to court, 
challenging his right to intervene in the internal affairs of the Central 
Bank. This is another example of the divisions within the ruling elite 
spilling out into the public domain for all to see. 
 
There are, however, other factors responsible for the continual drop in oil 
revenues. As we have already mentioned, the development of shale oil and 
other oil sources globally are also important factors. For instance, there 
has been a qualitative reduction in Nigerian oil exports to the USA, which 
normally buys about 30 percent of Nigeria’s oil. The USA has been reducing 



its oil imports from Nigeria since the last quarter of 2011. This is primarily 
due to the development of shale oil and the development of the Canadian 
oil fields. As at January 2006, the United States imported 38,042 million 
barrels but by January 2013, it imported only 14,835 million barrels. By 
August 2013, this has dropped to 5,165 million barrels. This data is 
according to the US Energy Information Administration. 
 
It is estimated that by this year, 2014, the United States will start 
exporting its shale oil. Currently, the United States has surpassed several 
big OPEC countries in oil production. The development of shale oil and 
other oil fields around the world explains why several of the oil 
multinationals are divesting from the Nigerian oil fields. Several of them 
are sacking workers. China and India are also developing their shale gas 
capabilities. Currently, due to the reduction in the United States’ request 
for Nigerian oil, India is the biggest buyer of Nigeria’s oil followed by 
Europe. 
 
What is certain is that the market for Nigeria’s oil is shrinking by the day 
and it is only a matter of time before oil prices start going down globally. 
We already have signs of this with the price of Brent falling below $109 
per barrel at the beginning of January. Currently, the country is producing 
about 1.8 million barrels per day. This is a far cry from what the 2013 
budget was based on, which is about 2.6 million barrels per day. However, 
this is still a very large volume, although not enough to meet the greedy 
appetite of the Nigerian ruling elites. 
 
Clearly, the bulk of the wealth created over the past ten years has been 
looted and mismanaged by the Nigerian ruling elites. New rounds of crises 
are inevitable in spite of the numerous doctored reports that the regime 
has sponsored to cover up the true state of the economy. 
 
In spite of the huge resources, numerous government agencies have gone 
broke. The government at various levels is having serious problems paying 
bills and workers’ wages. And as the political crisis that has engulfed the 
ruling elites becomes sharper so also the economic crisis will intensify. 
Already, there is an ongoing conflict over the 2014 budget, which explains 
why it has not been presented officially by the president to the national 
assembly. 
 
Nigeria may not be broke yet, but with the rate at which the plundering of 
the economy and the contradictions of neo-colonial capitalism are going, 
bankruptcy is not too far away. 
 
Growing Political Instability 
As the economic crisis continues to worsen, so also the political crisis 
continues to deepen resulting in more instability. The current political 
crisis is actually the worst in the history of the country. This is not 
surprising at all. Currently, practically all the political parties of the 
Nigerian ruling elites are in crisis. This has triggered off numerous splits 
and mergers. 
 
The rule of the Nigerian bourgeois is in deep crisis because, apart from 
their corrupt and degenerate nature, all the policies they continue to 
impose end up having negative results and worsening the crisis even 
further. 
 
For instance, the privatization of public corporations has led to the death 
of over 90 percent of the sold off corporations; the devaluation of the 
naira has led to the further destruction of the economy; fuel price 
increments have devalued the lives of the huge majority and also killed 
lots of industry… the list is endless. This situation has led to society 
moving even more backwards. The consequence of all this have been 
tragic for the toiling masses. 
 
There are currently several mini-wars going on around the country. 
Officially, there are states of emergencies in three north-eastern states 
since May 2013 due to the Boko Haram insurgency in the north. This has 
been extended by another six months to May 2014. Unofficially, several 
other communities are also under states of emergencies and siege. 
 
State terror has not in any way undermined the menace of Islamic 



fundamentalism (Boko Haram) in northern Nigeria. It has actually aided it, 
as it has ended up pushing scores into the hands of Boko Haram. The root 
cause of this crisis has not been addressed in any way and whichever way 
one looks at the situation, the responsibility of the crisis always falls on 
the shoulders of the ruling elites. They are actually the main sponsors of 
Boko Haram, and numerous other right-wing militants and gangsters. 
 
According to Goodluck Jonathan, in his speech declaring the state of 
emergency in the three north-eastern states on May 14, 2013, he 
acknowledged that there are “protracted security challenges” in eleven 
states in northern Nigeria. 
 
The situation is the same in southern Nigeria. Crime rates have shot up 
tremendously, with growing numbers of kidnappings, armed robberies, 
419s, etc. In the Niger Delta, the communities remain restive in spite of 
the so-called amnesty programme that has only been to the benefit of top 
criminal gangsters who are actually foot soldiers of the elites. Armed 
conflicts have actually continued in the Niger Delta and numerous 
community feuds remain with high causalities. The masses of the Niger 
Delta have in no way benefited. Their communities are still being raped 
and polluted by the oil multinationals. The Niger Delta is now the most 
polluted delta in the world. 
 
Obviously, we cannot list here the full catalogue of atrocities carried out 
by the Nigerian ruling elites. However, what is certain is that the list is 
ever growing and will continue to do so as long as neo-colonial capitalism 
and the current ruling elites are not overthrown in Nigeria. 
 
In 54 years of postcolonial independence, Nigeria has had 29 years of 
military rule and 24 years of so-called civil rule. However, the current 14-
year reign of the ‘civilians’, called the fourth republic, is the longest in its 
history – 1999 until date. 
 
One of the major reasons why the current fourth republic has lasted this 
long is partly due to the unbearable conditions that the Nigerian masses 
were subjected to under previous military rule and the heroic resistance 
they put up against the past military-police dictatorship. It is also due to 
the pressures of imperialism, which in the recent period has understood 
that formally bourgeois-democratic regimes are much more pliable and 
can be more easily bent to the wishes of the imperialist masters. 
 
Having said this, we must never forget that in the long run the Nigerian 
ruling elite, with the backing of imperialism, will reach the conclusion that 
formal bourgeois democracy is no longer a useful tool. But before they can 
go down that road many events must unfold. First and foremost, they must 
lead the working class to losing all hope of any change, all hope in the 
possibility of any alternative. This can only come about after several 
waves of mass mobilisations, during which the Nigerian working class will 
use its might in an attempt to change society. The present leadership of 
Nigerian labour will do everything to hold back such a movement. In this 
process the workers will learn the true nature of these leaders. If the 
Marxists build a sufficiently strong left opposition within the trade unions 
and the wider labour movement, they will be able to emerge first as a 
sizeable force, then a mass tendency and finally challenge for the 
leadership. If they fail in this task, then the workers will eventually be 
defeated. At that point the balance of class forces would become more 
favourable for the bourgeois who would move in a bonapartist direction. 
 
The ruling class can rule with brute force via military-police dictatorship 
or through deceitful civil rule. The fact is that more economic attacks 
have actually been launched on the masses under the current ‘civil rule’ 
than under military rule. Deceit is the main pillar of bourgeois civil rule. It 
is the rule of the professional conmen. 
 
The current political crisis confronting the Goodluck Jonathan regime and 
the fourth republic in general is a confirmation of this reality. After 14 
years of civil rule, rather than society moving forward it has moved much 
more backwards. What is certain is that there are bound to be more crises 
and turbulence. 
 
As the 2015 general election draws near, so also is the political crisis 



getting deeper. 2015 is still a year away, and yet various sections of the 
ruling elites are daggers drawn against each other. All forms of dirty 
intrigues are at play. The recently conducted gubernatorial elections in 
Anambra State, where widespread irregularities were reported, provide a 
glimpse of what we can expect come the 2015 elections – that is, if the 
current regime survives till 2015. 
 
The War among the Ruling Class 
It is said that the wind blows first the top branches of the tree before the 
trunk. One of the signs of an impending revolution is the emergence of 
conflicts within the ruling elites. The current intra-class conflicts within 
the Nigerian ruling class are an indication of the crisis they have plunged 
the country into and it is only a matter of time before the masses revolt. 
 
It is important to note that the conflicts within the ruling elite, the inner-
party manoeuvres within the PDP itself with the emergence of the nPDP, 
the crossing over of PDP state governors, MPs and Senators to the APC, the 
conflict between the President and the Governor of the Central Bank and 
all the rest, are symptoms of the deep crisis of the whole system. [Note: 
PDP is the People’s Democratic Party, the party that has been in power 
since the end of the Abacha military dictatorship in 1999; the nPDP, the 
New People’s Democratic Party, was a recent split away group from the 
PDP that later merged with the APC; the APC is the All Progressives 
Congress, a party formed last year from a merger of several smaller 
opposition parties]. 
 
The January 2012 mass movement, which revealed the real mood of the 
Nigerian masses, was an important factor in preparing the present 
situation. First and foremost, it showed to the ruling class – or at least its 
more intelligent components – and to the imperialists, that the working 
people are close to the limit of what they can take. It explains the panic 
that has set in at the top. They require a government that has enough 
authority to hold back the masses while at the same time pushing through 
severe austerity measures. This is a very difficult task indeed, as the 
working masses and youth are already seeing the various sections of the 
ruling class for what they truly are, rotten degenerates. And yet, in 
reality, the working class barely flexed its muscles in 2012; the bigger 
movements are yet to come. 
 
As of now, all the sections of the Nigerian ruling class have lost their social 
base and are seriously discredited. The numerous draconian economic 
policies have ensured the destruction of the real sectors of the economy 
and made looting government funds the most viable economic activity. It 
is on record that Nigerian ‘elected’ officials and associates are the highest 
paid in the world. Nigerian senators currently earn more than the 
president of the USA. It is officially reported that 25 percent of the 
government’s overhead goes into the pockets of the politicians in the 
National Assembly and a total of over N8trillion have been spent on them 
within the past eight years. Since 2005, a sum of N1trillion has been 
allocated to the National Assembly members, according to Ezekwesili, a 
former minister and an agent of the World Bank. 
 
Worldwide, we can see how the global economic crisis has triggered off 
political conflicts among the ruling elites globally. In the United States, we 
recently saw the shutdown of government due to the conflict between the 
Democrats and Republicans; the situation is the same in Europe. These 
conflicts are still ongoing. 
 
However, in Nigeria the situation is even more unstable. While the ruling 
elites here are united over the continuation of all forms of draconian, 
imperialist dictated policies, what primarily divides them is who can do it 
better and who can deceive the people better, without provoking a revolt 
from below. Their extremely selfish economic interests come first and 
they are prepared to do anything to defend those interests. 
 
There is a common perception among many that the Nigerian bourgeois 
political parties and politicians do not have an ideology, but this logically 
cannot be true as “no ideology” is actually an ideology, philosophically 
speaking. However, the real reason why they don’t seem to have 
“ideology” is primarily because they all have the same stance – the same 
ideology. They all subscribe to the same policies of plundering and shifting 



the burden of the crisis they created onto the heads of the working 
masses. 
 
This is why the manifestoes and programmes of all the mainstream 
bourgeois parties practically say the same thing, although maybe at times, 
they say the same things in different ways. When APC politicians were 
asked at the founding days of the party, why they set up the APC, their 
reply was that they set up the APC to take power from the PDP, not that 
they have policies different from the PDP. 
 
The major reason why several sections of the Nigerian ruling elites want 
Goodluck Jonathan out is because they understand that although the 
Goodluck regime has implemented draconian programmes within the short 
years it has been in power. The result of all this is that the regime has 
been exposed to the mass majority and has become very unpopular and 
incapable of deceiving any longer the overwhelming majority of the 
working people and poor. This has weakened the regime further and made 
it a liability for the ruling elites as a whole. The regime’s increment of the 
fuel price in January 2012 triggered a major mass movement around the 
country that lasted for nine days. All the ethnic sentiments around the 
regime were exposed immediately. It became quite clear to the masses 
that this is just another regime out to put more burdens on their heads. 
 
Herein lies the major contradiction of the current situation. Looting, 
ruinous economic policies and attacks on the masses lead to revolts and 
make the elements in government unpopular, but these are the only 
policies capitalism has to offer. The imperialists too are moving against 
the regime for similar reasons. 
 
As the economic crisis deepens in the coming period, any attempt by 
Goodluck to launch a major attack on the masses, such as further fuel 
price increases, will definitely trigger off a revolutionary fight back with 
devastating consequence for the ruling elites. In addition, as the 
consequence of the already imposed policies bite harder, a mass uprising 
is inevitable. These are the fears of the sections of the elites shopping for 
a replacement for Goodluck Jonathan, although their greed for state 
power for personal economic benefits is also a factor. In essence, 
maintaining Goodluck in power is like going into a fuel tank farm with 
open flames. 
 
However, Goodluck and the section of the ruling elites behind him can’t 
see this reality for now. The reason for this is clear. They have so much to 
lose economically and some of them believe that the devil you know is 
better than an unknown saint. They are going to fight to defend their 
interests using the crudest means. The Goodluck regime is basing itself on 
very thin ethnic and religious layers within society. It is clear the regime is 
getting more isolated by the day 
www.marxist.com 

 
 
Massacre in Kunming risks new spiral of repression and violence 

 
 

 
Shock and disbelief as 29 are hacked to death at railway station 
China Worker Editorial Statement 5 March 2014  
 
The massacre at Kunming’s railway station on March 1 –known as the ‘3.1 
incident’ – must rank as one of the most shocking acts of terrorism in 
modern times. The media are calling this “China’s 9/11” and its clear the 
political impact will be huge. Using long knives and daggers a group of 
eight black-clad men and women went on a killing spree that lasted half 
an hour. “They were running and chopping whoever they could,” said a 16-
year-old eyewitness. The smell of blood filled the air, according to 
another. In total, 29 people were killed and a further 143 injured. 
 



Socialists and the chinaworker.info website share the sense of horror and 
grief felt by the people of Kunming and ordinary working people across 
China. We oppose the policies and repressive methods of the Chinese 
dictatorship – most evident in the state terror used against national 
minorities such as the Uighurs and Tibetans. But we are also opposed to 
the disastrous methods of religious and political terrorism. Far from 
hastening the collapse of a tyrannical state these methods ultimately 
reinforce it, by dividing the oppressed and further complicating the task of 
building united and organised mass resistance. 
 
Official statements say ‘Xinjiang separatists’ were behind the attack, 
pointing to the Uighur Muslim minority from the vast and nominally 
‘autonomous’ northwestern region of Xinjiang. Kunming, the provincial 
capital of ethnically diverse Yunnan, home to 25 ethnic and linguistic 
groups, is a long way from Xinjiang. The city is a popular tourist 
destination and a melting pot of ethnic minorities who generally enjoy 
good relations. There is disbelief and anger therefore that the city was 
singled out for this attack, ostensibly against the policies and practices of 
the Chinese regime. “How could they attack the common people? What 
have we done?” the wife of one of the injured told the Wall Street 
Journal’s reporter in Kunming. 
 
The Kunming attack was timed to coincide with the start of the annual 
‘twin meetings’ of the dictatorship’s rubber-stamp parliament, the NPC, 
and its advisory chamber, the CPPCC, which open this week. This follows a 
similar pattern to the suicide attack in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square last 
October, on the eve of the ruling ‘Communist’ Party’s Central Committee 
Third Plenum meeting. 
 
The implications of this bloody event could be very far reaching for China 
as a whole and not least for the oppressed Uighur minority, which could 
face a violent backlash. The regime of Xi Jinping, whose first year in 
power has been marked by greater state repression and centralisation of 
power, is clearly shaken by the audacity and ferocity of this attack, more 
so even than the Tiananmen attack of five months ago. Xi is under 
pressure – in order to support his ‘strongman’ image – to demonstrate a 
tough response as encapsulated by his pledge to “resolutely crack down on 
those who have been swollen with arrogance.” The ‘3.1 incident’ will 
therefore be used to concentrate greater powers in Xi’s hands and in the 
new National Security Commission, launched at the Third Plenum to help 
the regime prepare for war and revolution. 
 
A further militarisation of Xinjiang, Tibet and other ethnic minority regions 
can be expected. This is already indicated by a large presence of police 
and SWAT teams reported in Dashuying, a poor neighbourhood of Kunming 
which is home to a large Uighur population. Just as the biggest losers from 
the ‘9/11’ attacks on New York and Washington in 2001 were the poor of 
the Muslim world who have suffered multiple US and Western-backed 
military invasions, wars and civil wars, the biggest losers from the ‘3.1’ 
attack are likely to be the long suffering Uighur people. As a storm of 
comments on social media suggests, the massacre can trigger a racist 
backlash against Uighurs, which at least in the short-term will make it 
easier – in political terms – for the regime to step up its iron fist policies in 
Xinjiang. 
 
“The psychological impact of this on the Chinese general public will be 
enormous,” said Shan Wei, a political scientist based in Singapore. “It 
gives the Chinese government a very strong reason to step up its hardline 
policies on the Xinjiang or Uighur issue,” he said. 
 
As chinaworker.info warned at the time of the Tiananmen attack the 
state’s use of repression in pursuit of ‘stability’ in minority areas has 
produced the opposite result. Following the 2009 Han-Uighur ethnic 
clashes, which claimed around 200 lives in Xinjiang’s capital Urumqi, the 
Chinese regime has enormously stepped up its military presence in the 
region. In the past two years the state’s tactics have focused on house-to-
house raids even in remote communities, which have further alienated the 
Uighur population. Since April last year 100 people have been killed in 
clashes in the province. 
 
The Kunming attack is an ominous warning of where this spiral of violence 



can lead. It represents the first time such large-scale violence has spilled 
over into another part of China. “It is without question an escalation,” 
Swedish counter-terrorism expert Magnus Ranstorp told The Guardian 
newspaper. 
 
Market economics, more dictatorship 
The Chinese dictatorship’s policies towards national minorities have 
created a powder keg. The regime is haunted by the break-up of the 
Soviet Union in 1991 and the role of national conflicts in this process. 
These fears will have been revived by the recent military showdown 
between Russia and Ukraine over Crimea. Xi Jinping especially has made 
no secret of his view that the partial democratic reforms of former Soviet 
leader Mikhail Gorbachev were a catastrophic error that caused the Soviet 
state to collapse. 
 
The Chinese regime’s ‘solution’ is to bolster dictatorial rule – shown by the 
recent trials of leading activists from the anti-corruption New Citizens’ 
Movement – combined with a policy of ‘GDP-ism’ to placate the national 
minorities. Xinjiang was one of the fastest growing regions of China with 
11.1 percent GDP growth in 2013, outstripping the national rate of 7.7 
percent. The problem is the poor – of all nationalities but especially 
minorities – do not benefit from the current capitalist model of GDP 
growth. In Xinjiang, Uighurs hold just 13 percent of the high-income jobs, 
while they account for 46 percent of the population. Discrimination in the 
labour market, housing and education, add to grievances over lost 
linguistic rights and tighter controls on religion. 
 
The arrest and impending trial of Beijing-based Uighur economics 
professor, Ilham Tothi, lays bare the contradictions of the government’s 
position. Tothi is a moderate who does not oppose Chinese rule in 
Xinjiang, but has voiced criticism of its language and cultural policies. He 
now faces a stiff prison sentence for ‘inciting separatism’. What signals 
does this send to the youth and the national minorities especially, when all 
dissent is labelled as treason? 
 
Through its increasingly hardline position the Chinese regime is preparing 
social convulsions. Socialists stand for united working class struggle against 
state repression, against racism, and against all forms of persecution 
whether on religious, political or ethnic lines. We stand for full and 
immediate democratic rights, including the right to genuine autonomy or 
independence for the national minorities if this is their democratic choice. 
This must be linked to a struggle against the dictatorship’s capitalist 
agenda, which has created one of the biggest wealth gaps in the world and 
threatens major economic shocks in the period ahead. 
chinaworker.info 

  
 
Brazil’s World Cup State of Emergency 

 
 Renata Bessi and Santiago Navarro F 3 March 2014 
 
More than 10,000 police with military training are poised to counter any 
disturbance or social unrest which may occur before and during this year’s 
World Cup. 
 
On December 20, 2013, Brazil’s Defense Ministry published a manual 
entitled “How to Guarantee Law and Order.” It encourages using military 
action to ensure “public security.” It also lists individuals, groups, 
organizations, and movements considered “opposing forces”, highlighting 
those whose actions violate “public order or public security.”  
 
This unprecedented document, along with impending legislation, seeks to 
contain and neutralize any protests or expressions of democratic 
discontent around the World Cup. Protesters are equated with criminals, 
marginalizing them and denying their rights as citizens. Such was the case 
of the first demonstrations that took place in different cities in Brazil 
during January 2014. The military police arrested more than 143 people 
and used extreme violence against demonstrators.  
 



The new manual gives police further power to invoke the three branches 
of the Armed Forces (Army, Navy and, Air Force) through a Presidential 
order which can be called for by state governments at any time. Its goal is 
to “provide security to facilities, equipment, and personnel involved or 
participating in major events.”  
 
Along with the military concept of “the enemy,” another conservative 
concept has been recycled from the era of the Brazilian military 
dictatorship, that of “the threat.” During the dictatorship, the concept of 
“the threat” was used to justify the persecution, repression, and 
harassment of activists and social justice organizers, not unlike the United 
States government´s labeling and subsequent persecution of alleged 
“terrorists.” According to the manual, “the threat” is characterized by 
acts or attempted acts committed by the aforementioned “opposing 
forces”, or by the general population that “potentially compromise the 
preservation of public order or the safety of persons and property.”  
 
This idea of fighting an enemy or conquering a threat in the name of 
preserving public order is a convenient way to justify the series of laws, 
regulations, and rules which have been created in the three years 
following Brazil’s acceptance as host city for the 2014 World Cup. These 
laws make the 12 host cities (where the games will be played) into 
“exceptional territories for the free enjoyment of FIFA and its sponsors.” 
This framework of laws, which in many cases nullifies the Brazilian 
Constitution, was built unilaterally and without the input of social 
movements.  
 
“There’s no doubt that the targets of the manual are protesters of the 
World Cup. All spheres of government are making sure that the World Cup 
takes place and, if possible, the world doesn’t see any protests,” says 
Luana Xavier Pinto Coelho, representative of the National Urban Reform 
Forum which a body of social movements fighting for the rights of citizens 
and for the reclamation of public space. She also warns that, “The 
freedom to express yourself is part of a democracy and it can’t be 
compromised. Increased police repression is a historic setback to freedom 
in this country, and in spite of it, collectives and groups will continue 
going out to the streets.”  
 
Demonstrations against the Cup protest the public spending on 
infrastructure and the huge profits they generate for transnational 
investors, while much of the population lacks the most basic services: 
transportation, health, education, and job security. 
 
Anti-terrorism Law: For Whom?  
Within these measures that have been taken around the World Cup, the 
most pressing matter is a bill which is currently in an advanced stage in 
Congress and which would create the crime of terrorism in Brazil. Its text 
defines terrorism as “causing or spreading terror and panic affecting life, 
physical integrity, health, or liberty of citizens.” The problem is that this 
definition of terrorism is vague and can be embedded into any accusation. 
For example, a protest outside a stadium where a game will be taking 
place could be considered to generate “widespread panic.”  
 
The application of anti-terrorist laws in Latin America has been dubious. In 
Chile, for example, the country’s anti-terrorism law has been used to 
criminalize social movements, such as that of the Mapuche indigenous 
group.  
 
“Brazil is a country with no history of terrorist acts, and in principle, 
criminal legislation could lead to the excessive use of force during street 
clashes. It’s difficult to understand, therefore, why there’s the need to 
criminalize conduct that’s not part of the Brazilian reality. The only 
reason why the bill has moved quickly through Congress is this interest to 
apply such a law during the World Cup,” said Pinto Coelho. “The state of 
São Paulo, for example, has created an exclusive police force to police the 
World Cup and a special counter-terrorism force. If we don’t have 
terrorism in the country, towards whom is this apparatus directed?”  
 
Senator Romero Juca (PMDB-RR), Rapporteur of the Joint Committee on 
Legislation and Regulatory Devices of the Constitution (a group composed 
of senators and congressmen), admits that Congress will try to make sure 



the legislation is passed before the start of the World Cup on June 12. He 
argues that the country needs this security in order to host thousands of 
tourists during the event.  
 
Under this law, anyone convicted of terrorism could get sentences ranging 
from 15 to 30 years in prison. Additionally, terrorism would be a crime in 
which the accused could be held without bail and without the possibility of 
amnesty or pardon. The bill will be placed on the Senate’s agenda in 
February and afterwards passed on to the House of Representatives. 
 
Criminalizing Assembly  
Another modification in the criminal law is to change the crime of gang 
affiliation (through Law 12.280/2013) to the charge of “criminal 
conspiracy”, which would be easier to apply against protestors. It makes it 
easier to equate the act of assembly with crime.  
 
For Argemiro de Almeida, a member of the National Coordination of 
Popular Committees for the World Cup (Ancop), “During the huge protests 
in June, the government showed that it wasn’t ready – and maybe still 
isn’t – to deal with political demonstrations. It erred on several occasions 
in several cities. This contributed to an increase in uncontrolled violence. 
Police presence prompted more violence. The increased militarization that 
we’re seeing is not the solution. “ 
 
World Cup Economy  
The World Cup General Law (Law 12.663 of 2012) is the main legal 
framework that is responsible for giving FIFA and its associates a 
temporary monopoly on Brazil’s economy. The law anticipates 
“exceptional crimes” which will only be relevant until December 31, 2014. 
These include: Misuse of Official Symbols; Ambush Marketing by 
Association; and Ambush Marketing by Intrusion. It also provides for the 
creation of special courts to rule on lawsuits regarding the World Cup. 
Additionally, the law protects FIFA from any procedural expenses, while 
Brazilian citizens are left to foot the bill.  
 
Furthermore, during the Confederations Cup last year a judicial precedent 
was set to ban demonstrations for the 2014 World Cup. The court of the 
state of Minas Gerais also banned demonstrations during the 
Confederations games. 
 
Judicial Exceptions for FIFA 
The World Cup General Law suspends Brazilian laws which guarantee 
citizens’ freedom of movement, repeals a law prohibiting the sale of 
alcoholic beverages in stadiums, and restricts workers’ rights to strike. In 
addition, FIFA has been assured exclusive rights to advertisement, sale, 
and distribution of products within a radius of two kilometers around the 
stadiums. 
 
“While soccer stadiums are being massively transferred to private 
management through concession contracts, street vendors and public 
markets will be prohibited in these areas, to make way for franchises like 
McDonald’s [one of the sponsors of the World Cup]” said Pinto Coelho.  
 
The law provides for the automatic granting of entry visas and work 
permits to anyone FIFA chooses and to anyone with tickets. With this 
provision, Brazil forfeits its power to control foreigners entering the 
country. FIFA and its associates are also granted tax breaks through the 
law. That is, FIFA and its sponsors do not need to pay federal taxes and 
import fees, and are also exempt from payroll taxes. 
 
“The Brazilian government has accepted, with little resistance, all that 
FIFA has asked for, including regulations that defy national law and the 
Constitution, an affront to Brazil’s sovereignty. Representatives from FIFA 
in Brazil are received with Head of State honors. Additionally, FIFA has 
criticized Brazil’s infrastructure, but hasn’t invested a penny in the 
country. Instead, the Brazilian government has given it tax exemptions,” 
added Pinto Coelho. “A successful international event would project a 
certain image of the country to the world – an image of progress and 
development. This is what Brazil wanted so badly in 2007. I believe the 
government will do everything to make this image a reality. But the world 
will also pay attention to the peoples’ criticism of the World Cup.” 



 
In a statement, ANCOP also criticized the government’s actions and 
characterized their position as political allegiance:  
 
“The General Law of the World Cup is a response to FIFA’s demands. The 
argument that the Brazilian government made these decisions alone is 
unacceptable because the government has no authority to make 
international agreements without the Legislature. This is in direct 
opposition to our Constitution and laws. In the name of business and 
profits, we sense political favoritism towards FIFA, which harms our 
sovereignty, our domestic legislation, and our national interests.” 
 
The Marketing of Cities 
Citizens are preparing to present illustrious images of their cities to the 
entire world as they play the part of proud hosts to FIFA. This is part of 
the marketing of these cities, and seen as necessary to attract 
investments.  
 
“With this marketing, there began a broad process of hyper-regulation in 
cities in order to inhibit or prevent certain uses of public space,” said 
Pinto Coelho. “This includes a growing intolerance of itinerant workers, 
those who sell goods on the street, the homeless, street artists, etc.” 
 
The image adorned by Brazil’s cities will surely reflect what has been 
temporarily scrubbed away. A presence will remain, illuminated by the 
absence of the vendors and street denizens. A yearning has been discerned 
and will surely persist among Brazilians who have seen their democracy 
truncated before the looming apparition of the World Cup.  
zcomm.org 

 
 
Boris Kagarlitsky on Ukraine 

 
 These two commentaries were written in January and February 2014 – 
before the fall of the Viktor Yanukovich regime and subsequent events -- 
and have only just been translated into English. They are published at 
Links International Journal of Socialist Renewal as they offer insights into 
the thinking of an important part of the revolutionary left in Russia. 
 
A quadrille of monsters 
Boris Kagarlitsky, Moscow; translated by Renfrey Clarke 
 
January 21, 2014 -- The events unfolding in Kiev present many people on 
both sides of the Russian-Ukrainian border with a very unpleasant 
dilemma. If we cast aside the sentimental raptures over the latest 
“revolution” (how many is this now?) in our neighbouring state, along with 
the paranoia of the Russian protectors who adore any functioning authority 
and have a panicked fear of any and all change, then the discussion overall 
boils down to a choice between two evils.  
 
On one side is the corrupt, irresponsible administration of Ukraine's 
president, Viktor Yanukovich, which is becoming more authoritarian by the 
day. On the other side are the nationalists and ultra-rightists, who are 
violent and aggressive, no less corrupt, and who in no way resemble 
democrats according to any understanding of the word.  
 
Most of the population, who at first sympathised with the protests, are 
now trying to keep their distance from the nationalist warriors, not so 
much from ideological considerations as for the simple reason that keeping 
company with such people is repellent and not without danger. 
 
Both sides, as if deliberately, are doing everything they can to alienate the 
support of people of intelligence and goodwill. It is enough for one side to 
carry out some stupidity or provocation, and the other immediately finds a 
way to outdo its rivals in this competition.  
 
The destruction by nationalists in Kiev of the monument to Lenin aroused 
the anger of residents, most of whom feel no sympathy whatever for 
communists. But it was enough for the pendulum of public sympathies to 



swing a little in the direction of the authorities for supporters of 
Yanukovich to introduce into the Supreme Rada a whole packet of anti-
democratic legislation, that might have been compiled deliberately to 
ensure that social forces mistrustful of Independence Square would take 
part in protest.  
 
Meanwhile the opposition, raising a great racket on this score and with the 
technical ability to frustrate the voting for some reason undertakes 
nothing of any seriousness in the parliament. Perhaps this is out of 
incompetence and irrationality, but it may also be for the reason that it 
hopes to use the repressive measures against its opponents should there be 
a change of government. 
 
Neither the authorities nor the opposition enjoy the support of the 
majority of the population, and more important, neither side has a 
program that would give it any prospect of winning this support and of 
constructing a broad social base. The problem lies not only and not so 
much in the notorious antipathies of east and west in Ukraine, as in the 
absence even of any attempts to suggest a socio-economic program aimed 
at integrating society, improving the conditions of life, reducing 
unemployment and developing the economy. 
 
The monsters that are waging a struggle for power in the Ukrainian capital 
are constantly changing places, like partners in a dance. All of them now 
have spent time in power, if not on a national then at least on a local 
level. All of them, including the neo-fascists from the “Svoboda” party, 
have managed to be caught embezzling. All of them show an identical 
determination to defend and maintain the existing socioeconomic order, 
whose crisis is obvious. 
 
However events now develop, it can be stated that the specifically 
Ukrainian model of democracy, built on an equilibrium between two 
oligarchic blocs, is coming to an end. Whichever group wins out in Kiev, it 
will be able to hold onto power only by establishing a harsh authoritarian 
regime. In this situation, the question of who should be considered the less 
and who the greater evil is simplified immensely. The “greater evil” will 
inevitably be the group that achieves victory. Meanwhile, we shall be able 
with complete justification to designate the group that goes down to 
defeat as the “lesser evil”, since unlike the victor, it will not succeed in 
realising its destructive potential.  
 
Does this mean that Ukraine’s position is hopeless, and that catastrophe is 
inevitable? To draw so pessimistic a conclusion would still be somewhat 
premature. The triumph of either side will guarantee a great calamity, but 
like the previous experience of Ukrainian politics, the events of the recent 
period show that the contending groups are capable of simply blocking 
each other’s path. If neither the authorities nor their opponents manage 
to prevail unambiguously in the present conflict, the country will be faced 
with a drawn-out period of instability, perhaps even of political chaos. But 
this would be better that a decisive victory by one of the groups, which 
would then impose its dictatorship. 
 
Under conditions of prolonged instability, the chance will appear for the 
assembling of new social forces that call for a genuinely radical renewal of 
the state and social system. It is rather like the well-known joke about the 
Whites, Reds and “Greens” who fought interminably in the forest, until the 
forester came and drove all of them out. The question lies in how, and 
how soon, Ukrainian society will be able to give birth to this “forester”, 
and what role in this process will be played by the left organisations, 
which have been happy to stay on the sidelines of the present battle of 
political monsters. 
 
Refusing to be drawn into this conflict, however, does not mean abstaining 
from struggle. Passivity has never been a recipe for success, even though 
to participate without thinking in the actions of alien social forces remains 
a guarantee of failure. Forces that aim genuinely at democratic change 
will organise and act independently, putting forward their own demands. 
This is already occurring, as for example in the strike by students of the 
Kiev-Mogilyansky Academy who are demanding the repeal of the anti-
democratic Yanukovich laws, but who are not joining with the ultra-
rightwing warriors on Independence Square. Perhaps this is only something 



local and episodic, contrasting with an unpleasant dynamic overall. Still, it 
provides some hope for the future. 
http://links.org.au/node/3734 
 
Ukraine: Smashing the feed trough 
Boris Kagarlitsky, Moscow; translated by Renfrey Clarke 
 
February 3, 2014 -- The crisis that has arisen in Ukraine, involving a 
contest between a reactionary government that is becoming more 
authoritarian by the day and a no less reactionary opposition with openly 
fascist tendencies, has created something close to intellectual stupor on 
both sides of the border. The range of views extends from a readiness to 
take part in protests and demonstrations of any kind – regardless of their 
aims, purpose, ideology and perspectives – to calls for supporting the 
existing authorities as a “lesser evil”. 
 
In Russia these arguments have been superimposed on an inconclusive 
discussion focused on the lessons of the events of 2011-2012, though the 
effective results of the movement at that time are perfectly obvious: 
everything ended in total failure. The only questions are whether the left 
could have acted differently from the way it did, and how the forces 
became redistributed on the basis of the outcome of the events (against 
the backdrop of a general decline of the movement, by no means all its 
participants finished up losing; some, to the contrary, strengthened their 
positions). 
 
But as we know, Ukraine is not Russia. Contrary to the views of the liberal 
intelligentsia, the distinction is apparent not in any greater love of 
freedom or special passion on the part of our western neighbours, but in 
the fact that the ruling class in Ukraine simply has considerably fewer 
resources at its disposal. This determines the specific model of oligarchic 
democracy to be found in Kiev. The leading Ukrainian clans, unlike the 
Russian corporations, are unable to reach agreement and to divide the 
country up in such a way that everyone has enough and there are no 
pretexts for open conflict.  
 
In Russia it was not Putin’s authoritarian inclinations, but the objective 
ability of the ruling groups to satisfy all the big players (more or less) that 
allowed the relative stability of the decade from 2000. The same 
consideration underlay the sudden outburst of crisis in 2011, when this 
ability of the authorities was placed in doubt. 
 
Meanwhile, the difference in the resources available to the ruling classes 
of the two countries determines the social climate as well. The reason we 
Russians have tolerated our problems for longer is not because we are less 
passionate, but because our situation is objectively better. Nevertheless, 
the rapid exacerbation of the social crisis in 2014 threatens to end this 
state of affairs, even to the extent that “the dancers change places”. If 
political crisis and open social protest break out in Russia, everything that 
has happened on the squares of Ukraine will look like child’s play. 
 
Precisely for this reason, the question of the “lessons of Ukraine” is 
extremely pertinent to the Russian left. The question is not about what 
our comrades over the western border might or might not be able to do, 
but about the conclusions for the future that the left organisations of both 
countries manage to draw from what has occurred. 
 
In the larger framework, three major positions can be distinguished in the 
Ukrainian discussion, with more or less distinct political organisations and 
currents standing behind them.  
 
As in Russia the position of the liberal left consists of appealing to the 
movement to come together, in the Ukrainian case on Independence 
Square, and “despite the dominance there of the right wing”, to join with 
the dominant nationalists and fascists in an ideological struggle for 
hegemony and for “influence over the masses”. This is the kind of 
declaration we hear from certain members of the “Left Opposition”, 
whose articles and opinions are published enthusiastically on the Moscow 
site Open Left. 
 
Here we see a logical continuation of the line pursued by left liberals in 



Russia during the protests of 2011 and 2012, only taken to the level of the 
absurd. In Russia, the entire discussion, along with the tactics pursued, 
was defined by the fact that the left from the outset was an important 
element in the overall movement. Significant numbers of the 
demonstrators took their lead from the left, and the latter also enjoyed a 
definite authority and influence among the mass of protesters.  
 
To a substantial degree these opportunities were let slip as a result of the 
position taken by the leaders of the Left Front, but large numbers of the 
activists and organisations distanced themselves in good time from this 
position, getting the Forum of Left Forces to resolve to boycott the 
coordinating council of the opposition. The upshot was that as a result of 
the crisis of 2011 the ideological weight of the left in Russian society 
increased; even people who for 20 years had pretended we did not exist 
were obliged to notice us. But we shall scarcely be able to say the same 
about the outcome of the current events in Ukraine. 
 
There is also another fundamental difference. In Russia in 2012 we faced a 
struggle between leftists and liberals for hegemony over the protests, 
under conditions in which the nationalists among the protesters were a 
relatively marginal force. On Independence Square in Kiev the left is 
forced to contend with nationalists and fascists, who while they do not 
control everything by any means, nevertheless hold a commanding 
position. While it is possible to debate with liberals, talking to the ultra-
right is pointless, simply because rational discussion on the level of 
arguments and counter-arguments is quite impossible. The whole structure 
and culture of the ultra-right movement is founded on a completely 
different principle; hegemony in these circles does not rest on theoretical 
or analytical constructs, but on force, to which another such force has to 
be counterposed. 
 
In plain terms, cooperation with liberals, however doubtful from an 
ideological point of view, is a much lesser “sin” than collaboration with 
the ultra-right. But the question is not one of abstract “sins”. If such a 
course opened up any prospects at all for the left, it would be possible to 
discuss even alliances that were quite strange from a theoretical point of 
view. The point, though, is that no such prospects exist. The left on 
Independence Square in Kiev is invisible and inaudible. A few leftists, of 
course, were earlier beaten up and chased off. But at the moment, the 
left is so insignificant in terms of its presence and influence that no one 
even bothers any more to beat up its members. For the most part, the 
Ukrainian left exists solely within its own imagination. This, of course, 
does not mean that the left will never again materialise as a political 
force, but the first condition for this will be that it recognises the actual 
state of affairs. 
 
Obviously, the people on Independence Square are not just benighted 
nationalists and followers of Stepan Bandera. But there is simply no niche 
there for the left to occupy. Technically and in terms of the situation, no 
one apart from nationalists and Banderovists [Banderovists were Nazi 
collaborators responsible for mass murder] can come out ahead. These are 
the only people who are finding the “emerging possibilities” suited to their 
ends. Meanwhile, the alternative to a victory for Independence Square is a 
dictatorship under Yanukovich; in this case, the position of democracy 
would be far worse than before the protests began.  
 
Finally, the prospect of a “national reconciliation” becomes more real 
with each day that passes. This would involve either a compromise 
between the Donetsk thieves and the pogrom-instigators of Lvov (the most 
likely variant), or else a semi-disintegration of Ukraine, not along east-
west lines but according to provinces (not the worst possible variant, and 
also quite conceivable). 
 
If the boundaries of the possible are to be expanded, the limitations of the 
present situation must first of all be recognised. Further, we have to 
understand our real position. Instead of weighing one policy that is correct 
in the abstract against another policy variant, also correct in the abstract, 
we have to observe the strategy and tactics of the particular forces that 
are present, while also considering the practical circumstances. Articles by 
many Ukrainian leftists fail to give any thought to this. Worse still, in 
rehashing these discussions, Russian commentators uncritically repeat the 



same abstractions. It is impossible not to be reminded of Plato’s famous 
“reflection of the reflection”. 
 
If organisational, ideological and media bridge-heads have not been 
created earlier, there is no prospect of changing anything through 
attempts to involve ourselves in a process that is already under way 
without our participation. The left was able to play a certain independent 
role in the Russian protests of 2011 and 2012 because structures, leaders, 
activists and organisations existed that were known at least in certain 
circles, and that exercised authority beyond their own narrow domains. If 
similar bridgeheads have not been created in advance, then it is pure 
naivety and self-deception to hope that the rightists might be outplayed 
on Independence Square, that a public fascinated by the struggle between 
the government and the opposition might be drawn over to the side of the 
left, and that “leaders who have discredited themselves” will be repulsed. 
 
Even in such a situation, however, passivity is no solution. It is highly 
significant that the site of the “Borotba” party reacted to the events 
unfolding around it by publishing an article by the fashionable Slovenian 
philosopher Slavoj Žižek entitled, “On the false sense of urgency”, and 
extolling ideological withdrawal from an unsatisfactory world: 
 
In some situations the only genuinely practical course is to fight the 
temptation to undertake action without delay, and instead to sit and 
wait, and to engage in patient critical analysis. 
 
It is amusing that in this case the people who turned to Žižek were not the 
glamorous leftists from Open Left or the Left Opposition, but their 
traditional opponents from Borotba. This, of course, is not the main 
problem. 
 
Strictly speaking, Žižek’s point of view at least has the right to exist. But 
things that are possible and allowable for an individual thinker are 
catastrophic and impossible for an organisation. If the latter merely sits 
and waits, immersing itself in the subtleties of critical analysis, then the 
result of its waiting will be that it collapses or turns into a club of 
armchair intellectuals incapable of practical work. Properly speaking, this 
is the threat that now hangs over the Borotba party. The analysis of the 
situation that is to be found on the site Liva, which is close to the party, is 
unquestionably convincing and well argued, but for the most part it fails to 
answer the question of “what is to be done”, even on a tactical level. 
 
There is nothing terrible about remaining in a minority; what is terrible is 
to remain unnoticed. Disagreement and criticism become facts of our 
collective existence only if our views become known, if not to a majority 
then at least to some significant part of society. It is only then that our 
correctness may in retrospect acquire at least some political meaning.  
 
Taking into account the fact that the situation of the left at the moment 
does not allow victories, the need is all the greater for us to think and act 
strategically, to establish bridgeheads for the stage that follows, to 
conduct struggles on our own terrain that we ourselves have prepared, to 
find places and opportunities for aggressively propagandising our ideas, to 
make use of the weaknesses of the authorities in order to compel the 
ruling groups to address new topics on a local level, and to advance our 
own demands. This might involve actions proceeding in parallel with 
Independence Square, struggles around specific social problems, or even 
direct conflict with the nationalists in order to win a place on the square. 
This latter route has been taken by a section of the anarchists, whose 
ideological views are, at a minimum, far less developed and nuanced than 
those of the Marxists of Borotba. For Russian leftists, following events 
from a distance, the news of violent clashes between anarchists and 
fascists in Lvov and Kharkov could only appear as a ray of light in the 
darkness of the Ukrainian crisis. But here we have to be extremely 
cautious, avoiding illusions and idealisation. 
 
The political program of the anarchists is minimal. They have no strategy. 
Their tactics can be reduced to formulae that are very simple, though it 
must be recognised, effective: 
 
In the last year we have put particular efforts into developing the striking 



power of the Kharkov movement. This helped us to hold out on the square 
in Kharkov during the attacks on our ranks on 19 January. After we fought 
off an attack by the local fascists in full view of most of the participants 
on the square in Kharkov, the provocations by the rightists ceased. The 
factor of violence was by no means the only one at work, but it was far 
from unimportant. My advice to everyone is to take part in sport, 
preferably martial arts under conditions approximating to those of the 
streets. 
 
This advice is unquestionably valuable, but as a political program it is 
clearly insufficient. Here one might dream, in the manner of Agafya 
Tikhonovna in Gogol’s A Wedding, that “the lips of Nikanor Ivanovich might 
be set against the nose of Ivan Kuzmich…” On the whole, if the Marxist 
analysis of the Borotbists could be combined with the aggressive tactics of 
the anarchists… But the reality is that no such combination is occurring, 
and it cannot come about in mechanical fashion. Only through carrying on 
work in mass social movements, through the creation of new civil, trade 
union and other independent organisations, and through the active 
popularisation and propagandising of this struggle can political 
bridgeheads for the left be created, along with opportunities for the 
integration (and mutual re-education) of various political currents. 
 
This means, however, that the left cannot be idle, and cannot simply 
bustle about on Independence Square (or around it), but has to make use 
of the temporary weakening of state control and of the vacuum of power 
that is now emerging in order to establish its own autonomous spaces. On 
the basis of these, it will be possible to enter into a new, “post-square” 
stage of political life. 
 
Both in Ukraine and in Russia, oligarchic groups are now engaged in the 
struggle for a place at the feed trough. Meanwhile the historic task on 
which the development and even the simple survival of our countries 
depends can be summed up as smashing this very feed trough. Sooner or 
later this task will be recognised, if not by the majority of the population, 
then at least by a large proportion of it. Then the left will get its next 
chance. The main thing is to make certain that this chance is not let slip in 
as clumsy a fashion as all the previous ones 
http://links.org.au/node/3734 

 
 
India’s environmental crisis 

 
 Extreme weather events causing massive devastation 
Pete Dickenson, Socialist Party (CWI England & Wales) 1 March 2014  
 
The effects of the environmental crisis are forcing workers and the poor to 
resist throughout the world, as the poorest states are hit hardest. This is 
particularly true in countries like India, where extreme weather events, 
most probably linked to climate change, are causing massive devastation. 
Data from the most recent report of the main climate science body, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and others confirms 
this.  
 
The western state of Maharashtra has been particularly badly affected 
suffering the worst drought since 1972. This has led to a rapid depletion of 
the water table in the worst-hit areas like Marathwada. The mangrove 
forest cover in Maharashtra has been reduced by 40%, causing a further 
twist to the cycle pushing up temperatures since the forest absorbs the 
greenhouse gases that drive global warming.  
 
In the early part of the first decade of the 21st century there were serious 
droughts in northwest India leading to a sharp decline in water tables. 
There were consecutive droughts in 2000-02 in Orissa that caused crop 
failures and mass starvation, affecting eleven million people. There was 
another drought in northeast India in 2006 when the monsoon failed.  
 
Alongside these droughts there were devastating floods in the northeast in 
2002, 2003 and 2004. A record 944mm of rain fell on Mumbai on 26-27 July 
2005, causing 1,000 deaths and a loss of $250 million. Although the 



frequency of cyclones in the Bay of Bengal has declined, their intensity has 
increased, leading to severe floods.  
 
The Himalayan glaciers, which form the largest body of ice outside the 
polar caps, are under serious threat. They supply the complex of rivers and 
deltas across the north of the sub-continent that are a lifeline to hundreds 
of millions of people – the Gangetic basin alone is the home of 500 million. 
The Himalayan glaciers are receding faster than in any other part of the 
world and this indicates that the rivers of the region such as the Ganges 
could become seasonal – flowing only in the rainy season – leading to major 
economic and social disruption.  
 
The 2007 IPCC report asserted that, if present trends continue, the 
glaciers could disappear completely by 2035. This conclusion has since 
been challenged but it is clear that, even if the IPCC date prediction is not 
accurate, there is still a serious threat. In fact, the effects of global 
warming could be felt much sooner than current models are saying due to 
so-called feedback effects, or tipping points.  
 
Climate change effects are not the only threat to India’s environment, 
however. Contamination from nuclear radiation is also a major problem. 
Indian government policy to expand the use of nuclear power creates the 
possibility of a new disaster like at Chernobyl, Ukraine, in 1986, as well as 
compounding the unresolved problem of how to safely store toxic nuclear 
waste for over 100,000 years. Like most governments around the world, 
the Indian administration tries to justify nuclear power because it does not 
generate the greenhouse gases that cause global warming.  
 
The epic struggle at Koodankulam in the southern state of Tamil Nadu 
against the construction of a nuclear power plant shows the depth of the 
resistance and the determination to fight back. It is one of the longest 
movements in the history of India, and has had to endure years of police 
attacks and brutality. In September 2012 there was a protest march to the 
facility that left one person dead and many injured after being attacked 
by the police. Yet despite relentless violent attacks the villagers have not 
responded in kind. Even after a case of sedition was taken out by the 
authorities against 55,000 people including children, the protesters have 
remained resolute.  
 
The nuclear facility is built exactly on the spot where the 2004 tsunami 
had its most devastating effect when it came ashore. There is a colony 
built for the survivors that is just 500 metres from the plant. The 
opposition movement is no doubt fuelled by the experience of the 
Fukushima catastrophe, where the impact of a tsunami in 2011 led to the 
meltdown of three nuclear reactors on the site and the release of vast 
quantities of radiation.  
 
The government is subsidising the Russian firm, Atomstroyexport, to build 
the new power station at Koodankulum. The Civil Liability for Nuclear 
Damage Bill, passed in 2010, limited the liability for foreign suppliers to 
Rs500 crore (£61m), much lower than that demanded in other countries. 
To make life even easier for the multinationals, the government tried to 
transfer most of the liability to the operator, in this case the Indian 
government-owned Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL). In 
other words, the risk of future disasters would have been carried by Indian 
taxpayers. After a campaign by environmental groups this was overturned 
and the suppliers have been forced to bear some of the risk.  
 
The Indian government plans to generate 25% of energy from nuclear 
power by 2050. The present 20 nuclear stations generate only 3% of 
energy, so the scale of the expansion is very large. Seven reactors are 
under construction and at least 35 more are planned. These will be 
massive, with up to 10,000 MW installed capacity at a single site. The 
French firm, AREVA NP, has agreed to build six 1,650 MW reactors at 
Jaitapur in Maharastra which will make this the largest single nuclear site 
in the world.  
 
There has been a long-running campaign against the construction of the 
plant which will generate 300 tonnes of toxic nuclear waste every year. 
Local farmers have refused compensation offers from NPCIL because they 
are afraid of the radiation dangers, not least because the site lies in an 



earthquake zone. Since 2009 they have staged continuous protest actions 
with thousands of arrests and one person shot dead by the police.  
 
Other multinationals have been given contracts to build plants in different 
areas: GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy at Kovada in Andhra Pradesh, and 
Westinghouse at Mithivirdi in Gujarat. According to the US-based Centre 
for Responsive Politics, 20 multi-national companies and industry 
organisations, including the AREVA group, have paid lobbyists to promote 
their interests. The lobbyists will find, though, that the Indian people will 
not forget the health and safety record of big trans-national firms after 
the outrageous way the Union Carbide Corporation behaved in the disaster 
at Bhopal in the 1980s.  
 
Although the risks of expanding nuclear power so rapidly will be 
considerable, the effect this will have on cutting greenhouse gases will be 
very small. An official committee set up to investigate energy policy found 
that, even if nuclear is expanded 20-fold by 2031, the government target, 
it will still only contribute 5-6% of the total energy output. This clearly 
indicates that any theoretical gain in greenhouse gas reduction is not 
worth the risk.  
 
Campaigns against climate change effects and the nuclear threat will grow 
as the crisis deepens, since workers and the poor are being hardest hit. 
The fundamental cause of environmental degradation is the same in India 
as in the west: that is, the quest for profit by big corporations and the 
policies of the governments that represent them. An understanding of the 
need to remove the power of these institutions is a vital first step for 
campaigners everywhere if a permanent answer to environmental threats 
is to be found.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Development or fraud? 

 
 Another coastal paradise to die for big oil 
Ali Noor 28 February 2014  
 
LPA new 32 berth port, to ship South Sudanese oil to China, is planned for 
the Lamu archipelago, a stunning green field heritage site in northern 
coastal Kenya, teeming with rare species, coral reefs and marine 
biodiversity and, of course, people. But none of this richness, or the 
indigenous people for whom this is home, seem to matter to the 
Government of Kenya and private developers 
 
In April 2013 the Kenya government granted a $484 million contract to a 
Chinese firm to put up the first three berths for the new Lamu Port in the 
first phase implementation process of the project. This followed the 
uprooting of prime mangrove trees in February, to pave the way for the 
construction of the first three berths and port administration office at 
Kilalana, a clearance that is nearly complete. The land was created from 
the felling of mangrove trees, comprising 30% of tree cover in Kenya.  
 
However, the developers and their government cronies paid scant regard 
to an environmental impact assessment, while those who lost their land 
are still waiting for compensation a year later. Indeed, only fraudsters are 
getting rich, while the port development has already made thousands of 
families destitute and hungry. With another 100,000 people potentially in 
the way of the gigantic development, the first phase portends badly for 
the rest of the development, since neither project affected persons nor 
the natural capital and biodiversity have been give the respect they are 
due by right, and by international law and convention.  
 
AN UNTOUCHED KENYAN BEAUTY SPOT 
The old Lamu coastal fort town was originally settled by Portuguese sailors 
and Arab merchants, and is made up of a labyrinthine of narrow streets, 
with silence broken only by the pacing sounds of donkeys squeezed 
between ancient magnificent facades. Local residents wear traditional 
Swahili khanga and veils, and the sum effect is to showcase the rich 
historical and cultural attraction of a heritage jewel, made rich from the 



treasures of the sea, tiny shell islands offshore, and a mainland of large 
mangroves, farm crops and herds of livestock roaming in vast grazing 
fields.  
 
This natural beneficence of the Lamu archipelago was given global 
recognition over a decade ago by UNESCO who declared it a global 
heritage site, linked to global sea routes from the slave trade onward, and 
today a popular destination for local and international tourists.  
 
However, this centuries old heritage and abundance of resources is 
currently threatened with destruction from a multi-million-dollar mega 
project linking infrastructure, oil refineries, new urban buildings, railway 
lines, an international airport and minerals extraction. This set of linked 
projects stretches from coastal Kenya to south Sudan and Ethiopia. 
 
A MODERNIST NIGHTMARE SERVING FOSSIL FUEL DEPENDENCE 
The fledging Lamu Port South Sudan Ethiopia project (LAPSSET) has 
already earned fame as the largest and most expensive joint initiative by 
the three countries. Its planners claim that it will enhance trade, create 
reliable transport links and boost regional and individual GDPs. The local 
and international economic stimulus plans have been drawn up to meet 
the ever increasing demand for oil globally, and the export potential of oil 
extracted in the region, while increased trading between the three 
countries is also promoted as a benefit. Government officials and policy 
makers have also tried to promote the project in terms of the 
development needs of traditional marginalized communities of herders, 
fishers, pastorialists and local sea and farming base communities.  
 
PHASE 1: LAND GRABBING AND FORCED DESTITUTION 
Part of the LAPSSET plan has already commenced, but little noticed 
internationally as it has so far been confined to seizing large tracts of land 
owned and occupied, at least until recently, by minority communities, 
disingenuously explained using ideas of development. Mrs Salma Fazul, of 
Save Lamu, said that the indigenous Bajuni, Sanye, Arabs and other 
communities inhabiting the isolated and remote county have faced with 
the hardest losses, and have experienced the worst violation of their 
rights. 
 
Over a two-year period land has been seized from local communities and 
contracts awarded for its so-called ‘development’, despite people voicing 
their opposition, suspicion, disquiet and discontent since the mega project 
was made public. Civil rights groups and legal and environmental experts 
have joined the affected people in a campaign to suspend the project and 
seek a review in order to resolve the contentious issues. However, the 
government has disregarded people’s concerns, leading many 
commentators to note that the ambitious plan has been dominated by 
controversy, secrecy and opaque business deals. 
 
Mrs Maimuna Saidi, who is among 122 families whose farm was seized in 
the first phase of the port project, says she surrendered her land under 
duress and is still waiting for compensation and resettlement. 
 
‘The chief and a group of local elders informed me the government had 
earmarked my five-acre land for the port project, they asked me to sign 
several pages of papers to surrender the farm, then migrate and wait for 
the money’, said Mrs Maimuna. 
 
‘I am illiterate and can’t read. I used my thumb to sign, complete the 
transaction. We were also threatened not to oppose the order and that is 
why I accepted and trusted a verbal promise,’ said the single mother of 
four children. 
 
Similarly, Mr Ali Obo, a dejected village elder and patron of the Kilalana 
farmers group, said they are now concerned and worried because of the 
delay to compensate them: ‘It is almost a year now, most of our day is 
spent, wasted, idling around. It’s quite stressing because we are not used 
to this kind of life, we are accustomed to tilling land, checking our farm 
and selling the produce to traders from town’, he said in an interview in 
Lamu Town. 
 
Mr Obo says the relocation of farmers from the Kilalana area which has 



been cleared for the construction of the three first berths has been 
shrouded in secrecy. He also says that like Mrs. Maimuna Saidi and her four 
children, the other affected families have been deprived of the capacity 
to produce food, and as a consequence, are now living in abject poverty 
and are worried they might have been defrauded. 
 
For example, a retired primary school teacher whose farm was seized to 
create space for a road to the port site at Kilalana has also not been 
compensated for the loss of his land and livelihood. The teacher, and 
many other families forced to surrender land, had lost everything since 
they had previously made a living selling large stocks of farm produce to 
tourist hotels and local residents. These families now live in poverty facing 
continuous unrelenting hunger.  
 
‘The whole process is a scam, riddled with corruption. Acquisition of land 
for the port is a major fraud; it has been exploited by corrupt civil 
servants and land dealers to make a fortune, with bogus claimants with no 
land [who] are also waiting for compensation’, he said. 
 
The testimony and sentiments expressed by these three interviewees are 
shared by the majority of local residents and community groups. For 
example, Mr Ali Mzee, a human rights activist, says Lamu Port ignited 
public anger beginning from when the Government of Kenya first 
contracted a foreign firm to conduct a feasibility study, then declined to 
make public the cost of the contract, choosing instead to declare the deal, 
and findings, confidential. 
 
Indeed, Mr Mzee, in an interview at the Lamu sea front, doubted the worth 
of any of the benefits promised for LAPSSET, and instead talked of the 
betrayal felt by the community whose concerns have been ignored. ‘We 
are worried, feel offended by our government. Some rich Kenyans, our 
leaders who have betrayed us and some foreigners, we have told them, 
shouted, and told them not to destroy our environment, grab our land, kill 
our livelihoods and culture, but we have been ignored’. 
 
Officials of Save Lamu, a community lobby group formed to represent the 
interest and concerns of the area residents, say communities along the 
projects sites and corridor lack the capacity to mitigate and cope with the 
adverse effects of the projects. The group has conducted a series of public 
meetings with local residents in the past four years which they say confirm 
that fishing, a main stay cultural and economic activity, tourism, the 
environment, culture and the unique heritage status of Lamu are set to be 
directly affected by the port and associated petrochemical and transport 
projects. 
 
MARINE LIFE AND ECOLOGICAL CATASTROPHE 
Save Lamu also says that the project is set to destroy the delicate marine 
life and coral reefs on which many residents depend. Felling and clearance 
of mangrove trees for settlement and construction now threatens to wipe 
out the rare plant in Lamu, which represents more than half of Kenya’s 
mangroves.  
 
Mr Walid Ahmed, a marine expert and official of the Save Lamu group, is 
concerned that more than 70 percent of the local population, estimated at 
110,000 persons, survive on fishing and will not be able to cope with losing 
this central means of livelihood.  
 
‘The Manda Bay, where the three berths are being constructed, is a fertile 
breeding ground for crabs, prawns, and lobsters. It guarantees a catch for 
all fish hunters, but destruction of the coral reef is imminent, [and then] 
the fish will all disappear, [and] our people [will be] faced with a gloomy 
future.’ 
 
Mr Ahmed points out that disruption of fishing will deny many poor 
residents their staple diet, raise prices of food, and leave fishing to 
commercial boats that require expensive modern fishing gears that are 
beyond the means of the poor. 
 
Mrs. Salma Omar of Save Lamu explains that, ‘The port site and sailing 
route will cause massive destruction to both terrestrial and marine life, 
destroy Lamu which is endowed with rich biodiversity, rich marine 



ecology, coral reefs that are a major attraction to tourists, and which are 
fish breeding grounds’. She continued to say that the community had been 
suppressed, while the government and firms contracted to put up the port 
and administration block had commenced work without public information 
being provided, and without an environment impact assessment. Overall, 
Mrs Omar charcterises the project as a fraud disguised as development.  
 
The Government of Kenya has conducted an Environmental Impact 
Assessment which acknowledges that 30 per cent of the country’s existing 
rare mangrove trees will be lost as a consequence of building the port in 
Lamu. It also notes that the port refinery facility, the new city, airport, 
rail line and mineral exploration will negatively impact the fragile 
ecosystem proximate to the development. However, the impact 
assessment seems to have little weight in the overall decision to go ahead 
with the development. 
 
POPULATION CHANGE AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES 
A feasibility study conducted two years ago projected that the area will be 
hit by a population boom, with the area’s population set to increase 
tenfold to 1.2 million from the current 110,000. In fact there is much 
evidence that this has begun already, with local residents expressing 
discomfort at the influx of rich Kenyans in the past two years, despite 
assurances by the government that it had formed a committee to address 
their concerns in terms of land speculation and land compensation. 
 
For example, Mwalimu Badi of Save Lamu insisted that the government is 
not honest, has never consulted them, and has grabbed and allocated their 
land to foreigners. Mrs Omar states further that government officials and 
politicians party to the development plan had been able to obtain land 
around the port, resort city, and refinery plant sites with a view to 
speculative gain.  
 
In contrast, again according to Mrs Omar, no measures were in place to 
preserve the indigenous cultures of the Bajun, Orma, Sanye and Aweer 
communities who are faced with the threat of a population explosion set 
to rise to 1.25 million. Further, she said that all the displacements of 
families moved from the port site were illegal as they had been carried 
out in the absence of a resettlement action plan.  
 
Concern for indigenous communities is also shared by Issack Abubakar, a 
youth leader who said his Bajuni community are pessimistic because they 
suffer most and benefit little. ‘Our land has been grabbed, the poor are 
under temptation, many have sold their land, our ancestral land has been 
seized by the state, investors, we have to accept it, watch non -locals 
conduct business and play politics because we don’t have money and the 
number to win elections,’ said Abubakar. 
 
Mr Abubakar, like most jobless youths, blame the government for peddling 
outright lies and cited its failure to establish tertiary colleges to offer 
skills that will offer a chance to secure jobs  
 
Local concerns have been reiterated by international missions. In 
particular, a fact finding mission lead by lawyer Kanyinke Sena, on behalf 
of the International Working Group on Indigenous people on the impact of 
the LAPSSET project on indigenous communities along the corridor, 
indicates that more than 100 million vulnerable, mostly extremely poor 
and historically marginalized indigenous people are set to be affected in 
the three countries.  
 
According to Mr Sena, the potential negative impacts include loss of land, 
resources, increased conflicts, alteration of traditional livelihoods and a 
collapse of culture and tradition, losses which particularly affect 
pastoralists, hunters, fishers, and gatherers communities. The Mission 
established that damage to the rich marine ecology and mangrove forests 
had already created resource shortages which could only worsen, and 
which are of the type likely to trigger conflicts.  
 
Mr Babu Khalid, an elder from the Boni hunters and gatherers community, 
said that strangers were already preventing them from accessing the 
wilderness to harvest wild fruits and honey. 
 



Professor Abdirizak Arale of Moi University confirmed that 10,000 hunters 
are faced with displacement and that no plans have been initiated to 
resettle them or to grant them an alternative source of livelihood, 
according to a recent study conducted by the department. Professor Arale 
concludes that, ‘This project must take a break and take a safe and fair 
route; it must not be guided by the need to increase GDP, trade and 
revenue, [but] the fate of those to be affected must be addressed, new 
laws must be enacted, laws to protect different cultures, the weak 
communities who have suffered neglect rather than suppress them 
further’. 
 
A PLANNING MONSTROSITY  
As if this ecological and livelihood destruction, still uncompensated, was 
not bad enough, it is also the case that the developmental benefits 
promised to the macro economy, such as growth and jobs, look unlikely to 
materialize, given problems in the design and implementation of the 
projects.  
 
In fact, many commentators have already convincingly argued that the 
port and the entire mega LAPSSET project is a vanity, dogged with 
controversy, rife with allegations of corruption, and facing stiff opposition 
due to its violation of local and international laws. Kenya’s infrastructure 
principal secretary John Mosonik said recently that the project is already 
delayed owing to financial challenges but added that the three countries 
are making efforts to raise required funds. Mrs Omar, of Save Lamu 
responds that ‘Our fears are genuine, it is now emerging this is likely to be 
a white elephant project and a fraud it has been delayed and started 
without securing funds.’. But, according to Mrs Salma, the Government of 
Kenya seems bent on moving fast to sign deals, disregard concerns, and 
implement the project despite its own evidence, in commissioned 
feasibility studies and research, of looming disaster.  
 
SO WHO WILL BENEFIT? 
Professor Paul Goldsmith of Pwani University, Mombasa, said the port and 
associated infrastructure assist China in her quest to dominate investment 
in, and exploitation in the extraction of minerals. He describes the project 
as a gravy train being pushed to benefit politicians, wealthy individuals, 
land grabbers, and a cartel of foreign investors.  
 
‘LAPPSSET is clearly meant to grant contracts to private firms, create 
structures to ferry oil from South Sudan and nothing else. It’s not about 
developing the remote north Kenya, it’s not about a change of policy’. 
 
Prof Goldsmith said the high cost of LAPSSET, estimated at $29.24 billion 
in April 2013, represents a major financial burden to the country and a 
major investment risk. Furthermore, concerns over delays and reports that 
South Sudan was looking for an alternative port to export her oil will mean 
that Kenya is putting up a port that may be idle and incapable of 
recovering costs. 
 
Lamu county commissioner Stephen Ikua acknowledges that the project 
will impact on the environment and fishing sector but said measures have 
been put in place to address the issues, including the preparation of a 
compensation package for which funds have already been allocated. He 
accuses some hoteliers of inciting local people to oppose the project.  
 
However, with two years of ‘development’ already done, and with 
business opacity and a dearth of community consultation, local people are 
rightly skeptical of government benevolence. Instead, Daniel Lemes, the 
Turkana member of parliament, advocates for communities to demand a 
share of the proceeds from minerals extraction, and asserts that the 
communities are waiting for the government to state how this will be 
done. If not sufficient, the legislator warns that LAPSSET corridor 
communities will seek to have the government, financial institutions and 
foreign governments restrained or held liable for implementing and 
funding projects that destroy their livelihoods and violate their rights. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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Venezuela Beyond the Protests 

 
 Eva Golinger 26 February 2014 
 
For those of you unfamiliar with Venezuelan issues, don’t let the title of 
this article fool you. The revolution referred to is not what most media 
outlets are showing taking place today in Caracas, with protestors calling 
for the ouster of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro. The revolution that 
is here to stay is the Bolivarian Revolution, which began in 1998 when 
Hugo Chavez was first elected president and has subsequently transformed 
the mega oil producing nation into a socially-focused, progressive country 
with a grassroots government. Demonstrations taking place over the past 
few days in Venezuela are attempts to undermine and destroy that 
transformation in order to return power to the hands of the elite who 
ruled the nation previously for over 40 years. 
 
Those protesting do not represent Venezuela’s vast working class majority 
that struggled to overcome the oppressive exclusion they were subjected 
to during administrations before Chavez. The youth taking to the streets 
today in Caracas and other cities throughout the country, hiding their 
faces behind masks and balaclavas, destroying public buildings, vehicles, 
burning garbage, violently blocking transit and throwing rocks and molotov 
cocktails at security forces are being driven by extremist right-wing 
interests from Venezuela’s wealthiest sector. Led by hardline 
neoconservatives, Leopoldo Lopez, Henrique Capriles and Maria Corina 
Machado – who come from three of the wealthiest families in Venezuela, 
the 1% of the 1% – the protesters seek not to revindicate their basic 
fundamental rights, or gain access to free healthcare or education, all of 
which are guaranteed by the state, thanks to Chavez, but rather are 
attempting to spiral the country into a state of ungovernability that would 
justify an international intervention leading to regime change. 
 
Before Chavez was elected in 1998, Venezuela was in a very dark, difficult 
period with a dangerously eroded democracy. During the early 1990s, 
poverty swelled at around 80%, the economy was in a sinkhole, the 
nation’s vast middle class was disappearing with millions falling into 
economic dispair, constitutional rights were suspended, a national curfew 
was imposed and corruption was rampant. Those who protested the 
actions of the government were brutally repressed and often killed. In 
fact, during the period of so-called “representative democracy” in 
Venezuela from 1958-1998, before the nation’s transformation into a 
participatory democracy under Chavez, thousands of Venezuelans were 
disappeared, tortured, persecuted and assassinated by state security 
forces. None of their rights were guaranteed and no one, except the 
majority excluded poor, seemed to care. International Human Rights 
organizations showed little interest in Venezuela during that time, despite 
clear and systematic violations taking place against the people. 
 
Those in power during that period, also referred to in Venezuela as the 
“Fourth Republic”, represented an elite minority – families that held the 
nation’s wealth and profited heavily from the lucrative oil reserves. 
Millions of dollars from oil profits belonging to the state (oil was 
nationalized in Venezuela in 1976) were embezzled out of 
the country into the bloated bank accounts of wealthy Venezuelans and 
corrupt public officials who had homes in Miami, New York and the 



Dominican Republic and lived the high life off the backs of an 
impoverished majority. 
Hugo Chavez’s electoral victory in 1998 shattered the opulent banquet the 
Venezuelan elite had enjoyed for decades, while they ran the country into 
the ground. He was elected precisely to break the hold on power those 
groups had harnessed for so many years, and Chavez’s promise was 
revolution – complete transformation of the economic, social and political 
system in the country. His electoral victories were solid, year after year, 
each time rising in popularity as more and more Venezuelans became 
motivated to participate in their governance and the construction of a 
new, inclusive, nation with social justice as its banner. 
 
Chavez’s election was a huge blow to Washington and the powerful 
interests in the United States that wanted control over Venezuela’s oil 
reserves – the largest on the planet. In April 2002, the Bush administration 
backed a coup d’etat to overthrow Chavez, led by the very same elite that 
had been in power before. The coup involved mass marches in the streets 
of Caracas, composed of the wealthy and middle classes, calling for 
Chavez’s ouster. Snipers were used to shoot on those in the marches, 
creating violence and chaos that was immediately blamed on Chavez. 
Television, radio and newspapers in Venezuela all joined in the coup 
efforts, manipulating images and distorting facts to justify Chavez’s 
overthrow. He became the villian, the evil dictator, the brutal murderer in 
the eyes of international media, though in reality those overthrowing him 
and their backers in Washington were responsible for the death and 
destruction caused. After Chavez was kidnapped on April 11, 2002 and set 
to be assassinated, the wealthy businessmen behind the coup took power 
and imposed a dictatorship. All democratic institutions were dissolved, 
including the legistature and the supreme court. 
The majority who had voted for Chavez and had finally become 
protagonists in their own governance were determined to defend their 
democracy and took to the streets demanding return of their president. 
Forty-eight hours later, Chavez was rescued by millions of supporters and 
loyal armed forces. The coup was defeated and the revolution survived, 
but the threats continued. 
 
A subsequent economic sabotage attemped to bring down the oil industry. 
18,000 high level technical and managerial workers at the state-owned 
company, PDVSA, walked off the job, sabotaging equipment and causing 
nearly $20 billion in damages to the Venezuelan economy. After 64 days of 
strikes, barren supermarket shelves due to intentional hoarding to create 
panic, and a brutal media war in which every private station broadcast 
opposition propaganda 24/7, Venezuelans were fed up with the opposition. 
Chavez’s popularity soared. A year and a half later, when the opposition 
tried to oust him through a recall referendum, he won a 60-40 landslide 
victory. 
 
Leading efforts to overthrow Chavez were the very same three who today 
call for their supporters to take to the streets to force current President 
Nicolas Maduro from power. Leopoldo Lopez and Henrique Capriles were 
both mayors of two of Caracas’ wealthiest municipalities during the 2002 
coup – Chacao and Baruta, while Maria Corina Machado was a close ally of 
Pedro Carmona, the wealthy businessman who proclaimed himself dictator 
during Chavez’s brief ouster. Lopez and Machado signed the infamous 
“Carmona Decree” dissolving Venezuela’s democratic institutions, trashing 
the constitution. Both Capriles and Lopez were also responsible for 
persecuting and violently detaining members of Chavez’s government 
during the coup, including allowing some of them to be publicly beaten, 
such as Ramon Rodriguez Chacin, former Minister of Interior in 2002. 
 
All three have been major recipients of US funding and political support 
for their endeavors to overthrow Chavez, and now Maduro. The US 
National Endowment for Democracy (NED) and its offshoots, the 
International Republican Institute (IRI) and the National Democratic 
Institute (NDI) provided start-up funds for Machado’s NGO Sumate, and 
Capriles’ and Lopez’s right-wing party Primero Justicia. When Lopez split 
from Primero Justicia in 2010 to form his own party, Voluntad Popular, it 
was bankrolled by US dollars. 
Over the ten year period, from 2000-2010, US agencies, including the US 
Agency for International Development (USAID) and its Office for Transition 
Initiatives (OTI), set up in Caracas in 2002, channeled more than $100 



million dollars to opposition groups in Venezuela. The overall objective 
was regime change. 
 
When Chavez was reelected in 2006 with an even larger margen of victory, 
nearly 64% of the vote, the US shifted its support from the traditional 
opposition political parties and NGOs in order to create new ones with 
youthful, fresh faces. Over one third of US funding, nearly $15 million 
annually by 2007, was directed towards youth and student groups, 
including training in the use of social networks to mobilize political 
activism. Student leaders were sent to the US for workshops and 
conferences on Internet activism and media networking. They were 
formed in tactics to promote regime change via street riots and strategic 
use of media to portray the government as repressive. 
In 2007, these student groups, funded and trained by US agencies, took to 
the streets of Caracas to demand Chavez’s ouster after the government 
chose not to renew the public concession of RCTV, a popular private 
television station known for its seedy soap operas. The protests were 
composed of mainly middle and upper class youth and opposition 
politicians, defending corporate media and a station also known for its 
direct involvement in the April 2002 coup. Though their protests failed to 
achieve their objective, the “students” had earn their credentials as a 
solid fixture in the opposition. Later that year, their organizing helped to 
narrowly defeat a constitutional reform package Chavez had proposed in a 
national referendum. 
 
After President Chavez passed away in March 2013 following a brutal 
battle with cancer, the opposition saw an opportunity to snatch power 
back from his supporters. Elections were held on April 14, 2013 in an 
extremely tense and volatile environment. Nicolas Maduro, Chavez’s 
chosen successor, ran against Henrique Capriles, who months earlier in 
October 2012 had lost the presidential election to Chavez by 11 points. 
This time, however, the results were much narrower with Maduro winning 
by a slim margen of just under 2 points. Capriles refused to accept the 
results and called his supporters to take to the streets in protest, to “get 
all their rage out”. During the two days after the elections, 11 government 
supporters were killed by Capriles’ followers. It was a bloodbath that 
received no attention in international media, the victims just weren’t 
glamorous enough, and were on the wrong side. 
 
As 2013 wore on, the economic crisis in the country intensified and the old 
strategy of hoarding products to provoke shortages and panic amongst the 
population was back again. Basic consumer products disappeared from the 
shelves – toilet paper, cooking oil, powdered milk, corn flour – staples 
needed for everyday life in Venezuela. Inflation began to rise and 
speculation, price hikes, were rampant. While some of this was related to 
government controls on foreign currency exchange to prevent capital 
flight, a lot had to do with sabotage. A full economic war was underway 
against Maduro’s government. 
 
Problems persisted throughout the year and discontent grew. But as the 
electoral period came around again in December, for mayors, the United 
Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) had sweeping victories. 242 out of 317 
mayoralties were won by the PSUV, showing a solid majority of the country 
still supported the government’s party. 
 
Maduro called opposition governors and newly-elected mayors to a 
meeting at the presidential palace in late December in an attempt to 
dialogue and create a space to work together to improve the situation in 
country. The meeting was generously received by a majority of 
Venezuelans. Nevertheless, extremists, such as Machado and Lopez, saw 
the meeting as a threat to their goal of ousting Maduro well before his 
term ended in 2019. Once again they began to call for street protests and 
other actions against his government. 
 
In January 2014, as Venezuelans arrived back from their Christmas 
vacations, economic difficulties continued. Maduro began cracking down 
on businesses violating newly-enacted laws on price controls and 
speculation. Towards the end of January, new measures were announced 
regarding access to foreign exchange that many perceived as a devaluing 
of the national currency, the bolivar. Sentiment built amongst opposition 
groups rejecting the new measures and calls for Maduro’s resignation 



increased. By February, small pockets of protests popped up around the 
country, mainly confined to middle and upper class neighborhoods. 
 
During the celebration of National Youth Day on February 12, while 
thousands marched peacefully to commemorate the historic achievements 
of youth in the nation’s independence, another group sought a different 
agenda. Opposition youth, “students”, led an agressive march calling for 
Maduro’s resignation that ended in a violent confrontation with authorities 
after the protestors destroyed building façades, including the Attorney 
General’s office, threw objects at police and national guard and used 
molotov cocktails to burn property and block transit. The clashes caused 
three deaths and multiple injuries. 
 
The leader of the violent protest, Leopoldo Lopez, went into hiding 
following the confrontation and a warrant was issued for his arrest due to 
his role in the deadly events and his public calls to oust the president. 
Days later, after a lengthy show including videos from a “clandestine” 
location, Lopez convened another march and used the event to publicly 
turn himself over to authorities. He was taken into custody and held for 
questioning, all his rights guaranteed by the state. 
 
Lopez became the rallying point for the violent protests, which have 
continued to date, causing several additional deaths, dozens of injuries 
and the destruction of public property. Relatively small, violent groups of 
protestors have blocked transit in wealthier zones of Caracas, causing 
traffic delays and terrorizing residents. Several deaths have resulted 
because protestors refused to let ambulences through to take patients to 
the emergency room. 
 
Ironically, international media has been portraying these protestors as 
peaceful victims of state repression. Even celebrities, such as Cher and 
Paris Hilton have been drawn into a false hysteria, calling for freedom for 
Venezuelans from a “brutal dictatorship”. The reality is quite different. 
While there is no doubt that a significant number of protestors in the 
larger marches that have taken place have demonstrated peacefully their 
legitimate concerns, the driving force behind those protests is a violent 
plan to overthrow a democratic government. Lopez, who has publicly 
stated his pride for his role in the April 2002 coup against Hugo Chavez, 
continues to call on his supporters to rally against the Venezuelan 
“dictatorship”. 
 
While dozens of governments and international organizations, including 
UNASUR and Mercosur have expressed their clear support and solidarity for 
the Venezuelan government and President Maduro, Washington was quick 
to back the opposition protestors and demand the government release all 
those detained during the demonstrations. The Obama administration 
went so far as to threaten President Maduro with international 
consequences if Leopoldo Lopez were to be detained. In the aftermath of 
the first wave of violent protests, Maduro expelled three US diplomats 
from the US Embassy in Caracas, accusing them of conspiring to recruit 
students in Venezuela to engage in destabilization. 
 
As the violence continues in some areas around the country, Maduro has 
made widespread calls for peace. A movement for peace was launched last 
week, led by artists, athletes and cultural figures, together with organized 
communities seeking to end not just the current chaotic situation, but also 
the high crime levels that have plagued the country over the past few 
years. 
 
Most Venezuelans want peace in their country and a majority continue to 
support the current government. The opposition has failed to present an 
alternative platform or agenda beyond regime change, and their continued 
dependence on US funding and support – even this year Obama included $5 
million in the 2014 Foreign Operations Budget for opposition groups in 
Venezuela – is a ongoing sign of their weakness. As a State Department 
cable from the US Embassy in Caracas, published by Wikileaks, explained 
in March 2009, “Without our continued assistance, it is possible that the 
organizations we helped create…could be forced to close…Our funding will 
provide those organizations a much-needed lifeline”. 
During the past decade in Venezuela, poverty has been reduced by over 
50%, healthcare has become free and accessible to all, as has quality 



education from primary through graduate school. State subsidies provide 
affordable food and housing for those who need it, as well as job training 
programs and worker placement. Media outlets, especially community 
media, have expanded nationwide, giving more space for the expression of 
diverse voices. Internet access has increased significantly and the state 
also built hundreds of public infocenters with free computer and Internet 
access throughout the country.  
 
Students are given free laptops and tablets to use for their studies. The 
government has raised minimum wage by 10-20% each year leading 
Venezuela to have one of the highest minimum wages in Latin America. 
Pensions are guaranteed after only 25 years of work and those who work in 
the informal economy are still guaranteed a pension from the state. 
While problems persist in the country, as they do every where, most 
Venezuelans are wary of giving up the immense social and political gains 
they have made in the past fourteen years. An opposition with nothing to 
offer except foreign intervention and uncertainty does not appeal to the 
majority. Unfortunately, media fail to see this reality, or chose not to 
portray it in order to advance a political agenda. In Venezuela, the 
revolution is here to stay and the interests of the 1% are not going to 
overcome those of the 99% already in power. 
www.counterpunch.org 
 
Eva Golinger is the author of The Chavez Code. She can be reached 
through her blog. 

 
 
The Emerging 3rd Phase of Global Economic Crisis? 

 
 Jack Rasmus 24 January 2014 
 
Much like a perfect storm at sea is the consequence of three converging 
bad weather fronts, three significant global economic trends have begun 
to intensify and converge in recent months: (1) a slowing of the China 
economy and a parallel growing financial instability in its shadow banking 
system; (2) a collapse in emerging markets currencies (India, Brazil, 
Turkey, South Africa, Indonesia, etc.) and their economic slowdown; (3) a 
continued drift toward deflation in the Eurozone economies, led by 
growing problems in Italy and economic stagnation now spreading to 
France, the Eurozone’s second largest economy. The problems in these 
three critical areas of the global economy, moreover, have begun to feed 
off of each other.  
 
Despite tens of trillions of dollars injected into the global economy since 
2008 by central banks in the US, UK, Europe, and, most recently Japan, 
real job creating investment is slowing everywhere globally. The massive 
liquidity (money) injections by central banks have either flowed into 
global financial markets speculation (stocks, bonds, derivatives, futures, 
options, foreign exchange, funds and financial instruments of various 
kinds), hoarded as cash on bank and non-bank corporate balance sheets, 
hidden away in dozens of offshore tax shelters from Cayman islands to the 
Seychelles, or invested in emerging markets like China, India, Brazil, 
Indonesia, Turkey, and elsewhere.  
 
The primary beneficiaries of these central bank money creation policies 
have been global very high net worth investors, their financial institutions, 
and global corporations in general. According to a study in 2013 by 
Capgemini, a global business consultancy, Very High Net Worth Investors 
increased their investable wealth by $4 trillion in 2012 alone, with 
projected further asset growth of $4 trillion a year in the coming decade. 
The primary financial institutions which invest on their behalf, what are 
called ‘shadow banks’ (i.e. hedge funds, private equity firms, asset 
management companies, and dozens of other globally unregulated 
financial institutions) more than doubled their total assets from 2008 to 
2013, and now hold more than $71 trillion in investible assets globally.  
 
This massive accrual of wealth by global finance capitalists and their 
institutions occurred in speculating and investing in offshore financial and 
emerging market opportunities—made possible in the final analysis by the 



trillions of dollars, pounds, Euros, and Yen provided at little or no cost by 
central banks’ policies since 2008. That is, until 2014.  
 
That massive tens of trillions of dollars, diverted from the US, Europe and 
Japan to the so-called ‘Emerging Markets’ and China is now beginning to 
flow back from the emerging markets to the ‘west’.  
 
Consequently in turn, the locus of the global crisis that first erupted in 
2008 in the U.S., then shifted to Europe between 2010-early 2013, is now 
shifting again, a third time. Financial and economic instability is now 
emerging and deepening in offshore markets and economies—and growing 
increasingly likely in China as well.  
 
(The following analysis of China today is an excerpt from the author’s 
forthcoming article “The Emerging Global Economic Perfect Storm”, that 
will appear in the March print issue of ‘Z’ Magazine, where the Eurozone 
and Emerging Markets’ economies are assessed as well. For the complete 
article, see Z Magazine or the author’s website, 
www.kyklosproductions.com/articles/html.) 
 
 
China’s Growing Financial and Economic Instability  
Prior to the 2008 global financial crisis and recession, China’s economy 
was growing at an annual rate of 14 percent. Today that rate is 7.5 
percent, with the strong possibility of a still much slower rate of growth in 
2014.  
 
China initially slowed economically in 2008 but quickly recovered and grew 
more rapidly by 2009—unlike the U.S. and Europe. A massive fiscal 
stimulus of about 15 percent of its GDP, or 3 times the size of the 
comparable U.S. stimulus of 2009, was responsible for China’s quick 
recovery. That fiscal stimulus focused on government-direct investment in 
infrastructure, unlike the U.S. 2009 stimulus that largely focused on 
subsidies to states and tax cuts for business and investors. In 2007-08 
China also had no shadow banking problem to speak of. So the 
expansionary monetary policies it introduced, along with its stimulus, 
further aided its rapid recovery by 2010. Since 2012, however, China has 
been encountering a growing problem with global shadow banks that have 
been destabilizing its housing and local government debt markets. At the 
same time, beginning in 2012, the China non-financial economy, including 
its manufacturing and export sectors, has been showing distinct signs of 
slowing as well.  
 
On the financial side, total debt (government and private) in China has 
risen from 130 percent of GDP in 2008 to 230 percent of GDP, with shadow 
banks share rising from 25 percent in 2008 to 90 percent of the totals by 
2013. So shadow banks share of total debt has almost quadrupled and 
represents nearly all the debt as share of GDP increase since 2008. Shadow 
banks have thus been the driving force behind China’s growing local debt 
problem and emerging financial fragility.  
 
Much of that debt increase has been directed into a local housing bubble 
and an accompanying local government debt bubble, as local governments 
have pushed housing, new enterprise lending, and local infrastructure 
projects to the limit. Local government debt was estimated in 2011 by 
China central government at $1.7 trillion. It has grown in just 2 years to 
more than $5 trillion by some estimates. Much of that debt is also short 
term. It is thus highly unstable, subject to unpredictable defaults, and 
could spread and destabilize a broader segment of the financial system in 
China—much like subprime mortgages did in the U.S. before.  
 
A run-up in private sector debt is now approaching critical proportions in 
China. A major global instability event could easily erupt there, in the 
event of a default of a bank or a financial product. In some ways, China’s 
situation today increasingly appears like the U.S. housing and U.S. state 
and local government debt markets circa 2006. China may, in other words, 
be approaching its own Lehman Moment. That, in fact, almost occurred a 
few months ago with financial trusts in China. Fearing a potential default 
by the China Credit Trust, and its spread, investors were bailed out at the 
last moment by China central government. According to the Wall St. 
Journal, the event “exposes the weakness of the shadow banking system 



that has sprung up since 2009.  
 
Growing financial instability in China in its local markets is thus a major 
potential problem for China, and for the global economy as well, as both 
China and the world economy begin to slow in 2014.  
 
Early in 2013, China policymakers recognized the growing problem of 
shadow banks and bubbles in its local housing and investment markets. 
Speculators had driven housing prices up by more than 20 percent in its 
major cities by 2013, from a more or less stable 3-5 percent annual 
housing market inflation rate in 2010. China leaders therefore attempted 
to rein in the shadow banks in May-June 2013 by reducing credit 
throughout the economy. But that provoked a serious slowdown of the rest 
of the economy in the spring of 2013. Politicians then returned on the 
money spigot quickly again by summer 2013 and added another mini-fiscal 
stimulus package to boost the faltering economy. That stimulus targeted 
government spending on transport infrastructure, on reducing costs of 
exports for businesses, and reducing taxes for smaller businesses. The 
economy recovered in the second half of 2013.  
 
By early 2014, the housing bubble has again appeared to gather steam, 
while the real economy shows signs once again of slowing as well. In early 
2014 it appears once again that China policymakers intend to go after its 
shadow bank-housing bubble this spring 2014. That will most likely mean 
another policy-initiated slowing of the China economy, as occurred in the 
spring of 2013 a year earlier. But that’s not all. Overlaid on the financial 
instability, and the economic slowdown that confronting that instability 
will provoke, are a number of other factors contributing to still further 
slowing of the China economy in 2014.  
 
Apart from the economy’s recent fiscal stimulus and its overheated 
housing markets, China’s other major source of economic growth is its 
manufacturing sector, and manufacturing exports in particular. And that, 
too, is slowing. The reasons for the slowing in manufacturing and exports 
lie in both internal developments within the Chinese economy as well as 
problems growing in the Euro and Emerging market economies.  
 
China is experiencing rising wages and a worsening exchange rate for its 
currency, the Yuan. Both are raising its manufacturing costs of production 
and in turn making its exports less competitive. Rising costs of production 
are even leading to an exodus of global multinational corporations from 
China, headed for even cheaper cost economies like Vietnam, Thailand, 
and elsewhere.  
 
The majority of China’s exports go to Europe and to emerging markets, not 
just to the U.S. And as emerging market economies slow, their demand for 
China manufactured goods and exports declines. Conversely, as China 
itself slows economically, it reduces its imports of commodities, semi-
finished goods, and raw materials from the emerging market world (as well 
as from key markets like Australia and Korea).  
 
Similar trade-related effects exist between China and the Eurozone. China 
in fact is Germany’s largest source for its exports, larger even than 
German exports to the rest of Europe. So if China slows, it will require 
fewer exports from Europe, which will slow the already stagnant Eurozone 
economies even further. Similarly, as Europe stagnates, it means less 
demand for China goods—and thus a further slowing of China’s 
manufacturing. In other words, China’s internal slowdown will exacerbate 
stagnation and deflation in Europe, as well as contribute to an even faster 
economic slowing now underway in the emerging market world.  
 
Slowing will result as well from government policies designed to 
structurally shift the economy to a more consumption driven focus. That 
shift to consumption will begin in earnest following the Community Party’s 
March 2014 meeting. But consumption in China represents only 35% 
percent of the economy (unlike 70 percent in the U.S.), while China 
government investment is well over 40 percent of GDP. And it is not likely 
that consumption can grow faster enough to offset the reduction in 
investment, at least not initially.  
 
So a long list of imminent major developments and trends in China point to 



a slowing of growth in that key global economy of almost $10 trillion a 
year. What happens in China, the second largest economy in the world, 
has and will continue to have a major negative impact on an already 
slowing Emerging Markets and a chronically stagnant Eurozone.  
 
How the U.S. economy responds to the emerging global perfect storm will 
prove interesting, to say the least. But with evidence of US slowing in 
housing, manufacturing, job creation, auto and other retail sales, and with 
real family median income in decline and the real likelihood of further 
spikes in food and gasoline prices in the months immediately ahead, the 
‘perfect storm’ emerging offshore does not portend well for the still 
fragile US economy now in its fifth year of below average, ‘stop-go’ 
economic recovery.  
zcomm.org 

 
 
UK floods expose Tory hypocrisy and social tensions  

 
 Felix Lighter 21 February 2014  
 
As the rain continues to fall and the storm winds continue to blow, in what 
has proved to be the wettest winter for decades, the Tories have 
continued to shout and bluster in the face of a crisis to which they can 
find no solution. 
 
More and more parts of the country have succumbed to flooding, travel 
disruption and general chaos as winter marches on. David Cameron has 
been reduced to making panic statement after panic statement in an 
attempt to stem the floodtide of criticism. When it was announced by 
experts that it was a case now of “Countryside or Towns” in the fight 
against the rising water levels, Cameron must have had a nasty shock. The 
Cobra Committee has met almost daily to give the impression that action 
is being taken. 
 
Underfunded and ill prepared 
The worst flooding has been based in those rural areas which always tend 
to vote Tory or Liberal Democrat. The people here have carried on 
believing that austerity was for other people in inner cities far away. Now 
they can see the truth and the Coalition can see its votes disappearing 
under water. 
 
Despite rescue authorities, Environment Agency (EA) staff and many other 
services and local authorities working non-stop night and day to salvage 
the situation, against terrible odds, the truth is that they have been left 
underfunded and ill prepared to deal with such a situation. Many people 
have had to ignore warnings to leave home because they have nowhere to 
go. They have been thrust from relative normality into the equivalent of a 
war zone in just a matter of days, just as the people of New Orleans were 
when Hurricane Katrina struck the US a decade ago. 
 
For years now, scientists and Met Office experts have been warning of the 
likely consequences of climate change for the UK. The government, 
including the current Environment Minister, a known climate change 
denier, largely ignored this. The danger of winter storms, tidal flooding 
and general flooding in certain parts of the country was flagged up even 
before this winter. 
 
The first storms hit back in October – the Met Office said they would not 
be the last. Over Christmas, we saw considerable damage in parts of the 
UK, due to the stormy weather, with many homes without power for days 
on end over the so-called festive season. At the time people warned that 
the power companies, more concerned with profits than providing support, 
were not up to the job. 
 
As the rain fell through January and into February, the government just 
tried to ignore the situation, gambling on something coming up. What 
came up were the water levels, breaching defences and exposing those 
areas most at risk including Somerset and the South-West. Because of the 
nature of this area, with parts below sea level and always under threat 



from rivers and the power of the sea, many were warning of what might 
occur. 
 
Pickles in a pickle 
As the crisis became more visible, the government started to panic. 
Assorted ministers made flying visits to the flood areas where locals 
roundly attacked them. People have complained that other areas of the 
country, now affected by the weather, are being ignored. Taking 
advantage of the Environment Minister’s sudden hospitalisation, his 
replacement, Eric Pickles, looked around for an easy target to put the 
blame on. He chose the Environment Agency (EA). After a series of barely-
disguised attacks on the EA and its leadership, he ended up making the 
least-believable “unreserved” apology in history, noting that he was sorry 
that the government believed the EA over river-dredging, etc. The EA 
struck back with civil servants complaining about Pickles and his behaviour 
and the Environment minister ended up phoning Cameron from his sickbed 
to get the PM to pull back his attack dog, not least since he would have to 
work with and rely on the EA after all this was over, assuming he still has 
his job. Certainly he must have been aware that EA staff were close to 
open revolt over this. 
 
After Pickles started his series of attacks on the Environment Agency, 
police had to advise EA staff to withdraw from Wraysbury after they came 
under attack from angry locals whipped up by Pickles’ statements. As GMB 
union officer Justin Bowden later explained: 
 
This report of hostility from the residents on the Thames is a direct result 
of the irresponsible attack by Eric Pickles and others on the EA. His 
incitement has led to the very people on the frontline who are actually 
helping to alleviate the situation bearing the brunt of people's 
frustrations.” 
 
In truth, the situation with the Environment Agency has acted as a symbol 
of the real state of affairs. The EA itself has had to endure a real-term cut 
of 27% in funding since the Coalition came to power in 2010. Despite 
repeated questions, Cameron has refused to state whether the proposed 
1,700 job cuts at the EA will still go ahead. According to the GMB union: 
 
“The facts on budget cuts are stubborn things. In 2009-10 total grants to 
the Environment Agency were £846.7m. For 2010-11 they were cut to 
£799.6m, for 2011-12 they were cut to £749.5m, in 2012-13 there were 
further cuts to £723m. There was a further cut of £14m for this year. This 
is a reduction of 16% and during this period inflation has increased by 11%. 
In real terms the grant has been cut by more than a quarter. That is 
before the latest 10% hack at the budget for 2014-15 announced by 
Osborne last summer.” 
 
This grim situation can be repeated for all the other emergency and 
support services without exception. 
 
Money is no object...when votes are under threat 
 
David Cameron in Somerset. Photo: Prime Minister's OfficeCameron has 
now had to state that “money is no object” in relation to giving support 
and compensation (ignoring another Tory who said that there would be “no 
blank cheque”) and generally showing that when it comes to a crisis the 
private sector is nowhere to be seen and it is the state which has to be 
relied on. 
 
Cameron stated that Britain was a wealthy country and could afford the 
necessary expenditure – a statement which rather surprised all those 
people who had believed that the UK could no longer afford decent 
hospitals, schools, adequate benefit support and so on. Austerity is quickly 
forgotten when votes are under threat. 
 
Of course, all this extra cash will have to be drawn from funding for other 
public services at some point, as the promised money is not extra money, 
but will simply be taken from other areas of spending. According to the 
Guardian newspaper, the Coalition has been cutting flood defence 
expenditure by almost £100 million a year since taking power, with the 
cancellation of a number of key projects which, had they gone ahead, 



would have directly impacted on some of the worst affected areas. 
 
In early December, it was mainly the north of the country that was hit by 
high winds and flooding, which caused widespread damage, leaving many 
people without power and killing two. But this did not get the same level 
of publicity – or the same promises of unlimited funding – as was the case 
with the recent flooding along the Thames. 
 
This has also led to questioning among many in the north as to the reasons 
for the different reaction on the part of the government, prompting some 
to pose whether it was to do with the fact that in the north there are not 
so many Tory seats! Even “natural” disasters such as this have the power 
to highlight class divisions, as people become aware of the fact that the 
Tories are only concerned with electioneering when people actually need 
real help. 
 
Decades of cuts and neglect 
Naturally, many experts have commented that many of the problems with 
providing support and building defences in advance of such crises have 
been caused by decades of cuts in government funding. Sea defences have 
been left without repair thanks to cuts in local government and specialist 
services. River flooding has become almost an annual event in some areas 
with little action being taken. The authorities were all gambling on 
nothing going wrong. The same could be said of the power and rail 
companies who have all been caught out by the crisis despite repeated 
warnings. 
 
Much of the talk has been about river dredging. Although this can work in 
some cases, in the main the EA has warned against this because it does not 
get rid of the water just pushes it somewhere else, only faster and more 
dangerously. The sort of expenditure required to provide a proper defence 
against flooding and damage by the sea is clearly way beyond the willing 
means of a capitalist system, which prefers to look for quick profits. Many 
of the buildings now flooded were built by firms that knew the risks but 
chose to ignore them because the profits from sales to people wanting a 
home were too great to ignore. The insurance firms have also sat back and 
talked of raising premiums to cover the payouts they cannot avoid making. 
 
When the EA presented a long-term plan on dealing with the danger of 
flooding some years ago involving an outlay of £300 million, they were told 
there was no money available. Starting to try and act now is just too late. 
The UK with its underfunded and crumbling infrastructure, thanks to 
decades of cuts and privatisations, has been exposed as totally lacking. 
 
The sort of fundamental repair and protection work now needed will 
require a socialist plan based on the mobilisation of the whole resources of 
society that will need to be removed from capitalist hands. This crisis has 
exposed the complete rottenness of capitalist Britain and has meant many 
have paid a very high price with homes and possessions lost. The Tories 
and their system should in turn pay a higher price, starting at the next 
elections. 
www.marxist.com 

 
 
Burning South Africa needs immediate water relief 

 
 Patrick Bond 20 February 2014 
 
“Smouldering discontent is becoming institutionalized,” worries a recent 
lead Mercury editorial. Worse, “economic hardship – which fuels most of 
the protest – seems likely to intensify in the short term, with a continuing 
weakness of the currency on the international markets and with labour 
disputes in the mining sector doing nothing to help.”  
 
Moreover, insists the editorialist, “there is virtually nothing that the 
government at any level can do in the short term to meet the material 
demands of the protesters.” 
 
There are some good and bad arguments to consider here. True, 



successive finance ministers’ pro-corporate, pro-rich policies including 
exchange control liberalization have left South Africa ever more 
vulnerable to global financial volatility. In 2007, for instance, nearly a 
quarter’s worth of our annual GDP was spirited offshore by the wealthy in 
one of the world’s most stunning cases of capital flight.  
 
One symptom of this is “continuing weakness of the currency.” Yet policy 
change is possible if the political balance of forces changes. Even Ghana 
adopted impressive new capital controls on outflows last week. 
 
But no, if mineworkers make major wage gains during this strike season, it 
would certainly help. There would be fewer capital outflows to overseas 
mining headquarters of firms like Anglo, BHP Billiton, DeBeers, Glencore 
and Lonmin. In turn that would not only reduce the country’s catastrophic 
balance of payments deficit and hence lower foreign debt needed to 
acquire hard currency for these outflows.  
 
In addition, workers’ pay increases would also circulate locally, much 
more so than shareholder dividends. In the process, wage hikes would 
relieve some of the extreme poverty that causes such anger in sites like 
wealthy Madibeng municipality, home of the world’s core platinum 
deposits. 
 
And what about the micro-crises? The most desperate are water and 
sanitation, and if the reasonable material demands of protesters are met 
here, then the worsening housing shortages, electricity price hikes and 
disconnections, busted municipal services will logically follow. 
 
There are plenty of short-term emergency responses, as proven by 
national water minister Edna Molewa and North West provincial premier 
Thandi Modise in recent days when protests spread across Madibeng – 
whose Setswana name, ironically, is ‘place of water’ what with the 
Hartbeespoort, Rooikoppies, Vaalkop and Klipvoor Dams quenching the 
thirst of mines, agribusiness and wealthy suburbs just west of Pretoria. 
 
After four citizens were killed last month, Molewa brought in an 
emergency national team to fix broken pumps in Mothutlung. Modise 
redirected water from a mine to the Majakaneng community and 
committed to drilling three new boreholes last week. She also took over 
municipal administration and replacing corrupt officials – fully 340 of 
whom were found to be running side-tenderpreneurship businesses during 
2005-2010. 
 
Other short-term emergency services that could quickly resolve protests 
include immediate deployment of SANDF trucks and other vehicles 
currently available to the state, for delivery of at least 25 free liters of 
water per person per day via water tankers.  
 
Just as was piloted during the cholera crisis near Richards Bay in late 2000 
by then minister Ronnie Kasrils, this service would immediately benefit 
hundreds of thousands of households. Consider our cities' burgeoning 
informal settlements, which are currently so badly served by municipal 
water services. Many more emergency toilets could be brought in, given 
how scandalous it is for thousands of people to share a handful in a typical 
shack settlement, and how dangerous for women to use these at night. 
 
Another short-term emergency measure would be a national-to-municipal 
override of water tariffs. The two cities that after apartheid adopted the 
least generous tariff structure – charging people the most for the 15 
kiloliters per month that poor households typically use, according to a 
2009 study by the Wits Centre for Applied Legal Studies (the most recent 
available) – are Pietermaritzburg and Durban.  
 
Molewa should restructure municipal prices, especially in the consumption 
range beyond the tokenistic 6 kl per month household grant – itself 
extremely unevenly provided in most towns because an inefficient 
indigency test is applied so as to determine who qualifies.  
 
The ANC campaign promise back in 2000 was a good one: “all residents” 
get the free water while “those who use more, pay more”, with a much 
more redistributive tariff especially in places like Durban with our 



wealthy, over-consuming elite. 
 
For dorpies lacking an elite from which to redistribute, the immediate 
answer is simple: Pravin Gordhan’s February 26 budget speech should 
increase ring-fenced funding for water. The Treasury could ensure that 
additional monies assist water provision to the poorest residents – 
something the current Equitable Share grant shies away from. 
 
 
Molewa’s ability to move so quickly in Madibeng leads one to ask, why 
aren’t such interventions occurring daily, given legislative provisions which 
permit a constitutional override? Is it just because a national election 
approaches? 
 
 
Meantime, longer-term water needs loom: climate resilience with better 
storm-water drainage and efficient usage, the need to curb inappropriate 
vegetation (Joburg's ubiquitous english gardens), the rethinking of agri-
business irrigation, the cutbacks needed in the vast water supplies going to 
coal-fired power-plant cooling (Eskom is the biggest single water 
consumer), and improved sanitation coverage and sewage treatment (in 
Durban, we lost our Blue Flags to high E.coli counts in rivers pluming onto 
beaches).  
 
The critical long-term debate about infrastructure priorities is just 
beginning. The Infrastructure Development Bill’s proposal to fast-track 
mega-projects will breed more white elephants. The funding required for 
ordinary people's water/sanitation needs will be harder to find, the more 
that, for example, R250 billion is sought for the unjustifiable South Durban 
port-petrochemical expansion. 
 
It is tempting, in this context, to rebut the Mercury editorialist’s 
conclusion, that “It would be calamitous if localised protest were to spill 
over into the national election campaign.” Really, how else will fat-cat 
politicians running the show – like Modise – learn to pay heed not only to 
Gordhan’s simple instruction to avoid buying those embarrassing German 
luxury cars, but also to redirect water from crony miners and millionaires, 
to the masses? 
 
Patrick Bond directs the UKZN Centre for Civil Society; his new 
coauthored book is South Africa: Present as History. 
 
INingizimu Afrika enamazinga aphezulu kakkhulu okushisa idinga 
amanzi 
 
NguPatrick Bond Yahunyushwa nguFaith ka-Manzi 
 
“Ukuvungama okuqhubekayo kubonakala sekwenziwa 
njengesizinda,”kubika ngokukhathazeka umbhalo womhleli 
kwiphephandaba iMercury kulezizinsuku ezedlule. Okubi kakhuku, 
“ubunzima kwezomnotho – okuholela kwimibhikilisho eminingi –kubonakala 
kudlanga esikhathini esifushane, ngokuqhubeka kobuthakathaka benani 
lerandi ezimaketheni zasemazweni aphesheya kanye nobuhixihixi 
kubasebenzi basezimbonini zokumbiwa phansi okungenzi lutho ukusiza.”  
 
Okunye futhi, kuqhubeka lombhalo wonhleli, “ayikho into uhulumeni noma 
ikuliphi izinga angayenza okwesikhashana ukuhlangabezana nezidingo 
eziphathekayo zababhikilishayo.” 
 
Kukhona izinkulumompikiswano ezinhle nezimbi ekufanele zibhekelelwe. 
Kuyiqiniso, ukuthi ongqongqoshe ngokudedelana kwabo imigomo yabo 
evuna ongxiwankulu, kanye nezicebi okumbandakanye izindlela zokulawula 
ngokukhululekileyo sekwenze iNingizimu Afrika yabe sengcupheni 
yokushintshanshintsha kwezezimali emhlabeni wonke. Ngonyaka ka2007, 
ukwenza-nje isibonelo, cishe ingxenyana yemali echithwa ngonyaka 
kwizwelonke phecelezi iGDP yahanjiswa emazweni aphesheya yizicebi 
kubaleka kakhulu imali ngendlela emangalisayo emhlabeni wonke.  
 
Uphawu olulodwa lwalokhu “ukuqhubeka kobuthakathaka berandi.”Kodwa 
ukushintsha umgomo kungenzeka umangabe ukulingana kwamandla 
ezombusazwe kushintsha. Ngisho nezwe laseGhana lathatha isinqumo 



sokulawula izimali eziphumayo ngesonto eledlule. 
Kodwa qha, umangabe abasebenzi basezimbonini zokumbiwa phansi 
ziphumelela ukuthola amaholo kakhudlwana ngalesisikhathi seziteleka, 
lokho kuyosiza impela. Kuyoncipha ukuphuma kwezimali ziphumela 
emazweni angaphandle khikomkhulu lezimboni zokumbiwa phansi 
njengoAnglo, iBHP Billiton,iDeBeers, iGlencore kanye neLonmin. Kanti 
futhi lokho ngeke nje kugcine ngokwehlisa izikweletu zezwe esixakile futhi 
bese kwehla izikweletu ezikwelewa amazwe angaphandle ukuze 
kutholakale imali yangempela kulezi eziphumela emazweni angaphandle.  
 
Futhi ngokunezelela, ukunyuka kwamaholo abasebenzi kuyokwenza 
leyomali ijikeleze ngaphakathi ezweni, kunezimali zlabo abanamasheya. 
Ngokwenza njalo, ukunyuka kwamaholo, kuyokwehlisa izinga eliphezulu 
lobuphofu eliholela olakeni lezindawo ezifana nomasipala abacebile 
njengase Madibeng, ikhaya lalapho kugcwele khona kakhulu iplatinum.  
 
Kodwa besekwenziwa njani-ngezinkinga ezincane? Ezidingeka kakhulu 
ngamanzi kanye nezokuhlanza, futhi uma ngabe izidingo zababhikilishayo 
zihlangatshezwa lapha, ngakho-ke izimo ezinzima zokusolakala kwezindlu, 
ukunyuka kukagesi kanye nokunqanyulwa kwawo, izidingo zikamasipala 
ekufanele zenzeke ziyolandela.  
 
Kunezindlela eziningi eziphuthumayo zesikhashana zokubhekelela lokhu 
ezingenziwa, njengoba kwakhombisa ungqongqoshe wamanzi kazwelonke 
uEdna Molewa kanye nomholi waseNorth West uThandi Modise 
kulezizinsuku ezedlule ngenkathi imibhikilisho idlebelendeka eMadibeng – 
igama lakhona leSetswana, elichaza ukuthi, ‘indawo yamanzi’ bese 
kuthiwa ngama damu iHadebeespoort, neRooikoppies, neVaalkop kanye 
neKlipvoor eqeda ukoma kwezimboni zokumbiwa phansi, izimboni 
zokutshalwayo kanye nezindawo ezihlala izigwili ngasempumalanga 
yasePitoli. 
 
Emva kokuba kubulawe izakhamizi ezine ngenyanga edlule, uMolewa 
waletha ithimba likazwelonke eliphuthumayo ukuzolungisa amaphampi 
abhodlokile eMothutlung. UModise wasusa amanzi ezimbonini zokumbiwa 
phansi wawayisa emphakathini waseMajakaneng futhi wazibophezelela 
ukwakha imigodi emithathu emusha ngesonto eledlule. Futhi wavele 
wathatha ukulawulwa kukamasipala wakhipha izikhulu ezigcwele 
inkohlakalo – ezingu340 ezatholakala ukuthi zona bese zizihwebela zona 
ngamathenda kusukela ngonyaka ka2005 kuya . 
 
Ezinye izidingo eziphuthumayo zesikhashana ezixazulula imibhikilisho 
zimbandakanya ukusabalaliswa kwezithuthi zabombutho wezempi iSANDF 
kanye nezinye izimoto ezikhona, ukuthi zizoletha amanzi amahala 
amalitha angu25 umuntu ngamunye ngosuku kusetshenziswa mathange 
amanzi 
Njengoba kwenziwa ngesikhathi sokubheduka kwesifo sohudo eduze 
kwaseRichards Bay sekuphela unyaka ka2000 kwenziwa 
ngowayengungqongqoshe ngalesosikhathi uRonnie Kasrils, lesosiding 
ngokukhulu ukushesha sasiza amakhulu ezinkulungwane emizi. 
Akesibeheke ukunyuka kwesibalo semijondolo emadolobheni ethu, 
njengamanje athola usizo ngendlela engahambi kahle nakancane olulethwa 
ngamanzi ngumasipala. ziningi izndlu zasendle eziphuthumayo 
ezingalethwa, njengoba kuyihlazo kangaka ukuthi abantu 
abayizinkulungwane basebenzise izindlu ezimbalwa zendle ezzkhiweni 
zasemjondolo, futhi kuyingozi kangakanani ukusebenzisa lezozindlu 
ezimbalwa kubantu besifazane ebusuku.  
 
Elinye futhi igxathu eliphuthumayo kungaba ukusebenzisa amanani amanzi 
kazwelonke kuqedwe ukusebenzisa umasipala. Amadolobha womabili emva 
kobandlululo anquma indlela engenazwelo yokukhokhela amanzi – abantu 
bekhokha kakhulu bekhokhela amakhilolitha angu15 ngenyanga 
asetshenziswa ikakhulukazi imizi empofu, ngokombiko wocwaningo 
olwenziwa ngonyaka ka2009 yiWits Centre for Applied Legal Studies 
(okululona lwazi olukhona njengamanje) – iPietermaritzburg kanye 
neTheku.  
 
UMolewa kufanele ahlele kabusha amanani kamasipala, ikakhulukazi lawa 
asetshenziswa ngale kwalawa amahala angu6 khilolitha nganyanga umuzi 
ngomuzi – noma nawo-ke elethwa ngokungafani emadolobheni ngenxa 
yokuthi kukhona okwenziwa kokuhlolwa okungenabulungiswa bokuthi obani 



okufanele bathole lamanzi amahala.  
 
Isethembiso somkhankaso kaKhongolose ngonyaka ka2000 sasingesihle: 
“zonke izakhamizi”zithola amanzi amahala ngenkathi “labo 
abawasebenzisa kakhulu bekhokha kakhulu”, futhi ngenani lokukhokha 
elalisabalaliswa ikakhulukazi ezindaweni ezifana naseThekwini lapho 
kunegwili zethu ezimosha kakhulu amanzi. 
 
Kumadolobhana amancane angenazo izigwili ukusabalalisa, impendulo 
eseduze ilula: kwinkulumo yemali yezwe kaPravin Gordhan mhla zingu25 
kuFebruwari kufanele enyuse imali yokuxhasa amanzi. Isikhwama sezwe 
semali kufanele siqinisekise ukuthi kufakwa ezinye izimali ukusiza 
ukubhekelela amanzi kulaba abampofu kakhulu – into njengamanje 
ebhekelene nokwahlukanisa ngokulingana ekubalekelayo. 
 
Ukukwazi kukaMolewa ukwenza umnyakazo ngokushesha kanje eMadibeng 
ngesonto eledlule kwenza ukuthi umuntu abuze ukuthi, yin indaba lokhu 
kungenzeki zonke izinsuku, njengoba kukhona umthetho ovumela ukuthi 
umthethosisekelo kuhanjwe phezu kwawo? Ngabe ingoba sekusondele 
ukhetho likazwelonke? 
 
Mgelesissikhathi futhi, izidingo zamanzi esikhathi eside sisondela: 
ukubekezelela kwesimo sezulu kwimigodi yamanzi ngesikhathi sezimvula 
ezinkulu kanye nokusetshenziswa ngendlela, isidingo sokunqnda izitshalo 
ezinganamsebenzi walutho (njengezimbali ezibizayo zasezingadini 
zaseGoli), ukucabanga kabusha ngohwebo lwezitshalo kanye nokuchela 
amanzi, ukunqamula amanzi amaningi alokhu ondliwa ukupholisa izizinda 
zamalahle (uEskom uyena odla kakhulu amanzi), kanye nokwenza kangcono 
ezokuhlanza kanye namapayipi endle (eThekwini, salahlekelwa amaflegi 
asibhakabhaka ngenxa yezinga eliphezulu leE.coli emifuleni yethu 
eyayiphumelela olwandle lwethu).  
 
Inkulumompikiswano ebalulekile ngokubaluleka kwezizinda ima iqala. 
Isimemezelo seInfrastructure Development Bill ukusheshisa izizinda 
ezinkulukazi kuyoholela ezakhiweni ezingananzuzo. Imali edingekayo 
kwizidingo zamanzi nezokuhlanza kubantukazana kuyobanzima ukuyithola, 
ikakhulukazi, nje ngesibonelo, uR250 billion udingakala ukuthi kwakhiwe 
ukwandiswa kwchweba kanye nesizinda samafutha eNingizimu neTheku. 
Kuyalingana, mayelana nalokhu, ukuphikisana nokubhala komhleli 
weMercury esephetha, ukuthi, “Kuyoba isibhicongo umangabe imibhikilisho 
yasendaweni uma ingase idlulele kumkhankaso kazwelonke wokhetho.” 
Ngempela. iyiphi phela enye indlela lapho lezizigwili zabezombusazwe 
ezidlala lendima – njengoModise – ezingafunda ukuthi zingalokhu zinakana 
nomyalelo kaGordhan wokugwema ukuthenga izimoto ezibizayo 
zasemazweni njengaseJalimane, kodwa ukuthi manje manzi angabe 
esasabalaliswa ezimbonini zokumbiwa phansi kanye nezicebi, kodwa 
ayiswe kubantu? 
 
UPatrick Bond ungumqondisi waseUKZN Centre for Civil Society; 
kunencwadi angomunye wababhali bayo ethi-South Africa: Present as 
History. 

 
 
Bosnia: New revolt of workers and unemployed 

 
 “I think this is a genuine Bosnian spring. We have nothing to lose...” 
J. Hird, Socialismo Revolucionario (CWI in Spain) 17 February 2014 
 
Seething anger at the dire economic situation, political corruption, mass 
unemployment and poverty has boiled over in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 
three days of lightening-speed struggle by workers and youth, the 
government has been shaken to its foundations.  
 
DAY 1 Wednesday, February 5th  
Laid-off workers from the privatised and now closed chemical works DITA, 
in northern Bosnia, and three other firms demonstrated. They accused the 
government of standing idly by as several state firms collapsed after 
privatisation.  
 



“Elections will change nothing and only actions like this, and I’m afraid, 
even more radical actions, can force our politicians to step down,” said 
one protester.  
 
Football fans joined the workers, as well as the unemployed. Stones were 
thrown and tyres set on fire. At least 20 people were injured and over 20 
arrests made.  
 
DAY 2 Thursday, February 6th  
Workers continued to demonstrate in Tuzla. A ferocious battle took place 
as 130 people, including 104 police officers, were injured.  
 
Teargas was used as thousands tried to storm government buildings in the 
town.  
 
But Tuzla was only the spark which ignited deep discontent in the whole of 
Bosnia. Solidarity protests were held in the capital Sarajevo and the towns 
of Zenica, Bihac and Mostar.  
 
Prime Minister Nermin Niksic held a security meeting and inevitably 
blamed hooligans for the unrest.  
 
In reality, it was workers who led the way. The protesters were initially 
made up mainly of workers laid off when state-owned companies that 
were sold and then collapsed under private ownership. Later thousands of 
jobless people and youths joined in. Bosnia has an unemployment rate of 
44% and one in five people are living below the poverty line. Even those in 
work are getting by on €250 - €450 a month. Many workers in DITA had not 
been paid for over two years!  
 
It was our government that sold state assets for peanuts and left the 
people without pensions, jobs or health insurance, said 24-year-old Hana 
Obradovic, an unemployed graduate from Sarajevo.  
 
The government ordered schools to close on Friday.  
 
DAY 3 Friday, February 7th  
By Friday, protests had spread to over 30 cities in Bosnia and with it the 
anger at the corrupt politicians. Demonstrators set fire to government 
buildings in Sarajevo. One hundred and forty five people were injured in 
the capital, including 93 policemen.  
 
Police used rubber bullets and tear gas to disperse protestors as 
demonstrators stormed a presidential office, which was set on fire.  
 
In the ex-mining area of Zenica thousands demonstrated and 50 were 
wounded. Facebook was used to organise the protest. The people chanted: 
“Thieves!” and “Revolution!”  
 
Sakib Kopic, one of the workers’ representatives, said they were the 
people’s answer to the government’s failure to address the ongoing 
economic decline.  
 
This is the shout of rage, hunger and hopelessness about the future that 
has accumulated for years since the conflict and is exploding right now, 
local newspaper Dnevni Avaz said in an editorial.  
 
Several thousand protesters in Mostar stormed two local government 
buildings and also set fire to the city hall. Police did not intervene.  
 
A young demonstrator in Bihac joked and summed up the distain Bosnians 
have for the corrupt political class and their nepotism: ‘Why is there no 
sex in Bosnian government institutions? Because they are all family!’  
 
A homemade placard in Tuzla simply: ‘I don’t work. I’ve come here to 
destroy the government.’  
 
On Friday, people finally burnt down government buildings in Tuzla. 
Eyewitnesses have told us that the special riot police took off their 
helmets and protective clothing and let the demonstrators get on with 
what they had come to do. Later the police were applauded and 



handshakes were exchanged with demonstrators.  
 
“I think this is a genuine Bosnian spring. We have nothing to lose. There 
will be more and more of us in the streets, there are around 550,000 
unemployed people in Bosnia,” said Almir Arnaut, an unemployed 
economist and activist from Tuzla.  
 
In Zenica and Tuzla the politicians in charge of privatisations were forced 
to resign by the protestors.  
 
Why now? And where now?  
Bosnian workers have endured 20 years of misery since the civil war. 
Twenty years of mass unemployment. Power sharing quotas along ethnic 
lines has enabled corrupt politicians to enrich themselves in the poorest 
country in Europe. Workers have been reluctant to struggle for fear of 
provoking ethnic tensions again. But there is a limit. The privatisations and 
closures have been the last straw.  
 
There is a yearning for working class unity in Bosnia, which is reflected in 
the placards and on Facebook. One placard read: ‘ARISE TITO! SEE WHAT 
YOUR PIONEERS ARE DOING!’ (The ‘Pioniri’ were the Young Communists in 
the time of Tito).  
 
Also on Facebook there is a photo doing the rounds. Tito is looking at his 
watch and the caption says: ‘Time to return.’  
 
It is understandable that there is a certain nostalgia for Tito even amongst 
the youth. Parents tell their kids of the times when everyone had a job, a 
home and a future to look forward to, despite the dictatorial one-party 
Stalinist regime which presided over the Yugoslavian planned economy. 
Capitalism was born in Bosnia through a horrific ethnic civil war and has 
offered nothing to the Bosnian working class except poverty, corrupt 
politicians and the threat of further ethnic conflicts.  
 
These are early days in the Bosnian uprising but already the workers and 
youth are striving for unity. They are united in their utter contempt and 
hatred for the corrupt government and their hangers on. No political party 
represents the working class in Bosnia at this time.  
 
It is significant that in Banja Luka, the capital of Bosnia’s Serb half, some 
300 activists and citizens staged a peaceful march to call for unity among 
all Bosnia’s ethnicities.  
 
They said: ‘We are all citizens of Bosnia and we all have the same difficult 
lives here.”  
 
Activists also demanded:  
•Abolition of cantons  
•Parliamentarians to give up 50% of their salaries  
•Dismissal of the director of PIO FB&H (Government department of 
pensions and social security)  
•An increase pensions to 1.000 BAM (500 Euros)  
•Provide work and benefits for the unemployed  
•Abolish illegal work and the black market economy  
 
Protesters have also called for re-nationalisation of privatised firms, 
limiting salaries of officials, against nepotism, and the right to life and 
education. There are also statements from the police and army veterans.  
 
Workers and socialists around the world salute the Bosnian workers and 
youth in their struggle against privatisation and corruption and for a better 
life. This struggle can only be consequently waged with the perspective of 
a break with capitalism and a struggle for socialist policies based on 
workers’ democracy. SOLIDARNOST I REVOLUJICA!  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Mozambique's 2013 elections 

 



 The end of liberation movement politics? 
Fredson Guilengue 14 February 2014 
 
A third force has emerged in Mozambican politics, the MDM party that is 
causing powerful ripples, especially in urban areas and the regions until 
now marginalised by the ruling FRELIMO party. RENAMO, the main 
opposition party, is dying. MDM is likely to put a strong showing in 
October's presidential election because of growing disaffection for the 
ruling party. But MDM is unlikely to trounce the still well-entrenched 
FRELIMO 
 
In Mozambique’s latest municipal elections the governing party FRELIMO 
(Frente de Libertação de Moçambique) appears to have obliterated any 
opposition when it managed to win 49 out of 53 contested municipalities. 
RENAMO (Resistência Nacional de Moçambique) has virtually ceased to 
exist as a representative political party, due to its boycotting of 
Mozambique’s fourth municipal elections on 20 November 2013. Closer 
scrutiny, however, shows a very different picture, that is, the rapid 
growth and nationwide birth of the MDM (Movimento Democrático de 
Moçambique) that has more than filled the space left by RENAMO, a 
development that might signify a complete diversion away from ex-
liberation movement politics.  
 
Meanwhile, in terms of controlling strategic urban municipalities, the 20 
November 2013 official electoral results confined FRELIMO to the capital 
city of Maputo (and the industrial municipality of Matola). The second, 
third and fourth of Mozambique’s most important cities all fell under the 
control of MDM. In Beira MDM leader, Simango, gained 70,44% of the vote 
in the mayoral race, while MDM won 67,58% of the vote for the municipal 
parliament; in Quelimane, MDM’s Manuel de Araújo won the mayoral vote 
with 68,21% with MDM securing 65,59% of the parliamentary vote; in 
Nampula MDM candidate Mamudo Amurane, obtained 54% of the mayoral 
vote while MDM 52% of the parliamentary vote. The official results also 
revealed that the capital city of Maputo was under serious threat of being 
taken over by MDM. While FRELIMO obtained 56,42% of the mayoral vote, 
MDM obtained 40,53%. Out of 64 of Maputo’s parliamentary seats FRELIMO 
obtained 37 and MDM 27. (CNE 2013) [1] 
 
Four factors appear to have fundamentally influenced the rapid expansion 
of MDM: First, the ongoing political suicide of RENAMO exacerbated by the 
ruling FRELIMO’s more radical wing stating its unwillingness to provide any 
political concessions. Second, the dichotomy between power politics and 
development politics that distinguishes the nature and approach of the 
three Mozambican major contestants FRELIMO, RENAMO and MDM. Third, 
the emergence of a new politically active urban population pushing for a 
fresh political dispensation in the country and, finally, an apparent 
retaliation by the people of Beira, Quelimane and Nampula against 
political and economic marginalisation. 
 
THE BIRTH OF THE MDM 
MDM was formed in March 2009 as a splinter movement comprising ex-
RENAMO members and supporters under the leadership of 49 year old 
Daviz Mbepo Simango, [2] the mayor of Beira, Mozambique’s second 
largest city.  
 
Simango began his political career in 1990 as a member of the Partido de 
Convenção Nacional (PCN). Although being a member since the inception 
of the party in 1990, he has never been politically active. In 2003 he 
joined RENAMO. [3] In 1998 RENAMO boycotted the first municipal 
elections giving FRELIMO the chance to win all the municipalities under 
dispute. In the following municipal elections in 2003 RENAMO took the 
opportunity to test, for the first time, the extent of its popular support at 
local level. With Daviz Simango as its candidate for Beira, RENAMO won 
the city of Beira and both the municipal and mayoral elections in Angoche, 
Ilha de Moçambique and Nacala. It also won the mayoral elections in 
Marromeu. In this election Simango obtained 53,43% of the vote while 
Djalma Lourenço, the FRELIMO candidate, obtained 42,23%. The results of 
the municipal parliamentary elections for Beira gave RENAMO 54,54% of 
the vote and FRELIMO 41,25%. Other smaller parties and candidates 
obtained 1% - 3% of the vote (Chichava 2007). [4] 
 



In the 2008 municipal election, Dhlakama, pressurised by the increasing 
popularity of Simango and misled by his party’s previous political results in 
the City of Beira (and Sofala province in general), decided at the last 
minute to replace Simango and appointed RENAMO’s member of 
parliament, Manuel Pereira, as the party’s candidate. [5] As a result, 
Simango decided to run as an independent, supported by a significant 
group of locals named Grupo de Reflexão e Mudança (GRM). [6] The 
outcome could not have been more devastating for RENAMO. As mayoral 
candidate, Simango overwhelmingly defeated both Pereira (RENAMO) and 
Lourenço Bulha (FRELIMO). The final official results indicated 61,6% for 
Simango, 33,7% for Bulha and only 2,7% for Pereira. Because GMR did not 
stand in the parliamentary elections, the results were 19 seats of the 45 
under dispute to FRELIMO and 17 to RENAMO. The remaining 8 seats were 
occupied by three smaller parties. These results marked the end of 
RENAMO’s influence in Beira and in all smaller municipalities it had won in 
2003. Faced with this drubbing, Dhlakama immediately dismissed Simango 
from RENAMO. In March 2009, Simango, together with a few other RENAMO 
detractors and ex-supporters, announced the creation of MDM as a 
political movement and his presidential candidacy. 
 
Before the first anniversary of MDM, Simango and his new political party 
decided to extend their political aspirations beyond Beira to national 
government. Simango and MDM stood in the national elections 
(presidential and parliamentary) in 2009. With only three presidential 
candidates, the election was again won by Armando Guebuza (FRELIMO’s 
candidate since 2004) with 71,01 % of the vote, followed by Afonso 
Dhlakama with 16,41 % and finally Simango with 8,59%. The parliamentary 
vote put MDM in third place with 3,93%, RENAMO second with 17,69% and 
finally the governing party, FRELIMO, first with 74,66%. The other smaller 
parties managed to secure less than 1% of the vote (CNE 2012). [7] These 
results gave FRELIMO 191 seats in the national parliament compared to 49 
for RENAMO and 8 for MDM. 
 
In a historically bipolar political environment, at least four factors 
contributed to this quick rise of MDM as a new political contender (at least 
in the urban municipalities).  
 
RENAMO’S POLITICAL SUICIDE 
Since the overwhelming defeat in the 2004 national elections RENAMO has 
progressively been losing the power struggle through the ballot box. The 
2004 electoral results represented the most dramatic defeat for RENAMO 
since the beginning of the multi-party democracy in Mozambique in 1992. 
On the other hand, the results boosted FRELIMO’s confidence as shown by 
the immediate end to the traditional type of dialogue FRELIMO had been 
having with RENAMO on political issues since 1992 (Guilengue 2013). In 
2009, this was exacerbated by yet another sharp loss for RENAMO in 
municipal elections coupled with the appearance of a third contender 
(MDM) threatening to usurp its position as the second major political force 
in the country.  
 
RENAMO’s response to these factors couldn’t have been more strategically 
disastrous. Dhlakama asked his party’s elected candidates not to take their 
49 seats in the national parliament but his request was completely 
ignored. Then, in an attempt to force the government to return to the 
traditional dialogue, that could potentially have meant a continuation of 
his and RENAMO’s political significance in the country’s political domain, 
Dhlakama retreated to Nampula. His withdrawal of two years and nine 
months (January 2010 to October 2012) also indicated Dhlakama’s 
abandonment of the political engagement in the capital city of Maputo 
(the centre of political debate in Mozambique). Having realised that this 
strategy had not produced the desired impact on FRELIMO leadership, 
RENAMO threatened to disrupt elections and subsequently kept its promise 
by not taking part in the fourth municipal elections, thereby furthering 
Dhlakama and the party’s political confinement. This strategy is likely to 
be repeated in the next national elections scheduled for October 2014 if 
certain conditions demanded are not met. [8] In October 2012 Dhlakama 
retreated to RENAMO’s military headquarters in Satungira (Gorongosa 
District) with some of his supporters from where he is conducting guerrilla 
attacks against government and civilians. Despite substantial widespread 
pressure not to retaliate with force, the Guebuza-led government 
counterattacked, which led to Dhlakama fleeing to an unknown location 



further entrenching the party’s political confinement.  
 
Apparently Guebuza belongs to the more radical wing of FRELIMO that 
promotes the military defeat of RENAMO guerrillas and complete isolation 
of opposition parties. [9] In light of the latest municipal election results 
that reflected a high level of discontent with the governing party, FRELIMO 
is likely to prolong this political instability until the 2014 general elections 
in order to increase its chances of retaining power as it competes against a 
perceived less threatening challenger, the MDM.  
 
POWER POLITICS VERSUS DEVELOPMENT POLITICS 
FRELIMO and RENAMO are long-standing enemies. FRELIMO is the liberation 
movement that led the country to independence from colonial rule by 
Portugal following 10 years of armed struggle (1964 - 1974) to become the 
ruling party. It ruled the country using a Marxist political approach from 
1975 - 1989. The formation of RENAMO started in 1976 as a resistance 
guerrilla movement without political ambitions but later assumed the role 
of a democratic and anti-communist force. It progressively encountered a 
political, social, cultural and economic terrain favourable to its expansion 
and attracted considerable popular support. The civil war ended with the 
signing of the General Peace Agreement (GPA) of 1992 that transformed 
ex-war enemies into political enemies. 
 
After 38 years of independence FRELIMO’s attitude and political discourse 
still reflect a rhetoric that is based on a narrow interpretation of the 
liberation struggle, delegitimising any opposition and thus reiterating its 
right to retain unlimited and eternal power. Alternatively, RENAMO’s 
rhetoric is based on the struggle against communism and for democracy. 
RENAMO claims to have brought democracy and a free market economy to 
Mozambique and thus demands the right to enjoy all the resultant political 
and socio-economic benefits. Because of the inseparable link between 
political power and economic gain, RENAMO must retain a certain amount 
of political clout even if by military means.  
 
Despite being a splinter RENAMO party, MDM was formed after 
independence, under a multiparty democracy with a relatively young 
leader (and supporters) at a time when the country’s main agenda was 
neither the struggle for independence nor the establishment of a 
multiparty democratic system. Faced with widespread poverty, economic 
development has become the biggest national aspiration. [10] MDM’s 
attitude and political discourse clearly distinguishes it from the two old 
enemies. While FRELIMO and RENAMO constantly exchange hostile political 
accusations, MDM’s remains neutral and is based on development-driven 
(alternative) discourse. Whereas Guebuza has been increasingly 
delegitimising RENAMO’s political relevance, Dhlakama has never accepted 
and has avoided participation in the country’s political institutions (BTI 
2012). [11] By contrast, Simango has always recognised both Chissano and 
Guebuza as heads of state (their authority and leadership) as well as 
afforded them the necessary reverence when they visited Beira. As for the 
current political instability, MDM maintains that both parties should 
resume dialogue so that the country can focus on the much needed 
development agenda. [12] Unlike FRELIMO and RENAMO parliamentarians, 
the public and parliamentary interventions by MDM’s members are always 
impartial. Briefly referred to below, the MDM’s discourse and practice of 
development politics are underscored by its local governance successes in 
Beira and Quelimane.  
 
A POLITICALLY ACTIVE URBAN POPULATION  
The results of the latest municipal elections reflect the current attitude of 
the urban population to the governing party and send a resounding 
message of discontentment. Apart from reinforcing its control over Beira 
and expansion into Quelimane, for the first time in history, MDM captured 
the important city of Nampula. Interestingly, the results also reveal that 
the party secured the highest number of votes ever recorded by an 
opposition party in urban areas. The gap between FRELIMO and MDM votes 
in other important urban municipalities including Maputo is insignificant.  
 
This expression of dissatisfaction by the urban populace is not a recent 
phenomenon. Despite good macroeconomic performance and economic 
growth valued at around 7% since 1992, the impact of the efforts towards 
poverty reduction has been negligible. The percentage of Mozambique’s 



population below the poverty line even rose from 54.3% in 2003 to 54.7% in 
2010. In the first quarter of 2010, the national currency (metical) was 
devalued by 30% against the US dollar and overall inflation rocketed to 17% 
in September 2010 while the cost of food items went up by 25%. Figures 
from 2010 also clearly indicate an increase in urban poverty (inequality) 
and population growth. [13] (BTI 2012)  
 
More important than the statistics was the response from the population. 
Major riots broke out in Maputo and Matola (with minor ones in Gaza and 
Manica) with 13 deaths recorded on 1 and 2 September 2010. These riots 
followed the earlier 5 February 2008 riot on fuel and consequently 
transport prices (BTI 2012). In the past 5 years, Mozambique (particularly 
Maputo) has become a centre of threats of riots, effective historical riots 
and general demonstrations. The Forum of Ex-combatants and the Ex-
secret Operatives (SISE) are now constantly on the streets demanding 
higher pensions. For the first time in history, doctors and health 
professionals organised a 26-day countrywide strike in 2013 for better 
salaries and working conditions that almost paralysed public health 
services. Continuous threats of more riots and strikes have failed to 
materialise. Some due to the heavy presence of police patrols in the 
streets on the planned days and others due to the governing party’s 
control over trade unions. [14] 
 
On 31 October 2013 (exactly 20 days before the latest municipal elections 
took place), for the first time since independence, Mozambicans 
demonstrated against their own government. The demonstrations took 
place in the urban centres of Maputo, Matola, Beira and Quelimane. They 
were triggered by the threatening spectre of war generated by the 
government counterattack on RENAMO’s headquarters, the spread of 
RENAMO’s guerrilla attacks to Northern Mozambique (Nampula) as well as 
a sense of insecurity caused by an increasing number of kidnappings. Since 
the beginning of kidnappings in 2011, 50 people had fallen victim to this 
criminal activity (apparently with the involvement of some police 
operatives) without an effective response from government (DW 2013). 
[15] 
 
LOCAL RETALIATION AGAINST POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 
MARGINALIZATION 
For different but also similar reasons, the inhabitants of Sofala, Zambézia 
and Nampula (non-Southern Mozambicans) have always regarded 
themselves as being both political and economic marginalised by FRELIMO. 
 
The recent history of the country, as presented in school curriculums, 
seems to be framed in propaganda that ignores the role locals from these 
provinces played in the country’s recent history. In an attempt to explain 
the reasons behind Sofala’s hostility towards FRELIMO, Chichava (2010) 
refers to the history of Mozambique and FRELIMO. It was in this region, 
formerly the province of Manica and Sofala, where some of the most 
important forms of contestation against the Portuguese colonial regime 
took place (1932 and 1953 respectively). Surprisingly, the importance of 
these historical events has systematically been ignored (Chichava 2010). 
 
In addition to underplaying the historic contribution of the non-Southern 
to the struggle for independence, today people from this region (mainly 
from central Mozambique) are seemingly being negatively depicted and 
labelled as simply confrontational to any form of political leadership. [16] 
 
While there is limited literature about their claims of marginalisation 
(Chichava 2007; Chichava 2010; Nkomo 2004), the political and economic 
argument appears to be based on analysis of personal communication and 
interpretation of poverty data timelines (see below).  
 
Sofala is a controversial region. The territory is home to the most 
acknowledged and vibrant FRELIMO contenders. It is home to the late 
FRELIMO vice-president Uria Simango and others like Silvério Nungo, 
Mariano Matsinhe and Samuel Dhlakama who were later accused of 
Eduardo Mondlane’s assassination. [17] Sofala is also home to most of the 
RENAMO guerrilla’s top leaders and commanders (André Matsangaiça - born 
in Manica and Afonso Dhlakama - born in Sofala). After independence, 
Samora Machel accused the region of giving birth to a number of political 
parties that antagonised the regime (Chichava 2010). Seemingly it is 



because of this history that FRELIMO’s relationship with Sofala has always 
been bitter. 
 
After the GPA, the majority of Sofala residents voted for RENAMO, the 
party that up until 2004 had always dominated in Sofala. [18] This 
momentum was halted in 2009 with the advent of MDM. [19] According to 
Chichava (2010, p. 7), ‘There is no doubt that the murder of Uria Simango 
from Sofala, an emblematic figure of the resistance to Portuguese 
colonialism, left much resentment and anger amongst the local population 
in relation to FRELIMO’.  
 
In a similar attempt in relation to the province of Zambézia, Chichava 
(2007) concludes that the Zambezian vote in favor of RENAMO is a reaction 
to the harassment and marginalization of the locals by FRELIMO. This goes 
back to way before the 19th century, when local formations in today’s 
Zambézia province consisted of ‘Zambezi Prazos’ which were political (and 
economic) systems formed by early Portuguese settlers. The mixture of 
local people with Europeans and Indians resulted in a unique society in 
that region of Mozambique. Consequently, even after having been 
subjugated by Portugal, their descendants seem to have been generally 
less hostile towards the Portuguese than those in other regions because of 
their autonomist notion of Mozambique. Similarly, they seem to have 
maintained good relations with the ‘coloniser’ not only before but also 
after Independence. Hence, post-independence, FRELIMO adopted a 
strategy of hostility and ‘decolonisation’ towards the Zambézian 
inhabitants. This strategy further radicalized during the civil war when 
FRELIMO wrestled control away from RENAMO in the area. [20] 
 
In the words of Rude Matinada, aged 38, who was born and lived in 
Quelimane (the capital of Zambézia) ever since:  
 
‘We have never been linked to FRELIMO. We used to have a good 
relationship with the Portuguese. After independence FRELIMO’s entrance 
here was a big shock. FRELIMO’s arrival here was not peaceful. We felt like 
our friends were being taken away. This resulted in the population 
revolting against FRELIMO. As a result, in Zambézia there is no investment, 
factories have closed down and the people emigrated. This created further 
resentment towards the government. For me the economic stagnation of 
Zambézia is a deliberated punitive measure by government against us for 
never supporting them. But with Araújo, Quelimane has changed. After 
only one and half years as mayor we have seen lots of changes. Now roads 
that I had never imagined have been repaired.’ [21] 
 
FRELIMO’s hostile and radical approach to Sofala and Zambézia may also 
have taken the form of economic repression. Interestingly, recent official 
government data on poverty-based consumption indicators (2002/3 – 
2008/9) shows a very high level of poverty in both provinces as opposed to 
the other regions of the country (MPD 2010). [22] 
 
The urban municipalities of Beira, Quelimane (to some extent Nampula) 
have long been considered ‘forgotten cities’ under FRELIMO municipal 
administration. This sentiment is expressed by the locals when trying to 
explain the economic stagnation of their cities. There is no doubt in their 
minds that there is deliberate and premeditated ‘economic punishment’ 
for their continued lack of support for the party. Economic punishment in 
this context refers to deliberate efforts by central government not to 
invest or discouraging interested parties to invest in a certain area 
because of the residents’ political choices. The visible result of this is the 
absence of development in terms of infrastructure, high unemployment 
and, at a personal level, despair.  
 
For Marta Zacarias Samo, female, aged 52 and Chota (Beira) resident since 
1978:  
 
‘We are neglected for always supporting the opposition parties. There are 
no jobs, employment, investment or any type of central government 
support. Everyone here agrees that we are being marginalised because we 
support the opposition parties. During the political campaigns, they 
(FRELIMO) say: we cannot buy clothes for other people’s child and leave 
ours with no cloths. They also say that this situation will only change if we 
support them and not the opposition because funds come from the central 



government. But with the MDM the situation has improved. In my 
neighbourhood there is now a road but we still need transport to town. 
The city is better now. It looks different. [23] 
 
Meanwhile following the recent historical victory by the MDM in Nampula 
there is a mixture of both economic exclusion and political arrogance by 
the FRELIMO top leadership towards the locals. [24] For Daniel A. Mário, 
male, aged 45, who was born and has been living in Nampula ever since: 
 
‘Although there are many natural resources in the province of Nampula we 
do not feel the advantage of the exploitation of these resources. I think 
there is too much arrogance by the FRELIMO leadership because the 
candidate was challenged soon enough. But they kept on with him. The 
current FRELIMO is not known or is acting badly from the point of view of 
the entire political line. There is no inclusion. The citizens of the city of 
Nampula feel excluded from national political and economic process. The 
people are well informed about what is happening in this country and 
internationally mainly on the evolution of the economy. I believe that 
even FRELIMO members and supporters in Nampula voted for MDM. People 
want and believe in change. On the other hand people want to try new 
leaders. I think even if RENAMO had participated people would have still 
voted MDM. The civil society in Nampula is now mature.’ [25] 
 
It is against the backdrop of these unresolved historical, political and 
socio-economic differences that the population of Sofala, Zambézia and 
Nampula went to the ballot box on 20 November 2013.  
 
CONCLUSION  
There is little doubt that the rapid growth of MDM is a major indicator of 
the imminent end of bipolarisation within Mozambique’s political 
environment. This does not ignore the extent to which the vacuum created 
by the absence of the old alternative (RENAMO) gave its supporters no 
other option but to vote for MDM. For the people of Beira and Quelimane 
and, to a certain degree, Nampula, it was important to send a message to 
FRELIMO that its strategy based on marginalisation and political arrogance 
not only doesn’t work but also creates local resentment with devastating 
electoral consequences. In the final account, however, the rise of MDM is 
the result of the emergence of a new political and economic dispensation 
to which it seems both the political liberators (FRELIMO) and anti-
communism activists (RENAMO) have so far been unable to adequately 
respond. 
 
Fredson Guilengue works with Rosa Luxembourg Foundation Southern 
Africa. 
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SA: Struggles intensify as election draws closer 

 
 Campaigning for WASP socialist alternative at May polls 
Liv Shange, Democratic Socialist Movement (CWI South Africa) 13 February 
2104 
 
As South African President Jacob Zuma, last Friday, announced that the 
country’s next general elections will be held on May 7, this year, his 
regime was surrounded by dramatically intensifying class struggles. The 
same day, an AMCU (Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union – 
the union that replaced the ANC-aligned NUM in the platinum belt 
following the Marikana massacre in 2012) shop steward at Amplats’ Union 
Mine – was shot dead by police as workers were making their way to a mass 
meeting in the course of the strike for a R12 500 living wage which has 
shut down 40% of global platinum output for nearly three weeks. He 
became the latest on a long list of victims of extreme police brutality in 
the past few weeks alone.  
 
The past three months have seen an average of 32 protests per day, 
according to the police minister. This compares to three per day over 
2009-2011, which already amounted to the world’s highest ‘protest-per-
capita’ rate in the world. In addition to the mining strike and other worker 
protests, poor townships and squatter camps are in flames over a range of 
immediate issues: unbearable electricity costs, government failure to 
provide clean water, sanitation, housing etc., but also corruption. Outside 
mining town Brits in the North West province, for example, residents took 
to the streets in January to protest against months of water shortages. 
After police responded by killing four protesters, the residents’ suspicion 
that the ANC in local government was tampering with water pumps in 
order to award contracts to private water tank suppliers, who then 
rewarded the politicians and officials handsomely, was confirmed. Student 
strikes have also flared up in recent weeks in protest against the mass 
exclusion of working class youth from higher education due to the lack of 
government financial aid.  
 
Politicisation and polarisation  
The approaching elections are contributing further to the increasing 
politicisation and polarisation of society. The clarification of the class 
character of the ANC government and the state which the Marikana 
massacre in August 2012 provided, has worked its way through the minds 
of millions of working class people. While many protesting communities 
are taking up the ‘no-vote’ position to threaten and punish the ANC, 
millions are searching for their own political alternative. At the close of 
voter registration drives last weekend, 25.3 million people or 80.5% of 
eligible voters had registered. This is the highest level ever, according to 
the Independent Electoral Commission.  
 
The framework of class collaboration, on which the ANC’s rule and 
bourgeois democracy has rested for the past 20 years, is beginning to 
crumble. Most notably, the ANC-aligned Congress of South African Trade 
Unions (Cosatu) is falling apart. The largest affiliate, metalworkers’ union 
NUMSA, has broken with the ANC and is moving in the direction of forming 
a political party. Eight other Cosatu affiliates are also rebelling against the 
increasingly isolated Cosatu President Dlamini, and even in the ‘ANC-
loyalist’ affiliates cracks are widening rapidly.  
 
What remains of the Cosatu leadership around Dlamini is digging in its 
heels. This week, a specially convened ‘Central Executive Committee’ 
meeting, which was boycotted by nine of the nineteen affiliates, decided 
not to hold the special congress which has been demanded by the nine to 
review the decision to suspend the popular Cosatu general secretary Vavi. 
The glove was also thrown to NUMSA with a letter warning it of suspension 
or expulsion over, amongst other things, its withdrawal of support for the 
ANC [A full report on this development will be published soon on 
socialistworld.net]  
 



The polarisation is reflected in a reconfiguration of the political 
landscape. The Democratic Socialist Movement (CWI in South Africa) took 
the initiative together with mineworkers’ strike committees to form the 
Workers and Socialist Party (WASP) following the 2012 strike wave. DSM 
comrades are working hard to grow WASP and contest the May elections 
where WASP will be the only genuine socialist alternative. Expelled former 
ANC Youth League president Julius Malema’s new party, the Economic 
Freedom Fighters, has gained popularity rapidly and is viewed as a simple 
alternative by many desperate young and poor people. The EFF’s rejection 
of WASP’s proposal for an electoral alliance only to, recently, kiss-and-
make-up with the arch-reactionary Inkatha Freedom Party, responsible for 
the deaths of tens of thousands of anti-apartheid activists, is, however, 
one of many warnings when it comes to Malema’s outfit.  
 
Spectacular failure to gather united right-wing opposition  
Mining millionaire Mamphela Ramphele’s Agang-SA, formed last year as a 
‘responsible-black’ pro-big business party, has, despite much media hype, 
not taken off. It was disgraced along with the self-proclaimed ‘official 
opposition’ the Democratic Alliance (DA) when a merger was proclaimed to 
great fanfare, with Ramphele announced as DA presidential candidate, 
only to be called off five (5) days later! The spectacular failure to gather a 
united right-wing opposition to the ANC underlines the need for the 
working class to rise to the challenge of taking SA out of the dead-end of 
capitalism.  
 
The 2014 elections are an important opportunity to set an example of 
workers’ MPs in action behind enemy lines in a bourgeois parliament. 
About 63,000 votes will be required to get a seat in national parliament. 
All stops should be pulled to reach that target, not only by socialists in SA, 
but internationally, as well, because a WASP success in will be a step 
forward on the march towards socialist revolution, not only in SA but 
across the continent and the world.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Sochi Winter Olympics: Breaking all records! 

 
 Sporting excellence, yes...but also corruption, waste, atrocious 
workers’ conditions and anti-LGBT laws 
Rob Jones, Moscow 12 February 2104 
 
The 2014 Winter Olympic Games, held in Sochi, are being watched by 
millions around the world. Beyond the sporting excellence, however, the 
event is surrounded by controversy over corruption, huge waste, atrocious 
workers’ rights and anti-LGBT legislation.  
 
When the International Olympic Committee awarded the 2014 winter 
Olympics to the Russian Black Sea resort of Sochi, eyebrows were raised at 
the cost of $12 billion.  
 
Now it has been revealed that $50 billion has been spent, more than the 
cost of all previous winter games taken together.  
 
A 30-mile road-rail link from Sochi up to the ski-slopes has been built that 
is so expensive that one Russian magazine said it would have been cheaper 
to surface the road with caviar than asphalt!  
 
Corruption  
Mushrooming corruption has plagued the project. The contract for the 
biathlon facilities was awarded to the company Rosengineering, owned by 
Premier Medvedev’s ski constructor, which also has one of President 
Putin’s judo sparring partners on the board of directors. This is one of 
many examples.  
 
Although Russia promised that 40% of investment would come from private 
funds, big business has stumped up less than $1.5 billion. 96% of the costs 
have come from state resources. But private business still reaps the 
rewards.  
 



The Monarch Construction Company part-owned by the son of vice-
president of the state Olympic company is investing just 14% of the $145 
million cost of the main IOC office in Sochi, but has been promised 
ownership of the building after the games.  
 
The games are intended mainly for Russia’s new elite. Tickets to the 
opening night cost between £350 and £900 - 50% of Russians earn less than 
£350 a month.  
 
The Russian government, contradicting the ’Olympic spirit’, is offering 
each Russian gold medallist in Sochi $122,500.  
 
The people who pay for this are, of course, ordinary Russians and in 
particular those who worked on the Olympic sites and local residents.  
 
Most construction work has been done by cheap migrant labour. The word 
migrant in Russia applies to those travelling from other regions within the 
country.  
 
Workers’ rights have been widely ignored during the construction. Wages 
have often not been paid or payment severely delayed, long overtime and 
holidays have been worked with no extra pay.  
 
At least 25 workers have been killed in industrial accidents during the site 
construction. These are not isolated incidents but have arisen because the 
government passed a law removing all responsibilities on employers to pay 
minimum wage rates and ensure health and safety on Olympic sites.  
 
The environment has been badly damaged. In addition Sochi, with a sub-
tropical climate, is about the only part of Russia that does not have a 
guaranteed snowfall.  
 
Not that a little detail like this will block big business. Millions of cubic 
metres of last year’s snowfall have been stored, ready for use in the 
games.  
 
Thousands of artificial snow machines supplied by water from two new 
reservoirs will supplement the natural snowfall, if there is one.  
 
Residents of the city are increasingly unhappy that resources can be found 
to make snow, while sewerage and electric light for ordinary residents are 
not seen as priorities.  
 
The regime is petrified a terrorist act will take place. The North Caucasus 
is an ethnic and social cauldron. Unemployment in neighbouring areas can 
reach 50% while wages are less than €100 a month.  
 
There are, on average, six to eight terrorist acts a month in the region, 
the latest being two deadly suicide bombings leaving 34 dead in Volgograd 
in December.  
 
Sochi has been turned into a military camp. 100,000 police, troops, FSB 
agents and Cossacks have been mobilised to protect the city. Russian 
warships and two US warships are patrolling Sochi’s Black Sea coast.  
 
LGBT rights  
Huge attention internationally is being addressed to how Putin is shoring 
up his authoritarian regime by resting on backward prejudices and 
attitudes.  
 
A new repressive law has been passed supposedly banning pro-LGBT 
propaganda to minors, but in reality introducing severe restrictions on 
LGBT rights.  
 
This has led to calls for campaigns in defence of LGBT rights during the 
Sochi games itself, including calls for a boycott.  
 
The need for a campaign is clear as leading Russian figures including Putin 
continue to make homophobic comments, often equating LGBT rights with 
the misuse of children.  
 



But while calls to boycott the Sochi Olympics are well meaning, the LGBT 
community in Russia can only be defended through an active and 
widespread campaign of propaganda and protests explaining why these 
attacks are taking place, and placing them in the context of the massive 
corruption and attacks on workers’ rights and environment that have been 
a central feature of the Sochi Olympics.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Corruption: Escalating Habit of Neoliberal Savagery  

 
 Rolf Auer 11 February 2014  
 
In Brazil, police have been going into poor neighbourhoods and murdering 
people. From 2003 to 2008, in Brazil’s two largest cities—Sao Paulo and Rio 
de Janeiro—more than 11,000 citizens were killed by police. Brazil’s 
leading cause of death for people aged 15 to 44 is homicide; many of those 
people were killed by police (1). 
 
Of approximately 1,000 favelas (poor neighbourhoods) in Rio, 45 per cent 
are run by organized crime police militias, 37 per cent are run by drug 
gangs, and 18 per cent are run by the official and legal police force – the 
UPP (Unidade de Policia Pacificadora). 
 
The primary duty of police is to protect the population. That Brazilian 
police are instead murdering the population is nothing less than corruption 
of that primary duty. This corruption is passed down from the political 
hierarchy. Everyone knows it is becoming worse, due to the World Cup, 
which begins in June, and the 2016 Summer Olympics. The police are 
under orders to “clean up” or “pacify” the favelas, to make sure that 
sports tourists are safe. “Pacify” is code for “torture” and “brutal 
murder.” 
 
The current President of Brazil is Dilma Rousseff. The Mayor of Brazil’s 
largest city, Sao Paulo, is Fernando Haddad, who was former Minister of 
Education in Rousseff’s cabinet. The Mayor of Rio is Eduardo Paes, the 
“Mayor who brought the Olympics to Rio…” (On 12 August 2012, at the 
2012 Summer Olympics closing ceremony, Paes received the Olympic Flag, 
via Jacques Rogge—then-President of the International Olympic 
Committee—from London Mayor Boris Johnson.)(2) 
 
According to Christopher Gaffney, a visiting professor at the Universidade 
Federal Fluminense, the police violence due to the preparations for the 
World Cup and Olympics is about a larger issue: the transfer of wealth and 
land from the poor to the rich under the guise of sports mega-events (3). 
 
The economic enabler of these all too common wealth transfers upwards is 
neoliberalism, which is merely modernized 19th century laissez-faire 
capitalism. The cruelty of this transplanted old-style capitalism conflates 
increasing corruption as well, made all the more apparent by modern high-
speed communications and technology. One of Naomi Klein’s books, The 
Shock Doctrine, documents this cruelty in detail. A hallmark of corruption 
is wrongful death, and with amoral neoliberal savagery, there is no 
shortage of that. Case in point: the 11 September 1973 murder of Chilean 
democratic leader Salvador Allende, usurped by the ruthless dictator 
Augusto Pinochet, subsequently followed by his bloody repression of 
thousands of citizens of Chile, all in the name of neoliberalism (4).  
 
Decades of neoliberal corruption of democracy has resulted in plutocracy, 
wherein neverending wealth transfers from poor to rich manifest as 
rampant inequality and people no longer notice the bodies of the 
economically injured whom they step around on their way to their comfy 
quasi-sinecures bought with their silent acquiescence to the status quo. 
Instead, complaints abound about these unsightly homeless impediments 
to progress, and it is commonly accepted as a fact of life that “the rich 
get richer” without questioning the hows or the whys of systemic classism 
and classist exploitation, currently aided and abetted by neoliberal 
doctrine masquerading as economic rationalism, itself merely a hackneyed 
excuse for forsaking one’s neighbour as a “cost cutting exercise.” 



 
I claim that the emphasis of competition over cooperation, of hierarchy 
over networking, of secularism over spirituality all contribute to the 
exacerbation of Social Darwinist tendencies exalting such crudities of 
human behaviour as neoliberalism, corporatism, and persecution of belief. 
 
A first step in combatting these is to be aware of these. Having achieved 
this, what should one do then, might be the logical response. Whatever 
one can is my answer. I like the following story: a stranger encountered a 
man on a beach. Washed up on shore were hundreds of tiny starfish, dying 
in the hot sun. The man was picking these up one by one, and throwing 
them back in the water. “Isn’t that rather futile?” asked the stranger. The 
man replied, “Each one that I throw back is one more that lives.” 
www.zcommunications.org 

 
 
Propaganda: ‘The Dominant Grand Narrative Of Our Time’ 

 
 David Cromwell 10 February 2014 
 
'Propaganda' sounds like an old-fashioned word from a bygone era. It 
evokes images of the Nazis in WW2, particularly Reich Minister of Public 
Enlightenment and Propaganda Joseph Goebbels, or Soviet leaders in the 
Cold War and dictators in 'Third World' countries. Propaganda is something 
spewed out by official enemies of the West, and surely not a vile practice 
indulged by 'our' politicians and business leaders. This is a convenient 
illusion that serves powerful Western elites very well indeed. 
 
The Russian-born filmmaker Andre Vltchek, who has travelled the world 
extensively in making his documentaries, relates his experience of 
appearing in the media in different countries. He observes that when he 
speaks in China, he does so uncensored: 
 
'I was on CCTV – their National TV – and for half an hour I was talking about 
very sensitive issues. And I felt much freer in Beijing than when the BBC 
interviews me, because the BBC doesn't even let me speak, without 
demanding a full account of what exactly I am intending to say.' (Noam 
Chomsky and Andre Vltchek, On Western Terrorism: From Hiroshima to 
Drone Warfare, Pluto Press, London, 2013, p. 31) 
 
Vltchek continued: 
 
'people in the West are so used to thinking that we are so democratic in 
terms of the way our media is run and covers the stories. Even if we know 
it's not the case, we still, subconsciously, expect that it's still somehow 
better than in other places and it is actually shocking when we realize that 
a place like China or Turkey or Iran would run more unedited or 
uncensored pieces than our own mainstream media outlets. Let me put it 
this way: Chinese television and newspapers are much more critical of 
their economic and political system than our television stations or 
newspapers are of ours. Imagine ABC, CBS, or NBC [major US television 
stations] coming on air and beginning to question the basics of capitalism 
or the Western parliamentary system.' (Ibid., p. 32) 
 
A vanishingly rare example of the BBC propaganda system being blasted 
open was the special edition of the Radio 4 Today programme edited by 
the English musician PJ Harvey on January 2, 2014. In her opening 
statement, Harvey explained that she wanted to 'do something unusual 
with the format and content of the programme.' She invited people whom 
she considers 'to be highly articulate, stimulating and extremely 
interesting to listen to - people who challenge us and move us to examine 
our deepest beliefs and feelings.' 
 
Harvey's guests included John Pilger talking about the propaganda role of 
the corporate media; Denis Halliday, former UN Humanitarian Coordinator 
in Iraq, on the urgent need to democratise the warmongering UN Security 
Council (here at around 49 mins); Ian Cobain and Phil Shiner on torture 
committed by UK forces (here at around 2 hrs : 34 mins); and Mark Curtis 
on how Britain's arms trade fuels oppression around the world.  



 
Harvey wanted her contributors to be unrestricted in what they could say, 
and she had asked the Today programme to agree to this before accepting 
the invitation to be a guest editor. She rightly noted that 'a great deal' of 
her edition of the programme was 'about censorship in one way or 
another.' 
 
Predictably, reactionary voices bewailed afterwards that the BBC had 
broadcast 'left-wing tosh' and 'liberal drivel'. Nick Robinson, the BBC's 
'impartial' political editor, took particular exception to the contribution by 
John Pilger, while the pro-war Murdoch employee David Aaronovitch, a 
Times columnist with a penchant for wagging a warning finger at Glenn 
Greenwald, objected to being 'lectured at in a news programme'. 
 
By contrast, Paul Mason, a former BBC Newsnight correspondent and now 
the digital editor at Channel 4 News, better captured the public response: 
 
'Brilliant @PJHarveyUK edition of @BBCr4today demonstrating difference 
between truth and editorial policy - amazing how weird it feels'  
 
The veteran Scottish journalist Joyce McMillan astutely summed up the 
importance of the PJ Harvey-edited Today programme and the dismissive 
and fearful response to it from elite quarters: 
 
'For the 21st-century British Right, though – used to seeing their sense of 
what is important go largely unchallenged in day-to-day political 
broadcasting – the programme was an outrage. [...] Since this year's group 
of guest editors also included such establishment figures as Dame Eliza 
Manningham Buller, former head of MI5, and Anthony Jenkins, CEO of 
Barclays Bank, there are clearly no grounds for complaint from the Right 
about the overall balance of this year's holiday editions.' 
 
McMillan continued: 
 
'The British boss class, though, increasingly demand not so much balance 
as total hegemony. Where a generation ago they would have had the 
wisdom to welcome Harvey as an alternative voice that demonstrated 
Britain's commitment to diversity and freedom, now they just want her 
and her kind to shut up, before they put any wild ideas into the heads of 
the compliant masses.' 
 
Although Harvey's contributors made points that were 'accurate, truthful 
and based on fact', said McMillan, such voices are marginalised in political 
debate because: 
 
'they are not part of the dominant grand narrative of our time, which 
requires constant deference to the priorities of rich so-called wealth 
creators, and a rapid refocusing of any popular anger towards other 
vulnerable groups, such as this New Year's imaginary tidal wave of new 
migrants from Romania and Bulgaria.' 
 
McMillan warned that unless any serious challenge emerges to the 
'dominant narrative' of state-corporate elites, we will be 'trapped by an 
account of reality so far adrift of the truth [...] that a long age of social, 
moral and intellectual decline seems almost inevitable.' 
 
Accidental Subversion Flying Beneath The BBC Radar 
It is therefore important to grasp, as in fact many people already do, that 
BBC News is a major influence in projecting what McMillan calls the 
'dominant grand narrative of our time'. Occasionally, very occasionally, the 
truth will slip out, and it can actually be comical to observe. Consider a 
report from Paris by BBC correspondent Allan Little on News at Ten on 
January 14. Little was talking about the reported marital difficulties of 
François Hollande, the French president. Why had his alleged affair not 
stirred up greater controversy in France, in contrast to what would surely 
have happened in this country if similar revelations had appeared about, 
say, David Cameron? 
 
In a voiceover of footage of the Sorbonne, Little intoned: 
 
'François Hollande is a graduate of the École Nationale d'Administration, 



ENA, which like the Sorbonne here in Paris is an elite institution that trains 
many of France's future leaders.' 
 
Then, strolling along beside the Sorbonne, Little continued: 
 
'It's often argued that the French ruling elite is a pretty homogeneous 
group of people. That they're drawn from a very narrow sector of society. 
They went to the same elite universities, like this one [nods to the 
Sorbonne] where they were groomed for high-status, high-powered lives. 
And that this is why newspaper editors, senior politicians, civil servants, 
industry chiefs, are connected to each other through a network of lifelong 
loyalties and old friendships. And that this explains why the sexual 
peccadilloes of previous presidents stayed out of the news.' 
 
That Little's comments also apply to the 'very narrow sector of society' 
that runs Britain, with its leading cohorts largely drawn from the elite 
institutions of Oxbridge and London, is obvious. When I emailed Little to 
congratulate him ironically on his piece of subversive reporting that he'd 
managed to slip below the BBC editorial radar I got no response – not 
surprising. 
 
On the other hand, nobody could ever accuse BBC political editor Nick 
Robinson of subversion, intentional or otherwise. A week earlier (BBC 
News at Ten, January 6, 2014), Robinson had performed his usual role of 
'explaining' – or, more accurately, amplifying – government policy; this 
time on the increasing levels of 'austerity' being imposed on the British 
public. 
 
He finished his 'balanced' report with these words: 
 
'Whose purse or wallet should be raided next to pay off the deficit? 
Welcome to one of the main debates between now and election day.' 
 
But how far would Robinson ever extend the 'main debate' beyond the 
usual narrow parliamentary voices, if at all? Would he be likely to give 
prominence to informed comment about cutting the massive subsidies 
granted at public expense to the corporate sector, notably the fossil fuel 
industry? What about a spectrum of views on proper accountability of 
major banks, and preventing corporations and rich elites from tax-dodging? 
Would that ever be a significant part of a 'main debate' presented by 
Robinson on BBC News? 
 
We put these questions to Robinson via email, adding: 
 
'What about going beyond the skewed parliamentary consensus that 
normally shapes your news reporting, and include progressive voices 
arguing for taxation to reduce the shameful inequities in British society? 
What about a critical look at the costs of the UK's militaristic foreign 
policy, including huge government support for the so-called defence 
industry? 
 
'Will you canvas wider opinion on all of this, or will you merely include 
brief snatches of token vox pops on the street? 
 
'Surely the British public deserves a reasoned debate beyond the usual 
establishment perspective?' (Email, January 7, 2014) 
 
Despite several follow-up emails, Robinson ignored us. Perhaps he is too 
busy propping up the 'dominant grand narrative of our time' to answer 
questions from marginalised voices like ours. Robinson was, however, 
happy to seek us out a couple of years ago for the source of a quote by 
Lord Reith, the founding Director-General of the BBC, to include in his 
2012 book, Live From Downing Street. What was the Reith quote that 
Robinson was so keen to source? This one: 
 
'They [the government] know they can trust us not to be really impartial.' 
(C. Stuart, ed., The Reith Diaries, 1975) 
 
Life is full of such ironies. 
 
A key element of the elite 'grand narrative' projected by the corporate 



news media is that the United States is a force for peace in the Middle 
East. Thus Jeremy Bowen, the BBC Middle East editor, said with a straight 
face on the BBC Weekend News on January 11 that: 
 
'These days, the Americans are having another go at brokering peace 
between Israel and the Palestinians.' 
 
Why Bowen, who really should know better, sticks to the discredited script 
of US as 'peace-broker' is an awkward question that only he can answer. 
Perhaps one day he will do so - after retiring, when he is finally freed from 
the shackles of BBC 'balance'. 
 
Fracking The Climate System And Defending War 
Propaganda was once again in full flow when Huw Edwards introduced BBC 
News at Ten with this beauty: 
 
'We'll have more on the government's plan to give local authorities 
financial rewards for allowing development of shale gas.' (January 13, 
2014) 
 
'Financial rewards'? That is BBC News echoing government-speak. Although 
the actual news report mentioned in brief that opponents of fracking use 
the more accurate term 'bribes', it was the government spin that got top 
billing. 
 
After the broadcast of the report, Nick Robinson sat in the studio facing 
Huw Edwards across a big polished round table in the tired news-theatre 
format of presenter and correspondent exchanges masquerading as 
genuine 'conversation'. As ever, Robinson's purpose was to 'explain' the 
government's message. This essentially comprised a series of corporate-
friendly, pro-fracking bullet points on the 'potential big gain in terms of 
jobs', 'potentially cheap energy' and 'security of supply'. 
 
There was not a single direct reference to climate change; only an 
implicit, blink-and-you'll-miss-it hint in Robinson's brief nod to green 
campaigners' wish for 'clean energy'. The very real risk of climate chaos 
under business as usual fossil-fuel consumption was not worth discussing, 
obviously. 
 
In its report, BBC News gave prominence to David Cameron's claim of 
74,000 new jobs linked to fracking. Email correspondence between the 
government and companies involved in fracking, made public after a 
Freedom of Information request, has since revealed that Cameron's figure 
comes from the 'Big Six' energy company Centrica. The '74,000 jobs' 
assertion has been repeatedly used by Cameron and ministers, even 
though the government's own study estimated far fewer jobs: a 'peak' of 
16,000 to 32,000 jobs. 
 
Moreover, the email correspondence showed that: 
 
'Shale gas executives and government officials collaborated in private to 
manage the British public's hostility to fracking.' 
 
As Green party MP Caroline Lucas said: 
 
'This is yet more evidence of the creepily cosy relationship between [the 
government] and big energy. Apparently it's not enough to give fracking 
companies generous tax breaks, the government also has to help them 
with their PR. Instead of cheerleading for fracking, the government should 
be working with community and renewable energy to move us towards a 
low carbon future.' 
 
Liberal Apologetics: War Crimes as 'Failures' 
Of course, it's not just the BBC that deploys its 'serious journalism' 
credentials to promote the grand narrative that props up elite power. The 
British flagship of supposedly progressive print journalism, the Guardian, 
relentlessly plays its part too. A recent editorial on UK 'defence' policy, 
titled 'Military options: sense about defence', was a prime example of pro-
power liberal posturing. The editorial was a response to a question posed 
by former US defence secretary Robert Gates; namely 'whether the UK 
now has the ability to act alongside the US in the Middle East or Asia.' The 



Guardian argued that this was 'not the only or even the main [question] 
that needs to be answered.' 
 
The editorial asserted that: 
 
'It is high time that Britain, and Europe, had a serious, effective and public 
strategic examination of defence needs and affordable options for the 
mid-21st century.' 
 
By contrast, a genuinely progressive editorial would have argued that: 
 
'It is high time that Britain, and Europe, had a serious, effective and public 
strategic examination of the elite interests that drive foreign policy and 
instead consider sensible options for the mid-21st century.' 
 
The editorial continued: 
 
'The question that needs answering is how Europe and Britain can best 
defend ourselves against the threats of today and tomorrow, and how we 
can play an appropriate military role in the world.' 
 
rather than the more rational: 
 
'The question that needs answering is how Europe and Britain can best 
reduce the threats we pose to everyone else, and how we can instead play 
an appropriate peaceful role in the world.' 
 
The Guardian added: 
 
'the public is war-weary from the failures in Iraq and Afghanistan' 
 
and not: 
 
'the public is sick of the West's war crimes in Iraq and Afghanistan...' 
 
which we could follow up with: 
 
'...but voters are deprived of any peaceful party political alternative.' 
 
Of course, it is a classic trope of liberal apologetics to describe war crimes 
by the state as mere 'failures' or 'mistakes'. And so, shamefully, the 
Guardian was once again showing its true colours as the liberal wing of a 
voracious power elite. For those with a black sense of humour, it was all 
summed up by the headline of a satirical piece in the Daily Mash: 'Britain 
could miss out on crazy, pointless war with China, says important 
American'. 
 
Today, it is clearer than ever to a growing number of people that there is 
something seriously wrong with 'the news'. The current system of planet-
crushing propaganda relies on a mere façade of overall 'balance', 
'reasonableness' and 'range of views'. In the UK, BBC News is the crucial 
foundation stone of this propaganda system, with the Guardian playing an 
accompanying role, almost as the print equivalent. In an era of Permanent 
War and climate chaos, it is time for the public to raise our voices in 
protest at all parts of the corporate media, and to build a 'grand narrative' 
that represents reality.  

 
 
Dispelling the myths of national minimum wages  

 
 Neil Coleman (The Mercury) 7 February 2014 
 
Today Business Report is launching a series called The Labour Report. This 
series will see contributions from key stakeholders from the South African 
and international labour scene, as well as from business. The primary 
objective of the series is to open a platform for an in-depth debate on 
labour matters – the world of work and the economy. Here is our first 
instalment in this series: The introduction of a legislated national 
minimum wage in South Africa would create an economy-wide wage floor 



below which no one could fall. 
 
THE ANC’S 2014 election manifesto endorses the principle of introducing a 
legislated national minimum wage. This concrete intervention is hugely 
important for millions of South Africans who, despite working long hours, 
still live in poverty.  
 
Unfortunately, some responses to this announcement suggest a startling 
level of ignorance and misinformation.  
 
Based on Statistics SA figures, we can estimate that over half of workers in 
the country earn less than R3 500 a month, way below what is required to 
support a family. This harsh reality of mass working poverty is the living 
legacy of a system deliberately designed to entrench the super-
exploitation of the African majority while entrenching minority economic 
privilege.  
 
It is an indictment of our democracy that 20 years on we have failed to 
make real progress in reversing this unacceptable legacy of apartheid.  
 
While workers remain trapped in poverty, they watch a growing gap 
between themselves and the wealthy and powerful. South Africa has a 
toxic mix of increased economic inequality combined with extreme 
poverty and unemployment.  
 
This is no longer simply a social issue, if it ever was. It is the major 
political question of our time. Addressing this challenge will – rightly – be 
the dominant theme of the upcoming elections.  
 
While a national minimum wage is not a panacea, it will be an important 
step forward in responding to these challenges. It will be key to a package 
of labour market, social protection and economic measures, aimed at 
giving concrete meaning to the slogan of “a better life for all”.  
 
Labour market measures must be designed to eliminate working poverty, 
radically reduce inequality of incomes, and institutionalise mechanisms to 
ensure that all workers, through their unions, are able to collectively 
negotiate better conditions of employment, irrespective of sector.  
 
The national minimum wage is key to this agenda, because it establishes a 
minimum income floor. This counters the race to the bottom seen in the 
most vulnerable sectors. It can also provide a lever to reconfigure the 
apartheid wage structure, with other measures aimed at creating greater 
income equity. These labour market interventions will promote decent 
work, and unleash the economy’s productive potential.  
 
Millions of South Africans face poverty and destitution through no fault of 
their own. Social protection measures should aim to ensure that all 
citizens are entitled to a basic floor of income, and provide access to a 
package enabling them to meet their basic needs, regardless of their 
circumstances. A national minimum wage is connected to this package, 
because it guarantees a minimum income to all families (and often 
extended families) who rely on a breadwinner.  
 
Contrary to the DA’s propaganda, unemployed people don’t want the 
employed to have lower wages, or less job security. As Jonny Steinberg 
points out, “tell an unemployed woman in Pondoland that her brother on 
the platinum mine, who remits money home every month, should not be 
paid more, and she will tell you that you are mad”. (“Opinion makers have 
blind spot on wages”, Business Day, January 24).  
 
Following the global financial crisis, recognition has grown that stimulating 
real economic activity, as opposed to financial speculation, is the key to 
generating jobs and investment. An important element of this stimulus is 
raising the incomes of working people. Their propensity to spend on basic 
necessities, if linked to an appropriate industrial strategy, can lead to a 
massive economic impetus to kick-start economic activity.  
 
Former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva of Brazil, addressing the Cosatu 
executive in 2012, explained this point powerfully: “Once we put money in 
the hands of the poor, they started buying goods, more of which needed to 



be produced. When workers and the poor started spending, the giant 
wheels of the Brazilian economy started turning.”  
 
Brazil’s deliberate policy of progressively raising the real value of the 
minimum wage was key to increasing incomes of the poor. Two-thirds of 
Brazil’s reduction in inequality was due to the increased national minimum 
wage, according to the International Labour Organisation’s Group of 20 
policy brief. The massive increase in employment that followed this policy, 
dispels the myth that higher minimum wages automatically lead to job 
losses.  
 
The Brazilian experience shows an important relationship between 
increased domestic demand and potential for economic diversification and 
industrialisation.  
 
Conversely, poverty in South Africa, and the southern African region, 
means a major repression of demand. Raising the incomes of working 
people is key to unleashing trapped economic potential.  
 
Scaremongering tactics by conservative economists creates the impression 
that introducing a national minimum wage will derail the economy. 
Recently, one economist asserted crudely that regardless of the national 
minimum wage level, it would be catastrophic for employment, and would 
never work in South Africa “under any circumstances!” He, and his fellow 
ideological soulmates, haven’t bothered to look at contrary evidence from 
the international experience. A growing body of international economic 
opinion now agrees that governments can effectively use national 
minimum wages to combat poverty and inequality.  
 
In 2006, more than 650 US economists, including five Nobel prize winners, 
stated that increasing the national minimum wage would significantly 
improve the lives of low-income workers and their families “without the 
adverse effects that critics have claimed”.  
 
The UK Low Pay Commission, responsible for setting national minimum 
wages, stated that their research could find no evidence that minimum 
wages caused damage to the economy or jobs. Literature on the recent 
Latin American experience concludes that rapidly rising minimum wages 
have coincided with job creation, formalisation of work and, significantly, 
contributed to reducing inequality and working poverty. A special focus on 
minimum wages in the conservative Economist (November 24, 2012) 
concluded that “evidence is mounting that moderate minimum wages can 
do more good than harm”.  
 
In 2010 economists at UCT examined whether the introduction of minimum 
wages through South African sectoral determinations had an impact on 
employment. To their surprise they found that minimum wages between 
2001 and 2007 coincided with a net increase of 650 000 jobs over this 
period, accounted for by five sectors, despite farming experiencing a 
significant job loss. So the neoclassical economic myth that increasing 
minimum wages automatically leads to job loss has been refuted.  
 
It is not being argued that introducing a national minimum wage in itself 
would necessarily have the impact of increasing the number and quality of 
jobs. Rather, the national minimum wage needs to be used in combination 
with other policy instruments to achieve these desired goals.  
 
Various economic factors, such as sectoral conditions, industrial strategy, 
trade dynamics and broader economic conditions (including domestic 
demand), together determine sectoral employment performance. 
Therefore, wage policy has to be combined with appropriate economic 
policies to have the desired employment impact.  
 
International experience, in countries as diverse as in Latin America and 
Scandinavia, shows that a national wage policy which reconfigures the 
wage structure can significantly raise the income of low paid workers, and 
reduce inequality, without causing a major economic shock.  
 
Countries experiencing extreme income inequality find that introducing a 
national minimum wage not only brings the lowest paid out of working 
poverty, but helps compress the entire wage structure, by reducing wage 



differentials.  
 
In many countries, including Brazil, the policy of significant real increases 
in the national minimum wage, has coincided with real increases reflected 
in collective bargaining in the bottom half of the wage structure, and 
greater moderation at the top.  
 
The Economist reported that in the UK, increases in the national minimum 
wage had “boosted earnings further up the income scale – and thus 
reduced wage inequality. (As a result) wage gaps in the bottom half of 
Britain's pay scale have shrunk sharply since the late 1990s”. (November 
24, 2012)  
 
Finally, it is important to clarify the relationship of a national minimum 
wage to the broader system of collective bargaining. Currently, South 
Africa doesn’t have a national minimum, but various fragmented minimum 
wages set through statutory sectoral determinations (covering only 3.5 
million of more than 10 million formal sector workers).  
 
Minimum wages negotiated at bargaining councils cover a further 2.3 
million workers. Minimum wages in the country are characterised by: very 
low levels of many minimum wages, way below any accepted minimum 
living level; proliferation of multiple minimum wages; huge variation 
within and between sectors; and low levels of enforcement.  
 
The introduction of a legislated national minimum wage in South Africa 
would create an economy-wide wage floor, below which no one could fall.  
 
The national minimum wage would be simple, high-profile, and all workers 
and employers would be aware of the legal obligation to pay this 
minimum. It wouldn’t replace collective bargaining or the role of unions, 
and employer organisations.  
 
Indeed, a national minimum wage lays the basis for strengthening sectoral 
and workplace collective bargaining through which employers and unions 
negotiate wages and conditions throughout the wage structure.  
 
As happens internationally, collective bargaining would negotiate sectoral 
minima above this national floor, according to conditions in those sectors. 
This is the model strongly supported by the International Labour 
Organisation.  
 
This is the first of a two-part article. The second will look at how to 
address some practical challenges faced in implementing a national 
minimum wage.  
www.iol.co.za 
 
Neil Coleman is the strategies co-ordinator in the Cosatu secretariat. This 
article is based on a detailed paper published by the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO), downloadable at the ILO’s website.  

 
 
Flipping the corruption myth 

 
 Jason Hickel 5 February 2014 
 
Transparency International recently published their latest annual 
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), laid out in an eye-catching map of the 
world with the least corrupt nations coded in happy yellow and the most 
corrupt nations smeared in stigmatising red. The CPI defines corruption as 
“the misuse of public power for private benefit,” and draws its data from 
12 different institutions including the World Bank, Freedom House, and the 
World Economic Forum. 
 
When I first saw this map I was struck by the fact that most of the yellow 
areas happen to be rich Western countries, including the US and the UK, 
whereas red covers almost the entirety of the global South, with countries 
like South Sudan, Afghanistan, and Somalia daubed especially dark. 
 



 
cpi.transparency.org 
 
This geographical division fits squarely with mainstream views, which see 
corruption as the scourge of the developing world (cue cliché images of 
dictators in Africa and bribery in India). But is this storyline accurate? 
 
Many international development organisations hold that persistent poverty 
in the global South is caused largely by corruption among local public 
officials. In 2003 these concerns led to the United Nations Convention 
against Corruption, which asserts that, while corruption exists in all 
countries, this “evil phenomenon” is “most destructive” in the global 
South, where it is a “key element in economic underperformance and a 
major obstacle to poverty alleviation and development”. 
 
There’s only one problem with this theory: it’s just not true. 
 
Corruption, superpower style 
According to the World Bank, corruption in the form of bribery and theft 
by government officials, the main target of the UN Convention, costs 
developing countries between $20 billion and $40 billion each year. That’s 
a lot of money. But it’s an extremely small proportion — only about 3% — 
of the total illicit flows that leak out of public coffers. Tax avoidance, on 
the other hand, accounts for more than $900 billion each year, money that 
multinational corporations steal from developing countries through 
practices such as trade mispricing. 
 
This enormous outflow of wealth is facilitated by a shadowy financial 
system that includes tax havens, paper companies, anonymous accounts, 
and fake foundations, with the City of London at the very heart of it. Over 
30% of global foreign direct investment is booked through tax havens, 
which now collectively hide one sixth of the world’s total private wealth. 
 
This is a massive — indeed, fundamental — cause of poverty in the 
developing world, yet it does not register in the mainstream definition of 
corruption, is absent from the UN Convention, and rarely if ever appears 
on the agenda of international development organisations. 
 
With the City of London at the centre of the global tax haven web, how 
does the UK end up with a clean CPI? 
 
The question is all the more baffling given that the city is immune from 
many of the nation’s democratic laws and free of all parliamentary 
oversight. As a result of this special status, the city has maintained a 
number of quaint plutocratic traditions. Take its electoral process, for 
instance: more than 70% of the votes cast during council elections are cast 
not by residents, but by corporations — mostly banks and financial firms. 
And the bigger the corporation, the more votes they get, with the largest 
firms getting 79 votes each. This takes US-style corporate personhood to 
another level. 
 
To be fair, this kind of corruption is not entirely out of place in a country 
where a feudalistic royal family owns 120 000 hectares of the nation’s land 
and sucks up about £40 million of public funds each year. Then there’s the 
parliament, where the House of Lords is filled not by election but by 
appointment, with 92 seats inherited by aristocratic families, 26 set aside 
for the leaders of the country’s largest religious sect, and dozens of others 
divvied up for sale to multi-millionaires. 
 
Corruption in the US is only slightly less blatant. Whereas Congressional 
seats are not yet available for outright purchase, the recent Citizens 
United vs FEC ruling allows corporations to spend unlimited amounts of 
money on political campaigns to ensure that their preferred candidates get 
elected, a practice justified under the Orwellian banner of “free speech”. 
 
The poverty factor 
The UN Convention is correct to say that poverty in developing countries is 
caused by corruption. But the corruption we ought to be most concerned 
about has its root in the countries that are coloured yellow on the CPI 
map, not red. 
 



The tax haven system is not the only culprit. We know that the global 
financial crisis of 2008 was precipitated by systemic corruption among 
public officials in the US who were intimately tied to the interests of Wall 
Street firms. In addition to shifting trillions of dollars from public coffers 
into private pockets through bailouts, the crisis wiped out a huge chunk of 
the global economy and had a devastating effect on developing countries 
when demand for exports dried up, causing massive waves of 
unemployment. 
 
A similar story can be told about the Libor scandal in the UK, when major 
London banks colluded to rig interest rates so as to suck about $100 billion 
of free money from people even well beyond Britain’s shores. How could 
either of these scandals be defined as anything but the misuse of public 
power for private benefit? The global reach of this kind of corruption 
makes petty bribery and theft in the developing world seem parochial by 
comparison. 
 
But this is just the tip of the iceberg. If we really want to understand how 
corruption drives poverty in developing countries, we need to start by 
looking at the institutions that control the global economy, such as the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and the World Trade 
Organisation. 
 
During the 1980s and 1990s, the policies that these institutions foisted on 
the global South, following the Washington Consensus, caused per capita 
income growth rates to collapse by almost 50%. Economist Robert Pollin 
has estimated that during this period developing countries lost about $480 
billion a year in potential GDP. It would be difficult to overstate the 
human devastation that these numbers represent. Yet Western 
corporations have benefitted tremendously from this process, gaining 
access to new markets, cheaper labour and raw materials, and fresh 
avenues for capital flight. 
 
These international institutions masquerade as mechanisms for public 
governance, but they are deeply anti-democratic; this is why they can get 
away with imposing policies that so directly violate public interest. Voting 
power in the IMF and World Bank is apportioned so that developing 
countries — the vast majority of the world’s population — together hold 
less than 50% of the vote, while the United States Treasury wields de facto 
veto power. The leaders of these institutions are not elected, but 
appointed by the US and Europe, with not a few military bosses and Wall 
Street executives among them. 
 
Joseph Stiglitz, former chief economist of the World Bank, has publicly 
denounced these institutions as among the least transparent he has ever 
encountered. They also suffer from a shocking lack of accountability, as 
they enjoy special “sovereign immunity” status that protects them against 
public lawsuit when their policies fail, regardless of how much harm they 
cause. 
 
Shifting the blame 
If these patterns of governance were true of any given nation in the global 
South, the West would cry corruption. Yet such corruption is normalised in 
the command centres of the global economy, perpetuating poverty in the 
developing world while Transparency International directs our attention 
elsewhere. 
 
Even if we do decide to focus on localised corruption in developing 
countries, we have to accept that it does not exist in a geopolitical 
vacuum. Many of history’s most famous dictators — like Augusto Pinochet, 
Mobutu Sese Seko, and Hosni Mubarak — were supported by a steady flow 
of Western aid. Today, not a few of the world’s most corrupt regimes have 
been installed or bolstered by the US, among them Afghanistan, South 
Sudan, and allegedly the warlords of Somalia — three of the darkest states 
on the CPI map. 
 
This raises an interesting question: which is more corrupt, the petty 
dictatorship or the superpower that installs it? Unfortunately, the UN 
Convention conveniently ignores these dynamics, and the CPI map leads us 
to believe, incorrectly, that each country’s corruption is neatly bounded 
by national borders. 



 
Corruption is a major driver of poverty, to be sure. But if we are to be 
serious about tackling this problem, the CPI map will not be much help. 
The biggest cause of poverty in developing countries is not localised 
bribery and theft, but the corruption that is endemic to the global 
governance system, the tax-haven network, and the banking sectors of 
New York and London. It’s time to flip the corruption myth on its head and 
start demanding transparency where it counts 
www.thoughtleader.co.za 

 
 
Spain: popular resistance delivers results 

 
 Victory against Madrid’s hospital privatisation – and other recent 
struggles in Spain – shows popular resistance delivers results. 
Esther Vivas 2 February 2014 
 
“Resisting is pointless,” we hear endlessly repeated. “So many years of 
protest but the crisis continues, why bother?” insist others, inoculating us 
with apathy and resignation. “Protests could lead to something that’s even 
worse,” whispers the machinery of fear. They want us submissive, heads 
bowed. Dreams of change are forbidden. However, history rebels, 
indomitable. And it shows us, despite the naysayers, that struggle is worth 
it. The victories against the privatisation of the Madrid’s public health 
system, of the Gamonal neighbourhood standing up to speculators and the 
corrupt, of the cleaners in their battle for jobs in the capital and the 
struggle against evictions and the banks, are good examples. 
 
It is not easy to achieve concrete victories when the political class betray 
our rights and sell out to capital. It’s hard to win when the state apparatus 
defends the haves, and rolls back our democratic rights and freedoms. The 
task of change is arduous, when the media are hijacked by private 
interests. Still, there are victories, big and small, showing us the way. 
 
The Madrid government’s u-turn on its plans to privatise six public 
hospitals www.publico.es is one of them. The [Popular Party-run] 
adminstration in the capital has been forced to revoke the “outsourcing” 
plan after fifteen months of protest and the announcement of the High 
Court of Justice of Madrid to provisionally suspend the privatization 
process on the grounds it could pose “serious and irreparable damage.” 
There have been months of demonstrations, strikes, a referendum with 
nearly one million votes against such measures, hospital occupations, 
lawsuits. The triumph swept away its leading promoter, regional health 
commissioner Javier Fernández- Lasquetty, who has been forced to resign. 
It’s worth the fight. 
 
Gamonal, another great victory. After little more than a week of intense 
protests, from 10 to 17 January in Burgos, against the construction of a 
boulevard in the neighbourhood of Gamonal, mayor Javier Lacalle had no 
choice but to halt construction indefinitely www.publico.es . The conflict, 
however, came from afar. A multi-million euro project, with huge profits 
for firms and politicians of the day, in a working class neighbourhood 
lacking investment and amenities. The “urban” conflict in Gamonal 
became the spearhead of the fight against corruption, land speculation 
and crisis. Demonstrations were held across Spain in solidarity with the 
community. And the attempts to criminalise and spread misinformation 
failed. It’s worth the fight. 
 
13 days of strike and tons of debris around Madrid were necessary to avoid 
1,134 layoffs of street cleaners and gardeners of the City of Madrid 
www.publico.es . It took an indefinite strike to paint into a corner private 
contractors that not only wanted to have hundreds of workers, but to carry 
out pay cuts of up to 43%. The victory was partial because the staff had to 
each accept 45 days temporary furloughs (unpaid lay offs) annually over 
the next four years, and a wage freeze until 2017. Still, this does not 
detract from an indefinite strike , unprecedented sadly in this day and 
age, succeeding in protecting every single job. It’s worth the fight. 
 
The fight against evictions has been, without a doubt, the ultimate 



expression of a collective rebellion against this con-trick of a crisis. In 
response to the unlimited usury of the banks, people organized at the 
grassroots. Over a period of more than four years, the Platform of People 
Affected by Mortgages afectadosporlahipoteca.com (PAH ) has managed 
to stop 936 evictions, rehouse 712 persons in empty properties owned by 
financial institutions and today occupied under the Obra Social campaign 
of the PAH. And it has forced many banks to negotiate hundreds of 
repossessions and social rent. Some will say that is very small progress 
compared to the overall offensive. That’s true. However, I would put that 
to all those who thanks to the PAH have a roof over their heads. It’s worth 
the fight. 
 
Since the emergence of the indignados, or 15M movement, we have gone 
from “They do not represent us” to “Yes we can”. We have regained 
confidence in ourselves. The offensive by capital continues, but our 
indignation and disobedience increases. Victories today are catalysts of 
the victories of tomorrow. Struggle is imperative to change things. We 
must take note. And if we do, we can win. 
http://esthervivas.com/english/ 
 
Article published in Público.es, 30/01/2014. Translation by Revolting 
Europe revolting-europe.com 

 
 
France: The need for a combative political force 

 
 More and more tensions develop in the Left Front 
Leila Messaoudi, Gauche Révolutionnaire (CWI in France) 1 February 2014 
 
As economic crisis conditions hammer the lives of working people in 
France, a clear political alternative to the Socialist Party government in 
the local and European elections is vital. The alliance of the Communist 
Party of France (PCF) with the relatively new Left Party and some smaller 
forces is failing to build a cohesive, fighting force. Socialistworld.net 
carries an article by Leila Messaoudi, published in l’Egalite, the paper of 
Gauche Révolutionnaire.  
 
The Front de Gauche (Left Front) in France has been split for several 
months now. Pierre Laurent (leader of the French Communist Party (PCF)) 
and Jean-Luc Mélenchon (leader of the Left Party (PdG)) have been at 
loggerheads, there are disputes over electoral tactics, there is a re-
shaping of the left inside the Front and the PdG has suspended its 
participation in the European Left group of MPs… And there are differences 
of approach over the Socialist Party and the future of the Front de Gauche 
itself!  
 
A policy that is turning....around the PS  
In relation to the upcoming local elections, more than ever the Front de 
Gauche is disunited; it has a logo that signifies an alliance and tactics 
which vary from town to town! Sometimes this can be explained by the 
local situation. But in general the variable geometry of the Front de 
Gauche lists demonstrates first and foremost the absence of a common 
programme in the FdG when faced with a PS – Ecologist government and 
pressure from the right and the Front National.  
 
Yet faced with a government planning cuts in social budgets and offering 
bribes to the employers, a genuine Front de Gauche wanting to defend the 
interests of workers and ordinary people could put forward clear demands 
to stop a decline in living standards for the majority of people, on public 
transport, jobs and housing. These are the issues where a genuine stand in 
support of workers and ordinary people is crucial.  
 
But for that to happen we need to decide what are the key demands, and 
not work everything out on the basis of what might or might not be 
acceptable to the PS. To make common cause with the PS in the first 
round, on the basis of minimal agreements on programme, as the PCF does 
in some towns (not all, fortunately), is deeply damaging. The decision of 
the PdG to stand separately in the first round as a matter of principle is a 
much clearer position. The only problem is that while their criticism is 



often sharp, their position loses credibility, and starts to look like a purely 
tactical one, when everyone knows that in the second round the PdG (or 
the independent FdG lists) will merge with the PS lists. The real issue 
remains: what is the basis on which that will happen?  
 
The leadership of the PCF wants to make the PS its special, most highly 
sought after, partner, thinking that this will force them to bend 
politically. The PdG also hovers around the PS, but focusses on its ‘left’ 
wing. They both want to influence the PS, by leaning on its left wing, so as 
to make a decisive difference. However the Greens have been pursuing 
this kind of adjustment politics for decades in one direction or another and 
they do not even exist outside of election time. This kind of politics does 
not amount to a political programme and leads straight into a brick wall. 
The PS has chosen to serve the interests of the capitalists. A genuine Front 
de Gauche today, faced with a government led by the PS, would 
necessarily have to adopt an independent policy, taking as its starting 
point the interests of workers and ordinary people.  
 
What future for the Front de Gauche?  
These arguments are often seen just like those of politicians on a larger 
scale. They are sterile and off-putting for people who want to oppose 
Hollande’s policies. Nowadays the FdG meetings in many regions and 
towns are empty, and it is more of an election signboard for the PCF and 
sometimes for other alliances. Reduced to an electoral logo the FdG is 
moving further and further away from being a fighting organisation 
drawing into its ranks all those on the left who, at least on some issues, 
want to drive back the capitalists and those serving them, like the present 
government.  
 
This critical situation has brought together some of the groups on the ‘left 
wing’ of the Front de Gauche in an attempt to influence the future of the 
alliance. A grouping called ‘Ensemble’ (‘Together’) was formed at the end 
of November. In relation to the election they are close to the position of 
the PdG, namely independent lists in the first round. They also insist that 
the FdG must be united and stand in the European elections under the 
same banner. They claim to be optimistic but come up against a real 
political problem which none of the groups in ‘Ensemble’ has really solved 
or even raised: that the Front de Gauche was never conceived as a tool for 
organising, discussing and taking action. This was never the aim of the PCF 
nor even of the PdG. Their programme is not one of moving towards the 
creation of a new political force able to meet the aspirations of those who 
are ready to struggle. Ever since Mélenchon’s 2012 appeal to ‘Seize the 
power!’ the civil revolution he called for has passed mainly through the 
ballot box, plus a handful of big demos. The ‘citizens’ assemblies’ never 
attracted large crowds and were dominated by a great deal of waffling. 
The question is not whether to open up the FdG widely or not, but what 
would be the programme on which such a broad political formation could 
exist? When industrial action takes place, for example, the FdG refuses to 
discuss, let alone criticise, trade union tactics. So when the trade union 
leaderships do everything in their power to prevent a coordinated struggle 
against the attacks on pensions, such an approach can only disappoint 
those who want to fight the bosses’ attacks.  
 
At this stage there is still a layer of trade unionists and young people who 
will respond to the FdG’s call for a demonstration, but if the FdG 
continues to provide no answers to the real questions, it risks imploding 
for good, torn apart by the divergent groups which it is made up of, and 
faces being reduced to an electoral signboard.  
 
We need to build a left opposition to the government and the capitalists. 
And to do that we need to campaign for an alternative to the PS, to clearly 
oppose the policies they implement, and put forward independent 
demands, whether in the elections, industrial action and other day-to-day 
campaigns, against job losses, workplace closures and public sector cuts 
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
No time for the masses when it comes to bucks  

 



 Patrick Bond Eye on Civil Society (The Mercury) 28 January 2014 
 
SOUTH Africa’s “minerals-energy complex” keeps getting away with 
murder, including economic strangulation. Parliament is preparing to make 
matters worse.  
 
The Infrastructure Development Bill could give fast-track approvals for 
mines, oil pipelines and refineries, coal-fired power plants, ports and new 
airports. Was the bill’s mention of water/sanitation, clinics and schools 
snuck in to make the mega-project bias more palatable?  
The two types of project need to be separated, and the latter need a new 
sense of urgency, because installation of a R2 300 township sanitation 
connector pipe is rather easier than digging a R23 billion Durban to 
Johannesburg pipeline.  
 
Recently when I was able to testify to Parliament’s economic development 
committee about the Infrastructure Bill’s deficiencies, I witnessed the 
unlikely alliance between a white former New National Party MP and a 
former Umkhonto we Sizwe operative, both now in critical seats on the 
committee.  
 
At the meeting, a Durban community group was egregiously censored, 
proving the point that when it comes to the big bucks, Parliament really 
has no space for the masses.  
 
South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) leader Des D’Sa, 
the first to testify, covered problems related not only to general 
infrastructure processes, but to the single largest site-specific project ever 
attempted in South Africa: Durban’s R250bn port-petrochemical 
expansion. SDCEA and its allies (myself included) have tried to lobby for 
this project to be transformed into a detoxed South Durban offering for 
workers with more housing and environmental amenities such as clean 
rivers and beaches.  
 
Tokenism  
Testifying about the state’s lack of consultation on mega-projects, D’Sa 
was three minutes into his presentation when ANC committee member 
Francois Beukman asked chairwoman Elsie Mmathulare Coleman to shut 
him down, on the grounds that D’Sa’s arguments were irrelevant to the 
bill.  
 
Coleman gave D’Sa just one more minute and then abruptly told him to 
leave the podium. The attack on D’Sa was confirmation of his complaint 
that the process of participation in South Africa’s moneyed politics is 
purely tokenism.  
 
Coleman was also hostile to me, but the exchange of views was robust. 
Beukman said I was too biased to acknowledge that Economic 
Development Minister Ebrahim Patel had taken “account of the lessons of 
the 2010 World Cup infrastructure and the growing experience in the build 
programmes”, including the Gautrain, and Medupi and Kusile.  
 
But Patel was unconvincing, I replied. The government keeps making the 
same mistakes: white elephantism, fossil-fuel dependence, climate 
denialism, mindless export orientation and public-private partnerships 
fraught with corruption. Soon the environmental impact assessment stage 
for mega-projects will be shortened dramatically, and tripping up Transnet 
for ignoring climate change when proposing major port redesign may not 
be so easy.  
 
A genuine people’s Parliament would have an easy time rewriting this bill. 
It would make our economy far less vulnerable to globalisation by stressing 
local connectivities.  
 
The mandate would be revised to first and foremost meet basic human 
needs. Climate would be taken seriously, and infrastructure policy would 
promote renewable energy, public transport and a decarbonised, de-
smokestacked economy.  
 
Although D’Sa’s and my appearances were a waste of time and taxpayers’ 
money, it was an opportunity to confirm my theory about how the elite 



rules: fusing the worst aspects of apartheid and postapartheid nationalism 
with pro-corporate neoliberalism, lubricated by hundreds of billions of 
rand of subsidies spurring ever-greater profits for the minerals-energy 
complex.  
 
Bond directs the UKZN Centre for Civil Society  

 
 
Tunisia: Three years on since the fall of Ben Ali 

 
 

 
New ‘technocratic’ government no response to workers’ demands 
Serge Jordan and CWI supporters in Tunis 
31 January 2014 
 
Three years ago, on the 14 January 2011, a new chapter opened in world 
politics. The overthrow of longtime dictator Ben Ali in Tunisia by a 
sweeping revolutionary movement marked the trigger and inspiration for 
mass movements across the world, and for a complete transformation of 
the political landscape of the Middle East and North Africa.  
 
A lot of water has gone under the bridge since. The ruling classes of the 
imperialist countries, taken completely by surprise when the revolutionary 
wave in Tunisia brought down one of their key allies, are now desperately 
hanging on to this country as their last hope for a presentable model of a 
“democratic transition”, in a region in unprecedented turmoil, hit by 
rampant violence, political instability and sectarian warfare.  
 
When it comes to the Tunisian masses however, the enthusiastic prospects 
for a rapid and easy revolutionary victory that would lead to major 
changes in their lives have long been replaced by renewed hardship and 
anger.  
 
If most international media are praising what they often refer to as the 
“Tunisian model” of the so-called “Arab Spring”, the idea of such a 
success story hardly stands up to serious analysis.  
 
It is true that compared to countries such as Egypt, Syria, Yemen, or 
Libya, Tunisia appears much more ‘stable’. This is largely due to the 
existence of a strong and structured trade union movement, thanks to the 
iconic and powerful UGTT. To an extent, workers’ vigilance and actions 
have acted as a sort of ‘glue’ to unite the oppressed classes, and as a 
counterweight to prevent society descending into the type of chaos and 
violence –be it from the State forces or from religious sectarian groups- 
that we have witnessed elsewhere.  
 
A country in crisis  
However, this is only one side of the coin. Despite being comparatively 
more “stable”, Tunisia is indeed going through a social and political crisis 
of unprecedented proportions, and does not really correspond to the rosy 
picture some try to depict.  
 
As long as the working class do not take control over the running of 
society, and the economy continues to be plundered for the benefits of a 
few multinational corporations and wealthy Tunisian families, all the 



ingredients are there for chronic instability to continue and, in all 
likelihood, to grow further.  
 
Unemployment continues to rise, prices of basic items have exploded, 
infrastructure in the interior regions is still desperately lacking, police 
practices of corruption, torture and arbitrary violence haven’t stopped, 
religious extremism and jihadist groups have raised their heads.  
 
Legal repression and threats against trade union and political activists 
have also undergone a boost in the recent months. The case of blogger 
Yassine Ayari, sentenced on Monday to six months in prison for a post on 
facebook criticising the remnants of the old regime, highlights once again 
the persistence of the entrenched ‘deep State’ and the dangers hanging 
over the heads of political opponents.  
 
An underestimated 24.7% of the population lives officially with less than $2 
a day, and an increasing section of Tunisians can no longer even meet 
their basic food needs. While the country continues to be run for the 
interests of a tiny ruling elite, the vast majority of the population is facing 
socio-economic conditions which are worse, in many respects, than under 
the previous dictator. No wonder, in such a situation, that in a recent poll 
conducted by a Tunisian research firm, ‘3C Etudes’, 35.2 % of Tunisians 
regret the downfall of the Ben Ali regime.  
 
Ennahda tested, and rejected  
Two years of rule by the right-wing Islamist party Ennahda have provided 
the masses with a clear barometer to measure how far this party was 
ready to go in satisfying their demands. And the result is appalling and 
stark: the project of “Islamic Renaissance” promised by this party has 
been exposed as an abject failure in every sense.  
 
Three years ago, millions of youth and workers went to the streets risking 
their lives to finish with Ben Ali’s dictatorship, at the cost of over 300 
dead, demanding “jobs, freedom, national dignity”, “Bread and water but 
no Ben Ali”, “Employment is a right, gang of thieves”, etc. The 
inconvenient truth for Ennahda is that during those days, this party was 
absolutely nowhere to be seen.  
 
At the time, the masses were demanding bread, jobs, a halt to labour 
exploitation and poverty, to the social marginalisation of the interior 
regions; they were demanding decent public services and infrastructure, 
freedom of speech and an end to State-sponsored violence – all notions 
alien to Ennahda’s policies, which have been unapologetically pro-
capitalist in content, violent and repressive in their form.  
 
The hardly begun new year has already provided a new round of examples 
to illustrate this. In the start of January, the Ennahda-led government 
announced tax levies, including a new transportation tax, in the context of 
the 2014 budget.  
 
Behind the government are the IMF and other international lenders, who 
are demanding drastic austerity measures, including cuts in state subsidies 
– something which the government, sitting on a boiling social cauldron, 
had not yet felt confident and strong enough to implement.  
 
Official propaganda has consisted in explaining the reasons for the current 
budget deficit as being the result of the rise in wages of public-sector 
workers in the last few years, and of the fact that too many public-sector 
jobs had been given out.  
 
These arguments are ludicrous, especially when one knows that 70 
Tunisian billionaires have a total wealth 37 times the equivalent of the 
current State budget. If so many jobs have been created in the public 
sector, why then such levels of structural unemployment, reaching, in 
some regions, over 60% among the youth?  
 
Thinking it could fool the masses by the recent announcement of a formal 
agreement on a new, post-Ennahda “caretaker” cabinet –a decision arrived 
at in mid-December with the opposition- the outgoing government decided 
to push through these “unpopular measures” so cherished by big business.  
 



The response from the Tunisian people was not slow to come: immediately 
after the tax hikes were announced, daily protests swept the country from 
north to south. Demonstrators, frustrated by the new tax increase, 
attacked government buildings, stormed police stations, blocked roads, 
and ransacked local headquarters of the ruling parties.  
 
Protests and strikes began on January 7 and 8 in the southern and central 
towns of Kasserine, Thala and Gafsa, among the poorest in the country. In 
Kasserine, a general strike was held on the 8th, coinciding with the 3rd 
anniversary of the killing of the first martyr in the city by Ben Ali’s police. 
The strike closed all shops and public institutions in the area. 
Confrontations also took place between police and inhabitants in the city’s 
working class neighbourhoods.  
 
In addition, on Tuesday the 7th, the Tunisian judges began a three-day 
strike, orientated against the government’s attempts to subdue the 
judicial system. The strike was adhered to in all the country’s courts.  
 
Several official buildings and police stations were stormed and even 
torched, such as in Feriana and Maknassy, in the Sidi Bouzid region, while 
many road blockades were erected across the country. On Thursday the 
9th, violent protests spread across the southern city of Tataouine. 
Protesters burned police vehicles, attacked the police station, burned the 
ruling Ennahda party’s regional headquarters, and attacked the regional 
employment office as well.  
 
Ultimately the protests also spilled over into the capital, Tunis. On 
January 10, mass protests took place outside the government finance 
buildings, and violent clashes between youth and State forces erupted in 
the poor Tunis suburb of Ettaddamen.  
 
The role of the UGTT  
Beyond the tax issue, which acted as a trigger, a lot of protesters were 
young unemployed people, expressing their rage against the general state 
of affairs.  
 
Often in the last three years, the youth have been an important spark to 
the eruption of social movements, youth employment having been at the 
centre of the grievances which fuelled the Tunisian revolution in the first 
place.  
 
However, as the CWI has emphasized many times, the organised workers 
movement, especially seeing the heavy weight of the trade union 
federation, occupies a strategic position in the Tunisian economy and 
society. Such a position has the potential to give social movements a 
qualitatively different scope, as well as a more organised, and more 
massive character. With its one million members, and its 150 offices across 
the country, the UGTT provides a powerful organisational backbone to put 
the working class at the centre of a strategy aimed at seizing power.  
 
Yet again and again, the working class has been blocked in its tracks by 
the manoeuvers of its national leadership. The reluctance of the latter to 
lead a sustained struggle against the viciously anti-working class 
governments which have succeeded each other since the fall of Ben Ali has 
been a constant feature of the situation.  
 
Since the summer of last year, the UGTT general secretary Abassi and his 
team have offered the mediation of the union to solve the country’s 
political crisis -not by pushing forward the revolutionary demands of the 
streets and by encouraging the workers and the poor to build a struggle for 
political power, but, rather, by trying to bring to the same table the 
different political wings of the capitalist class, and broker a deal 
convenient to all of them.  
 
As Abdelhak Laabidi, an active trade union leader in the health sector in 
Béja, commented recently to the Tunisian supporters of the CWI,  
 
“The UGTT is the organization that holds the greatest power in the 
country: the power of the working class. Any government should be put in 
a panic by such an organization; but unfortunately, the union bureaucracy 
hasn’t stopped throwing life buoys to the government, the result of which 



everyone still sees in the repeated failures at all levels; be they social, 
political, on security matters etc.. How can one push for a national 
agreement with parties that are actually engaged in the process of 
organising the impoverishment of the workers and the poorest layers of 
society?”  
 
Notwithstanding the presence, in some areas, of militant local trade union 
leaders, and despite an endless number of solid strike movements taking 
place regularly on a local, sectorial and regional level, the central 
bureaucracy at the head of the union has provided its services to save the 
ruling system whenever the latter was on the verge of being threatened 
from below.  
 
The urban poor  
This had led to deepening frustration among rank-and-file workers, but 
also among a wide range of young people and urban poor, of which many 
desperately try to survive through all sorts of daily informal activities.  
 
Despairing and increasingly alienated by a union which doesn’t seem to be 
giving any direction for the revolutionary struggle to move forward, some 
of these latter layers have been tempted to go into the blind alley of riots 
in order to express their legitimate, but directionless, anger. Sometimes, 
local criminals have also taken advantage of the state of confusion to 
begin looting stores, or damaging properties.  
 
The reasons for these developments, which have been seen clearly at the 
end of the cycle of the recent January mobilisations, lie first and foremost 
in the role played by the UGTT leadership which has repeatedly failed, as 
the last leaflet of the CWI in Tunisia commented,  
 
“to offer a perspective to build a sustained and ambitious mass movement: 
one which would integrate the grievances of the numerous unemployed 
youth and urban poor into consideration, and would mobilise fully and 
efficiently the strength of the working class when the situation is 
demanding it in the most pressing manner.”  
 
On the other hand, while we completely understand the reasons behind 
these riots, they often contribute to push the broader masses off the 
streets, provide ammunition propaganda for the State to reign in and 
divide the movement, and, on top of it, degrade poor and working class 
neighbourhoods already suffering heavily from the lack of public 
investment.  
 
The government forced to leave  
Nevertheless, despite its complications, the mass explosion of popular fury 
in January was enough to make the government shake on its foundations. 
Pressed by the risk of losing control over the situation, on Thursday 9, 
following an emergency cabinet meeting, the outgoing Prime Minister Ali 
Laarayedh announced in a press conference that all new taxes imposed on 
vehicles by the new 2014 budget would be suspended until further notice.  
 
This government’s retreat shows that with the growing pressure by the IMF 
& co to deliver austerity on the one hand, and the mass anger building up 
in society on the other, very little margin of manoeuvre will be left for any 
pro-capitalist government to navigate “smoothly” through the next period. 
New class battles and political turmoil are inevitable.  
 
In the meantime, January’s protest movement undoubtedly forced the 
government’s resignation. While this resignation was formally part of a 
deal already hammered out at the end of last year, there was no clear 
calendar nor guarantee for that to actually happen; in that sense, there is 
no question that Ennahda’s concrete and immediate resignation was 
precipitated by the pressure of the mass movement.  
 
“To the surprise of secular-minded sceptics, Ennahda has kept its word”, 
commented ‘the Economist’ magazine on the fact that the party had 
finally decided to step down. This “voluntary exit” has still nothing to do 
with the Islamists of Ennahda “keeping their word”, but everything to do 
with the mass rejection of this party in the streets, and the fear by the 
ruling class of further revolutionary outbursts if Ennahda stays in power.  
 



This, even the far-sighted leaders and strategists of Ennahda had begun to 
seriously understand. This is the main reason why the CWI had already 
commented in previous material that, since the murder of Mohamed 
Brahmi last August (see our previous material here - 
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6408), the end of Ennahda’s rule was 
more a question of “when” than of “if”.  
 
An “independent” government?  
The resignation of Laarayedh’s government has consisted of the passing of 
power to a new government of so-called “independent technocrats”. This 
move is pompously presented as closing the chapter of the political crisis 
opened up by the assassination of Brahmi.  
 
Yet if the end of Ennahda’s rule could temporarily bring a certain lull in 
the class struggle, and a relief among certain layers, this, in all likelihood, 
will be very short-lived.  
 
The new Prime Minister in charge is the former Industry Minister, Mehdi 
Jomaa. As the CWI leaflet was correctly pointing out, “the idea that a 
government run by a member of the outgoing coalition -and most of whose 
career has been spent in a lucrative position at the head of a group owned 
by the French oil multinational Total- could be labelled as “independent” 
is quite laughable.”  
 
Some of the new figures even include people who have worked in senior 
positions under Ben Ali, such as Hafedh Ben Slah, the new Justice Minister. 
In essence, this government responds to the exigencies of the ruling class 
for an administration supposedly “consensual” enough to make the masses 
swallow more easily the pill of austerity that is to come. But the success of 
such an operation is a different matter.  
 
The role of the masses in the revolution, and the new Constitution  
Prisoners of their own prejudices and detached from the day-to-day reality 
lived by the majority, not many pro-capitalist commentators and 
politicians really grasp the crucial role played by the masses in what has 
unfolded in Tunisia in the last three years.  
 
Indeed, mass strikes and protests of workers and youth not only ousted 
Ben Ali from power in January 2011, but have also been the driving factor 
in the political course of events ever since. Any analysis ‘forgetting’ to 
consider, in particular, the unparalleled force and influence of the 
Tunisian trade union movement can hardly explain anything happening in 
in the country.  
 
For example, last Sunday night, the new constitution was adopted by an 
overwhelming majority of assembly members. This constitution is 
presented as quite “advanced”, at least comparative to the rest of the 
Arab world (theoretically accepting, for example, gender equality, not 
mentioning the Shariah law as the source of law, etc).  
 
A lot of analysts explain this by the fact that Ennahda has supposedly a 
more “compromising” policy than its Muslim Brotherhood counterparts 
elsewhere, in Egypt for instance. But not a lot, if any, refer to the still 
important traditions of secularism and in favour of women’s rights existing 
in Tunisia due to the historical role played by the UGTT on these issues, 
and to the expected backslash and resistance that attacking any of these 
gains (like the ban on polygamy, equal access to divorce, etc) would 
provoke. It is however key to explaining why the reactionary bigots of 
Ennahda have been forced to more “pragmatism” in their repressive 
project of Islamisation of society.  
 
This being said, there is not much to be delighted about in this new 
constitution. When it comes to women rights, saying that there is still a 
long way to go towards gender equality is a euphemism. For example, 
while 70% of men in Tunisia are classed as participating in the workforce, 
the figure is only 27% for women. An article published last year on our 
website ( http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6321) indicated all the 
threats and challenges facing women in Tunisia, that any formal article in 
a Constitution won’t be able to address without a serious, grassroots 
struggle to fundamentally transform the way society operates.  
 



Many commentators insist on the fact that having a new constitution was 
an important -and now supposedly achieved- demand of the revolution. 
But the constitution by itself was only one of many revolutionary demands, 
from which the crucial economic and social ones were not detached.  
 
The demand for a Constituent Assembly to draw up a new Constitution had 
indeed, in the spirit of many workers and youth who raised it in the first 
place, a completely different character to the one which has been set up. 
Indeed, the majority of the political elite present in the Assembly, and the 
Constitutional text it has produced, has not been concerned about 
addressing the social and economic transformations that the majority of 
the population was aspiring to. On the contrary, the policies continuously 
pursued by government and Assembly alike have only made things worse 
for the ‘99%’ of the population. The new constitution won’t make any 
change to that. Only a serious mass struggle on the ground will.  
 
From a political point of view, how can one talk about “democracy” when 
governmental deals are being arranged behind closed door? When ministers 
and Assembly members live off scandalously high wages and privileges 
while big segments of the population financially struggle on a daily basis? 
When the instruments of repression, including dictatorial laws used under 
Ben Ali, are being re-used across the country to deal with those who resist? 
 
Socialist policies  
To sum it up, despite the propaganda under way, the demands of the 
Tunisian revolution have not been achieved at all. This cannot happen 
within the straight jacket of a capitalist-run economy, where the wealth 
produced is syphoned off for the profits of a few.  
 
An alternative model of running society, a democratic and socialist 
society, carried on by working people themselves, would put an end to 
wasteful capitalist plunder, and use the resources available to elevate 
tremendously society’s capacities to respond to people’s needs.  
 
A truly revolutionary government, unlike those which have been in power 
since the fall of Ben Ali, would use radical means to tackle the country’s 
problems of poverty, corruption, homelessness and hunger. It would 
mobilise en masse the workers, the youth, the urban and rural poor etc, to 
build support for policies directly challenging the capitalist system, the big 
parasitic bosses and landlords, and their State machine.  
 
To start with, it would make a clear stand by refusing to pay the debt to 
international creditors, by imposing a State control on foreign trade, and 
by putting the big private conglomerates under public ownership and 
democratic workers’ control.  
 
Building the fight back now  
A mass, independent and relentless struggle from below will have to be 
pursued for that to happen. The revolutionary movement can only rely on 
its own forces, and needs to be properly organised and structured at all 
levels, to be fully effective.  
 
As the CWI leaflet commented, in the immediate term, “anti-cuts and 
anti-austerity action committees should be set up in popular 
neighbourhoods, in the workplaces, in university campuses and colleges, to 
prepare the new expected austerity wave to come.  
 
Discussions should be organised from now on in local branches of the UGTT 
and UGET [the student union] across the country to try and coordinate the 
fight back. A pre-emptive general strike of 24H across the country would 
be a good start to bring back the initiative on the side of the working 
class, and to give a strong warning to the new administration that any 
austerity move will be met by fierce and uncompromising resistance from 
below.”  
 
Of course, as the experience of last year has amply demonstrated, such a 
general strike can’t be left without a future or be used only as a means of 
‘letting off steam’. It would only make full sense if it is part of an 
ambitious agenda aimed at stopping the capitalists’ agenda for good. A 
series of mass and escalating strike actions would help the workers’ 
movement to flex its muscles in preparation for bringing down this 



government.  
 
This would have to include clear demands aimed at going onto the 
offensive against the economic dictatorship of big business; in that sense, 
mass occupations of the workplaces should be considered, encouraging the 
imposition of workers’ control over production, and the nationalisation of 
the commanding heights of the economy, as well as of the big land 
properties, in the hands of the working class and poor peasants.  
 
To avoid seeing the fight being diverted once again by the union 
bureaucracy, and to build the most powerful movement actively involving 
the widest layers of the population possible, setting up collective 
structures of struggle will be vital. Popular committees, workers’ 
committees, action committees, revolutionary committees, neighbourhood 
committees and the likes,…such kind of local structures need to be 
developed everywhere; this must help workers, the poor and the youth to 
democratically organize and control their movement from below.  
 
Such committees, if connected locally, regionally and nationally via a 
system of elected delegates subject to recall, would lay the foundations to 
prepare the working masses to sweep the capitalists’ power away once 
and for all, and to start building a government of their own, that can 
really meet their aspirations.  
 
The revolutionary forces also need to defend themselves against violence, 
from the State machine as well as from right-wing Islamist militias. On 
Monday, two students from the UGET who were in hunger strike have been 
knifed by individuals presumably linked to Ennahda. Last December, the 
above-mentioned trade unionist Abdelhak Laabidi was beaten up by two 
politically-motivated thugs, leaving him with fractured ribs and bruises 
everywhere on his body, and a hemorrhage in the eye which almost left 
him blind. These are only two recent examples among many.  
 
The revolutionary movement needs to build democratically-organised 
defence forces to be able to face up to this violence, while making appeals 
to the rank-and-file of the army and the police to win sympathy for its 
demands, and split the State forces along class lines.  
 
The left  
Unfortunately, the leaderships of the main parties said to be ‘socialist’, 
‘Marxist’ or ‘communist’ in Tunisia have often abandoned the defence of 
such a bold and fighting programme, these leaders having run instead after 
short-term and unprincipled agreements with political parties defending 
neo-liberal agendas.  
 
The leaders of the coalition of the ‘Popular Front’, in particular, by 
disgracefully embracing a political deal with forces linked to the old 
regime last year, through the ‘National Salvation Front’, bear a huge 
responsibility in the crisis facing the organised left at present.  
 
In December again, the Popular Front leaders, after having met with the 
US ambassador, have reaffirmed their support for the establishment of a 
new technocratic government. In the last few days, they have only been 
arguing over the names of this or that Minister to be part of the Jomaa-led 
government, while not rejecting in principle what is nothing other than 
the new executive team imposed by the ruling class to push through its 
anti-worker and anti-poor policies.  
 
The CWI supporters in Tunisia are trying to push through discussions with 
others on the left about the need for building a new political alternative 
that can genuinely represent the working class and the poor, and remain 
faithful to their aspirations for revolutionary change.  
 
Many, in the ranks of the left, among the Popular Front membership, in 
the social movements and elsewhere, are seriously questioning the way 
the left leaders have been conducting themselves in the course of the last 
years: in essence, by wavering between radicalism in theory and providing 
in practice a left cover to the ruling class’ plans of ending the 
revolutionary process. Importantly, many at the base of the UGTT in 
particular, and at some intermediary levels of the union as well, are very 
critical of the policies of the union’s central leadership.  



 
Many political realignments, splits etc, have taken place on the left as a 
consequence of the recent experiences, and of the failure of the Popular 
Front and UGTT leadership to offer an alternative to the rule of the 
capitalist elite.  
 
The CWI in Tunisia appeals to all union and social movements activists, as 
well as all political groups who refuse programmatic agreements with pro-
capitalist parties and who reject the new government, to set up a broad 
political platform aimed at building the fight back along clear, 
independent class lines. This would be a welcome step forward in order to 
rebuild the political instrument that the workers, the poor masses and the 
revolutionary youth so cruelly need: a mass party defending their interests 
and fighting unreservedly on the streets, in the neighbourhoods, in the 
workplaces and in the unions, for their demands to be satisfied.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6640 

 
 
Forging a New Movement - Numsa and the Shift in SA Politics 

 
 Leonard Gentle (allafrica.com) 28 January 2014 
 
The decision of the National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa 
(NUMSA) to cut ties with the African National Congress (ANC) has received 
poor analysis. Comment has tended to focus on the possibility of a new 
political party in 2019 or whether all this means that Zwelenzima Vavi will 
get his job back. As such, the greater significance of the biggest trade 
union in the country throwing in its lot with a growing movement in 
opposition to the neo-liberal order, and thus to the left of the ANC, rather 
than the line up to the right (which includes the newly merged Agang and 
Democratic Alliance who want more of the same), is being missed. 
 
This very week NUMSA is holding a national political school, which 
culminates in an expo of forces of resistance, to which activists and 
communities that have been active in service delivery struggles, have been 
invited. This is part of NUMSA's declared commitment to what it calls a 
United Front from below. 
 
In discussing the events unleashed by Marikana, some of us have been 
declaring that the seeds of a new movement have been sown. But 
equipped only with the notions of political parties, trade unions and other 
such organisational forms, commentators have been ill equipped to 
grapple with the meaning of this notion of a movement. 
 
Movements in Motion 
We have lived for the past 20 odd-years with the marginalisation of 
ordinary people from any power over their own lives. For at least half 
those years millions of people were not active in campaigns and in 
contesting the quality of their lives, as they gave the ANC (the party that 
had stood at the head of the liberation movement) a chance to express in 
legislation and in practice what people had envisioned from that 
movement. In practice, the anti-apartheid movement was laid to rest. 
Politics therefore became the exclusive terrain of political parties, 
particularly those represented in parliament. And parliament replaced the 
streets, factories and communities where political parties were expected 
to earn their credibility. 
 
The people, as political agents in a broad mass movement, were replaced 
by the individual voter participating in secret at the ballot box once every 
five years. Occasional flare-ups or disputes were settled through the 
courts. The press conference replaced the mass rally as the means 
whereby politicians talked to the people. Journalistic comment and media 
reports therefore only knew about political parties and their press 
conferences 
 
This is not a uniquely South African phenomenon. Globally this passive 
citizenry has, until now, been the stuff of the political terrain in all 
countries for nearly 30 years. The last three decades were also the years 
of the triumph of neo-liberal capitalism and the biggest attacks on the 



living standards of ordinary people since World War I. 
 
Neo-liberalism relies on the passivity of ordinary people and the complicity 
of all political parties who have confined politics to the world of the ballot 
box and the press conference. But South Africa had an active mass 
movement until the 1980s, so our neo-liberalism would have to await the 
triumph of an ANC de-linked from that mass movement -- transformed in 
its own language from a liberation movement to a political party. 
 
Our trade unions also evolved, from a labour movement seeking broader 
social transformation, to a set of trade unions indulging in collective 
bargaining within the range prescribed by labour relations law. They too 
would have their parliamentary officers tracking new labour laws and the 
press conference replacing the factory general meetings and the mass 
rallies of their constituencies. 
 
So the movement was replaced by a party and the party by its leadership 
and the leadership by a few individuals. So political comment has become 
obsessed with the cult of individuals. We have even lost the language to 
distinguish between a movement, parties, organisations and individuals. 
 
For the past 10 years we have had community protests in every township 
across the country. But because these did not fit the mould of political 
parties and press conferences, they did not make the media. And where 
commentators reflected on these it was only, until recently, as instances 
of unrest and criminality. 
 
But a movement is not the same as a party, although parties may seek 
hegemony within a movement. A movement is also not the same as an 
organisation, although myriads of organisations, large and small, may 
make up a movement. Sometimes commentators failing to understand this 
notion of a movement call acts of popular resistance, which make up a 
movement, spontaneous because they cannot identify well-known leaders. 
Thereby denying the agency of ordinary people and their capacity for 
tactical and strategic acumen. 
 
The movement that grew to a peak in the 1980s was one, which had a 
number of features. Firstly, there was a common enemy that unified the 
movement. That enemy was apartheid and all the associated 1970s 
reforms, which the government tried that were seen as mere attempts at 
prolonging apartheid. Secondly, all localised struggles against this or that 
instance of injustice were seen as code for resisting apartheid. So local 
struggles fed into the national movement. All reforms were rejected and 
institutions boycotted. This was not because this or that organisation 
issued such an instruction, but because the movement had established this 
as its prerogative. This sometimes meant that even a small organisation 
could call for a march or a boycott way beyond its actual organisational 
capacity because such a call corresponded with the mood of the 
movement. 
 
The ANC had sunk deep roots in the 1950s movement and its status was 
cemented after going into exile. But the ANC did not organise the 
movement, let alone prescribe what people should do. When the ANC 
contemplated some tactical turn, which went against the tenets of the 
movement, it had to tread warily and try very hard to persuade the 
movement, and the outcome wasn't guaranteed. 
 
By definition a movement is heterogeneous, comprising such a range of 
experiences and organisational forms that no party or single organisation 
can encompass that range. The mass movement of the 1980s recognised 
the ANC as having the leading role, but the ANC was by no means the only 
political force, and when people joined the ANC they brought all these 
different tendencies and experiences to the ANC and made it what ANC-
apologists love to call today, a broad church. 
 
Which is why Marikana is such a historic moment. It signalled that the ANC 
is no longer a broad church but a party of the very rich - those whose 
interests must be defended, violently, if necessary. In so doing, it freed 
activists from any further illusions of transforming the ANC into the 
movement it was in the 1980s. It meant that all the local struggles in 
communities of the past 15 years and all the workplace struggles that 



broke out after Marikana no longer look to the ANC and its allies for 
strength. They look to themselves. 
 
It now means that any development in the political or labour sphere will 
be measured against the rising tide of a movement, which no longer looks 
to the ANC or any of the parties in parliament, or any labour desk in 
NEDLAC for any hope of a better future. Even Julius Malema has 
recognised this - giving up his career as a chicken farmer to start a new 
party, the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), which speaks, 
opportunistically, the language of this new movement. This is what AMCU 
is discovering now. Workers swamped its ranks because it wasn't NUM. Now 
workers want AMCU to be part of a new movement and to be a broad 
church. And AMCU is simply not equipped to be so. 
 
The aftermath of Marikana also revealed that the Congress of South 
African Trade Unions (COSATU) stood outside and in opposition to this new 
movement. Such a position for a federation that once had deep roots in 
the working class was surely going to precipitate tensions within its ranks. 
 
The Anti-Mbeki Forces Unravel 
 
So, to the NUMSA Special National Congress of December 2013 and its 
decisions. 
 
All comment has without fail reduced this to the decision not to back the 
ANC in the 2014 elections and largely to ascribe this to the suspension of 
Vavi. This makes for facile comment and for easy but false resolution. All 
COSATU needs to do is re-instate Vavi and the war will be over. 
 
This may well be the position of those COSATU affiliates who have 
championed a special congress to review Vavi's suspension. But, like 
Malema's EFF, the background events to the NUMSA fight in COSATU can be 
traced to the make up of disgruntled forces which overthrew Thabo Mbeki. 
The South African Communist Party (SACP), COSATU and the ANC Youth 
League (ANCYL) were a coterie of conspirators who made a pact with 
Jacob Zuma that in return for seats at the table of the state, they would 
champion a deeply flawed individual into the highest office. 
 
Mbeki had had no truck with those for whom the state was merely a 
vehicle for private wealth projects and lost little time dealing with Zuma, 
his own deputy president, who was caught doing precisely this. But this 
opened the door for a layer of disgruntled elements - some with their own 
agendas of seeking a state for rentier capitalism and others with political 
axes to grind. These forces rallied together behind the SACP, COSATU and 
the ANCYL to drive Mbeki out after making a Faustian pact with Zuma. 
 
And what did the Zuma project deliver? Cabinet positions for individual 
COSATU, SACP and ANCYL leaders and a veritable culture of cronyism and 
looting of the state. Then the ladder of advancement was whisked away 
and when Malema over-reached himself, he was expelled... and so the 
erstwhile-unified forces of disgruntlement unravelled. 
 
Meanwhile throughout the Mbeki years the victims of his neoliberalism - 
the new working class of urban and rural poor, the youth and the 
unemployed - have been in increasing revolt, a revolt of service-delivery 
protests carried out beneath the radar of middle class public opinion. The 
system of labour relations and compliant trade unions kept a lid on the 
rising dissatisfaction in the industrial sphere until the revolts spilled over 
into the communities surrounding the platinum mines in the North West 
and found a disgraced NUM incapable of having any moral authority to 
police the dissent. And then came Marikana... . 
 
Of all the conspirators, the SACP is most distant from struggles and cannot 
fathom an independent existence outside the state. The SACP has nowhere 
else to go except to act as the Rottweiler of the Zuma regime, turning first 
on Malema and then on COSATU. Vavi's sexual power games may have 
provided the ammunition but it was the SACP that turned on its ex-ally. 
But instead of kowtowing to the SACP line, Marikana has also emboldened 
a NUMSA leadership to contemplate mutiny. 
 
Why NUMSA? 



NUMSA has always been the left critic within COSATU. Its roots can be 
found in the traditions of the independent socialism of FOSATU and the 
Metalworkers and Allied Workers Union (MAWU), which precede the 
formation of COSATU - a tradition to the left of the SACP and long 
castigated as workerism by the SACP and the ANC since the 1980s. 
 
Not that NUMSA was ever politically monolithic. Its leadership cadre make 
up was always an entente between a political group located within the 
Eastern Cape SACP, an old independent socialist layer coming from the 
Wits region and a layer of syndicalist policy technocrats. This entente 
made NUMSA unique within COSATU and saw it campaign for a Workers' 
Charter in 1987 and for COSATU to break with the tripartite alliance in 
1993. Already in the run up to the ANC's 2009 Polokwane Conference there 
were moves within COSATU to discipline NUMSA for not being enthusiastic 
enough backers of the Zuma project. 
 
And unlike the public sector unions that dominate COSATU (from whence 
its Zuma-loyal president, Sdumo Dlamini, comes) and where the 
membership is a new middle class of white-collar workers, NUMSA still has 
the blue-collar workers of its militant days in the steel and engineering 
companies of the Witwatersrand, KZN and the Vaal. 
 
With the break up of the old Zuma-alliance, it is therefore not surprising 
that it is NUMSA that has responded in the way that it has. It is also 
significant that NUMSA took their decisions at a special congress preceded 
by a process of political discussion and democratic debate from their 
locals and regions. 
 
Obsessed by the forthcoming 2014 general elections and with only a short-
term understanding of politics, the media have struggled to understand 
the NUMSA developments. So it's either about making up an alliance with 
EFF (you see they're all left wing, so they must be together) or it's all 
about personalities like Vavi (where NUMSA's initiative is viewed as little 
more than a ploy to save Vavi's career). 
 
If we're only looking at the 2014 general elections or if we examine this 
situation only through the lens of trade unionism, then we miss the 
significance of the NUMSA split entirely. 
 
All great parties in the world, conservative or progressive, came about as 
outcomes of long-gestating social movements. The US Democrats can trace 
their roots to small farmers of the South resisting the freeing of slaves and 
the struggles of the Civil War, while the Republicans were the party of the 
Northern industrialists. The British Labour Party has a social movement 
lineage going back to the Chartist Movement of the 19th century and 
emerged out of struggles by trade unions to find an electoral voice. The 
ANC outgrew its elite roots amongst chiefs and educate natives to head up 
a mass anti-apartheid movement since the 1950s. 
 
For years many have bemoaned the fact that the quality of South Africa's 
democracy is hampered by the absence of a political alternative to the left 
of the ANC. All the political parties in parliament support the quest of 
South African corporations to be internationally competitive while 
endorsing GEAR and the privatisation of public services. All base 
themselves on the flawed compromises that established the constitutional 
order at Kempton Park. 
 
For long now that absence has been seen as rectifiable simply by conjuring 
up a left party to fill the gap. 
 
After Marikana and its subsequent strike wave, there was much talk about 
the seeds of a new movement being sown. The significance of the NUMSA 
initiative is precisely that it takes forward this narrative. Why? Because it 
states unequivocally that the future of South Africa lies in a movement to 
the left of the ANC and, by seeking to find common cause with township 
activists and militant workers on the platinum belt who have been 
struggling for the past decade. It is an implicit acknowledgement that a 
new movement is already underway. 
 
This does not mean that there will not be difficulties, as NUMSA seeks to 
find space within this new movement. For one, NUMSA has not yet begun 



to reflect politically on the sources of the ANC's shift to becoming a neo-
liberal party and even mistakenly takes the NDP as that Rubicon-crossing 
moment, rather than the compromises at Kempton Park or GEAR. For 
another, it hasn't yet done an assessment of the appropriateness of the 
trade union form in the context of the changing working class under neo-
liberalism. Rather, it seeks to keep the union form, but merely organise 
workers within the pipeline of manufacture. 
 
Nevertheless, NUMSA's commitment to a movement for socialism is 
appropriate as is the idea of a United Front from below, understood as a 
programme of joint campaigns with other movements and community 
groups rather than a political party. It seeks to start the process by 
convening a political school, which creates spaces for social movements to 
participate. This may overcome a long-standing weakness whereby working 
class communities have been struggling, while unionised workers have 
been dormant. In doing so, it offers the possibility that the nearly 10-year 
revolt of the poor may be complemented by an industrial partner and so 
help to forge such a national movement worthy of that cause. 
allafrica.com 
 
Gentle is the director of the International Labour Research and 
Information Group (ILRIG), an NGO that produces educational materials 
for activists in social movements and trade unions. 

 
 
Thailand: Prolonged political crisis 

 
 Working class and rural poor need party of their own 
Ravichandran, CWI Malaysia 28 January 2014 
 
The present political crisis in Thailand has been ongoing since the 2006 
military coup which ousted Thaksin Shinawat - the billionaire tycoon 
turned politician. It has consisted of a now open, subdued clash between 
his party and its supporters and another wing of the political elite around 
the Democrat Party. While there has been a call to postpone the elections 
on 2nd February, the crisis remains without any sign of ending.  
 
In this divide, the rural poor from the north and north-east of the country 
as well as some sections of the working class have generally supported 
Thaksin and any regime related to him; most of the middle class as well as 
other sections of working class in Bangkok, and people from the southern 
part of the country are supporting the Democrats. This divide continues 
mainly due to the vacuum in the history of modern Thailand created by 
not having a force capable of uniting the rural poor and working class and 
genuinely representing their needs. The absence of a mass party of the 
working class and rural poor that could challenge the rule of feudalism and 
capitalism, has been seen as a free ride by the different regimes 
representing the interests of the monarchy, the military and the capitalists 
to continuously exploit the desires of ordinary people.  
 
Political crisis  
The most recent conflict in Bangkok has been underway since October 
2013. This time, the People’s Democratic Reform Committee (PDRC), 
which mostly consists of Democrat Party supporters and the former 
‘Yellow-shirts’, planned to oust the government of the Pheu Thai (‘For 
Thais’) Party which has been led by Thaksin’s sister, Yingluck Shinawat 
since 2011. The PDRC accused the Yingluck government of attempting to 
push through an amnesty for people convicted for corruption and abuse of 
power which would allow Thaksin to return from his self-imposed exile; he 
has lived abroad since 2008 to avoid a prison sentence.  
 
Under pressure from the growing street protests and occupations of 
important parts of Bangkok, and the possibility of the actual overthrow of 
the government, Yingluck dissolved the government and called a new 
election for 2nd February. She is confident her party would win again with 
the support of the majority of voters, especially the rural poor, who got 
some help from Thaksin’s government. But the PDRC, which has the tacit 
support of the judiciary, the military and the monarchy, wants to avoid an 
election and the return of the pro-Thaksin party. They protested by 



occupying government offices and demanded an unelected ‘people’s 
council’ to draw up a new constitution instead of having an election. The 
military and police considered the protests peaceful so far and have 
cooperated with the organisers. Even so, at least ten people have been 
killed with sniper rifles and bombs at the protest sites, with both sides 
accusing each other of provocation. To try and control the protests, on 
21st January, Yingluck announced a state of emergency in Bangkok to last 
for 60 days. But this has not stopped the protest and conflicts. In recent 
development on Sunday (26th January) during early voting ahead of the 
elections, an anti-government protest leader was shot dead as protesters 
blocked voting stations in Bangkok. This could further escalate the tension 
between the two political camps.  
 
But with the characters involved and the political orientation of the main 
forces, there is no way out. If elections go ahead as planned on 2nd 
February, they will mean the return of Yingluck to government as the 
Democrat Party is boycotting them. This will not end the protests of the 
PDRC. If the political clash between the two sides becomes uncontrollable, 
a military coup is possible or the intervention of the judiciary to annul the 
election of the Yingluck party. This would enrage the rural poor who 
envisage losing the small benefits they have accrued from a Shinawat 
government. Without a solution that can satisfy both sides and in a 
situation of anarchy, the conflict could turn ugly including the possibility 
of a civil war developing.  
 
‘People’s Council’ to subjugate the masses  
The main aim of the PDRC is to replace the elected government of 
Yingluck with an unelected government or ‘People’s Council’. According to 
Suthep Thueaksuban, the main spokesperson of the PDRC, who is also a 
former leader of the Democrat Party, the role of such a ‘people’s council’ 
would be to reform the state constitution to basically end the political 
dominance in Thai politics of Thaksin which has operated since 2001. 
Based on the pro-capitalist and conservative character of the PDRC, a 
‘people’s council’ would represent the agenda of big business, that is 
linked to the army and the monarchy, by weakening the economic 
domination of the crony capitalists that emerged around Thaksin during his 
time in office.  
 
This, the PDRC agenda, is not going to satisfy the supporters of Thaksin - 
the ‘redshirts’ - who are mostly poor farmers based in the rural areas. So 
far, they have launched protests outside Bangkok and a Facebook 
campaign to support the election called by Yingluck.  
 
The proposed ‘People’s Council’ would not represent the aspirations of the 
ordinary people - the working class and poor farmers - who are currently 
facing uncertain social and economic conditions with the slowdown in the 
Thai economy. The constitutional monarchy has allowed elements of 
parliamentary democracy since the 1930s, but all that was created was 
brutal regimes - either through elections or military coups - that have 
continuously attacked the welfare and democratic rights of poor 
farmers/rural people, the working class, young people and students as 
well as denying the right of self-determination to the Muslim minority in 
the southern region of the country.  
 
Neither did the regime under Thaksin and his parties honestly solve the 
social and economic needs of the working class and rural poor, using only a 
populist and opportunist agenda as bait for the votes of the poor to satisfy 
their desire for political power. In almost six years in government, Thaksin 
and his cronies increased their wealth manifold and Thaksin is at present 
one of the 10 richest Thais.  
 
Only through the setting up of a revolutionary constituent assembly with 
democratically elected representatives of the working class, poor farmers 
and others in society from urban and rural areas, a real political solution 
that meets their needs and welfare would be realised, not the bogus 
‘people’s council’ that is planned to subjugate their needs.  
 
Marginalised rural and urban poor  
The poor and rural supporters of Thaksin are against the Democrats 
forming a government which they believe would undermine the existing 
social benefits such as the universal health care coverage, the agrarian 



debt moratorium programme, the Village Fund scheme and others that 
they gained under the Thaksin regime. Their claim has been confirmed by 
the PDRC which says that when the ‘People’s Council’ takes power, it will 
end the populist agenda of Thaksin.  
 
In Thai history, under the military regimes and various pro-capitalist 
governments, during the pre-boom period (1968-1986) and the boom 
period (1987-1996), Thai society experienced widespread inequality, and 
the poor farmers in the rural areas were almost completely left out of the 
massive economic development in Bangkok and other urban areas. The 
rural poor and farmers also experienced brutal attacks on their land rights 
and living standards during the Asian Financial Crisis in 1998, under the 
government of the Democrats which followed the measures dictated by 
the IMF.  
 
With the constitutional changes in 1997, local business elites started to 
dominate Thai politics by joining political parties to safeguard their 
business interests. Thaksin and other local business tycoons that survived 
the Asian Financial Crisis formed the ‘Thai Rak Thai’ party (‘Thais Love 
Thais’). In 2001 Thaksin and the TRT won the election by campaigning 
massively amongst rural voters with a populist agenda to address the 
grievances of the rural poor, who are the majority in Thailand.  
 
Rather than initiating independent policies representing working class and 
rural poor people, the Assembly of the Poor - the coalition of rural 
villagers and urban slum dwellers which had authority among rural and 
urban poor at that time - supported Thaksin. Merely focussing on ‘lesser 
evilism’, they failed to understand the capitalist character of Thaksin’s 
agenda, masked with populist gestures. Thaksin and the TRT distinguished 
themselves from all other parties in Thai history as none of them had ever 
implemented such populist measures before.  
 
If a working class party had existed in Bangkok at that time, it could have 
linked up with the struggles of the rural poor. Without it, another 
capitalist party, but this time with a populist agenda, managed to take 
power. But under the pressure of free market policies and an economic 
crisis like the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, the gains of the rural poor could 
be clawed back to save big business.  
 
The Thai economy is now very much dependent on the industrial and 
manufacturing activity in the urban areas such as Bangkok, although more 
than 60 percent of the population is still involved in different agricultural 
activities. This means that most of the wealth of Thai capitalism is created 
by the working class in the urban area. The working class in Bangkok is also 
under attack from the neo-liberal agenda of the Yingluck regime. The poor 
farmers and the working class have common exploiters, the capitalists. For 
the poor farmers and rural poor to maintain their rights and welfare, they 
should ally themselves with the working class in the urban areas to build a 
force that can challenge the rule of capitalism. The alliance could also 
attract the support of students, middle class people and others in society 
that are also looking for a genuine change in the system.  
 
Working class leadership  
Capitalist media such as the Economist and the Far Eastern Review, as well 
as the leaders of foreign countries, have proposed that the PDRC should 
negotiate with the Yingluck government to end the political deadlock. 
They fear that an unelected ‘people’s council’ or a military takeover 
would not end the deadlock, and this could only worsen the economy of 
the country and affect big business. This conflict is between two parties of 
capitalism that compete for political power. They have no genuine 
concern about the poor or ordinary people, and just use them as pawns in 
their game.  
 
Working class, rural poor and other oppressed people in Thai society 
should not trust these politicians, the military and the monarchy who 
dance to the tune of capitalists. Only through a coalition of the working 
class, rural poor and others could their needs and welfare be fought for 
and the political deadlock ended. In order to build this coalition, a 
political party based on workers urgently needs to be organised and to 
seek the support of genuine representatives of the rural poor and other 
exploited layers in society. Such a party should base itself on a socialist 



programme as the alternative to the agenda of the capitalists, whichever 
camp they are backing in the current struggle.  
 
It should include demands like the following:  
• For a united struggle of workers, poor farmers, students and others 
oppressed by the system to bring down the government  
• No to the rule of generals, corrupt, millionaire politicians; end the 
monarchy  
• Organise the election of a genuine, representative Revolutionary 
Constituent Assembly  
• For the building of a mass workers’ and poor farmers’ party fighting for a 
majority workers’ and poor farmers’ government  
• Trade union rights for the armed forces rank and file - win poor soldiers 
to the struggles of working people  
• Full rights for the oppressed Muslim population in the South of Thailand 
and all other minorities  
• No to neo-liberal policies; for democratic public ownership of major 
industries, large private land-holdings and banks  
• For an economy planned to meet the needs of the working people and 
poor farmers, under the democratic control and management of elected 
committees from the working class and small farmers  
• For a socialist Thailand, as part of a socialist federation throughout 
South East Asia  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
The Fukushima Secrecy Syndrome 

 
 From Japan to America 
Ralph Nader 27 January 2014 
 
Last month, the ruling Japanese coalition parties quickly rammed through 
Parliament a state secrets law. We Americans better take notice.  
 
Under its provisions the government alone decides what are state secrets 
and any civil servants who divulge any “secrets” can be jailed for up to 10 
years. Journalists caught in the web of this vaguely defined law can be 
jailed for up to 5 years. 
 
Government officials have been upset at the constant disclosures of their 
laxity by regulatory officials before and after the Fukushima nuclear power 
disaster in 2011, operated by Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO). 
 
Week after week, reports appear in the press revealing the seriousness of 
the contaminated water flow, the inaccessible radioactive material deep 
inside these reactors and the need to stop these leaking sites from further 
poisoning the land, food and ocean. Officials now estimate that it could 
take up to 40 years to clean up and decommission the reactors. 
 
Other factors are also feeding this sure sign of a democratic setback. 
Militarism is raising its democracy-menacing head, prompted by friction 
with China over the South China Sea. Dismayingly, U.S. militarists are 
pushing for a larger Japanese military budget. China is the latest national 
security justification for our “pivot to East Asia” provoked in part by our 
military-industrial complex. 
 
Draconian secrecy in government and fast-tracking bills through legislative 
bodies are bad omens for freedom of the Japanese press and freedom to 
dissent by the Japanese people. Freedom of information and robust debate 
(the latter cut off sharply by Japan’s parliament in December 5, 2013) are 
the currencies of democracy. 
 
There is good reason why the New York Times continues to cover the 
deteriorating conditions in the desolate, evacuated Fukushima area. Our 
country has licensed many reactors here with the same designs and many 
of the same inadequate safety and inspection standards. Some reactors 
here are near earthquake faults with surrounding populations which cannot 
be safely evacuated in case of serious damage to the electric plant. The 
two Indian Point aging reactors that are 30 miles north of New York City 



are a case in point. 
 
The less we are able to know about the past and present conditions of 
Fukushima, the less we will learn about atomic reactors in our own 
country. 
 
Fortunately many of Japan’s most famous scientists, including Nobel 
laureates, Toshihide Maskawa and Hideki Shirakawa, have led the 
opposition against this new state secrecy legislation with 3,000 academics 
signing a public letter of protest. These scientists and academics declared 
the government’s secrecy law a threat to “the pacifist principles and 
fundamental human rights established by the constitution and should be 
rejected immediately.” 
 
Following this statement, the Japan Scientists’ Association, Japan’s mass 
media companies, citizens associations, lawyers’ organizations and some 
regional legislatures opposed the legislation. Polls show the public also 
opposes this attack on democracy. The present ruling parties remain 
adamant. They cite as reasons for state secrecy “national security and 
fighting terrorism.” Sound familiar? 
 
History is always present in the minds of many Japanese people. They 
know what happened in Japan when the unchallenged slide toward 
militarization of Japanese society led to the intimidating tyranny that 
drove the invasion of China, Korea and Southeast Asia before and after 
Pearl Harbor. By 1945, Japan was in ruins, ending with Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki.  
 
The American people have to be alert to our government’s needless 
military and political provocations of China, which is worried about 
encirclement by surrounding U.S.-allied nations and U.S. air and sea 
power. Washington might better turn immediate attention to U.S. trade 
policies that have facilitated U.S. companies shipping American jobs and 
whole industries to China. 
 
The Obama administration must become more alert to authoritarian trends 
in Japan that its policies have been either encouraging or knowingly 
ignoring – often behind the curtains of our own chronic secrecy. 
 
The lessons of history beckon.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 
 
Amilcar Cabral, imperialism and neo-colonialism 

 
 Chimusoro Kenneth Tafira First Published in Pambazuka 26 January 2014 
 
To Cabral, the liberation struggle was a revolution to overthrow the 
oppressive system of domination and exploitation of one human being by 
another. This has not been fully achieved in Africa, despite the end of 
formal colonialism. The liberation movements and current regimes lack an 
astute ideology grounded in the history and aspirations of their own people 
 
Cabral’s perception about the end of colonial rule remains outstanding, if 
not prophetic. His analyses of the African liberation struggle, with which 
he closely associated, was borne out of his active involvement in the 
armed revolution in his native Guinea-Bissau and other colonised African 
societies. Cabral was an outstanding student of colonial and postcolonial 
politics. He indicted both European colonialism and the incipient neo-
colonialism where there was perpetuation of the colonial matrix of power 
despite the change of guard. 
 
In the aftermath of colonial armed conquest there was complete 
destruction of the economic and social structure of African societies. 
These developments were tied to racial discrimination and contempt of 
Africans, who were forced to labour for little or nothing and treated like 
chattel (Cabral 1969, 1980). Colonialism usurps fundamental rights, 
essential freedoms and human dignity and leads to other social malaise. 
Internal conditions and daily realities of people's lives are enough to cause 



them to aspire for national liberation and to seek liquidation of 
colonialism. However that struggle is both part of a larger undertaking 
whose teleology is the abolition of colonial rule in the whole of Africa and 
dismantling of capitalist colonialism and imperialism. The fight for 
liberation has in the end positive results as it raises political awareness, 
national consciousness, political thought and action of the masses. It also 
intensifies a sense of unity of all Africans thereby erasing differences 
fostered and cultivated by colonialists. 
 
The principle of the struggle is of and for the people themselves who must 
wage and own it and reap its rewards. The basis of the struggle is the 
realisation of their dreams, aspirations, and of justice and progress as a 
whole, not just a few groups and individuals. Ultimately the liberation 
struggle enables sub-human beings engendered by colonialism to be fully 
human. This was the promise of the liberation struggle. However, much to 
the chagrin of Cabral and other committed Third World revolutionaries, 
hopes of full humanity were betrayed by the African elite who had led the 
struggle. An egalitarian society where oppression and exploitation of man 
by another is abolished would not be realised. Cabral realised through his 
erudite analyses that whatever vice and ill that has fallen the postcolony 
are steeped in the paucity of an astute ideological, theoretical and 
political clarity and coherence. Nyerere (1968), Cabral (1979) and Fanon 
(1961) all argue that this stems from a lack of ideological content during 
the liberation struggles. Ideological deficiency and total lack of ideology in 
the national liberation movements which is explained by ignorance of 
historical reality which these movements aspire to transform constitute 
the greatest weakness in the struggle against imperialism and ‘nobody has 
yet successfully practised revolution without revolutionary theory’ (Cabral 
1979: 123). 
 
The lack of ideological thrust by liberation movements meant they could 
not marry theory and practice in envisioning the kind of post-colonial 
society that they desired. Former liberation leaders, become, at the end 
of colonial rule, trapped in venality and rapacious extraction of their 
countries’ resources. This they do in cahoots with former colonisers. The 
African comprador bourgeoisie becomes pre-occupied with making their 
pockets fatter and the majority of the masses remain inured in penury, 
need and want. Thus the postcolony is a refraction of the system it 
purportedly replaced. This redolent arrangement means political power is 
in the hands of the African elite, while economic power is interlocked with 
the global financial systems – a curse of agreements hammered out 
through negotiated settlements even in societies where colonialism faced 
the prospect of outright military defeat. This elite is pacifist-apologetic, 
who at the decisive moment could not defeat imperialism. Instead they 
become junior partners with imperialist forces in a neo-colonial 
arrangement. The understanding liberation leaders made with colonialism 
would have deeper and far-reaching implications; the consequences are 
reduction of Africans to sub-human existence; corruption by the elite; 
dictatorships which are propped by western imperialism and other social 
malaise. The negation of the teleology of the liberation struggle is 
disheartening.  
 
Cabral writes: 
Obviously a peoples' struggle is effectively theirs if the reason for that 
struggle is based on the aspirations, the dreams, the desire for justice and 
progress of the people themselves and not on the aspirations, dreams or 
ambitions of a half a dozen persons, or a group of persons who are in 
contradiction with the actual interests of their people’ (Cabral 1979: 75). 
 
National liberation of a people is the regaining of their historical 
personality; a return to history through destruction of the imperialist 
domination which they were subjected to. In a postcolonial Africa this is 
yet to be, or not realised and fulfilled at all. National liberation exists only 
when the national productive forces are completely freed from all and any 
kind of domination (Cabral 1979). Since imperialism usurps the historical 
development of the people through violence, national liberation has to 
grant the right of the people to have their own history. Any liberation 
movement that doesn't consider this is certainly not struggling for national 
liberation because the principal aspect of national liberation is the 
struggle against neo-colonialism. If this involves freeing of productive 
forces, then national liberation necessarily corresponds to a revolution and 



‘national liberation struggle is a revolution’ (Cabral 1979: 134). Fanon 
(1961: 39) believes that the settler never ceases to be ‘the enemy, 
opponent, the foe that must be overthrown’ because he has always been 
part of a process of domination and exploitation. If the revolution is not 
realised the national liberation continues because it ‘is not over at the 
moment when the flag is hoisted and the national anthem is played...’ 
(Cabral 1979: 134) 
 
The postcolony is an illusion, reinforced and spurred by native elements 
controlling political or state power. The postcolony is an illusion because 
this class is subjected to the whims and impulse of imperialists (Fanon 
1961; Cabral 1979). This pseudo bourgeoisie, however, strongly nationalist, 
cannot fulfil a historical function; ‘it cannot freely guide the development 
of productive forces, and in short cannot be a national bourgeoisie’. 
(Cabral 1979:129). 
 
Cabral’s analyses remain true. Although he died on the eve of his country’s 
independence and would not live to see its political and economic 
direction, he had seen the fate of other African countries newly 
‘independent’ from colonial rule. His treatise on the postcolony is always a 
template for a new generation of pan-African revolutionaries who would at 
some good time build on the foundations of Cabral’s revolutionary theory 
and take the struggle against imperialism to its logical conclusion.  
www.pambazuka.org 
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2014: Redrawing of the political landscape underway  

 
 

 
 

DSM/WASP 23 January 2014 
 
The strike wave in the mining sector in 2012 – which came to international 
attention in the atrocity of the Marikana massacre – was the opening battle 
in a new phase of the class struggle which is redrawing the social and 
political landscape of South Africa. If Marikana was the earthquake, then 
the decision at the recent special congress of the National Union of 
Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) to withdraw support for the 
governing African National Congress (ANC) was an aftershock at least equal 



in intensity to the original tremor. 
 
The abandonment of the ANC by swathes of the working class is a process 
that has been underway for an entire period. It is rooted in the 
compromise made by the ANC in the negotiations that ended the racist 
apartheid segregation system and led to the first democratic elections in 
1994. In guaranteeing the preservation of capitalism, and adopting in 1996 
the neoliberal Growth, Employment and Redistribution (Gear) policy, the 
ANC surrendered the economic levers that would have made possible a 
dramatic improvement in the living conditions of the majority. Instead, 
unemployment, poverty and inequality have increased under the ANC’s 
‘democratic’ rule. 
 
Today, South Africa is the most unequal society on the planet according to 
the Gini Coefficient measure. Twelve million go to bed hungry every night. 
A staggering 8.6 million are unemployed, with 3.3 million youth aged 15-24 
not in employment, education or training. The full extent of the social 
crisis is revealed in horrifying rape and crime statistics, among the highest 
globally. South Africa has the worst child homicide rates in the world, and 
more suicides than the US and UK – 23 every day and another 230 
attempting to, according to the South African Depression and Anxiety 
Group. It reports that the youngest to commit suicide was a seven year-old 
girl. Levels of corruption in government mimic and rival that in the private 
sector. 
 
Rocked by the world economic turmoil which set in in earnest in 2008, the 
crisis of capitalism no longer rests only on the shoulders of the working 
class but is affecting the middle class too. The University of South Africa’s 
Bureau for Market Research points out that 60% of the businesses started in 
Soweto in 2007 were no longer operating by 2010. First quarter statistics 
for 2013 from the National Credit Bureau show that 9.5 million of the 20.1 
million ‘credit active consumers’ have defaulted on one or more payments. 
With unsecured lending skyrocketing to R165 billion (£9.4bn), a doubling 
over two years, 48% of credit users are one step away from bankruptcy. 
 
Workers’ struggle 
The mining industry remains a powder keg. The Marikana massacre saw the 
ANC government, the mine bosses and the leadership of the National Union 
of Mineworkers (NUM) collude in the premeditated shooting dead with 
automatic weapons of 34 striking miners. After a lull in struggle from the 
end of 2012 following two months of sector-wide strikes, through the first 
half of 2013, as the bosses and mineworkers took stock, the miners took 
militant action again and again in the course of 2013. Legal and illegal 
strikes and occupations took place on issues ranging from mass 
redundancies, wage demands and the victimisation of trade union 
activists. South Africa is now holding its breath awaiting the likely 
commencement of a wage strike at the world’s three largest platinum 
producers in the Rustenburg area. A strike at the fourth largest producer, 
Northam in Limpopo, is entering its third month. 
 
However, the high point of industry-wide workers’ unity, achieved in 2012 
under the leadership of the independent strike committees, has given way 
to a more complicated picture. The struggles of 2013 were waged under 
separate trade union banners. In the months of the lull, the previously 
marginal Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU) 
displaced the NUM as the majority union in the mining industry’s core of 
the platinum belt and the Gauteng goldfields. The NUM is still the majority 
union in the gold mines of the Free State, the Northern Cape iron ore 
mines, and diamond mines dotted around the country. It retains a residual 
membership in the platinum belt. The continuing treacherous role of the 
NUM and the sectarianism of the AMCU leadership have led to the 
fracturing of the mineworkers’ unity. 
 
AMCU has not turned out to be the union the mineworkers hoped it would 
be when they joined en masse. Its leadership has no serious strategy for 
winning the R12,500 a month minimum wage demand that was central to 
the strikes of 2012. Instead, the leadership is engaged in a destructive 
competition with the NUM for members and influence that sees 
mineworkers’ interests take second place. Jealously guarding their new 
mass membership, the AMCU leaders are suspicious of workers’ 
independence and initiative, refusing to set up democratic structures. 



Shop stewards have been appointed rather than elected, and full-time 
organisers who get on the wrong side of the president – many, former 
strike committee leaders – are summarily dismissed from the union. 
 
An advanced layer of mineworkers is already growing frustrated with 
AMCU’s approach. After the experience of Marikana, they will not long 
tolerate another union that lets them down or stifles them. Mighty 
struggles loom in the mining industry and AMCU could find itself discarded 
as rapidly as it was picked-up. 
 
Contradictions in the Tripartite Alliance 
The displacement of NUM by AMCU is the most high-profile case of the 
dissolution of the post-1994 political settlement. The Tripartite Alliance – 
the ANC, South African Communist Party (SACP) and the Congress of South 
African Trade Unions (Cosatu) – can no longer contain the class 
contradictions inherent in an alliance led by the now openly neoliberal 
ANC, backed up by the Stalinist SACP, and the trade unions under the 
Cosatu umbrella. This process has been developing over a number of years, 
reflected in splits from nearly all Cosatu affiliates and the rise of a new 
generation of independent unions.  
 
Marikana and the miners’ strikes of 2012 have rapidly accelerated this 
process. In the past 18 months, the NUM has lost more than 150,000 
members and been relegated from the position of Cosatu’s largest affiliate 
to fourth place. This haemorrhage of members is not just a blow to the 
NUM and Cosatu but represents the breaking of the political link between 
the mass of mineworkers and the ANC. 
 
Recognising the rising tide of working-class anger, the ANC has embarked 
on a policy to attempt to neuter resistance by fully subordinating Cosatu 
within the Alliance. Reflecting the resistance of the mass of the working 
class to this process, opposition to the ANC has centred on Cosatu general 
secretary, Zwelinzima Vavi. He is a vocal critic who refused elevation to 
the ANC’s executive, the leadership’s preferred method of co-opting 
workers’ leaders. The pro-ANC, Cosatu right-wing has responded with a 
witch-hunt leading to the suspension of Vavi, formally for an affair with a 
subordinate. 
 
Numsa has come to his defence, recognising that the attack on Vavi 
represents an attempt by the ANC, and the capitalist class behind it, to 
destroy the independence and militant traditions of Cosatu once and for 
all. This stand is a reflection of the Numsa leadership’s base among the 
most class conscious workers in the factories. With 338,000 members, 
Numsa is now Cosatu’s largest affiliate. It describes itself as a 
‘revolutionary trade union’ committed to socialism. Numsa has been at the 
forefront of attacking the ANC’s repackaging of the neoliberal Gear 
policies as the new National Development Plan (NDP) which will form the 
basis of the ANC’s 2014 election manifesto. 
 
It was Numsa which moved a resolution at Cosatu’s 1993 congress calling 
for the establishment of a workers’ party. It was defeated, but the views 
underpinning the resolution have, on the basis of experience over the past 
20 years of ANC rule, become the views of the majority of Cosatu 
members. This was demonstrated in a survey of the political attitudes of 
Cosatu shop stewards. Completed before the Marikana massacre, it found 
that 67% would support a workers’ party if it was formed by Cosatu. 
 
Numsa has been campaigning to force Cosatu’s right-wing, pro-ANC 
leadership to call a special congress to give the rank-and-file of its 
affiliates a say on what is, in reality, a battle for the soul of Cosatu. 
Having rallied another eight affiliated unions to support the call for a 
special congress, the leadership is constitutionally bound to convene one 
but is resisting the call out of fear of being removed from office. In a 
brazenly cynical move, the right-wing eventually conceded that a special 
congress could go ahead, but only after the 2014 elections. In other words, 
a debate on the fundamental issue driving the crisis in the federation – the 
slavish support for the ANC and its anti-working class policies – will only 
take place after the resources and personnel of Cosatu have been used to 
help get the ANC into power for another five-year term! 
 
Against this background, the Democratic Socialist Movement (DSM), along 



with the representatives of six mineworkers’ strike committees, took the 
historic decision to found the Workers and Socialist Party (WASP) in 
December 2012. Shortly after, the National Strike Committee, which at its 
height represented over 150,000 mineworkers, gave its backing to WASP. 
Formally launched in Pretoria at a rally of over 500 workers, including 
representatives from all the key mining areas, WASP has been steadily 
building its support. In December 2013 the National Transport Movement, a 
50,000-strong split from the Cosatu affiliated transport union, affiliated to 
WASP. 
 
Numsa’s stand 
In light of the Cosatu leadership’s obstruction to the call for a special 
congress, and the recognition of the changed political situation post-
Marikana, the Numsa leadership convened its own special congress so its 
members could decide on a way forward. This took place at the end of last 
year. Among other things, the leadership was seeking a mandate to 
support its recommendation that the union should withdraw support for 
the ANC. 
 
The anger and sense of betrayal that delegates felt for the ANC and SACP 
leaderships was on full display throughout the conference. The Marikana 
massacre was given centre-stage as a “deliberate act in defence of mining 
profits”, marking a “turning point in the social and political life of South 
Africa”. This meant “business as usual” can no longer continue. In this, 
Numsa’s analysis is at one with the DSM. In an emotive plenary session, 
survivors and family members of the Marikana martyrs were welcomed to 
thunderous applause and singing.  
 
At no point did a single delegate make any serious argument for continuing 
to support the ANC. In the minds of Numsa members the reality is clear: 
the ANC and SACP are parties of the capitalist class. The decision not to 
support the ANC was easily won. Numsa will withhold the R2 million 
donation it would otherwise have made to the ANC’s election war-chest. In 
addition, Numsa has ended all ties with the SACP. 
 
These decisions alone would warrant Numsa’s special congress going down 
in history as the most important labour movement meeting since the 
founding of Cosatu in 1985 – at the height of the mass struggle against 
apartheid. But delegates adopted many more radical positions. It was 
decided that the monthly R800,000 (£45,400) affiliation fee Numsa pays to 
Cosatu will be withheld until a special congress takes place, and that 
Numsa would march on the first Central Executive meeting of Cosatu in 
February 2014 demanding the convening of a special congress.  
 
Numsa will call on Cosatu to break from the Tripartite Alliance and will 
wage a campaign to win the other affiliates to that position. If Numsa fails 
in its struggle for a “militant, independent, unified Cosatu”, it was 
decided it would “begin the process of forming a new federation”. 
Alongside the decision to reject Cosatu’s traditional principle of ‘one 
union, one industry’ and expand the scope of Numsa’s recruitment, 
including in the mining industry, it has consciously put itself on a course 
that will lead to a showdown with the right-wing in the coming months. 
 
But it is not just within the structures of Cosatu and the Alliance that 
Numsa has dropped a bombshell. Numsa is positioning itself to be at the 
heart of working-class struggle in the next period and provide the 
leadership that the Cosatu right-wing has abdicated. A series of rolling 
‘socio-economic strikes’ are being planned for the first half of 2014 on 
wider issues affecting the working class and poor beyond Numsa members’ 
immediate workplace interests. In other words, Numsa is seeking to 
organise political general strikes, with the first planned for 26 February. 
 
Unfortunately, there were weaknesses in the positions adopted by Numsa 
in regard to the upcoming general election. At this stage, it has held back 
from taking a decision to support an alternative party in 2014. It has 
simply reiterated the right of Numsa members to vote as individuals 
according to their convictions. Instead of taking a clear position on 2014, it 
decided to launch a ‘united front’, modelled on the United Democratic 
Front of the 1980s, to unite the struggles of workers and communities 
while simultaneously helping to bring into being a ‘movement for 
socialism’. 



 
In the run up to its special congress, Numsa was invited to “take its place 
in the leadership of WASP”. WASP’s democratic and federal structure 
would allow Numsa to use the WASP umbrella to stand its own candidates, 
selected by its own procedures. Numsa could take its opposition to the 
NDP into the national parliament as an ancillary to the struggles that will 
be waged in the workplaces and communities.  
 
At Numsa’s special congress the leadership laid down the criteria that any 
political party would have to meet in order to warrant political support. 
These criteria were endorsed by the delegates in the adoption of the 
secretariat’s report. WASP clearly meets these criteria. WASP was born out 
of the struggles of the mineworkers and bases itself on the working class. 
WASP stands for the nationalisation of the mines, banks, commercial 
farms, factories and other big business on the basis of workers’ control as 
part of the struggle for a socialist society. WASP is a thoroughly democratic 
organisation.  
 
As part of the adoption of its new political strategy, the Numsa leadership 
was given a mandate to “be alert” to a “party committed to socialism 
standing for elections in future”. WASP has repeated its call for Numsa to 
take its place in the leadership of WASP and support and stand candidates 
under the WASP umbrella in 2014, as a crucial part of building the new 
movement for socialism. 
 
Nonetheless, the limitations of Numsa’s specific position on the 2014 
elections cannot detract from the monumental shift in the political 
landscape that its decision heralds. The break-up of the post-1994 political 
settlement is now well advanced and the path towards the political 
independence of the working class embarked upon. Numsa’s decision has 
accelerated the process begun by the mineworkers in 2012. In recognising 
the changed political situation post-Marikana, Numsa has taken this 
process on to a far more conscious level. 
 
The 2014 election 
Against a continuing background of widespread strikes and community 
protests, and the watershed of Marikana, the general election to be held in 
the first half of 2014 will be the most hotly contested since the end of 
apartheid. The fragmentation of Cosatu is simultaneously the breaking of 
the political link with the ANC among growing sections of the working 
class. Additionally, 2014 will be the first election in which the so-called 
‘born-frees’, with no memory of the liberation struggle, are eligible to 
vote. 
 
The ANC is terrified and in deep denial about its prospects. The booing of 
president Jacob Zuma at the memorial service for Nelson Mandela showed 
that in the minds of the masses there is an enormous gulf between 
Mandela’s ANC, which led the liberation struggle, and the present day 
ANC, which is a cesspit of corruption, cronyism and self-enrichment. If the 
passing of the ‘father of the nation’ cannot rally support and in fact 
precipitates one of the starkest displays of mass rejection, then the ANC’s 
nightmare scenario of receiving less than 50% of the vote cannot be ruled 
out. 
 
The capitalist class is already planning for the end of the ANC’s 20-year 
dominance. The main opposition Democratic Alliance has attempted to 
give its leadership a ‘black face’ to try to appeal to a wider layer of the 
black population, and to dispel its image as a party of white privilege. 
Such is the craving for an alternative it is having some success. 
 
Additionally, former World Bank director and liberation struggle hero 
Mamphela Ramphele has launched Agang SA (Sotho for ‘build’), primarily 
on an anti-corruption ticket. While an ANC victory in 2014 is all but 
guaranteed, the likely breakup of the Tripartite Alliance in the next period 
poses the possibility of a future DA/Agang coalition bolstered by splits 
from the ANC as a new ‘safe pair of hands’ for capital.  
 
The Economic Freedom Fighters 
Reflecting the political vacuum which 20 years of compromise by the 
workers’ leaders has created, WASP is not the only force to have emerged 
to the left of the ANC. Julius Malema, former president of the ANC’s Youth 



League, expelled as a potential liability and threat to the power of the 
ruling clique – an episode itself exemplifying the degeneration of the ANC 
leadership – belatedly launched the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) in 
October. Malema bases himself on the black youth, in particular the urban 
poor, but also on more privileged layers frustrated by the lack of 
opportunities flowing from the ANC’s compromise with capitalism. 
 
The EFF puts forward a left populist programme of land redistribution 
(modelled on Zimbabwe) and state-led development (looking toward 
China). Inheriting a swathe of the structures of the ANC’s Youth League, 
and the connections and resources of a section of the new black elite, 
Malema has been able to make rapid gains. 
 
In spite of the ideological limitations of the EFF, and the cloud of 
corruption charges hanging over its leader, the ideological distinctions 
between the EFF and WASP were not that clear to the working-class youth 
attracted to the EFF banner. Understandably, unity against the ANC 
government is given precedence over the differences between the forces 
on the left. Regrettably, the EFF rejected WASP’s proposal for 
collaboration in the form of an electoral block standing joint lists of 
candidates while maintaining the independence of the respective 
organisations. The EFF leadership’s position amounted to a demand for the 
liquidation of WASP. Following a meeting between WASP and EFF leaders, 
including Malema, there was an agreement to engage in a written 
exchange to clarify the respective positions. WASP has yet to receive a 
reply to the letter written to the EFF (see 
www.workerssocialistparty.co.za). 
 
Among the organised working class the EFF is treated with caution. This 
was reflected in the explicit rejection of the EFF (alongside Agang) at 
Numsa’s special congress. But, given the growing hatred of the ANC, and 
Numsa’s failure to follow up its rejection of EFF with a clear alternative, it 
could pick up the votes of workers looking for the most effective way to 
strike a blow against the ANC. 
 
For a new mass workers’ party 
The launch of WASP, and the subsequent developments in Cosatu and 
Numsa, represents the confirmation of our perspective – first advanced in 
1996 with the ANC’s adoption of Gear – that the ANC would come into 
collision with its working-class base and that the question of the working 
classes’ political independence would assume a central position. Duly, the 
Marxist Workers Tendency as we were known then stepped outside of the 
ANC to campaign for a mass workers’ party on a socialist programme. With 
the adoption of Gear, the ANC had become the conscious representatives 
of the capitalist class publicly committed to the preservation of its system 
of exploitation. It could no longer be argued credibly that forces for 
socialism would be found in the ANC. 
 
The DSM set itself the strategic task of the formation of a mass workers’ 
party on a socialist programme. This entailed campaigning for Cosatu to 
pull out of the Tripartite Alliance and supporting all struggles, while 
championing the idea of the formation of a mass workers’ party. 
Subsequent to the adoption of Gear, developments in the class struggle 
confirmed the DSM’s perspectives. A sharpening of tensions between the 
classes followed, reflected in dramatic increases in strikes, protests in 
tertiary education institutions and what subsequently became known as 
service delivery protests.  
 
Throughout this period the DSM pointed out consistently that the argument 
being advanced by the SACP and Cosatu leadership that the Tripartite 
Alliance was necessary to preserve working-class unity was false. We 
pointed out that the Alliance partners represented the irreconcilable 
interests of the capitalist class. Further, that Cosatu’s political loyalty to 
the ANC would come into collision with its obligations to its membership. 
That Cosatu would suffer collateral damage as the divisions within the 
ANC, engendered by the escalation in the class struggle, spilled over into 
the federation. That Cosatu had no God-given right to exist and that its 
very future would be placed in jeopardy as the federation’s leadership 
attempted to reconcile the irreconcilable. This perspective has been 
emphatically confirmed by the march of events. 
 



The initiative of the DSM and the mineworkers’ independent strike 
committees to launch WASP has been entirely justified by events, and by 
the continuing possibilities that are opening up. In recognising what 
Marikana represented – and acting when the rest of the so-called left stood 
aside – we have ensured that the DSM remains a factor in the situation, 
building on our decisive role in the mineworkers’ strikes in 2012. In co-
launching WASP we have occupied a strategic pass, requiring significant 
working-class forces heading in the direction of a break with the Alliance 
to engage with us, including the Numsa leadership. 
 
The formation of WASP has accelerated and sharpened the lines of debate 
taking place among the working class in the wake of Marikana. The 
decisions of Numsa, following on those of the mineworkers, will lead to the 
formation of a mass workers’ party on a socialist programme in the next 
period. WASP will remain central to that process, especially with the 
likelihood of winning one or more MPs in May. It will work with all forces 
genuinely seeking to advance the interests of the working class in the 
revolutionary struggle for a socialist society. 
www.socialistsouthafrica.co.za 

 
 
The need for real media transformation 

 
 

 
 

Terry Bell 22 January 2014 
 
Transformation of the media in South Africa is essential. But we should be 
very clear about what we mean by such transformation. 
 
Are we unhappy with the media because we consider that it promotes 
particular political, cultural or religious agendas? Are we concerned that 
only certain sections of society are represented in media reports? Or are 
we concerned about an apparent bias in reporting — both in the selection 
of “newsworthy items” and the manner in which they are published? 
 
It is essential that these questions be answered before any serious debate 
about media transformation can take place. Because media transformation 
is not merely a matter of ownership, but of control of subject matter and 
the manner in which it is reported. This, obviously, has a bearing on 
ownership, because those who own often try — and all too often succeed — 
in manipulating media output. However, even when owners do not 
exercise direct editorial control or influence, they can indirectly do so, by 
maintaining pressure on editors to maintain and grow profits. 
 
What this means is that commercial entities, parastatals and even 
governments, can exert pressure on editors by, for example, threatening 
to withdraw advertising if certain topics are reported on or if certain 
revelations become public. This is a common tactic and should be resisted 
by any editor. However, when there is pressure from media owners to 
meet advertising income goals, resistance can become weakened. 
 
The experience of editors in the Independent Newspapers chain in South 
Africa provides a classic example of non-interference at an ownership level 
that resulted in a severe decline in journalistic standards. 
Baked beans king, Tony — now Sir Anthony — O’Reilly had, by 1994, paid 
about R750 million to bring the Argus company newspaper titles into his 
Independent stable. And he seems never to have interfered editorially, 
merely giving editors the order to increase profits. 
 
Unlike O’Reilly’s Irish and British publications, the South African group was 
very profitable. So, to cover his losses in England and Ireland and to pay 
dividends to his shareholders, O’Reilly effectively pillaged the South 
African operations. His insistence on increased profits not only meant that 
he did not invest in new plant and machinery, it also meant that fewer and 
fewer journalists were available to investigate and report as vacant posts 
were not filled. 
 
Cost-cutting also meant that younger, less experienced, journalists were 
“thrown in at the deep end” without sufficient mentoring or much 
assistance. Under pressure to produce as much material as possible, they 



easily fell — and continue to fall — prey to the blandishments of the 
burgeoning public relations industry that provides readymade “handouts” 
stressing one aspect of a “story”. Because this is the often the only readily 
accessible version, an unbalanced report is the result. 
 
The complaints by trade unions and others about bias in the media most 
often stem from this simple fact. And it is the powerful and wealthy who 
possess the resources to hire such professional “spin doctors” 
whose job it is to ensure bias. That this continues to happen is bad 
journalism, but it also mirrors reality. 
 
What this should illustrate is that the desired transformation of the media 
should result in a situation where the views, standpoints and position of 
the majority in any society are reflected, rather than the views and 
agendas of various pressure groups. This is the job of proper journalism. 
 
It should also be clear that this is about more than ownership. The 
situation extends to the financial viability of popular media and, above all, 
to the training and retention of a solid core of journalists committed to 
being, without fear or favour, the eyes and ears of the public. 
 
Such journalists require adequate training, and this can be, for media 
owners, an expensive exercise. Yet it is an essential exercise and should be 
carried out within a clearly established practical and ethical framework. 
 
Extensive, in-house courses for journalists, as with training for pre-school 
teachers, once existed in South Africa. For all their faults, they provided 
good templates for the sort of training now desperately required. But that 
is only if it is agreed that transformation has to do with training and 
professionalism and little, if anything, to do with the pigmentation of the 
practitioners, let alone the owners. 
terrybellwrites.com 

 
 
Pembani Coal: Misdirected benefit? 

 
 

 
 

Franz Fuls First Published in Pambazuka 21 January 2014 
 
Since opencast coal mining started on this farm ten years ago, the lives of 
the people have gradually deteriorated. The mine replaced the previous 
agricultural business that employed them. A villager said that only one 
person in the village has a full time job 
 
About 115 kilometers South-East of Witbank lies the sleepy town of 
Carolina. The villagers of Ebuhleni, just outside the town (previously 
known as MaFour), are farm workers. They have always been. That was 
until Pembani Coal realised that there are profitable coal seams to be 
exploited under the farm where the village is located. The villagers have 
worked on this farm for many decades and according to the locals they 
were also allowed to graze their own cattle on the farm for the past forty 
years. But that’s all over now. 
 
“Before the mine there was a lot of space here, there was a large pasture. 
When the mine came they divided that pasture in half. One side they dug 
for coal. The people are suffering a lot, and they don’t care how the 
people make a living. They just do whatever they like,” said Lesley Nkosi, 
a retrenched dairy foreman. 
 
Pembani Coal’s operation outside Carolina started in 2004. At the current 
mining rate of 1.5 million metric tonnes per annum, they expect a life of 
mine of twelve years. They claim that they consulted with interested and 
affected parties. They acknowledge that people living within a 500 metre 
radius of their operation are immediately affected and must have 
preference. 
 
But since opencast coal mining started on this farm, the lives of the 
villagers have gradually deteriorated. The mine replaced the previous 
agricultural business that employed them and today unemployment is rife. 
A villager explained that only one person in the village is full time 



employed, but by another coal mine East of Pembani’s operation. Yet the 
company claims to employ local residents first, stating that two individuals 
from Ebuhleni are employed by them. The villagers deny that this is the 
case. 
 
Opencast coal mining operations in the Mpumalanga Highveld are 
destroying the livelihood of farmworkers, leaving them destitute in an 
unfamiliar environment where they become unemployable due to their 
specialised agricultural skill sets. Mining companies’ lack of obtaining 
consent in community engagement is leading to destitution and frustration 
in the communities closest to them. 
 
Lesley Nkosi used to be a dairy foreman on the farm and is now one of the 
unemployed. According to him, blasting damaged the brick houses that the 
villagers lived in. The houses deteriorated to a point where they became 
structurally unsafe. At that point Pembani Coal (who caused the damage in 
the first place) intervened by building them new houses. These houses 
were built on the exact same place as the old settlement, with active 
mining operations in close proximity. But the new houses are starting to 
show signs of damage from blasting. At least the villagers have one 
improvement: they now have electricity. It is unclear whether they can 
afford the luxury of electricity in their current economic crisis. 
 
Bheki Khumalo, director of Pembani Coal explains: “The company’s policy 
regarding communities is embedded in the Safety, Health, Environment 
and Community policy... The houses that Pembani Coal built are of an 
improved quality... We don’t foresee any damage from our future blasting, 
however, we do blasting monitoring for every blast to ensure that they are 
not affected.” 
 
Lesley says the villagers cannot graze their cattle anymore, since Pembani 
requires them to contain all their assets within their yards. Pembani denies 
this. 
 
The pasture that used to sustain their cattle is now partly a huge hole. The 
windmill that ensured a good clean water supply has caved in, allegedly 
because of Pembani’s blasting activities. 
 
Lack of water for cattle is one thing, but the broken windmill means that 
nobody has water. The municipality of nearby Carolina town tries to supply 
them with drinking water on a weekly basis, but they cannot keep up. The 
villagers experience frequent water shortages. Pembani claims that the 
windmill was already broken on their arrival, and that they stopped 
repairing it after failed attempts. According to them the water yield of 
this windmill is not enough to sustain the community anyhow. They 
continue to explain that they intend sinking a hand operated borehole in 
future, but until then the villagers are reliant on municipal water trucks. 
 
In a furore of desperation, Lesley complains that new houses are now 
being built. Nobody in the village has been informed. Construction workers 
just arrived with their machines and started working. The rumour is that 
Pembani is relocating farm workers from other farms where they want to 
mine. Lesley comments: “So I went and asked them: why are you bringing 
more people here, where must the cattle graze? They said someone that 
stays here shall keep his cattle inside his yard.” 
 
Pembani Coal’s Bekhi Khumalo disagrees, stating that villagers are still 
grazing cattle on the property. He explains that farm workers residing on 
other parts of the farm are being relocated to Ebuhleni. 
 
“The people of Ebuhleni are always given a first preference in the 
employment process at Pembani Coal Processing Plant because it is 
permanently based in their vicinity.” Yet Pembani appoints external 
contractors to run their operations, who are not bound by this 
commitment. As Mr. Khumalo explains that the contractor operates on 
more than one farm currently being mined by Pembani this cannot be 
enforced. 
 
And since the village is on land leased by the mine from a land owner, 
Pembani has limited control over permissible activities. 
It happened here 



 
The villagers of Ebuhleni are not the only people affected by the Pembani 
operation.A small subsistence farming collective also borders Pembani’s 
colliery. According to a resident they were allocated land by government 
as part of South Africa’s land reform projects. Mama Deliwe is one of these 
beneficiaries. Sitting on a bench outside her traditional clay house she 
raises her concerns: “the mine never consulted us, they just came in and 
started mining... It’s a problem because when they blast while you are 
inside [the house], the roof and the crockery are shaking. We are in danger 
because when they blast the house can fall on us: the cupboards can fall 
over the children while they sleep!” 
 
Mama Deliwe’s house is in close proximity to Pembani’s mine dumps, and 
mining trucks offloading material on the dump are clearly visible. The 
dumps are bordering the property of these emerging farmers, and it seems 
that their dreams and aspirations of economic independence are all but 
destroyed. We received news that Mama Deliwe has been relocated to 
Ebuhleni village in the past few weeks. She will now have electricity, but 
may share Lesley’s concerns on farming opportunities. 
 
Dan Maseko, 50, was born on the farm mined by Pembani faces an 
uncertain future. He also live close to Pembani’s colliery, who has 
previously caused some damage to his house from blasting. 
 
On the evening of 18 December he woke up to the sound of his wall falling 
in. 
 
According to Maseko, Pembani performed blasting operations at night 
while the Maseko family were asleep in their house and did not evacuate 
the family before blasting. 
 
A wall inside Maseko’s traditional clay house fell down, destroying his 
couch and some household furniture to an estimated the value of R10,000 
— a small fortune for him. Fortunately nobody was hurt, but the family is 
in distress. 
 
Maseko reported the damage to Pembani on the following day. A delegate 
was instructed to inspect the alleged damages, but since the delegate was 
busy relocating other people, Maseko was asked to wait until the other 
relocations were complete before Pembani could assess the damage to his 
house. 
 
Khumalo explains that Maseko “... kept on requesting the mine to relocate 
him to the Ebuhleni families but the mine insisted on its policy and 
international standards.” 
 
Responding on a previous complaint from Maseko, Pembani performed an 
inspection, prior to the wall falling in. Khumalo says “it was hard to 
believe that any cracks were caused by Pembani blasting.” because his 
house is 1.8 kilometers away from the blasting site. Pembani does however 
claim that they evacuate the Maseko family every time they blast and that 
the mining operation may not be the cause of the wall falling, but rather 
by lack of maintenance and high rainfall. 
 
“It is unfortunate that the mine cannot afford to build new houses for all 
people especially if they are not within the affected area. It would be 
unfair to put blame on Pembani Coal for any damage on the houses that 
are outside of the affected radius of 500 metres from the operations.” 
 
In the meantime the Maseko family will have to move in with neighbours or 
risk living in a structurally unsafe house over the festive season while 
mining companies in South Africa close down for the holidays. 
That’s what they said 
 
In the statement Mr. Khumalo elaborates on the community benefits: 
 
“We are always conscious about the security of tenure for the affected 
families and we avoid relocating them from the original farm where they 
have security of tenure.” 
 
Through a staggering amount of programmes, Pembani claim that the 



people of Carolina have benefitted just under R20 million of investment, 
into agriculture initiatives, bursaries, training, construction, socIal welfare 
and other initiatives. 
 
It is clear that Pembani coal is investing into the local economy, but many 
of the initiatives seem to be aimed at the greater Carolina area, while the 
immediate people who were previously employed in sustainable 
agriculture became unemployed as a direct result of the mine. 
 
In conclusion the statement from Mr. Khumalu explains: “It is however 
extremely difficult and almost impossible to satisfy all quarters of the 
community around our operation. Ebuhleni community is one of the 
communities that have benefited from Pembani Coal’s operation however 
there are some individuals within the community that believe that they 
are more entitled to benefit from the company.” 
 
Only a third of coal produced by Pembani Coal is applied to alleviate South 
Africa’s energy crisis. The balance is sold to international traders. 
 
This article was first published by African Sentinel. 
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Where is Venezuela’s Economy Headed?  

 
 

 
 

Venezuelanalysis.com 19 January 2014 
 
What did President Nicolas Maduro’s announcements during Wednesday’s 
state of the nation address tell us about the Venezuelan government’s 
economic agenda for 2014? 
 
Looking back at 2013 
2013 was a difficult economic year for Venezuela. The currency control 
system was put under great pressure as the black market dollar spiraled to 
ten times the official value of 6.3 BsF = 1 USD, creating a series of 
distortions for the economy. Meanwhile shortages in several basic 
foodstuffs and others goods were created, and annual inflation hit 56.2%, a 
Bolivarian-era record. While the government compensated for this by 
increasing the minimum wage by 59% from May 2013 to January 2014, even 
pro-government figures concede that price increases managed to reduce 
consumer spending power over the previous year. 
 
President Nicolas Maduro’s administration blamed the situation on an 
“economic war” it said was being waged against the country by business 
groups aligned with the conservative opposition. According to this thesis, 
such groups were involved in a coordinated attempt to exacerbate 
economic problems by speculating on Venezuela’s currency and hoarding 
or diverting production to create shortages and inflation. 
 
Politicians and economists critical of the government instead claimed that 
government policies were responsible for the economic situation, alleging 
that a lack of foreign currency had been granted to private importers while 
price controls stifled production at home. 
 



To overcome these problems the government took a series of measures, 
including a currency devaluation, introducing a new complementary 
exchange rate system, increasing food imports from neighbouring 
countries, stimulating national food production and cracking down on 
product hoarding and contraband. Then, in the final weeks of the year 
state officials embarked on a crackdown on price speculation, forcibly 
lowering the prices of imported electronics and other goods. In response to 
the situation the people backed the government, giving the United 
Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) and its allies a strong victory in 
December’s municipal elections. It's also worth noting that despite these 
economic problems both poverty and unemployment continued to decrease 
last year, in part due to the government’s sustained high level of social 
spending. 
 
New measures, same vision  
In his annual state of the nation address to the National Assembly on 
Wednesday, Nicolas Maduro made several economic announcements that 
outlined his government’s approach to the economy this year. In short, the 
government hopes to “stabilise” ongoing currency and pricing distortions 
to then move towards an industrialised “socialist productive model”. 
 
“We understand perfectly well what that means and it’s going to be hard 
work for us to make the Venezuelan economy a sustainable force in the 
promotion of sources of work, in the diversification of our productive 
undertakings, in the contribution of added value to our goods, and in the 
socialisation of our means of production,” Maduro said in his speech. 
 
He continued, “It’s about the construction of the economic power of 
Venezuela as an energy, agricultural and industrial power, from now into 
the future”. 
 
This long term economic vision enunciated by Maduro does not differ 
significantly from the goal the Bolivarian government has pursued since 
Hugo Chavez was elected to power in 1998. The central idea is to 
stimulate domestic production to diversify and industrialise Venezuela’s 
economy. In the process this would reduce dependency on oil as the 
country’s primary source of export earnings and capital spending (95% of 
foreign currency earnings are from oil sales). While the government has 
significantly raised local food production over the previous decade and set 
up new industrial ventures with foreign governmental partners, the limited 
progress toward this goal was highlighted in a statistical review of 
Venezuela’s economy and society for Venezuelanaysis.com by Chris 
Carlson. 
 
On Wednesday Maduro spelled out that for the government this new 
productive model must be mixed: guided by state regulation and 
investment, while also attracting national and international private 
investment. A collective citizen role in production is also envisaged 
through community organisations such as communes and cooperatives. 
 
Maduro further made the desire for more foreign investment clear when he 
spoke of creating a “special plan of incentives” for investment in eleven 
core economic areas, although details of this plan have not yet been 
elaborated. 
 
“We’re going to create an industrial plan. National public and private 
investment will come, foreign investment will come too but they must 
respect the law and constitution. If foreign investors want to invest in 
Venezuela, welcome, but respecting the law,” explained Vice President 
Jorge Arreaza on public television yesterday. 
 
Underpinning this project is the government’s continued commitment to a 
strong public spending policy in the coming years, both in the social and 
infrastructural sectors. 
 
Extending regulation 
However Wednesday’s state of the nation speech also made clear that for 
such economic development to occur the government considers it 
necessary to “stabilise” the currency and pricing distortions currently 
being experienced. As the argument goes, it is hard to encourage 
production when it is more lucrative for companies to make a profit 



through currency speculation. To encourage the shift to a productive 
model, Maduro signalled his intention for the state to play a greater 
regulatory role in the economy. 
 
One of the key announcements was that the new National Centre of 
Foreign Trade is to take over from the old currency exchange body CADIVI 
in administering foreign exchange transactions. 
 
In order to prevent capital flight, protect currency reserves and protect 
spending from currency fluctuations, since 2003 the Venezuelan 
government has fixed the value of the bolivar to the dollar and 
implemented controls on the exchange of bolivars with foreign currencies. 
 
Under the controls, the state allocates quotas of how many official-rate 
dollars businesses, importers and citizens can buy. If businesses and 
citizens want to access more foreign currency beyond these quotas then 
they resort to the informal “parallel” or black market where dollars are 
more expensive. 
 
However the difference between the official and parallel rate can cause 
economic distortions because accessing official rate dollars and then 
selling them on the black market becomes a speculative and lucrative 
activity. In 2013 a perceived lack of dollars granted for imports and 
speculative black market currency activity caused the value of the black 
market dollar to increase to ten times the value of the official dollar, 
which in turn encouraged retailers to increase prices, even those who did 
not import their goods or those who imported them using the official rate 
dollar. It was this situation that led to the government’s price crackdowns 
on imported electronics goods at the end of last year. 
 
Under the National Centre of Foreign Trade it's hoped that the 
administration of currency exchange can be improved to reduce the 
numbers of businesses and citizens fraudulently requesting official rate 
dollars to then sell them on the black market. Further, the government 
argues that with the “rational” distribution of foreign currency in the 
economy and the use of complementary mechanisms like the SICAD 
currency auctions the value of the black market dollar can be reduced, 
which would also reduce pricing and other distortions in the economy. 
However this may be a tall order, as similar actions taken last year have 
failed to arrest the continued increase in the value of the dollar on the 
black market. 
 
What the government has refused to do is devalue the bolivar as it did in 
February last year. Such a move would carry a significant political cost and 
it could be argued that the devaluation last year did not achieve all of its 
aims, nor did it prevent the black market dollar from increasing in value. 
However the government has ordered that some economic sectors apply 
for their dollars at the SICAD rate of around 11.36 bolivars to the dollar, 
and tourists can also now legally sell dollars at the higher-value rate too. 
Meanwhile essential imports like food and medicine remain on the 6.3 
rate. As such, critics say the increasing use of the SICAD rate in currency 
transactions amounts to an “informal devaluation”. 
 
Along with the improved administration of currency exchange, the second 
pillar of the state’s extended regulatory framework will be regulations on 
costs, prices and profits. While the maximum prices of some basic food 
and household goods are already regulated, President Maduro plans to pass 
a law soon regulating the maximum profit margin across the economy at 
30%. With this measure the government hopes to protect consumers from 
price gouging originating from shortages and speculative currency activity. 
 
Monitoring these regulations will be the new Superintendency of Fair 
Costs, Prices and Profits. It is a welcome reduction of bureaucracy to see 
that the two previous price control bodies with overlapping functions have 
now been collapsed into one agency. However the body’s important work 
will be overseen by Andreina Tarazon, who will have her time divided as 
she is also the Minister for Women and Gender Equality. Meanwhile the 
former president of price control agency Indepabis, Eduardo Saman, who 
was considered as taking a “no nonsense” approach to price speculators, 
has been apparently dismissed without explanation. 
 



The other announcements made by Maduro in his speech were of a more 
administrative nature: merging the public banking and finance ministries, 
and re-appointing Nelson Merentes as head of the Central Bank, who is 
considered a “moderate” on fiscal and currency policy. 
 
Reactions 
Unsurprisingly, there were a range of reactions to Maduro’s 
announcements from across the political spectrum. Neftali Reyes, a 
regular contributor to alternative leftist website Aporrea.org, argued that 
regulation of prices and profits was necessary to avoid unjustified price 
speculation in the economy. 
 
However the writer warned that the success of this regulation would 
depend on the effectiveness of the work of the new Superintendency, 
arguing, “The political base of the Bolivarian revolution in the coming 
months will depend on the efficiency of this organisation”. 
 
The author also aired the worry among some activists on the left of the 
Bolivarian process that the government’s economic measures represent a 
possible move to “reformism”, or a pact with sectors of the opposition and 
national capital. 
 
“After fourteen years of revolution it is imperative not just that the 
[economic] measures benefit the people, but also that the course the 
Bolivarian revolution is going to take in the comings months is defined with 
force,” the article concluded. 
 
Meanwhile Venezuelan conservative daily El Universal claimed that the 
government’s actions to stabilise the economy “are insufficient in the 
fiscal and inflationary context”. The article used the opinion of JP Morgan, 
Barclay’s Capital and Bank of America to argue that monetary devaluation 
and greater fiscal discipline (printing less money and lowering public 
spending) would be needed to resolve the country’s economic imbalances. 
 
The right-wing opposition Democratic Unity Table coalition (MUD) also 
released a statement accusing Maduro of having omitted to explain how his 
government will reduce inflation, shortages and solve other problems the 
country faces. 
 
While the MUD has not released a comprehensive economic plan for 
Venezuela in the possibility it would to get into power, some of the 
economic groups that support the coalition would like to see currency 
controls removed and “market forces” restored as the central dynamo of 
the economy. One of the motivations behind this would be to regain 
control over the income gained from oil sales, which currency controls 
maintain in the hands of the government to then be distributed to the rest 
of the population through social spending and official dollar allocations to 
citizens and businesses. 
 
Conclusion  
In many ways Maduro’s state of the nation address reaffirmed the 
government’s long term economic vision, one toward which only very 
limited progress has been made so far despite the great political and social 
changes achieved over the previous decade. That vision is to transform 
Venezuela’s capitalist economy, in which sectors of private capital only 
engage in speculative activity based on capturing money from oil sales, 
into a “socialist” model where state, private and collectively-owned 
enterprises play a productive role in an industrialised and diversified 
economy. 
 
Whether Venezuela moves in that direction this year and beyond will 
depend on many factors, including the success of government policies to 
encourage investment in productive agricultural and industrial activities. 
Meanwhile, immediate challenges will be whether new regulatory policies 
can combat currency distortions and price speculation, and whether the 
sporadic shortages which still affect consumers and the economy can be 
eliminated. Certainly, following the strong electoral victory last 8 
December and the opposition’s greater acceptance of the Maduro 
administration’s legitimacy, the government will hope it now has the space 
to solve persisting economic difficulties and to implement its wider 
economic agenda.  
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December US Jobs Report: ‘False Positives’ Revisited 

 
 

 
 

Jack Rasmus 15 January 2014 
 
In a blog post this past November 2013, this writer offered a contrarian 
analysis of the October 2013 government jobs report. That report 
indicated a jobs gain of 204,000 for October. While others heralded the 
number, claiming it was evidence that the US jobs market had (yet again) 
‘turned the corner’, this writer forewarned the October job gains would 
prove temporary. My contrarian view was that the October job gains 
reflected a temporary surge in 3rd quarter U.S. GDP, which was itself 
based largely on a short term surge in business inventory accumulation 
that Qtr., with a lagged October hiring effect. The October jobs numbers 
were therefore “nothing to get excited about” and “can disappear quickly 
from the economy and may in fact do so by December should consumer 
spending come in well below expectations” (see my ‘False Positives’ piece 
on this blog, of November 12, 2013). 
 
It appears that ‘disappearance’ is what has happened, as last week’s 
December jobs report showed a net job gain of only 74,000. So what’s 
going on? 
 
Last month’s jobs report shows not only that job creation has relapsed 
once again, but that weak job creation is not the only problem with the US 
labor market. While only 74,000 jobs were created, the labor force in the 
US shrunk by a further 347,000 workers in December as well. Hundreds of 
thousands of workers have been dropping out of the labor force in recent 
months. Both indicators—weak job creation and massive labor force 
exiting—reflect a labor market in deep trouble still, after nearly five years 
of so-called recovery. 
 
The 347,000 exits from the labor force in December follow another, even 
greater exodus of 700,000 in October. Even if half of that number may be 
due to the government shutdown event of that month, it’s still another 
350,000 exits. What the last three months shows, therefore, is that at 
least as many workers are leaving the labor force, as there are jobs being 
created. A kind of a ‘churn’ is therefore taking place. 
 
During the first six months of 2013, about two thirds of all the jobs created 
were ‘contingent’ jobs—i.e. part time and temp jobs—paying well below 
the average hourly rate. So in the first half of 2013 another kind of ‘churn’ 
was also taking place: full time jobs were being lost while part time and 
contingent jobs were being created. That also meant that higher paying 
jobs were being replaced by lower paying—a trend that has been going on 
for several years now. 
 
That contingent hiring trend in the first half of the year has moderated 
somewhat in the second half of 2013, and replaced by the new trend of an 
accelerating exodus of workers from the labor force.  
 
So it is not just stop-go, month to month job creation, but low-paid 
contingent job creation, and the massive number of workers leaving the 
labor force that together represent the major defining characteristics of 
the US labor market over the past year. It’s not a pretty picture. 
 
The fact that between 700,000 and 1 million workers have left the labor 
force in just the last three months makes the unemployment rate as an 
indicator of the health of the jobs market an irrelevant statistic. Because 
of the way the US erroneously calculates the unemployment rate, a 
massive drop in the labor force results in a convenient fall in the 
unemployment rate. Those who leave the labor force are not included in 
the determination of the unemployment rate. They may be jobless, but 
aren’t included as unemployed in the government’s oxymoronic method for 
calculating unemployment. Consequently it is the mass exodus—not a big 
increase in actual jobs—that is lowering the unemployment rate.  
 



Most serious economists know the unemployment rate is misleading, and 
don’t put much trust in the unemployment rate as an indicator. They 
supplement it by looking at other indicators: job openings, turnovers, quit 
rates, average work week, jobless claims, duration of unemployment, etc. 
But most of these are short term indicators, and can be volatile and 
unpredictable month to month. 
 
A better indicator of the long term declining health of the US labor market 
is the labor force participation rate, and the related employment-to-
population ratio. They show how well the US economy has been producing 
jobs longer term and as the population grows. And both these indicators 
continue to show a deep malaise in the US job market. 
 
The labor force participation rate has steadily declined for years in the US, 
starting before 2008 and accelerating after. In June 2009, the declared 
official ‘end’ of the current continuing recession for the bottom 95% of us, 
the civilian labor force in the US totaled 154,926,000 workers. This past 
December 2013 the total labor force was 154,408,000. At first this appears 
as if there’s been no change in the labor force. However, one must include 
in this the estimate that, on average, about 100,000 to 150,000 new 
workers enter the labor force each month. Taking the low end 100,000 
figure, it means in the four and a half years since June 2009, no less than 
5.4 million workers have left the labor force. (100,000 x 12 months x 4.5 
yrs). That’s about the same number of jobs created in the 4.5 year period. 
 
In June 2009 approximately 139,800,000 workers were employed in the 
nonfarm labor force in the US. In December 2013, that number had risen to 
144,400,000. So about 5 million new jobs have been created in the past 
4.5 years, averaging 93,000 a month, while about 100,000 a month on 
average have also been leaving the labor force. (Numbers for both the 
labor force and nonfarm jobs above are from the US Labor Department’s 
‘Current Population Survey’). 
 
What we have therefore is a ‘great jobs churn’ going on in the US labor 
market since 2010—new entrants coming in at low pay, often contingent, 
service jobs while roughly the same number of workers leave the labor 
force who were once higher paid. And because the labor force drop outs 
aren’t counted as unemployed, it appears as if the labor market is 
improving since the unemployment rate is declining.  
 
The December picture is even more dismal than the numbers above 
indicate. Both the 74,000 jobs and -347,000 drop in labor force that 
occurred in December 2013 are ‘statistics’. That is, they are not the actual 
numbers. Statistics are manipulations on raw data and actual numbers. 
They are ‘operations’ on the data, in most cased designed to smooth out 
the swings and fluctuations in the raw data that occur due to seasonality 
and other factors. 
 
The raw data on jobs created and labor force exits for December show an 
even worse picture than that reported by the ‘stats’. The raw data show 
total nonfarm jobs actually fell by -246,000 instead of growing by 74,000, 
and the labor force declined by -502,000. 
 
Whether statistically smoothed or the actual raw data, the jobs numbers 
for December were disastrous. Some argue the abysmal December numbers 
reflect a correction to the excessively high, 200,000 plus numbers for 
October and November. Others argue that the bad December numbers 
result from bad weather. But weather metaphors aren’t an explanation; 
they are an excuse for those without an explanation for what’s going on. 
And if the US government is consistently that inaccurate estimating jobs 
month to month—i.e. widely over-reporting one month and under-reporting 
another—then that should raise red flags about its methods to being with.  
 
It may very well be that the Labor Department’s established 
methodologies for estimating jobs are today out of whack and unable to 
account for the fundamental changes in the labor markets that the recent 
deep recession has caused—such as the accelerating rise of contingent 
labor, the massive swings and exits from the labor force, the shift of 
millions from employment to disability insurance, a growing urban shadow 
economy that is misestimated in terms of jobs, methods for accounting for 
new business formation effects on job creation, the diversion of job 



creating investment from the US to offshore emerging markets and/or into 
financial asset speculation, the hoarding of trillions in cash by big 
multinational corporations, the increasing job displacement effect of 
capital investment, the negative effects of expanding free trade on jobs, 
and so on.  
 
All this is not to say the December job statistics are purposely ‘falsified’ by 
the government in some conspiratorial fashion. The methods are perhaps 
just outdated. The Labor Department does report the raw data for jobs, 
for example. It is just that the capitalist media simply chooses to report 
the less severe statistical data as the sole ‘truth’, ignoring the raw data, 
and saying nothing about how changes in the real economy may be 
undermining the accuracy of the old statistical methodologies. Or the press 
hypes the weather as the cause of the poor job numbers, or suggests 
temporary technical factors are responsible.  
 
However, neither technical factors nor bad weather are necessary to 
explain the poor December jobs numbers. In my initial ‘False Positives’ 
piece written in early November, it was suggested that the big surge in 3rd 
quarter 2013 GDP in business inventory accumulation likely explains much 
of the lagged big surge in October-November jobs. Business bulked up on 
inventories in the 3rd quarter, in what has proven to be an erroneous 
expectation of a big consumer spending surge over the recent holiday 
season. The production of those inventories, and expectations of follow-on 
retail sales in the closing months of 2013, explain the brief hiring surge in 
October-November—as well as the subsequent sharp slowdown (seasonally 
adjusted) or actual decline (raw data) in December jobs. The ‘False 
Positives’ piece predicted that the anticipated retail sales at year end 
would not follow the 3rd quarter inventory buildup—and that would all 
result in a major reduction in job creation by December.  
 
Data for December just reported show an overall growth of retail sales of 
only 0.2%--which is a decline from a prior, already weakening, November 
number of 0.4%. In fact, retail sales have been consistently weak since the 
September ‘back to school’ event. Sales have slipped ever since. Sales this 
past holiday season were the worst since 2009, according to a ‘Market 
Watch’ business research review of the data, as of the week ending 
December 28. 
 
At the heart of the December slowdown in retail were auto sales. Autos 
have been the major force holding up consumer spending throughout the 
past year. However now it appears the US auto market, after several years 
of historic discounting to boost auto sales, is now becoming relatively 
saturated. For example, GM’s auto sales declined 6% in December from the 
prior year and its truck sales even more.  
 
While others note that non-auto retail sales rose in December, non-auto 
sales also reflected weak economic conditions as retailers introduced large 
discounts in the final weeks of the monthas it appeared consumers were 
reducing their expenditures. Those discounts will soon result in lower 
retail profits, and in turn therefore disappear in January-February 2014. 
Thus both autos and non-auto retail are therefore set to slow or even 
decline in coming months. In turn, the job creation picture could weaken 
still further in early 2014. 
 
To summarize, what lies behind the December jobs slowdown, and the 
accelerating exodus of jobless workers from the labor force, is the likely 
pullback in business inventory spending at year end and the weak 
prospects for retail sales. Hiring slowed significantly at year end, and many 
of those that were hired in the fall—as inventories bulked up and big retail 
sales were anticipated—will soon be laid off once again. 
 
Entering 2014, the picture will likely be one of further retreat in business 
inventory accumulation, more softness in retail sales, fewer hires, and a 
continuing slowdown in auto sales, and in turn fewer hires and more 
layoffs.  
 
But the raw jobs numbers for early 2014 may be ‘smoothed out’ once again 
by the statistical changes forthcoming in early 2014, as the government is 
scheduled to change its ‘benchmarks’ for estimating jobs that could 
‘statistically’ boost jobs by several hundred thousand. That statistical 



adjustment could effectively ‘drown out’ a continuing weak jobs creation 
picture when measured by the actual raw jobs data. It may appear the 
jobs picture is not as bad as it actually is in fact—when the raw data will 
show otherwise. But you won’t hear that from the mainstream press. 
www.zcommunications.org 
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Ariel Sharon dead  

 
 

 
 

Ariel Sharon – transforming a war criminal into a national hero 
Alon Lessel in Israel 17 January 2006  
 
Sharon is seriously ill and may never return to active politics. This has 
thrown the whole of the Israeli establishment into turmoil, as now a 
question mark is being placed above the party he founded a few weeks 
ago, Kadima. Society is so polarized that one man can balance at the top. 
Without him the balancing game may not hold for long.  
 
I… demonstrate how the class struggle… created circumstances and 
relationships that made it possible for a grotesque mediocrity to play a 
hero's part. Karl Marx, 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon' 
 
On January 4, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon was hospitalised in 
Hadasa hospital after suffering a stroke. This came after he had already 
been hospitalised between December 18 and 20 following his previous 
stroke. Sharon is in a bad condition and his doctors say that his life is in 
serious danger, and that even if he survives the stroke he probably will not 
recover his full mental capacities. 
 
In actual fact, the seriousness of his state was obvious enough to anyone 
who saw Sharon in front of the cameras just after his previous stroke. 
Sharon looked very sick as he talked, and many could see there was 
something wrong. Although it was claimed that he was joking with his 
doctors (a common line in Israeli politics to cover up for a person's illness) 
no one was allowed to take pictures of him in his hospital room. Also, 
Sharon's medical file had been made public a while ago and it seems he 
was in terrible shape, in part because of his refusal to go on a diet, as his 
doctors had recommended. 
 
Clearly, as socialists, we can feel no sympathy for Sharon. The man is a 
war criminal and a reactionary who made a career of deceiving and 
attacking both the Israeli and the Palestinian masses since the beginning of 
his military career, which was followed by a political career which was just 
as bloody. 
 
In 1953, his Unit 101 carried out a pogrom in the village Qibya, killing 60 
Palestinians. Sharon was called in to meet then Israeli Prime Minister Ben-
Gurion, who told him: Let me tell you one thing: it doesn't matter what 
the world says of Israel, it doesn't matter what anyone says about us. The 
only thing that matters is that we can live here, in the land of our 
forefathers. Unless we show the Arabs that there's a price for killing Jews, 
we cannot survive. 
 
A study by the Israeli military's history department describes how Sharon, 
frustrated with the government's indecision on the eve of the 1967 war, 
offered the General to carry out a military putsch: I said that had we at 
some point got up and said, listen you, your decisions risk the state of 
Israel, and since the situation is grave, you are asked to go to the next 
room and wait here, and the General will send out a message on the radio. 
They'd feel relieved. That was my feeling. 
 
In 1982, Sharon, then the Minister of Defence, allowed the forces of the 



fascist Falange in Lebanon to slaughter the people of the refugee camps 
Sabra and Shatila, killing more than 328 Palestinians. The Cahen 
committee, set up following the slaughter, made it impossible for Sharon 
to hold the position of Minister of Defence again – but not that of any other 
Minister, or Prime Minister for that matter! 
 
In 1973, Sharon joined the right-wing Likud party (after a brief tenure with 
his own Shlomzion party) and was known for years as the father of the 
messianic settler movement and as a generally aggressive right-winger. 
 
We have no particular interest in Sharon's death. He should in reality be 
sentenced for his war crimes, something that given his health is probably 
not going to happen, but if he dies, another of his kind will simply replace 
him. Socialists do not wish for the death of any individual agent of 
capitalism – what they wish is for the overthrow of capitalism itself. 
 
After the disengagement, which Sharon used to make the Israeli masses 
believe that he was trying to make peace with the Palestinians, his 
popularity was on the rise. The old right-wing Labour party leadership, 
which has since suffered quite a few defeats at the hands of its left wing, 
joined his government, and assisted in spreading these illusions and 
carrying out Sharon's economic programme, which was the most right-wing 
in Israeli history. 
 
We must not forget Sharon's crimes. Israeli workers must not give in to the 
Israeli media's propaganda campaign. Sharon is/was one of the most 
formidable enemies of the working class and he must not be seen as 
anything else. No solution to the problems of the Israeli and Palestinian 
workers can come either from him or from his pseudo-party Kadima. The 
only real solution is a left-wing socialist government that will carry out a 
socialist policy and that will serve the workers and the poor, not the 
capitalists. 
 
Sharon As A Political Tool 
For it cometh in vanity, and departeth in darkness, and its name is covered 
with darkness ~ Ecclesiastes 6:4 
 
Sharon's illness makes it quite clear that he is not going to be in any 
condition to return to active political involvement after he comes out of 
hospital. His party Kadima (Forward) and its media cronies are in panic, 
understanding as much as anyone else that Kadima is a one man party, and 
that without Sharon, it will be difficult to hold it together and achieve the 
success in the polls they had been expecting, and so this new party of the 
capitalists will have a short life. It is an indication of the state of Israeli 
politics that everything rests on one man, the arbiter, the Bonaparte at 
the top of society! 
 
So what are they to do? They are doing everything possible to create a link 
in the minds of the masses between Sharon and the party. An endless 
stream of speeches, crocodile tears, and semi-obituaries appear daily in 
the mass media, all acting as election propaganda for the party which has 
lost the only ace it had up its sleeve. 
 
We are taught from very early on that the mass media is supposed to 
belong to everyone, that it is the “watchdog of democracy”. Well, in a 
certain sense it is the watchdog of democracy – but it doesn't watch over 
democracy in the sense they would like us to believe; its role is to keep up 
the pretence that bourgeois democracy is the rule of the people, when in 
reality it is the rule over the people. It is a “democracy” which allows a 
tiny minority to rule over all our lives, a “democracy” which keeps over a 
million and half Israelis in poverty. 
 
The truth is that the media doesn't belong to us all. It is in the firm grip of 
the bourgeoisie. The Moses, Nimordi, Shoken, and other capitalist families 
own all the major newspapers, and can tell them what to write and what 
to promote. It is a fact that all newspapers are presently serving as 
propaganda machines for Kadima, the new party of the Israeli capitalists. 
 
In the distant past, the Labour party was the main tool of the Israeli 
capitalists, since it had the authority to hold back the workers. After the 
weakening of the Labour party due to popular resentment against its 



policies, the ruling class shifted its base to the Likud, the main right-wing 
party at the time (until the creation of Kadima a couple of months ago). 
Sharon understood that the Likud was turning into an extreme right-wing 
party, which could lose many votes, and he also knew that after Peretz 
had been elected to chairman of Labour, the capitalists could not use this 
somewhat-renewed party. So the conditions for the setting up of Kadima 
were created, a party which has no other function than to try and stop the 
extreme polarization that is taking place in Israeli society – something 
which can only hold for a very short period of time – while of course 
providing nicely paid jobs for a handful of opportunists. 
 
Kadima can of course use many media tricks. Recently it was even 
suggested that Sharon should be part of Kadima's list of candidates for the 
elections, despite his inability to participate in them, in order to get a 
couple more mandates exploiting the public's sympathy. But all this cannot 
last for long. Kadima is a party of decline from its very inception. If not in 
this election, then in the next its weakness will become clear to all. As for 
Sharon, one may pity the way he and his condition are used to further 
people's political careers, including that of his sons. However, Sharon put 
himself in this situation. Whoever bases his political career on lies and 
corruption, should not be surprised when this catches up with him. 
www.marxist.com 

 
 
NAFTA: 20 Years of Regret for Mexico 

 
 

 
 

Mark Weisbrot 7 January 2014 
 
It was 20 years ago that the North American Free Trade Agreement 
between the US, Canada, and Mexico was implemented. In Washington, 
the date coincided with an outbreak of the bacteria cryptosporidium in the 
city's water supply, with residents having to boil their water before 
drinking it. The joke in town was, See what happens, NAFTA takes effect 
and you can't drink the water here.  
 
Our neglected infrastructure aside, it is easy to see that NAFTA was a bad 
deal for most Americans. The promised trade surpluses with Mexico turned 
out to be deficits, some hundreds of thousands of jobs were lost, and there 
was downward pressure on US wages – which was, after all, the purpose of 
the agreement. This was not like the European Union's (pre-Eurozone) 
economic integration, which allocated hundreds of billions of dollars of 
development aid to the poorer countries of Europe so as to pull their living 
standards up toward the average. The idea was to push US wages 
downward, toward Mexico's, and to create new rights for corporations 
within the trade area: these lucky multinational enterprises could now sue 
governments directly before a corporate-friendly international tribunal, 
unaccountable to any national judicial system, for regulations (eg 
environmental) that infringed upon their profit-making potential.  
 
But what about Mexico? Didn't Mexico at least benefit from the agreement? 
Well if we look at the past 20 years, it's not a pretty picture. The most 
basic measure of economic progress, especially for a developing country 
like Mexico, is the growth of income (or GDP) per person. Out of 20 Latin 
American countries (South and Central America plus Mexico), Mexico ranks 
18, with growth of less than 1% annually since 1994. It is, of course, 
possible to argue that Mexico would have done even worse without NAFTA, 
but then the question would be, why? 
 
From 1960-80 Mexico's GDP per capita nearly doubled. This amounted to 
huge increases in living standards for the vast majority of Mexicans. If the 
country had continued to grow at this rate, it would have European living 
standards today. This is what happened in South Korea, for example. But 
Mexico, like the rest of the region, began a long period of neoliberal policy 
changes that, beginning with its handling of the early 1980s debt crisis, got 
rid of industrial and development policies, gave a bigger role to de-
regulated international trade and investment, and prioritized tighter fiscal 
and monetary policies (sometimes even in recessions). These policies put 
an end to the prior period of growth and development. The region as a 
whole grew just 6% per capita from 1980-2000; and Mexico grew by 16% – a 



far cry from the 99% of the previous 20 years.  
 
For Mexico, NAFTA helped to consolidate the neo-liberal, anti-
development economic policies that had already been implemented in the 
prior decade, enshrining them in an international treaty. It also tied 
Mexico even further to the US economy, which was especially unlucky in 
the two decades that followed: the Fed's interest rate increases in 1994, 
the US stock market bust (2000-2002) and recession (2001), and especially, 
the housing bubble collapse and Great Recession of 2008-9 had a bigger 
impact on Mexico than almost anywhere else in the region. 
 
Since 2000, the Latin American region as a whole has increased its growth 
rate to about 1.9% annually per capita – not like the pre-1980 era, but a 
serious improvement over the prior two decades when it was just 0.3%. As 
a result of this growth rebound, and also the anti-poverty policies 
implemented by the left governments that were elected in most of South 
America over the past 15 years, the poverty rate in the region has fallen 
considerably. It declined from 43.9% in 2002 to 27.9% in 2013, after two 
decades of no progress whatsoever. 
 
But Mexico hasn't joined in this long-awaited rebound: its growth has 
remained below 1%, less than half the regional average, since 2000. And 
not surprisingly, Mexico's national poverty rate was 52.3% in 2012, basically 
the same as it was in 1994 (52.4%). Without economic growth, it is difficult 
to reduce poverty in a developing country. The statistics would probably 
look even worse if not for the migration that took place during this period. 
Millions of Mexicans were displaced from farming, for example, after being 
forced into competition with subsidized and high-productivity agribusiness 
in the United States, thanks to NAFTA's rules. 
 
It's tough to imagine Mexico doing worse without NAFTA. Perhaps this is 
part of the reason why Washington's proposed Free Trade Area of the 
Americas was roundly rejected by the region in 2005 and the proposed 
Trans-Pacific Partnership is running into trouble. Interestingly, when 
economists who have promoted NAFTA from the beginning are called upon 
to defend the agreement, the best that they can offer is that it increased 
trade. But trade is not, to most humans, an end in itself. And neither are 
the blatantly mis-named free trade agreements.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 
 
2014 and the ghosts of 1914  

 
 

 
 

Alan Woods 7 January 2014  
 
As the New Year dawns, memories are reawakening of another New Year, 
exactly a century ago, the dawn of 1914 when millions of people were 
drifting towards the abyss as if in a dream. 
 
On that New Year’s Day few people imagined what lay in store. One 
hundred years had passed since the Battle of Waterloo and the memory of 
war had faded – at least in Britain. The war in South Africa had been a 
mere skirmish and had ended in victory. The Empire upon which the sun 
never set seemed assured in its worldwide supremacy. 
 
Across the Channel, it is true, things were not quite the same. Memories of 
the Franco-Prussian war and the German occupation of Alsace-Lorraine 
still remained. The General Staff longed for revenge, but on the streets of 
Montmartre the cafes were bustling and war did not seem an imminent 
prospect. 
 
For most of the 19th century the Bible of the bourgeoisie was Liberalism, 
the political expression of a firmly-held belief that the rise of capitalism 
was a guarantee of human progress. Most of the countries of Western 
Europe had passed through a period of economic prosperity that seemed as 
if it would last forever. The new technology—the telephone, the 
steamship, the railroads had played a far more revolutionary role in pulling 
the world together than has the Internet in our own times. 
 



Peace and prosperity were regarded as the normal state of affairs: “today 
better than yesterday and tomorrow better than today”. Many believed 
that Europe’s economies were so integrated that war was impossible. The 
rapid development of science and technology were proof of the steady 
march of progress, a cast-iron guarantee of the superiority of Western 
Civilization. Yet in August 1914 that beautiful dream ended in a horrific 
nightmare. Reason became Unreason. Europe and the whole world plunged 
into a macabre dance of death. 
 
Overnight everything turned into its opposite. Modern technology, from 
being a potent agent of progress, became transformed into a means of 
producing the most devilish means of mass destruction, creating 
unprecedented havoc on a terrifying scale. In place of free trade, 
protectionist barriers were erected everywhere. In place of Liberalism and 
democracy there was militarism, censorship and dictatorship in an open or 
disguised form. At least nine million people lost their lives in the Great 
Slaughter. 
 
The causes of war 
The conclusion frequently drawn is that wars and conflicts are an 
inevitable result of the natural aggressiveness of the human species (or of 
men, if one is to believe certain feminists). In reality, this is an 
explanation that explains nothing. If humans are naturally aggressive, why 
is it that we are not always in a state of war? Why does society not simply 
tear itself apart? 
 
In reality, the periodic outbreak of wars is an expression of the tensions 
that arise in class society, which can reach a critical point in which the 
contradictions can only be solved by violent means. This idea was already 
explained by Clausewitz in his celebrated dictum: “war is only the 
continuation of politics by other means.” In order to explain the causes of 
the First World War (which we will deal with in detail in future articles) 
the scientific method of Marxist analysis is necessary. 
 
In the final analysis, the war was the product of the belated rise of 
Germany which had taken the capitalist road later than Britain and France. 
This created new and unbearable contradictions. Germany found itself 
hemmed in and strangled by its powerful rivals who enjoyed the 
advantages of Empire. Having gained an easy victory over France in 1871, 
the ruling clique in Berlin was looking for an excuse for a war that would 
allow it to dominate Europe and grab territory, markets and colonies. 
 
Does this mean that Germany was responsible for the War? The idea that 
one can place the blame for war on a particular nation is false and 
superficial, just as is apportioning blame on the basis of “who fired the 
first shot”. The German army invaded Belgium, and this was no doubt a 
terrible experience for the Belgian people. But far more terrible was the 
suffering of millions of colonial slaves in the Congo which was under the 
rule of “poor little Belgium”. 
 
The French imperialists wanted to take back Alsace and Lorraine, seized 
by Germany in 1871. But they also wished to seize the Rhineland and 
subject the German people to oppression and plunder, as we later saw in 
the Treaty of Versailles. The British imperialists were fighting a “defensive 
war” – that is to say, a war to defend their privileged position as the 
foremost imperialist robber in the world, holding countless millions of 
Indians and Africans in colonial slavery. The same cynical calculations may 
be discerned in the case of every one of the belligerent nations, from the 
biggest to the smallest. 
 
Looking backwards, with the wisdom of hindsight, it is not difficult to 
understand the reasons for the catastrophe of 1914. There were many 
other factors, such as the conflict between Russia and Austro-Hungary for 
mastery of the Balkans and the ambitions of Tsarism to seize 
Constantinople from the palsied hands of a dying Ottoman Empire. The 
bloody savagery of the Balkan Wars of 1912-13 was a warning, and on 
several occasions the Great Powers almost came to blows before 1914. 
 
Yet despite all the warning signs, many people believed war would not 
happen. Britain and Germany were each other’s biggest trading partners 
after the USA. Surely they would not fight each other? Even now, a 



hundred years later, some learned academics (God save us from learned 
academics!) argue that the Great War was not at all necessary, that a 
diplomatic solution could have been found and that humanity could have 
avoided a great deal of unnecessary inconvenience and lived happily ever 
after. 
 
One hundred years after the Great Slaughter, it is customary, not only for 
our learned academic friends, not only for sentimental pacifists, but also 
bourgeois politicians to weep oceans of crocodile tears over the 
“uselessness of war”, the futile loss of life and so on and so forth. We must 
“learn from history”, they inform us, so that it is never repeated. The fact 
that every day thousands of people continue to be slaughtered in wars 
seems to escape their attention. Five million at least have perished in the 
Congo, which shows how right Hegel was when he wrote that the only 
lesson one can draw from history is that nobody ever learned anything 
from it. 
 
If only the conduct of world affairs could be removed from the 
incompetent hands of politicians, bankers and generals and handed over to 
the learned and infinitely wise ladies and gentlemen of the universities! If 
only the world could be governed by the gentle hand of Reason! What a 
happy place it would be! Unfortunately, the entire course of human history 
for at least ten millennia has proven that the affairs of humankind have 
never been governed by Reason. That was already pointed out by Hegel 
who, despite his Idealist prejudices, often came close to the truth, as 
when he wrote that it is interests and not Reason that governs the lives of 
nations. 
 
Why has there not been another world war in the recent period? 
Is it possible to draw useful parallels between the state of affairs in 1914 
and today? Historical analogies can be useful within certain limits, but it is 
always necessary to bear these limits firmly in mind. History does indeed 
repeat itself, but it never does so in exactly the same way. 
 
The most essential parallel is that today the contradictions of capitalism 
have emerged once more in an explosive manner on a world scale. A long 
period of capitalist expansion – which bears some striking similarities to 
the period that preceded the First World War – came to a dramatic end in 
2008. We are now in the throes of the most serious economic crisis in the 
entire 200 year history of capitalism. 
 
Contrary to the theories of the bourgeois economists, globalization did not 
abolish the fundamental contradictions of capitalism. It only reproduced 
them on a far vaster scale than ever before: globalization now manifests 
itself as a global crisis of capitalism. The root cause of the crisis is exactly 
the same as in 1914: the revolt of the productive forces against the two 
fundamental obstacles that are preventing human progress, private 
ownership of the means of production and the nation state. 
 
Ex-Marxists like Eric Hobsbawm believed that globalization would put an 
end to national conflict. The revisionist Karl Kautsky said exactly the same 
thing a hundred years ago. The First World War showed the hollowness of 
that theory. And the state of our world in 2014 shows the stupidity of 
Hobsbawm’s neo-revisionism. How much more profound was Lenin, whose 
classic book Imperialism, the highest stage of Capitalism is as fresh and 
relevant now as the day it was written. 
 
Yet there are important differences. On two occasions the imperialists 
tried to solve their contradictions by war: in 1914 and 1939. Why can this 
not happen again? As a matter of fact, the contradictions between the 
imperialists are now so sharp that in the past they would already have led 
to war. The question that must be asked is: why is the world not at war 
once more? 
 
The answer is in the changed balance of forces on a world scale. There 
would be no point in Germany invading Belgium or seizing Alsace-Lorraine, 
for the simple reason that Germany already controls the whole of Europe 
through her economic might. All the important decisions are taken by 
Merkel and the Bundesbank, without a single shot having been fired. Maybe 
France can start a war of national independence from Germany? It is 
sufficient to pose the question to see immediately its absurdity. 



 
The fact of the matter is that the old pygmy states of Europe long ago 
ceased to play any independent role in the world. That is why the 
European bourgeoisie were forced to form the European Union, in an effort 
to compete with the USA, Russia and now also China on a world scale. But 
a war between Europe and any of the above-mentioned states is entirely 
ruled out. Apart from anything else, Europe lacks an army, navy and air 
force. Such armies that exist are kept jealously under the control of the 
different ruling classes, who, behind the facade of European “unity”, are 
fighting like cats in a sack to defend their “national interests”. 
 
From a military point of view, no country can stand against the colossal 
military might of the USA. But that power also has limits. There are glaring 
contradictions between the USA, China and Japan in the Pacific. In the 
past that would have led to war. But China is no longer a weak, backward, 
semi-colonial nation that could be easily invaded and reduced to colonial 
servitude. It is a growing economic and military power, which is feeling its 
muscles and asserting its interests. 
 
The USA has already burned its fingers badly in Iraq and Afghanistan. It 
was unable to intervene in Syria. How could it even consider a war with a 
country like China when it cannot even respond to the continuous 
provocations from North Korea? The question is a very concrete one. 
 
War and revolution 
Before 1914 the illusions of the bourgeoisie were shared by the leaders of 
the Labour Movement in Western Europe. The Social Democratic leaders, 
while paying lip service to the ideas of socialism and the class struggle and 
making radical sounding and even revolutionary speeches on the First of 
May, in practice had abandoned the perspective of socialist revolution in 
favour of reformism: the notion that peacefully, gradually, painlessly, they 
could transform capitalism into socialism at some distant time in the 
future. 
 
In one international congress after another the Social Democrats – who 
included at that time Lenin, Trotsky, Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht 
– voted for resolutions pledging the International to oppose any attempt of 
the imperialists to launch a war, and even to take advantage of the 
situation to organise a revolutionary struggle against capitalism and 
imperialism. 
 
To their eternal shame, all the leaders of the Second International (with 
the exception of the Russians, Serbs and Irish) betrayed the working class 
by supporting “their” ruling class on “patriotic” grounds. As a result, 
millions of workers in uniform were condemned to death in the muddy 
killing grounds of Flanders. The rallying call of “workers of the world 
unite” appeared to be a grim irony as German, French, Russian and British 
workers shot and bayoneted each other to death in the interests of their 
masters. The situation seemed utterly hopeless. Yet the imperialist war 
ended in revolution. 
 
The Russian Revolution offered humanity a way out of the nightmare of 
wars, poverty and suffering. But the absence of a revolutionary leadership 
on an international scale meant that this possibility was aborted in one 
country after another. The result was a new crisis and a new and even 
more terrible imperialist war, which led to the deaths of 55 million people 
and almost caused the collapse of human civilization. 
 
Two World Wars were sufficient proof that the capitalist system had 
completely exhausted its potential for progress. But Lenin pointed out that 
unless it is overthrown by the working class, capitalism can always find a 
way out of even the deepest economic crisis. What Lenin saw as a 
theoretical possibility in 1920 actually occurred after 1945. As the result of 
a peculiar concatenation of historical circumstances, the capitalist system 
entered into a new period of upswing. The prospect of socialist revolution, 
at least in the developed capitalist countries, was postponed. 
 
Just as in the two decades before 1914, the bourgeoisie and its apologists 
were drunk with illusions. And just as then, the leaders of the Labour 
Movement echoed these illusions. Even more than then, they have 
abandoned any pretence of standing for socialism and have wholeheartedly 



embraced “the market”. But now the wheel has turned full circle. In 2008 
the fruit of success turned to ashes in their mouths. As in 1914 history has 
given them a rude awakening. 
 
Many people on the Left ask why, if there is such a deep crisis, the masses 
have not risen. Those who ask such questions we refer to 1914. Why did 
that crisis not lead immediately to a revolutionary movement? Why did the 
workers flock enthusiastically to the flag? Here formal logic and abstract 
generalisations will provide no answer. Only a knowledge of dialectics can 
shed light on the question. 
 
Unlike idealists, who think that human consciousness is the driving force of 
all progress, dialectical materialism explains that human consciousness is 
extremely conservative. Men and women always cling to what is familiar: 
tradition, habit and routine weigh heavily on the brain. Capitalism breeds 
lifelong habits of obedience, which are easily transferred from the school 
to the factory production line and thence to the barracks. 
 
The ruling class has a thousand ways of moulding consciousness: the 
school, the pulpit, the mass media and above all that invisible but 
powerful force we call public opinion. The masses will always take the 
road of least resistance, until the hammer blows of great events compel 
them to begin to question the values, the morality, the religion and the 
beliefs that have shaped their thinking all their lives. 
 
This process takes time. It is not a straight line, but very contradictory. 
The same soldiers who waved flags and sang patriotic songs in August and 
September 1914 were the ones who took up the red flag and sang the 
Internationale three or four years later. An immense gulf separated the 
two phenomena – a gulf filled with immense suffering, horrors and death. 
It was a hard lesson, but it was a lesson well learned. 
 
What of today? There is no war, at least not in the sense of 1914. But from 
the standpoint of history the year 2008 will be seen to have been as great 
a turning point as then. The great learning process has begun. Does it seem 
too slow for you? But history proceeds according to its own laws and at its 
own speeds, which cannot be made any faster by impatience. 
 
In 1806, when he was completing his great “voyage of discovery” The 
Phenomenology of Mind, Hegel saw Napoleon riding through the streets of 
Jena and exclaimed: “I have seen the World Spirit on horseback!” The 
Bible says: “Eyes have they but they do not see.” Look around you! Can 
you not see already evidence of a change in the situation? On the streets 
of Istanbul and Athens, Sao Paolo and Madrid, Cairo and Lisbon, the masses 
are beginning to move. 
 
Today we can say that the Spirit of a New World is on the march 
everywhere, not in the shape of an individual hero, but in the person of 
millions of nameless heroes and heroines who are slowly but surely drawing 
conclusions and moving into action to take their own destiny into their 
hands. 
 
Lenin said: “capitalism is horror without end.” The bloody convulsions that 
are spreading throughout the world show that he was right. Middle class 
moralists weep and wail about these horrors, but they have no idea what 
the causes are, still less the solution. Pacifists, “Greens”, feminists and 
others point to the symptoms but not the underlying cause, which lies in a 
diseased social system that has outlived its historical role. 
 
The horrors we see before us are only the outward symptoms of the death 
agony of capitalism. But they are also the birth-pangs of a new society that 
is fighting to be born. It is our task to cut short these birth pangs and 
hasten the birth of a new and genuinely human society. 
 
Somebody once told the Spanish revolutionary Durruti: “You will be sitting 
on top of a pile of ruins if you are victorious”. To which Durruti answered: 
 
“We have always lived in slums and holes in the wall. We will know how to 
accommodate ourselves for a time. For, you must not forget, we can also 
build. It is we who built these palaces and cities, here in Spain and in 
America and everywhere. We, the workers, we can build others to take 



their place. And better ones. We are not in the least afraid of ruins. We 
are going to inherit the earth. There is not the slightest doubt about that. 
The bourgeoisie might blast and ruin its own world before it leaves the 
stage of history. We carry a new world, here, in our hearts. That world is 
growing this minute.” 

 
 

CAR France intervenes yet again in an African country 

 
 

 
 

Vast wealth should be taken into common, democratic ownership 
Leila Messaoudi, Gauche Revolutionnaire (CWI in France) 7 January 2014 
 
On Thursday 5th December 2013 President Hollande announced the 
deployment of French troops to the Central African Republic, under UN 
mandate, to reinforce the local military presence. This is the 40th time 
France has intervened militarily in an African country since independence. 
What are the reasons for this resumption of military activity in Africa by 
French imperialism ? And what role does Hollande envisage after the 
intervention in Mali ?  
 
Central African Republic : potentially a rich country  
The country is replete with any amount of mineral resources : diamonds 
close to the surface, oil, uranium and much cultivable land. But all these 
resources are either under-exploited, or misused, or completely unused. 
The CAR depends heavily on cotton, one of the key export sectors 
alongside diamond and gold mining which are in decline. Miners earn no 
more than $4 US a day. In most cases the 80 000-100 000 diamond miners 
in CAR work independently on a small scale and without mining permits. 
The gems they extract are often sold on to smugglers or export firms for a 
very small percentage of their resale value. Diamond miners provide a 
living for hundreds of thousands of people but only on the basis of shared 
poverty. Diamond mining is done by hand with skilled miners selling 
individually to collectors who themselves sell to middle men who sell on to 
the big diamond houses, especially in the Belgian city of Antwerp.  
 
A country stripped and bled dry  
The CAR has been independent of France since 1958. From the very 
beginning the country was passed from hand to hand without any real 
social or economic development taking place. Not one single leader of the 
country is remembered for any development of the country or its social 
infrastructure. Average life expectancy is 40 years and HIV is rife. There 
has been a slow collapse of the state and a decline in living conditions.  
 
The current government, nowithstanding its complete corruption, has been 
forced to take measures against the illegal diamond trade following the 
deaths of several miners in March 2013. But these measures have only 
increased the miners’ fear of unemployment. In despair many independent 
diamond miners have turned to gold mining, given that gold prices are 
more stable than diamond prices. But the illegal gold trade is even worse 
than the diamond trade. The miners find themselves forced to take part in 
illegal extraction in dangerous conditions in order to sell into the black 
market. Areva owns a uranium mine in CAR which has been inactive since 
2012 due to lack of security in the region.  
 
Recent workers’ and popular struggles  
Despite the fact that western media don’t mention them, workers’ and 
trade union organisations exist in this country and have not disappeared. 
At the start of 2013 several strike movements took place against the rising 
cost of living, for payment of back-pay, and for genuine access to water. In 
February there were demonstrations by part-time teachers in higher 
education who blocked the resumption of classes by demanding the pay 
they hadn’t received for 24 months. Primary school teachers joined the 
first strikers to demand civil servant status. On 13th February residents in 
the Gobongo district of the capital Bangui expressed their frustration at 
the recent appalling lack of water and electricity in their area. For more 
than 3 days they were without electricity and for months prior to that 
drinking water had been a rare commodity. The demonstrators resisted the 
massive deployment of police in the area. Street sellers were furious that 
early on the morning of 13th February police occupied the roadsides where 



they displayed their goods, and blocked off traffic.  
 
Michel Djotodia took power through a coup d’etat in March 2013 shortly 
after this wave of strikes and protests. This was certainly no accident. 
Subsequently the right to strike was abolished and all public meetings 
banned. Djotodia’s allies, the Sélèka rebels, roamed the streets of the city 
and the countryside attacking people, and no day went by without talk of 
violent incidents. All this, unusually, without any reaction in France.  
 
The historic role of France  
Since the independence of CAR France has exerted strong political 
influence on the country. Under Mitterand and Chirac France supported all 
the regimes in power due to CAR’s economic value and increasingly now 
for its geo-strategic value in preventing the explosion of yet another 
African country.  
 
This is illustrated by France’s military and financial support for President 
and self-proclaimed emperor Bokassa between 1966 and 1979. This support 
was rendered unforgettable by the sight of French President Valéry Giscard 
d’Estaing joining Bokassa in hunting parties and accepting diamonds from 
the blood-soaked dictator. After the 1979 coup d’etat, orchestrated by 
France, the former colonial power put in place a number of puppet 
presidents under the direction, between 1980 and 1993, of a French 
lieutenant-colonel JC Mantion, and especially under Patassé from 1993 to 
2003.  
 
France trained Bokassa’s youngest general, François Bozizé, who became 
president after the fall of Patassé. After several abortive attempts Bozizé 
took power in a 2003 coup d’etat, with the support of France.  
 
In 2013 Bozizé seemed to want to switch economic allegiance and he 
promised contracts to China, with Petroleum of China, and South Africa, 
allies against French and American imperialism in the region.  
 
In this situation Hollande’s tactics were not to intervene in March 2013 
against the overthrow of Bozizé by the Seleka (or ‘coalition’ in the Sango 
language, which embraces all those forces whose common factor is 
opposition to Bozizé) and Michel Djotodia, since France was heavily 
engaged in Mali. No doubt he also preferred to hold back, with the 
prospect of gaining more when diplomatic conditions allowed, and 
especially given that the chaos created by a divided Seleka would justify 
intervention.  
 
Geopolitical instability too much of a threat  
France, under UN mandate, is intervening now because Michel Djotodia’s 
authority is much weakened. The objective outlined by the UN and 
repeated by Minister of Defence LeDrian is to ‘rebuild a shattered 
country’. In reality, and rather like Mali, the main motivation is to avoid 
the complete collapse of the state and to restore a regime, any regime, as 
long as it remains under the boot of imperialism. But the country is so 
exhausted by the years of instability and has had so many of its resources 
stripped that the imperialists seriously doubt whether they can restore any 
regime unless it is under the permanent control of foreign armies in the 
service of the imperialists, but with a UN mandate for appearances’ sake. 
This country has been a hotspot for so long that it has become a factor for 
instability in the region.  
 
The media have supported the French intervention with talk of a pre-
genocide situation and the danger of a religious conflict. Is there any truth 
in this ? The overwhelming majority of the population is Christian, 
especially in the southern regions. The Seleka rebels are mostly young 
jobless from the North and Muslim, as is Michel Djotodia, the first Muslim 
African leader. The majority of the population lived peacefully in 
religiously mixed areas, but the growing poverty, accelerated by the 
economic crisis, has increased tensions. In these circumstances the conflict 
is acquiring a religious character but not because of any ‘historic’ division. 
In the recent attacks on Muslims by ‘anti-balaka’ self-defence forces 
(‘balaka’ means ‘machete’ in Sango) anti-Islamic propaganda was spread, 
since Muslims are often traders in this area and are reputedly rich. This is 
clearly aimed at creating division in Seleka which would be to the 
advantage of Bozizé and his troops.  



 
A potential regional powder keg  
The CAR is in the middle of a region of border conflicts such as Sudan. The 
west of the country is close to north Cameroon which already is used as a 
fall-back zone by the Muslim (fundamentalists ?) of Boka Haram fighting 
the Nigerian government. Fighting has already taken place near the 
Cameroon border. It is clear that the breakdown of CAR has reached such 
an advanced stage that it increases the danger of a regional explosion. So 
the French intervention has above all a geostrategic role : pacify the 
region, and neutralise the Seleka troops who are destroying the country 
with no other aim than pillaging and looting. For the imperialists, 
especially France and the US, the complete collapse of the central African 
state would threaten the stability of the region. It could also limit the 
possibilities for further exploitation of Africa’s natural resources, notably 
diamonds and oil. This question is all the more critical for the capitalists 
given that the strike wave in the minefields of South Africa offers a 
warning of what might happen and constrains capitalist ambitions.  
 
There cannot be any high expectations of the French intervention and a UN 
presence in CAR over the years to come. France’s ambition is to organise 
elections in 2014. This, alongside the transfer of power to the local UN 
mission, is their central aim. However, since this mission is largely made 
up of Chadian troops, and since the President of Chad Idriss Déby is in 
favour of keeping Seleka and Djotodia in power and providing cover for 
their pillaging of the country, hopes of an agreement are slim. It is true 
that the French troops have been warmly welcomed by the majority of 
inhabitants. Naturally if violence is reduced or comes to an end local 
inhabitants will be relieved. But it must be remembered that living 
conditions are so disastrous that when Fabius visited Djotodia last 
November the locals thought that he had brought a suitcase full of money 
to pay the Central African government employees ! Does this mean then 
that the people would prefer a return to direct French domination ? 
Certainly not. It is perfectly understandable that the majority of the 
population would seek a solution which would halt, even temporarily, the 
breakdown of society and the worsening of living conditions. Yet the 
French intervention is not a solution, even in the short term, and threatens 
to produce the very opposite.  
 
Support the movement of the poor and workers  
French and UN troops have never made any difference to violence and 
pillaging, let alone tackled them head on. They have no right to be in 
Central Africa ! We can have no confidence in Seleka or Bozizé, both of 
whom are defending their own interests. What we need are non-
denominational, self-defence militia, open to all and democratically 
organised.  
 
Faced with the breakdown of the country, leading activists and strike 
leaders from the February 2013 movement need to play a key role in 
developing an independent movement of workers, peasants and urban poor 
to challenge the corrupt leaders of successive governments. This is what 
happened in South Africa with the founding of the Workers and Socialist 
Party following the historic miners’ strikes of last year.  
 
Such a movement would be democratic, non-denominational and non-
ethnic, and could bring forward demands for access to water, health, 
education etc. And in the face of the poverty of the country its enormous 
riches must be put to use and taken back from the companies which 
exploit them. Expropriation and common ownership through the 
nationalisation of the gold and diamond mines would allow the 
independent miners to escape from poverty, to feed and develop the 
country under democratic control and collective management by the 
workers and the people.  
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